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Introduction 

Some months into the formal research on paper offerin苞dwing a 
迤tto a re函l shop in my old Kowloon neighborhood of Phoenix N面

Village (J. 風訢祁）, a woman shopkeeper jokingly asked me and my 
assistant, "Why arc you spending so much time trying to understand the 
details of these itet面You young people should be doing other things 
呻er than working so h叫to get this information." While we 沅re
伷ttcred to be described as young and bard-working, the question did 
make w stop fur a moment and consider the reasons fur studying paper 
offerings; after all, we.cen't there other, more p函sing, topics to explore 
in Hong Kong? The sheer physical beauty of the ite血 described in this 
book 叩 certainly the first reason then and no叨 but it has taken time 
to appreciate the thoughts and actions that underlying them. One thing 

is certain, that after years of re.search, the itc四比w: n壼lost their 
紜ination, and there are always new items and new i邑to con.sider. 

Within the last fifteen years or so an incre邙ing number of local 
newspaper and magazine articles, as well as television progra血 and
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「adio broadcasts, have been d硒ted to discussions of Hong Kong's 
cultural heritage. While the media has often focused on antiquities such 
as monuments, historic buildings, and archaeological sites and the need 
to protect them in an environment where real estate is at a premium, the 
survival of traditional lifeways, arts, and crafts has also been a matter 
for concern. There are many ways in which this interest in Hong Kong's 
heritage has been expressed: in the revival of old-sryle restaurants and 
teahouses, in the re-examination of traditional foods (see, for example, 
Cheng 1997; Wu and Cheung 2002), and i n  the numbers of visitors to 
the museums of history, restored historic buildings and other sites.1 This 
continuing appreciation of traditional Chinese culture, and concern 
for its preservation, did not weaken with Hong Kong's 1997 transition 
to a Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China. 
If anything, the post-handover period has seen a growing realization 
that traditional Chinese culture is significant to modern life and to the 
creation of contemporary identity, and that an appreciation of local 
凪story and customs is a relevant part of this awareness. 

Ritual paper offi:rings form a particularly fascinating part of the 
traditional material culture of everyday life. Paper offerings are objects 
made of paper, many of them handmade and one of a kind, which 
arc offered to the beings residing beyond the world of the living: the 
gods, the ghosts, and the ancestors (for a classic depiction of these 
three otherworldly entities, see Wolf 1974). Nearly all these paper 
items are burned in order to reach their destination in the other world. 
This burning is a vital component of both public and private worship 
during religious holidays and during everyday I函. As such, the paper 
offerings arc distinguished from other strictly secular and popular paper 
handicrafts such as paper-cuts (剪紙）， prints and paper folding. The 
study of this rich and living area of traditional material culture affords 
an enhanced appreciation of the power of belief and traditional mores 
。ften said to be uniquely Chinese, but whose integration into modern 
life is not always fully appreciated. 

For visitors and residents alike, one of the most satisfying aspects 
oflife in modern Hong Kong is the celebration of the religious holidays 
of the lunar calendar. As the lunar year advances, the ritual cycle is 
regularly punctuated by these special events dedicated to the worship 
of gods, the appeasing of ghosts, and the commemoration of ancestors. 
Every month of the叫endar contains at leasr one religious occasion, 
and four very popular holidays are the Lunar New Year (usually in 
」anuary or February of the solar calendar); �ng Mi咾（清明）， the grave-
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cleaning festival to honot thc ancestors (usually in April of the solar year); 
Chong Yang (重陽）， for honoring the ancestors and avoiding plague by 
climbing to a high place; and the Yu Lan (孟IJ) Festival or, as it will be 
referred to in this book, the Festival of the Hungry Ghosts. In between 
a.re the numerous days devoted to the birthdays or to other special days 
of individual deities. On the twenty-seventh day of the eighth month 
of the lunar year, ceremonies are held at the Wong Tai Sin Temple of 
Kowloon to honor the birthday of its namesalce, the Great Sage Huang 
DaXian (黃大仙）， who will be referred to by the Hong Kong's spelling 
of Wong Tai Sin. The birthday of Che Gong (享公）， the deified general 
of the Song Dynasty, celebrated on the third day of the Lunar New 
Year, attracts tens of thousands of worshippers to his temple in Sha Tin 
（沙田）， and many devotees of the great female deities Guan Yin (氬-t),
the Goddess of Mercy, and Tian Hou (天后）， the Empress of Heaven, 
celebrate their birthdays and other special days in grand style. 

Each of these festivals is accompanied by splendid examples of paper 
offerings. The most colorful event of the calendar, the Lunar New Year, 
brings forth a great variety of items. Not only do shops sell the everyday 
offerings for worshipping the gods, but shops and temples also sell huge 
quantities of the special items that secure blessings and protection for 
the coming year: the intricate Pinwhecls and the magnificent Golden 
Flowers with their accompanying red silk banners. The New Year is 
considered the best time to purchase the Golden Flowers which will 
adorn the images of the deities on both domestic and temple altars, and 
many households believe that purchasing a new Pinwheel during the 
New Year worship at the temple will keep the family safe and secure. 
The birthdays of the gods also bring out beautiful examples of clothing 
and accessories (for it is right to honor deities with gifts of adorrunent), 
and very special creations such as the towering and brilliantly colored 
Flower Cannons. Ancestors are honored during Qing Ming with large 
packages of Gold and Silver Paper and clothing, as we1玉any special 
item the family wishes to send, and during the Festival of the Hungry 
Ghosts, the unhappy ghosts are succored with ever more complicated 
bundles of money and clothing. 

Paper offerings are not restricted to the special events of the lunar 
calendar, for wors坤is a daily occurrence, and can be devoted oo more 
private concerns. Difficult circumstanc邙一 such as illness, moving 
to a new home, or beginning a new business - can be eased with 
rituals accompanied by special-purpose paper offerings. Deities may be 
worshipped or the ghosts of srrangers fed any day of the year, while 
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ancestors arc remembered by an cvcr�changing array of items to case 
their lives in the next world. Sending offerings to deceased kin helps 
co maintain the rdationships among kinsmen, and ensures that the 
deceased will continue co enjoy the same comforts of life enjoyed while 
on earth. One may see at the curbside or at street corners, tall metal 
containers full of ashes, charred sticlcs, and fluttering bits of colored 
paper. These remnants of burned materials are funeral offerings for 
a relative and speak to the strength of traditional responsibilities and 
practices in this modern metropolis. 

Given the great variety of paper offerings, it seems that there are 
few events or situations to which they could not be applied, to ease 
concerns or to get hdp in securing a desired outcome. The use of paper 
。fferings in worship is a meaningful component of popular rdigious 
expression in Hong Kong (Liu 2003), one that has endured and adapted 
to a thoroughly modern, sophisticated and rapidly changing urbanized 
environment. This book will introduce a selection of the paper offerings 
currently available in Hong Kong, examining their designs and meanings, 
and bow they arc crafted, sold, and used in the contccts of everyday life. 
Personal and professional concerns and knowledge about offerings will 
be explored through the results of numerous discussions with the paper 
masters who craft the offerings, the shopkeepers who sell them, and the 
ordinary people who burn them. Their thoughts about the purposes of 
offerings and why they are meaningful, and their explanations of the 
ways in which offerings are used. will help the outsider better understand 
the beauty and complexity of this world of paper. 

Discovering the Offerings 

I became fascinated by ritual paper offerings during my first fidd visit 
to Hong Kong in  the late 1970s, while conducting doctoral dissertation 
research2 on women's networks and participation in the Mutual Aid 
Committees (popularly known as MACs, 互助委員會） of Kowloon. As 
this research took me into many of the public housing estates and older 
neighborhoods, I soon became aware that in these places there was yet 
another very interesting entity, something called a paper shop (衣紙值）．

These shops were easy to spot, fur even at a distance one could sc:c: the 
array of brightly colored paper items, three-dimensional objects, red 
ribbons and all kinds of wonderfu1 things, hanging from the awnings 
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and out over the sidewalks. One only had to look down the length of 
any succt and scan the upper doorways of the shops to locate them, 
and I soon became a skilled spotter. A number of paper shops were吐o
operating in the public housing estates where I conducted research on 
the MACs, so it became a habit to stop in after an interview to see what 
was available. It was simply impossible to ignore the wonderful things 
inside, although at that time I had only a general conception about what 
they represented. To me, they were appealing primarily because of their 
beauty and so it was not long before I began to buy some, mostly Golden 
Flowers and Pinwheels, but other items as well. My acquisitiveness was 
further encouraged  by the fact that my home, an apartment sh訌ed with
another graduate student on the roof of a nine-story building in Phoenix 
New Village, was just up the hill from the Wong Tai Sin Temple, which 
in those days was packed with sdlers of enticing paper creations during 
the Lun訌 New Year and other holidays. My habit could be satisfied even 
further because my office at the Universities Service Center on Argyle 
Sueet3 was within easy walking distance of both the old streets of the 
Kowloon City Arca and of Ma Tau Wai Road (馬頤圜嵬） in To Kwa 
Wan (土瓜環）， where many great old shops were still doing business. 

In no time my office began to fill with items. I could not resist 
showing off my latest finds to the other scholars in residence at the 
Center and to one of my office mates, who on one occasion needed little 
coaxing to model one very fine crown for Monkey (孫悟空薺天大聖）．

Alas, my camera was not at hand to record the moment for anthropology. 
Yet, these wonderful papers were not the�ubject of dissertation research, 
and when my research period came to an end, I packed up as much 
of the collection as I could, mostly small-si毋Pinwheds, along with 
notes and tapes from the pritnary project and sent them back to the 
United States. There they remained in the background until some time 
later, when I was finally ready to consider another research direction 
and called upon earlier training in fine 訌t and 訌chaeology.

By 1980 I had returned to Hong Kong, was working as a university 
lecturer, and was also back at the shops. It did not take long for the 
materials to exert their usual hold over me, and I again began collecting 
the items 一 especially the Pinwheels 一 which once again filled my 
office and my fiat. I spent many happy hours during the Lunar N成

Year holiday inching through the original old maze of hawker stalls 
at the Wong Tai Sin Temple on New Year's Eve or packed i n  with the 
families and worshippers at Che Gong Temple on the third day of the 
New Year, seeking the best Pinwheels along with the thou這nds ofother
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worshippers. After a series of prdiminary studies funded by the Chinese 
University and by Baptist University, in 1989 I was awarded funding 
for an extended investigation of the world of paper offerings in urban 
Hong Kong. The study included examinations of the history of the 
items (such as was known), the items themselves and their meaning and 
construction, and the everyday work of the shops and the shopkeepers. 
Additional studies were to be conducted, as possible, with worshippers 
and purchasers. 

From the beginning, work progressed from the object ou昞皿I; the 
focus of the study w囧neither the criticism nor support of any specific 
theoretical orientation or school of thought concerning popular or traditional 
Chinese religion, but the objects themselves. To do this, l collected a very 
large number of paper o氐rings and had probably the largest pri吡
collection in existence, or so it appeared from the condition of my offices, 
which resembled paper offerings warehouses. While the glorious Golden 
Flowers and the Pinwheels took pride of place among the thousands of 
pieces collected, I attempted to assemble a collection as representative 邳

possible. However, it 叨s dear from the beginning that there could not be 
such a thing as a totally comprehensive collection, namdy, one composed 
of samples of every example of current paper offering. 

There were many reasons for this. First, as will be explained further 
in this book, contemporary paper offerings show considerable variability 
due to region and ethnicity. Some items could not be collected in 
sufficient quantities because they were so rare that few paper shops 
stocked them. Other examples, even of relativdy common items, were 
not collected because their sizes were prohibitive. My collecting ardor 
was limited by space; I refrained from acquiring Flower Cannons, 
which on average arc ten to碚ecn feet in height, or the actual-sized 
paper replicas of cars made for funerals (but I did have Pinwheels that 
were nearly five feet tall). Even more modest items might have many 
sizes or many colors. The temptation to collect still more (or every size 
and every variation of each item) had to be resisted. Some items, such 
as charms and old-style paper images of deities, were not studied or 
collected for this project (the latter have nearly disappeared from Hong 
Kong), and lanterns were collected at the beginning of the research but 
were soon eliminated from the study as rhey were not placed by most 
masters within the categories of offerings to other-worldly entities. Yet, 
shopkeepers also had the habit of bringing out rare items that even they 
knew little about, but which could not be resisted, so collecting became 
a never-ending quest despite all these pract迢I constraints. 
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In addition to the material core of the project, a major source 
of data was the interviews conducted with shopkeepers and some of 
their customers, with paper masters, and wholesale店. My assistants 
(there were a number of them) and I conducted all interviews as a 
team, which is why the word "we" is often used in the chapters that 
follow. Teamwork was necessary due to the nature of the research, 
which required simultaneous recording by tape recorder and by hand, 
recording of characters, labeling each item (or labeling each sheet of an 
ite.tn of many parts), packing the items,' and sketching the atmosphere 
and arrangement of the shop itsel£ Each interview was fully translated 
into English and, for approximately one-third of the interviews, a second 
handwritten version was done in Chinese characters. All interviews were 
transcribed as literally as possible, restrained only by the requirements 
of English clarity, usually word for word, to avoid altering the order and 
the substance of respondents' explanations. All interviews translated 
into English contained characters for objects, for phrases, for technical 
terms and for concepts as used by the respondents themselves. These 
steps were taken to ensure that informants' explanations were recorded 
as carefully and comprehensively as possible, that the manner in which 
they explained the offerings was preserved, and that vital information 
was recorded consistently. 

The interview sample was selected primarily from urban Kowloon 
and Hong Kong Island, with some interviews conducted in Sha Tin, Tai 
Wai (大圍） and Tsuen Wan (荃灣） in the New Territories, taking care to 
spread the locatioru as evenly as possible. We visited retail paper shops, 
street hawkers, wholesalers, and workshops making funeral offerings, 
lanterns, and Flower Cannons. The sample also included nearly all of the 
paper masters who still handcrafted Pinwh這s and Golden Flowe士s in
Hong Kong (fewer of the latter as most of these items 訌c now imported 
from the Mainland). The shopkeepers were quire interested in our visits 
and supportive of the research, and many remain friends and sources 
of information to this day. I could not have met a group of individuals 
more generous, more courteous, and more helpful; it was really a great 
pleasure going to each and every interview. A very modest group overall, 
few would have identified themselves as experts about p�er items, even 
when speaking about their own specialities, but in actuality many were 
true masters of form and meaning, creating wondrous items. All were 
working hard at rb.eir businesses and were always trying to improve their 
skills and expand their knowledge. 

Interviews were conducted at the place of business, most often the 
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retail shop itself, at the wholesale shop or warehouse, in the street next 
to the stall, in the factory flat, or at the homes of craftsmen, where 
handcrafted items such as the Pinwheels were made. These visits were 
made mostly in the afternoons, and when the shops or craftsmen were not 
too busy (during major public holidays shops were simply overwhelmed 
with customers). W皿e interviewing was pleasant and interesting, 
conditions were sometimes trying — in the open fronted shops near 
busy roads, roaring traffic and exhaust fumes assaulted our ears and 
lungs, and sometimes obscured the voices on the tapes. Working in the 
summer meant hours {it was common for a 面sit to last nearly two hours) 
in shops equipped with little more than weak overhead or floor fans. We 
left satisfied and loaded with paper samples, but with the strength of 
steamed noodles. All this was more than made up for by the discussions 
we had, the stories exchanged with the shopkeepers, and the greetings 
of customers and children. 

Paper Offerings in Literature 

As Seaman earlier observed, "It would take a great more labor than the 
results would perhaps justify to glean from out of the mass of Chinese 
literature the casual notices of the use of spirit money and other offerings 
to the spirits . .  ," (1982: 85). His remarks were directed to the very few 
and scattered references to paper offerings in classical Chinese sour磁

A review of English-language studies of Chinese religion and social 
life in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries also suggests that paper 
offerings have not figured so prominently in these classic discussions 
of ritual and belief, often appearing only as tantalizing tidbits or as 
nam邙 with little description or context. Authors of the time simply 
叫 not give these items the amount of attention they gave to other 
aspects of popular religion such as the conduct of rituals. A fai「 血ount
of attention was paid to material culture in other social contexts such 
as wedding ceremonies, for which the descriptions are often lavish and 
detailed (see for example, Doolittle's 1865a description of the events 
of betrothal and marriage). One exception was paper funeral offerings, 
for funeral practices were of particular interest to many scholars and 
missionar运 keen to understand the content of such pr牢rices. Only if 
a non-funeral paper object was quite spectacular, or if the writer had 
a particular point to make regarding the ritual or practice where it 
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was used, would it receive greater attention. When traditional paper� 
making was the topic, however, a few paper offerings were mentioned 
as examples of how the different varieties of paper were used」 these
examples are hdpful in thinking about the earlier form of items. A 
further problem is the multiplicity of terms and the lack of Chine蕊

characters in many publications. This makes identification of the 
items, and firm comparison with current examples, somewhat difficult. 
Nevertheless, the following sample of books and publications includes 
material sufficient for better understanding the historical setting and 
background of paper offerings. 

The oft-quoted classic on Chinese religion, written by Henry Dore, 
S. J ., and published in thirteen volumes between 1914 and 1938, is entitled 
Researches into Chinese Superstitions. Dore's massive investigation covered 
such topics as Chinese gods, incense, auspicious plants and animals, the 
heavenly bureaucracy, superstitious practices and many more. mustrated 
with fine colored plates, it contained numerous schol訌ly references 
and a full inclusion of Chinese characters for easy r函rencc. While he 
devoted most attention to religious rituals, and not to the paper material 
culture that accompanied them, Dore did include small references to 
the paper o氐rings accompanying some rites, and carefully drawn and 
colored examples of spirit money and funeral o氐rings were included in 
the illustrations. Like many scholars of his ti.me, he was most attracted 
to funeral ceremonies and most of his references to paper dealt with the 
。fferings burned at the f uneral and during the subsequent commemoration 
ceremonies (see Volume One, 1914). Small notes in Volume Four (1917) 
mention mock mon可 for the gods, and what he termed "supc困titiou.s
prints," or paper images of the gods (1917: 425-7}, a variety of ritual 
paper not included in this book as they have become nearly obsolete in 
thcir original furm.5 

In 1940, Oarence Day's marvdous comp「ehensive study of these 
"superstitious prints" mentions some of the ritual paper offerings 
discussed in this book, including selected funeral offerings (such as paper 
cloth.ing in a box, chairs, water pails, and a bed) and items offered during 
the anniversary of death services (paper boats, paper dresses and shoes, a 
model of a house) (1940a: 29-30). Day's other writings concerned with 
popular religious practices, published in The Chinese Reco面 and the 
China」'ournalin 1927, 1928, 1929, and 1940, are fuscinating and lively 
accounts of selected rituals and a valued source of information on popular 
practices. These articles also contain brief references to paper offerings 
such as joss money (Gold and Silver Paper), cloud ueasure money 
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(corresponding to the contemporary First Treasure, Yi四n Bo), and the 
modern White Mon可 (these items are introduced in Chapter I). 

Another valuable study, conducted about the same time as Day's 
and marked by its scholarly attention to a wider repertoire (it includes 
actual specimens glued into the book), is that of Oard Hunter (19.37). 
Hunter's book, Chinese Cer, 沅on泫IPaper, takes up "… the use of paper 
in Chinese rites and religious ceremonies …" and is devoted to paper
making in general, especially the Chinese handmade varieties. He, too, 
devoted a chapter to paper prints of deities, but included hdpful passages 
on the popular use of ritual paper items (which he collectivdy termed 
spirit paper), a few descriptions of funeral offerings, brief but interesting 
depictions of paper shops and craftsmen, and sdected examples of real 
paper to illustrate the text.6 A complement to Hunter's work is Floyd 
McClure's study of Chinese handmade paper, conducted at about the 
same time. McClure lived in China until 1941, teaching at Lingnan 
University of Canton, but during the 1920s and 1930s he traveled about 
Guangdong Province visiting paper mills and collecting hundreds of 
samples of traditional handmade paper. The resulting book, which was 
his mast.er's thesis of 1928, was published posthumously in 1986, and 
contains forty actual samples of handmade paper, dc:ven of which he 
described as suitable for making paper offerings, mostly spirit money. 

Lewis Hodous (1915, 1929) makes a number of useful but fleeting 
references to paper offerings. He mentions idol paper for the Foochow 
(Fuzhou) ceremonies for welcoming the spring. He also noted various 
forms of paper money in conjunction with ritual, and a special New 
Year custom: "When the shops are shut up for the night a 际 sheets
of idol money are fast.ened between the boards which, in many parts of 
China, arc used to close the front of the shop. The following year when 
the shop is opened for business the paper is burned before the door as 
an offering to the guardian spirit of the door" (1929: 158). A note on 
printed pictures of warm clothing and other items needed by the dead 
complete his few references to paper offerings. 

While all these early twentieth-century writings give a tantalizing 
look at paper offerings during the Republican era and just before the 
Second World War, glimpses of an even earlier world of paper are 
provided by J. J. M. De Groot and the Rev. Justus Doolittle. In the 
general preface t.o the six volumes comprising The Religio凶 Syst沅 of
China, published from 1892 to 1910, De Groot 邳serted that, 如pire
the many good books on China, research on Chinese religion was 
still incomp區 and that he need not apologize for adding yet another 
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study. His massively detailed work was devoted to the study of funeral 
rituals, of disposal of the dead (the gtave), the soul, ancestral worship, 
demons, and religious priesthood, and contains long discourses on 
the classical referents to, and the history of, all practices. It is fully 
referenced with Chinese characters, so that modem counterparts of the 
materials and practices De Groot described can be identified, and each 
volume is well illustrated with drawings or photographs. Yet, the paper 
。ffi:rings themsdves receive less attention. Given 坤 topic as death and 
its attendant practices, some space is given to funeral offerings, and in  
Volume Six he includes a long discussion on the exorcising powers of 
almanacs and charms. 

」ustus Doolittle's celebrated studies of Chinese life, Soda/ Life of the 
Chi心e, were published in two volwnes in 1865. Doolittle exhausrivdy 
explored practices and events in Fuzhou, Fujian, where he was a missionary 
for fourteen years. Few aspects of everyday lifi: escaped his attention, and 
his writing on these topics is as fresh and engaging nearly 150 years later 
as it was in his own time. Doolittle is especially strong when describing 
domestic religious practices and public holidays and ceremonies; it is easy 
to follow the progress of a ritual by reading his description. Although no 
characters were included (only romanization of terms), his attention to 
detail makes possible a reasonable identification of the same rituals today, 
including a comparison of the materials used. Doolittle's study allows a 
greater appreciation of the history of both practice and accompanying 
paper offering, and of my respondents' frequent 蕊crtions of the antiquity 
ofboth their trade and the items they craft. Each of Doolittle's chapt年s
prefaced by a de面國 summary of the contentx, so references to ritual or 
to paper offerings are easily found. 

The above studies make it possible to appreciate contemporary 
paper offerings in a historical context, at least for that of the late 
Qing, and a number of paper items described in such sources are still 
recognizable 150 years after such writings appeared. These classical 
writings on Chinese religious practices will be referred to throughout 
the book, but their appearances are most useful as reference points, as a 
reminder that paper offerings have long been an important component 
of函erydayworship. Further, these sources provide a h函orical context, a 
?ackground setting, for the items in use today. Including such references 
m this account should not, however, be interpreted as an assertion that 
Hong Kong's current practices of worship arc: as those of the: past. Nor 
does their appearance in the text assert that the paper offerings now 
used in Hong Kong are themselves exact replicas of past counterparts; 
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this is not the case, despite the remarkable resistance to change shown 
by some itemS. Finally, such references do not imply that the meanings 
paper offerings now hold in their Hong Kong context are exactly the 
same as the meanings held in the past places so loved by these authors. 

More contemporary studies of Chinese rdigious practice are 
both rich and varied (see for example, Ahern 1973; Liu 2004; Lopez 
1996; Shahar and Wdler 1996; Smith 1991; Teiser 1997; Wdler 
1987; Wolf 1974; Yang 1994). Much attention has been given to the 
nature of the relationship between deities and humans, and studies 
related to ancestral worship and numerous studies have enriched our 
understanding of the meaning of ancestors and ancestor worship (see 
for example, Ahern 1973; Freedman 1967; Newell 1976; Wolf 1974). 
More recent studies of Chinese religion and ritual have placed greater 
emphasis on the debate over the existence of a general Chinese religion 
(sec:, fur example, Anderson 1988; Freedman 1974; Watson 1976; Wolf 
1974; Yang 1967) to a variation on that theme of the nature of Chinese 
popular religion, or to the relationship between religion and culture (Bell 
1989; Feuchtwang and Wang 1991). All these valuable studies would 
be complemented with explorations of paper offerings emphasizing 
the material aspect, the physical representation of worship and belief. 
There are notable exceptions in the form of discussions of specific items 
and their social and cultural contexts, and items such as spirit money 
(Gates 1987; McCrccry 1990; Seaman 1982) and offerings fur gods and 
ancestors (Scott 1997a, 19976; Segawa 1986; Szeto 1993; Topley 1953) 
have been illuminated. It is surely appropriate that the complement of 
paper offerings, so varied, beautiful and significant, should have a more 
prominent place in the academic explorations of contemporary Chinese 
religion and practice, not as rivals for scholarly study of other, classic 
concerns, but as important complements to the growing understanding 
of popular practices. 
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To best appreciate paper offerings, it is helpful to present them within 
differing settings, including: the world of the paper masters and the 
contexts of manufacture, the formal features of design and appearance, 
and the everyday patterns of worship which give them meaning. To 
better illustrate these settings, certain of the items will make multiple 
appearances within the book. Their appearance and reappearance in 
a variety of contexts should serve to illustrate the many ways in which 
items are 远n and used by makers and worshippers. However, at the end 
one always 「eturns to the objects. To choose only one example, the great 
Flower Cannons o氐逼 to Tian Hou (discussed in detail in Chapter 
3) embody a wide range of contradictory messages - the support of 
local identity as well as pan-community unity, and cultural and social 
integration as well as separation. Yet, on seeing Flower Cannons for 
the first time, neither observers nor worshippers likely see any of these 
social possibilities. Transfixed by the sheer magnificence of the cannons 
themsdves, viewers see only a "so beautiful" offering given to an equally 
beautiful deity (Scott 1997b). 





While bright with materials fur面>tship, the entrance to 
a typical paper shop displays 喦吐actionof the paper 
。臨哩, within.

On any day of the week, one can sec any num沄
of worshippers giving 品 toWong Tai Sin in 
his temple in 紜loon.After o£fuing their gifu of 
foodstuffi; and p量per,they will a.sir. fut the: god's blessing 
and 母his advice by throwing the dJ沅, or divining 
毗ks. The number on the 缸tstick to hit the ground 
indicar.es 血deity'sanswer to the inquiry. 



This worshipper at the Wong Tai Sin Temple, 
already prcpm:d. with fuld.cd. Gold 殛er, is using his 
&ta.Ck of oranges to hold red candle,. Small o氐d噸
of candy and cakes 邱洹t in place. 

Wot出ipp導 is not solely the concem of the elderly. On ritual holidays to commemotate the anceston, such as 
Chong Yang. younger一區 ofthe 紜曲:znist their patents in arranging the D氐ringswithin the 西cr chcsa.



Wonh.ippcn ofli四1 Hou roine well prepared with the 
一packages of clothing made c:specially for 
her. The yo丑teron the right ,:arr這 洫 四,n package, 
topped with…plmdid paper hat. 

No 細祉 butapec祉ythat fur Ti皿 Hou, 如uld
be complete without a Good氐nu.ncChicken. This 
example, accompanied by蚯嵒atiu 紜 ｀
comp區m磁withwings and 面I trimmed with 
這plen恤tly硨逗尸血e紜hers. A good luck 
muplct written in卽Id Oil red is att祉cd tothcbue 
(photo: VIO.ll吐記昞屯Sum).



-

Here is a telection of pre-assembled wOJShipping packages for the deiti邙： one each for Men Kou and Di Zhu, one for 
如Kitchen God, and 如ccfur •mg gods" (photo: Viana 运昞哼 Sum).

A set of n:ctangular and cimdat fumu of the Honorable People P畠pen.Honorable People P量pen an: fuund in nearly 
all wonhipping assemblages. 



A larp c:xa呻leof the So區g of 100 Problems, 
011eof血皿>st popular of CYCtJ西paper
。fferings (photo: V1011量 LeeWi嚏Sum).

UlUnples of the Five and Seven Colored平 bumed to 血 dead in血nenworld, so that they may be used by the 
dead to汕onthei「 面n clothes (photo: VJ.Ona Lee Wi哼 Sum).



A trio ofm丑y offerings: Lo呣面ty Gold, Gold Paper, and Pint Tre血�Paper. The maner First Treaure is 
marked with dw:tctcristic c:dgc mipcs of .red and green (photo: Vtona耘V吶；Sum). 

The many缸es of Gold and Silver 平arefolded 
into shapes 平ording to 血血ive plaa:! or弓
practia:s of血而nhippcr. Most wonihi�pers will 
fuldsuchp叩m 正toingot shapes of varying fur.ms. 
Howevcr, Lo嗎示ty Gold is not 血祉y folded, and 
the very Jar穿stvari面邙, u 8hown here, are looped 
once and put 可祉erin 血furmof a r礦硒m
bcingo氐母．



A面fine pair ofLo.ng Pennant&: they arc used 
。thank血年面for 卹 carc and p兩ection
in curing illnea or rdilMilg mis伷tune.The Long 
瓦t may be aa:wnpa.11迢 by 逼這呃ofFmt
Trcast此， BigBright Treasure. Longevity Gold, and 
紜odsn面 (photo:Viona Lee Wmg Sum). 

A group of popular o缸ings to ensure a speedy transition 恤ughthe nc:n world: citcular Monty to Live, complete 
with rose-colore. 圧domamcn逼四ertopp墮, and血largerSeven Vi西Incantation. Money to Live may be 
burned in the tho� by relatives of the d一seekingID ease the 血tlin rebirth (photo: Vrona Lee覃哼 SlllD).
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The 昌mall Fan: Changer (1i叫ly, Lucky Mon可orLuck I平） 正吐mewonhippcrs who wish to obtain good 
luck and change 蛐 蝕：fur the betttt (photo: V10J1a u:e Wi哼Sum).

Lucky Basins are a common vari句,of pitched paper o氐血屯 r;ailyd�with Honorable 區piePapers and 
訕逗 Lon妒ity Gold (photo: Viona乓昞哼 Sum).



＆紜逼s sue比 Olong Yang, offerings for the 
ancestors are p這0磁packed into Fu」ian bags to 
eniure the neat and tidy sending of materials 10 the next 
world. Thia one bean the Label and u cl邙edwith Gold
平. It臼1硒6llcdwith a combination of fulded 
Gold 际CJ; Money to Live, Hell Mo.Dey, White Mo.Dey, 
血d eve:o.m祉packagesof clothing. 

The younger mcm區 ofthefu祉ybegin early in 
learning about ritual holidays; 恤叩c ii the Chong 
Yang holiday to honor the dead. This ym哼boya.uira
洫 familyby holding on to one of the Fu」.tanbag, 罕
witho靼吻.The name of the recipient c:a.a be 鮋tly
seen written in the middle. 



｀函� bl1mingGold and s輛rPaper m the anceators, many funilies still p函rmfold 己 sheet by hand into its 
proper導邙shape.1-Iowcw:r, some paper shops have recently begun to .w:ll padtaga of p迢洫cd Gold 血dSilver
平fur customer conve.niena: (photo: Viona Lee Wmg Sum). 

In the 19801, 1平品eringll muld still be burned 
direcdy in�set up within the remplc 妒luttdJ.
証 one'W35与t busy with tne 0邸噸 furT.ian
Hou. 



。to the d=,.-d arc commonly burned in large metal一.These av呾 画be l'eJlted by individual 
缸andset up on city sttecU and village Ian邙， butd函哆holi輛 theyare wo made aw唧efor the burning of 
largu quantities of pap已磷迤麪·

O氐rings for the wandering叩iritli arc」記m正ng
in鮋numberand variety. S硨磾洫斟• given 
d函哼theFestiv.al of the Hungry Ghosts, ind函
many every-day遁沄哼1: Longevity Gold, Honorable 
區沖垧己覇itcMoney, and Gold and S転
平.These國opad:哆esarc Chamh.ou offerings, 
identified by坪inclusionof Chaozhou Gold, 
Lonely Clothing. and the 沄l andgn洫瓦
Money. The Fu Ji血 bagis seen in the middle. 



缸紜pingmnaim a popular pastime in 
Hong Kang. The ancatDn are not denied 
this pl一,fur a paper cagt:, complete with 
livdyb祉maybe o.r:dered for thcii enj亟e.nt
(photo:Vio這區V四 Sum).

A full 血卽 ofbanking罕tics arc available in the nat world, and the ana:ston arc prov:i紐油:b.all that is 
�eccssary: bankbooks, Cl祉tcards 皿pici。曲 likethoce of American 坪這 and savings books -all bea血g the 
哼 ofthe King ofHdl. In addition, deceased who wish to travd are prov:idcd with passports and 磁ets from Hell 
Airlines (photo: Viona Lee Wi嗎 Sum).



瓦乩cnts of the next world may be provided with a full completne.nt ofHdl M叩ey and 职Id and silver. the latter in 
thefo血 ofingots and coins (photo: Viona Lee Wuig Swn). 

Models ofscr面a are traditional compoo血uofthe 區ic aetfor如 dead. Oassic versio叩 may be quite large, but 
by the 1990., 血allmodels逞區ome available in 叫 papershop,. These two pairs are clothed in old平pant
suia, and ha: 元 modeled紜 -矼ypainted with eyi這， n邙es, and moudu. Their銣察n are。-dullycut out of 6ne 
white paper (photo: V10na Lee Wmg Sum). 



No da祉istoo insignificant when caring for the 
ancestorB. Depancd 心tivawith 卹ta! problema 
函d not 紜 伷theycan be proviclcd with a 
full set of den一.Even du: toothputc and 
toothbrush to care fur these dentw:es are provided 
(photo: Viona Lee W西； Sum). 

A house and 护den is a component of the 這c set for the dead. Classic versions are large 血d d面led, and are 
still burned at the funeral. H=, by the 19疝, customm could pun:hasc a variety of small models at 1這
四#lops. Suclt mod山示rejust u detailed and car函llyera紜l訌面如一面on, 訌can be seen in the 
mdusinn of paper serwnm (photo: V10na Lee Wmg Sum). 



Hous,:s for the dead are finished with an示fordetail, including ser.s of finely made furniture such 丑印吐転o:
Viona I= Wmg Sum}. 

Cigarettes I Cigarettes 
，且翌茫嗌唧

ViCC11 iu well as virtues 硒 providedfor in t:hc ncn world. If the ancestor面s a tmo區 a supply of� and 
cigars can be b血ed, in aers oompleted by ligh區 (photo: Viona Lee Wmg Sum). 



Paper foods画伍te becoming more common a& o氐血鋁元nif automcrs do not agree about their value. A面de
arl'-y of di. 國血 selec血ns are now available, so that the dead c::an oontin四to enj可血曰yp區ures ofwc: 吐end
y,mu:. 缸. Each popular 記leaion a:1me11 in ia own pa严r stamer, just a11 do the ra1 ona (photo: Viona Lee Wing 
Sum). 

The number of paper 紜卹矗 IMilable in retail paper shops has been inaeasing since the .mid-I刃Os. 岫卹
呾ch磁C from a面cty of items to b血 foitheir dqnmd kin, including 呻& of soda, beer and t.ea, 一ed 血巫
candies, and IUXlllY的ds such aa abalone (photo: Viona乓 V叮； S血】）．



AsJ.cestots are well provided with clothing wrapped in the old-fashioned packa卽s. Customers 0Ul purdwe for both 
men and women (p區to: Viana Lee Wmg Sum). 

Modem and stylish clothing正creasingly popular with customers. Paper shops stock a wide range of complete IICb 
of clothing for formal and casual ware, including shot.Sand accessories (photo: V10na Lee Wing Sum). 



�is taken to provide all the comfora of home in the nm world. 這 paper紜comes。mp區面thmc硒le
b迢． 一· 血d electric oord (photn: Viona乓W哼 S呻）．

The King of Hell ia a. majestic figure. pn:siding 
IJVCI" the區tsouls during the Festival of the 
Hungry G區｀｀
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 區土紬ticsmaybe 洫逼 avari可 ofdainty &一' includingtiny booa 皿d 紜 fur bound紜 一

with flowers of painted m這cpaper (photo: Vwna Lee Wi弓Sum).

Tb.is gown, made especially for a big 
卽d, is iden面基切血山喀onmotif 
in血 center; this charming depiction is 
sunounded by colo.rful swirls and floral 
designs. AJ put of a specially <逼.cred set 
m函lymade by hand, it is aa:ompanied 
by a set of golden boou, a finely 
deairared缸t, and a paper llyw洫k
symbolizing authority (photo: Vtona Lee 
WmgSum). 



Handcrafted gowns for the big god, are painstakingly 
crafted in vivid c:olors and with fine detailing. These 
are hand-painted with auapicious motiva, 祉邙the
dragon on th這 研 nthc lower 逼 example.The 
uppe, robe is adorned with painted roundels bearuig the 
character fot如ig life (photo: Viona Lee W面； Sum). 

A particularly lomy磷for the big卽dB. but
capccially fur Gmr湟in, is the Gold F'int Treasure (or, 
Goldc.n Pineapple) made of pains西#tfuldcd mcca 
of Longevity Gold. When the top cone is removed and 
the item lit, it bur口 dawn evenly and comp區y, a
ttatu[e appreciated by WO洫ippers.1區 objecuan:
血de in a v:uicty of siza and年 紜urcd prominently 
dwing the ritual evcna associ血tcdwith the god<ka 
(photo: ViOJ1a Lee Wmg Sum). 



Mo洫yis。臨edan aaemblage of D戶卽which
includes an clahoratc crown. a pair of dowl-hoppi鳴
bo四 and a pair of極:km.Also included is a paper 
sheet mar國 tomimic his 与pelt (photo: V10na Lee 
Wing Sum). 

A handmade assemblage: of doming fur Lu Ban, the: 
patron deity of the: skilled mules amnc:ca:d. to the 
construction industty. The set incl迪s asp! 迢id red 
robe: hand-painted with abstract dwgns, a red belt with 
golden iru已a, a pair of逼andblue: boot.11, a hat, and a 
Byw恤k(photD: Viana耘V哼 Sum).



W洫pperiof Guan Y'm呵母to�th占
dm>tion by making平mdersfor annpmly 
handmade and band-dccor.i.uxl四>Ctck吐ing.This set, 
of aeam colored paper, consists of tw0 clabcmc: ha氐 血
唧m, a pait of.embroidered. red蛔forbo毋區．
asecx迢pairof taller boots in卽Idand祉andagown
wmidafully I一withflowa:s, especially the lotus, ha 
l}'ttlhol. In如man:一plaof mote一一

西paperdothing, including the皿>Stcommonly 
pwdwcd pn, made of white paper and primed with 
血elabor=collar and一一皿缸loau
flowa:s and eed pods (phDID: Vi呻山e可哼S1.1111).

Golden Flower. are among the m011t beautiful of paper o臨i噸. This large pair is mitable for temple wo吐ipand is
adorned with 面 pain ofpe也1ckfeamen each (phom: Viona乓V泗； S血）．
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This 今up of a large Golden Fie壼止哼面

small wax images of dei亟eachcolorfully dwsed and 
withka血es camully painted. S七如...ungues are no 
匾igcr made. 
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A bo1: of Spirit Reds, ready fur purchase and placcmc:.nt with the household's Goldc:.n Fl面心｀



Ana: 血pie of a Gold Maney Pin袖eel.

Rows of Pinwhc:d.i; in the sunlight ate irresistible amactions at the Wong Tai Sin Temple. 



Every Lunar Nr:w Year, some craftsmen will cn:aa: a 
number of very勺C: Pinwhccls UJ sdl. This OllC is 
adorned with 照-• a.Spirit 凪 apair of lanterns, 
numerous I西phrues, and pain函 metallic cutouts of 
fish. 
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Another splendid Pinwheel, 聶 anc adorned with a pair 
心:dplastic Ian呻s, golden bells and pain叫metallic
cutouts of dr咾血·



Ar. the Wong Tai Sin Temple, an磾洫gof-various 缸巳 cake&, and candy. aaiompanicd by 転 迢 护霹es of wine 
and five IICU of chopscida. 庫ct wonhip is complca:d, the wonhippcr will likcl.y take the節els home ID cat. 
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The Cham.ho� H= of Mon� in蚯ma, it purchas如云itionally面出aca>mpanyingfol転 面ned Money
Ingots, trimmed. with Gold and S転Paperand red 迫cm (photo: V10na Lee Wi哼Sum).



The Chaozhou Pe缸函I Money 磁srnotives 牛fully hand--cut in this older example (photo: Viona Lee Wmg Sum). 

During the Lunar Nr:w Year, the Cha呻ou offer vari西ofCake Money; 祉elaborately trimmed with hand 
pain逼motives (phoro: Viona Lee Wing Sum). 



Hong Ki吶(sfuhcrrncn b血1 a distinctive assemblage: of paper洫ings, including these channi哼-血piesof 
doth凸g 血dhats for the ancesu,rs (photo: Vi呾 LeeWi噁Sum).

Depending on the sea, .many of the offerings used by fisherm.c:n are directed to鮋 these are 而 F洫Gates directed 
to 血re plentiful母es (photo: Viona Lee Wi嗝Sum).



Flower Cannoru an: the wgat of the pitched paper offi:ri吻, and吶uin: at least one pair of strong wotsbippers to 
西theminto the temple grounds. This 虹平毋lytrue if the Cannons must be maneuvered. off a boat and OJ1to a 
rickety boardwalk to the shore (photo: Li Wah-Ii). 

This splendid Flower Can叩n is dt:cotated with the 
凸面ristic Spirit昭atthe 吻, then a colrufu.l 
远 pairs of lanterns. imaga of the deitie11, and a 
vari可 ofauspici叩 ftowms and animab (photo: 
Wong Heung-祉）．



Many of the Flr,wer C-anno!U hold clus四s of逼 硏
豪, attached by the m血這ofthe P區Cannon
As.sociatiom吐o have had children during the prea:ding 
year. Such 囑 arethen eagerly so畊tby couples who 
丑 to have children during the .nett year. 

Flower Cant血u are exuberantly decorated. This o氐
in addition to the red eggs, hold, a fancy lo血 lantern
trimmed with w吐. Below it, a oolo血fuh血區 an
appc:ara.oa:. 



Splendidly dressed images ofheroc:s and deities arc integral parts of a proper Flower Cannon. 

All Flower a血0邙 includeima妒 ofbats at the top, made of painted cloth, and representing the desire for good 
luck and good fortuDe. Staring straight ahead, they fix their eyes on the temple and on the deities to whom the 
Flower Cannon is dedicated. This bat s區ll:S Sp也汨thetop with皿 old-fub.ionc:<l p血too doth la.nn:m in the: shape 
of a butterfly. 



Dragons 吡 particularly auspiciow animals and take 
pride of place, with che bars, on Flower Cannons. 
Tim 011e's chin appears to ll5t on the golden lantern. 

While the majority of paper o氐rings are made by anonymow craftspeople, pitched objects provide dues aa to their 
血Jeers.Theb邱es of the Fl吶-eru皿0匝 makeit easy to identify their en面ers, as the names and tdepbone n血
of the &bops au pain逼 on in clear vi成．



1 
The Practices of 

Paper Burning 

It was the middle of the mo祉 w區 people bum paper offerings to the 
gods for luck and protection. A young woman, obviously a shop assistant 
from the trendy boutique beltlnd 區心訌ried a 區ttered old oil tin with 
its top removed a面ss the sid面�kto the curb. She was dressed in the 
height of fashion - leather mini skirt, lace bra and matching blouse, 
rhinestone-studded hip bdt and knee-high red boots - 血d 面th hair 
sculpted and tinted pink. She opened a 比ge red plastic b咾， and took 
out a variety of spirit money, mostly gold and silver, with 朊hes of red 
and yellow, and placed them in the tin. After taking a moment for a 
prayer am油t the streams of pa逗氐by, she set the papers on fire. She 
stirred the lot from time to time as she a乩ed more papers from the bag. 
She made sure that everything bw:ned d磾,n completely. � 咋en all the 
papers had been burned. 血 empt迢 thea.shes into the street and took 
the tin back into 血 .shop. That the penon burning 如 ritual paper 
was not the elderly o面erof an ancient establishment selling traditional 
goods but the obviously up,-迁tc empl亟e of an equally up心-date
竿on house was nothing out of the o迪nary鼻
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Through Fire and Smoke 

The first feature to understand is that paper offerings1 are burnt to 
ashes so they may go beyond the confines of the living world - to the 
gods, the ghosts, and the ancestors.2 Even the most magnificent and 
beautiful examples, which can represent days of labor, must leave this 
world to reach their destination in the world of the spirits. Accordingly, 
customers do not buy paper offerings to hoard or display, and even the 
large quantities that worshippers purchase to prepare for a festival are 
not kept for very long. 3 Burning changes the nature of the offerings, for 
in their original form they cannot go anywhere; burning accomplishes 
the vital transformation which sends the items to the ancestors, the gods, 
or the ghosts. As Sangren explained for the burning of incense, also an 
integral part of worship, ''A cransformative process is rep「esentcd, and it 
is fire that possesses ttansformative powc「 (1993: 567; sec also Sangren 
1987: 162 - 5; Tciser 1993). This transformat沅 process is even more 
pronounced for paper offerings, for example, funeral offerings. "Effigies 
made of coloured paper arc burnt at the graveside in the hope that they 
will be translated into the spirit world for the assistance of the manes 
of the dead" (Williams 1976: 181). Even earlier, De Groot noted that 
for silver money for the ancestors, "These sheets . . .  are, according to 
the prevailing conviction, turned by the process of fire into real  silver 
currency available in the world of darkness, and sent there through the 
smoke to the soul . . .  " (1892: 25). Paper offerings possess a shape and 
a form within the world of the living, and can be handled, measured 
and recorded using the same methods as are other artifacts and items 
of material culture. In chat sense, they are real items (albeit identified as 
replicas) for the living. However, these same offerings are only tentative, 
replicas in a state of becoming, and it is burning which transforms them 
into real objects at their destination in other worlds. 

The burning of paper offerings also echos the traditional Chinese 
respect for printed paper, which went hand in hand with the n:verence 
for literacy. Any paper bearing the written or printed word was treated 
carefully (Baber 1882; Ball 1926; Cave 1998; Doolittle 1865b), even 
when it was being discarded. 

All cla邸es of Chinese, from the aristocratic scholar with his silk 
robes and horn rimmed spectacles down to the most illiterate 
coolie who carries bulky burdens upon his head and engages 
in all manner of menial toil, have a pronounced reverence for 
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函 scrap of paper, written, stamped, and printed … The 
lowly Chinese who has not been schooled to read or write the 
seemingly-intricate characters will gather all scraps of paper 
and deposit them in baskets or boxes that schoolmasters and 
scholars place before their houses, each receptacle bearing a red 
paper label upon which is inscribed these four characters 芍惜字
紙 meaning, "Respect all written paper and treat it with care" 
(Hunter 1937: 75). 

Such scraps were burned reverently at temples, and the ashes stored 
until they could be disposed of properly. Many Chinese communities 
had lettered paper associations, devoted to collecting these ashes from 
temples and disposing of them in water, usually in a nearby river 
(Doolittle 1865b: 168- 9; see also De Groot 1910: 1019- 21). Proper 
disposal of lettered paper was believed to bring prosperity and long life 
to the devout, although by 1937, when Hunter was writing, many such 
practices had already faded (1937: 79). While modern paper offerings 
(also called sacred papers or ritual offerings) do bear characters, written 
phrases, or long passages of the printed word, they are burned for reasons 
beyond the respect for literacy, but respect for printed paper remains. 

People burn paper offerings to the gods to give thanks fur blessings 
or to beg for assistance in times of need; to the ancestors and departed 
relatives to express love and devotion; and to the ghosts to ease the 
sufferings of these unknown and neglected dead. Charitable offerings 
to the ghosts are believed to ease the suffering of the souls of those who 
died violently or unknown and far from home, so that relatives could 
not care for them properly. Due to the circumstances of their death, 
these spirits lack food, clothing, and shelter, and their misery is extreme. 
Sending them paper clothing and money helps ease their lot. Items 
for the ancestors are intended to provide the comforts of living to the 
dead who 血 known and loved, and can be more personalized. People 
believe that the ancestors will wear the paper clothing and accessories, 
live in the paper house and garden, drive in the paper car, use the paper 
appliances, and spend the paper money, just as they would in 出is world. 
Such thinking was also prevalent during the Republican period. Oard 
Hunter observed, "the paper craftsmen also construct full-sized carts, 
horse, and even automobiles, the thought being that when these f! 四i_Ie
representations go up in smoke they will eventually assume rcahty m 
Heaven and the deceased will have horses and vehicles at his disposal" 
(1937: 6). When I asked people what the gods do with the money and 
clothing sent to them - after all, why would the gods need money or 
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cloches - there was no single answer, but a perception chat benefits 
were rediscribuced between this world and the next. Many respondents 
suggested that when burning che items, che worshipper hoped the deity 
would bless him or her (or the family) with the blessing implied by the 
item. For example, if an item bore the character for long life (壽）， then
the deity would reward the worshipper with a long(er) life — the deity 
does not require this. Another perception was that the deities take note 
of the worshipper, accept the offerings, and then redistribute them to 
needy spirits in the other world. 

The modern world of paper offerings in Hong Kong is as 
multifaceted in meaning as it is in beauty. To fully appreciate its 
subtleties and complexities, it is best approached by looking first at 
the varieties of paper offerings available, their appearance and physical 
features, and their generally accepted meanings and uses. Following 
this, some common characteristics of where people worship, and 
common worshipping practices as performed in domestic, temple and 
ephemeral contexts, will be explored. This chapter will consider the 
offi:ring typology, the purpose and appearance of items in the everyday 
collection, followed by some general features of worshipping practices, 
and the physical locations and social and personal contexts in which 
。ffi:rings appear - · sh h m ort, t c most common practices regarding 
these papers. With th.is framework, closer attention can be given 10 

subsequent chapters to more de函led examinations of the manufacture 
of paper offerings, and of the more specific personal and social contexts 
in which individual paper offerings play a part: the human world with 
its concerns and. desires, and the worlds of the gods, the ghosts, 血d thc
ancestors. 

The World of Paper Offerin臣

Oard Hunter's 1937 study referred to paper offerings as "spirit paper," 
"bamboo ceremonial paper," "ceremonial paper," or "joss paper" (1937: 
8, 31, 58). In Hong Kong, there are also differing names for paper 
of1伝ings, joss paper or clothing paper (衣紙） being but two of them. 
。thcr common referents in the literature are variations on the theme 
of horses for paper offerings. "Simply speaking, 'paper horses' are joss 
paper printed with images of gods」 scriptures, charms or talismans, 
which are mostly burnt during Chinese religious practices and rituals" 
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(Szeto 1993: 12). Horse imagery is of some antiquity, appearing in such 
terms as "best horses" (Dore 1917: 425; Goodrich 1991: 23), "hor紀

sheets" (Day 1940a), "divine horses," or "first-grade horses" (Szeto 1993: 
12). All have appeared in the literature to describe both everyday and 
funeral offerings. It has been suggested that the reference to horses 甑S

adopted during the reign of Shihuangdi (秦始皇帝， reigned 221-210 BC) 
when paper horse models were sacrificed instead of real horses, to avoid 
diminishing the fighting capabilities of the Qin army (Day 1940a: 6). 

Just as there are many accepted terms for the paper offerings 
currently in use, there is some variety of opinion on how many individual 
items are contained within the full complement of paper offerings. Some 
shopkeepers assert that the number is many hundreds and growing if 
the ever-changing special items for ancestors are included. This great 
variety presents a problem for understanding the world of paper, for it 
is not accompanied by any absolute or overarching typology recognized 
by both trade professionals and worshippers; rather, there are multiple, 
overlapping typologies based on features of equal signif icance. Trade 
professionals have devdoped a system of classif ication based on the 
techniques of man亟cturc. Paper items arc distinguished according to 
whether they arc Oat or foldablc soft pieces of printed or painted paper, 
which will be called non-pitched in this book, or built on a bound
together frame of bamboo or wire. The second form, which literally 
means made by binding (紮作）， will be termed pitched throughout this 
book. Yet, even among these masters of the trade, there are differing 
opinions on how (or whether) to separate the items recognized as 
pitched (such as the funeral offerings, Pinwheels, Flower Cannons, and 
Golden Flowers taken up in this book) into even finer subcategories. 
Some masters (the lumpers} recognize few subcategories and some (the 
splitters} sec more, opinions stemming from their individual experiences 
or &om respect for the categories of pitched items used by their own 
masters. " 

In fact, a third "in between" c五pry could be constructed for 
items of papier-mache, but even the紀 items begin with a frame and it is 
not absolute that craftsmen see them as different from any other pitched 
item. Objects of papier-mache are hard to find in Hong Kong now, 
except for the brightly colored Good Fortune Chickens available at the 
New Year and during the festivals celebrating the birthday of Tian Hou, 
the Empress of Heaven. Roosters are believed to ward off demons and 
specters, as they herald the sun which drives evil away (De Groot 1912: 
36). The Hong Kong chickens, with a chick or two placed between 
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their feet, arc still modeled of papier-mache, then gaily painted in red, 
yellow, and green and f inished with natural glossy or brightly dyed real 
tail feathers. They also wear small mirrors on their chests to deflect evil, 
carry brightly colo逼 silk tassels dangling from their be吐s, and most 
are accompanied by a lucky phrase or two brushed onto a red paper slip 
attached to the base on which they stand. 

If the professional distinction based on technique of manufacture 
(pitched or non-pitched) seems widely accepted among trade 
professionals, it is unlikely that customers, while understanding the 
distinction, use it as a model to organize their paper offerings. They 
purchase and use offerings according to other dimensions of the 
worshipping process, resulting in additional distinctive ty pologies 
p丑Id to those based on technique of manufacture. Customers and 
trade professionals also categorize paper offerings according to the 
entity being worshipped or cared for, a form of classification reflecting 
classic distinctions among gods, ghosts and ancestors. This is the most 
common manner of classifying, as concern about one or another of these 
entities underscores most rituals. Accordingly, offerings are divided 
with regard to whom they are being burned, altho咾h, as will be seen, 
such distinctions are sometimes blurred. Worshippers and professionals 
may also divide the paper according to the holiday being celebrated, 
although it is sometimes difficult to sep亞te the event from the object 
in such cases. That is, while some 1血ar calendar events such as the 
Dragon Boat Festival (� 午節） have distinctive papers firmly fixed on 
the fei,1:ival itself, papen; for other events, such as the birthdays of the 
gods, are more clearly directed towards the deity. 

Paper offerings can be further divided according to the specific 
ritual that needs performing. When purchasing at the shop, customers 
may say, "I need materials to worship the Lady of the Bed" {a deity 
who protects sick children), or "My child is ill, so I need a package of 
materials for Passing the Gate" (another ritual to overcome sickness). 
In these examples, it is the personal concern or the ritual purpose that 
determines the classification of the papers. Finally, as the personal 
element is so signifi.cant in  worship, there are idiosyncratic styles of 
conceptualizing offerings unique to individual worshippers. Such 
diversity in conceptualizing and classifying the offerings is recognized 
in the world of paper, and an individual item of paper offering may 
appear in multiple contexts and be spoken of in different ways, thus 
underscoring the complexity of the repertoire and its resistance to a single 
typology. In this chapter and in Chapter 6, which takes up the crafting 
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of offerings, paper offerings will be introduced using the framework 
based on the profe函onals' non-pitched and pitched distinction. 
However, when these items are reintroduced in other chapters, they will 
be discussed according to thei「 place in the worshippers' minds and in 
the contexts of worship. 

The Non-Pitched Offerings 

Nearly all everyday offerings for domestic or temple rituals fall within 
the two-dimensional, soft paper, non-pitched category. The term 
"everyday" is one u逯 to highlight the most common items. It does 
not imply that such items are offered on a suict daily basis, but only 
that they are the most commonly used. Such items appear in many 
different contexts and are available in all places where paper offerings 
are sold. These paper items are usually packaged in multiples of one 
kind, or as separate components in assemblages of different paper 
offerings.� Individual worshipping practices and use of these materials 
vary considerably. They may be used singly or in multiples, used just 
as they arc or, in the case of paper currency, folded into a variety of 
shapes. In addition, certain items are made in different sizes; which 
size to buy depends on individual habit, for all sizes of an item carry 
the same meaning and benefits, and may be used in the same ways and 
for the same occasions. Use of these items for the gods, the ghosts, and 
the ancestors has remained rather stable in 恥ng memory, except that 
the boundaries of what is appropriate to offer to these three categories 
of otherworldly beings show some blurring. For example, speaking of 
paper currency, in the early 1980s, shopkeepers and customers would 
agree that White Money (溪fl, introduced below) was basically for 
the ghosts. Yet, twenty years on, White Money is commonly found in 
。fferings for ancestors and for deities. On the other hand, Longevity 
Gold (壽金， also discussed below) remains an offering to deities. 
A discussion of these everyday items begins below, beginning with paper 
currency, a category which has received scholarly attention as a separate 
entity, but which will be treated in this book as a form of everyday 
offering. Selected items will reappear i n  subsequent chapters, to 比
discussed a second, or even a third time, so that the differing contexts 
of the itcrn in the paper world (its manuf.u:ture, actual use, and design) 
may become de訌er.
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Paper currency 

Within the everyday offerings are included the various forms of paper 
currency, often referred to as" spirit money" (Cohen 1977; Seaman 1982), 
but also called "joss money" (Day 1940a), "idol paper money" (Hodous 
1929), "mock mon可 (Dore 1914; Hunter 1937), or "ceremonial paper" 
(Hunter 1937). Paper currency is important in the history of paper 
offerings generally, as many of the proposed dates for the appearance 
of paper offerings concern spirit money. Dard Hunter wrote that by the 
reign of Ho Ti (He Di, 和帝， AD 89-106} paper was already a substitute 
for genuine coins, and paper cut into coin shapes was being burned 
to the spirits by the beginning of the Three Kingdoms Period (三國）
from AD 221 to AD 420 [AD 220-265 Ebrey 1996: 338). By the Tang 
（息）， imitations of real paper money appeared during the reign of Kao 
Tsung (Gao Zong, 高宗） (Hunter 1937: 28, 29). Dore (1914: ll8) also 
advanced a Tang date, while others (Hou 1975) argue that the shift 
to spirit money took place during the Song (宋）， when urbanization 
expanded the use of money and encouraged the growth of paper bank
notes (Gates 1987: 272). 

W henever it appeared, paper currency has long been crucial to all 
forms of worship. "The practice of burning some of this mock-money 
on almost all occasions of worshiping the spirits of the departed or 
the gods seems to suffer no abatement … No family is too poor to 
procure mock-money when occasion demands; and no heathen family 
is so intelligent, or so free from the trammels of customs, as not to 
be in the habit of buying and burning 記 (Doolittle 1865b: 278). On 
arriving in the next world, the soul of the dead needs money to pay the 
heavy ransom demanded by the King of Hell for its release, or to satisfy 
。ther creditors waiting there who need funds for their release (De Groot 
1892: 80). Thus, large quantities of money are required. By the twelfth 
century, paper money had become a standard item in funeral ritual, to 
meet this demand for release. "Each person was born into this world by 
borrowing money from the bank of the underworld. Each person stayed 
alive only so long as the term of repayment had not ended. At death, 
each person was required to repay in full the loan contracted at birth" 
(Teiser 1993: 133-4). uThe paper money burned at funerals and other 
rituals in China is symbolic of the merits of the living whose acts of love 
and giving are like banknotes in hdl, drawing interest to free the souls 
of the deceased into eternal life" (Saso 1997: 455). Doolittle explained 
that 严ong the funeral gifts, there is a "small paper money-chest of a 
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particular kind" which was, "to pay the debts of the deceased, whether 
known or unknown to him … His surviving rdatives do not wish him 
to be annoyed by demands presented in the other world for the debts 
of this and therefore 证nish a box of cash for the express purpose of 
liquidating these liabiliti函' (1865a: 194). This idea still shapes the 
burning of paper currency even in contemporary Guangzhou, where the 
burning of Gold Paper 盆sists in paying the soul's expenses during the 
forty-nine days it is believed necessary to traverse Hell (Ikels 1996: 256; 
2004: 99). The use of paper currency in all its forms is still an important 
component of worship in Hong Kong. Five themes shaping the use of 
paper currency which are also rdevant to Hong Kong practices have 
been advanced: the perceived superiority of imitations over real objects, 
the need to burn offerings, the division of sacrifices into those within 
and those outside the house, the one-year effectiveness of rites, and the 
bdief that the spirits of the dead are always hungry and require offerings 
(McCreery 1990: 7; quoting Hou 1975). 

Worshippers burn Gold and Silver Paper (金戢紙） for ancestots,6 
Longevity Gold Paper (壽金紙） for major deities, and White Money 
{literally, Brook Money, 溪餞， but the term W hite Money will be used 
in this book) for lesser deities, ghosts, and ancestors. Also for ancestors 
and ghosts arc the Bank of Hell notes (其綫） or Hell Money, which bear 
a variety of names, including, Unreal Money (假嶽紙）， the Silver Money 
（銀蝮）， and the Yin (shady) Administered Paper (陰司紙）. Finally, there 
are cardboard coins covered in gold and silver foil and different forms 
of Gold Ingots (金tt) which are given to the ancestors. Gold and Silver 
Paper for the ancestors and White Money for the gods, ghosts, and 
血cestors, are included in many pre-packed 蕊emblages, and are burned 
or scattered in great quantities at ceremonies and holidays honoring the 
deccascd.7 Longevity Gold Paper, usually simply called Longevity Gold 
and bearing the character for lo

ng 
life (壽）， is also burned to honor the 

deities on their birthdays, on major holidays, or at other occasions as the 
worshipper wishes. It is given to the gods, to thank them for blessings 
already received, or to ask for long life. Longevity Gold comes in many 
si:r,es, including a very large version of eleven by twelve inches, and may 
be offered singly, in a pack, or folded into ingot shapes or other forms.8 

Everyday offerings also include the rather coarse, brownish colored 
First 1i心sure (元實） on which the other offerings 訌e placed. Some 
de函es ago, Clarence Day wrote of this item, which he termed "paper 
merit money" and described as made by "rubbing silvered sheets of 
metallic paper onto a coarse grade of brown paper" (1940a: 30). First 
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Treasure is still made of coarse paper with two painted stripes of green 
and purple (a color which some shopkeepers identified as red) along 
its outer edges. Shaped into basin form, First Treasure is often used to 
enfold and support the other offerings. Shopkeepers agree with Day's 
earlier observation in saying that First Treasure is not only a support 
for other items, but is itself an ancient form of currency used by both 
gods and ancestors, which now has no precise value. Many shopkeepers 
declared that the full meaning of First Treasure was too complex to 
understand, and no one could provide a truly satisfactory account of its 
history or ultimate meaning.9 

A rdatcd item, the Big Bright Treasure (大光瓚） is made of a 
combination of fine and coarse paper. Each piece is actually two sheets, 
the lower one of silver money mounted on a coarser backing sheet 
(in appearance this lower sheet matches Day's 1940 description of First 
Treasure). The upper sheet consists of a variety of Longevity Gold also 
mounted. on coarse backing, but edged with fine white paper. The 
whole is also used to suppon the other offerings. Worshippers use Big 
Bright Treasure notes of three sizes: the Large First Treasure (大元甯），

the Two First Treasure (二元賨） and the Small First Treasure (細元寅）．

More recently, some shops have stocked this item with the top sheet 
printed on brilliant white paper. Some worshippers prefer to use Big 
Bright Treasure at the bottom of the stack of offerings, packing the 
coarser First Treasure further up. Others use the First Treasure only for 
the lesser deities, while others give greater deities combinations of First 
Treasure and large Big Bright Treasure papers. 

Other ever沌y items 

The Honorable People Papers (漬人紙）， which 訌e usually called s血ply
Honorable People (黃人）， are burned to the deities in nearly all acts 
of worship, as the worshipper hopes for the assistance of these helpful 
people sent by the gods. Honorable people are real people who appear 
when help is needed. As the shopkeepers explained, "The honorable 
people are those who hdp you. For example, if you get into a dispute 
with someone, and a stranger steps forward and helps you, then that is 
an honorable person." The Honorable People Papers are made of thin 
red and green paper, either rectangular (-l貴人） or circular (Ill蕢人）
and bear the punched-out figures of eighty or 100 small individuals 
representing these honorable or helpful people. The figures are not 
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delineated in any great detail, but arc nevertheless identified as small 
individuals. A more recently appearing version of the Honorable People 
Paper bears on each sheet the image of Guan Yin, the Goddess of Mercy, 
flanked by the gods oflongevity and wealth, two bats for prosperity, and 
two peaches (signifying immortality), and bordered by images of the 
Prosperous/Green Horse (祿／鐵馬， a lucky animal bearing gold ingots 
on 油 back) and additional peaches. The individual honorable people 
are, in this version, quite clear, as each sheet contains 100 cutout faces, 
clearly printed with eyes, noses, and mouths in black.10 The Honorable 
People Charm (瀆人符） is a third version, a red paper and a yellow charm 
combined; it is composed of two or three smaller papers. These different 
versions wilJ be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2 ,  where the ritual 
use of the Honorable People Paper will be explained. 

Another paper, the Lucky Basin Paper (逞羞紙） in its non
pitched or two-dimensional form, is directed to the gods in the hopes 
of obtaining good health and good luck. This is a brightly colored 
paper (despite the name, it is not in the shape of a basin) bearing a 
pair of green bats for prosperity and the images of the Three Star Gods 
（三星， 福祿壽）， the deities representing happiness, affiucncc, and 
I ongev1ty. Another good fortune: paper is the Five: Treasures Document 
（五甯膜）， which thanlcs the gods for blessings and seeks good fortune. 
This item is actually a padcage of five to six separate items, including a 
Lucky Basin Paper (above), both a circular and a rectangular version of 
the Honorable People Paper, a Great Luck Document (鴻逞隠）， onepiece 
of the Solving of 100 Problems (discussed below), and an Honorable 
People Charm. Sometimes, the Lucky Basin Paper is just used by itself, 
but the combination padcages are very common. 

The ydlow Solving of 100 Problems (百駡 also referred to as a 
"hundred remedies for crises and predicaments," see Szeto 1993: 19) 
assists the worshipper in escaping from disasters and difficulties, and 
「anges in size from twdve inches wide and twenty-one inches long 
to large sizes of twenty-one inches wide and thirty inches long. It is 
sometimes called the Forgiving Book (赦書）， as the item is viewed in 
two part.s: the upper one-third of the sheet is the Forgiving Book and 
the remaining two-thirds, the Solving of 100 Problems. The upper 
Forgiving Book bears depictions of a horoscope, a bat for prosperity, a 
deer for longevity, and an image of Zhang Tianshi (張天師）， the First 
Heavenly M邳ter of Daoism and great destroyer of d磾ons (Stevens 
1997: 78, 106). It also contains two circles, the uppermost to assist 
Zhang in ridding the worshipper of problems, and the lower (the eight 
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trigrams, 八卦） to act as a charm for dispelling any troublesome ghosts. 
The Solving of 100 Problems comes in varying sizes, with some shops 
stocking a much smaller version called a Small Solving of 100 Problems 
（銣百楙）， but the overall meaning and we is the same, no matter what 
the size. Worshippers use it in nearly all contexts of worshipping the 
gods, for they wish to be protected from harm. 

The Towards Life Money (往生鏡， or the Towards Life Spirit 
Incantation, 往生神咒） will be termed Money to Live in this book. It is 
a round yellow paper with scalloped ed�, printed in red with Buddhist 
scriptures or incantations. Dard Hunter mduded an example of this item, 
which he referred to as "money for the hereafter" in his 1937 publication 
(1937: 30; also described on an insert between pages 40 to 41); its size 
and appCaiallce are much the same today. Used in Buddhist ceremonies, 
Money to Live assists the soul in rebirth. As one paper master ex.plained, 
"This Money to Live is a Buddhist incantation used so that the ancestors 
may be reincarnated earlier. [It is] For those ancestors who are distant, 
and for those who are the newly dead, for they still suffer in Hell and 
need this incantation." Most Money to Live have a hole burned in the 
middle of the yellow roundd; this means a Buddhist monk or nun has 
recited a prayer over the paper. In the past, the nuns (or even dderly lay 
worshippers) would read the prayers over the sheets one by one, burning 
the hole in the center of the paper with an incense stick, but nowadays 
most recite the prayer just once and burn a hole through an entire 
package of papers卫 However the holes are burned, worshippers believe 
that papers with holes are more powerf ul; these versions are accordingly 
more expensive. Shops sdl the Money to Live in packages in which the 
sheets are divided into s乜cks of varying amounts (some 100 sheets, some 
。nly thirty) by shc:cts of rose color, which also bear the printed prayer 
and may be burned. With some packaging of Money to Live, the top 
rose-colored sheet is set behind and shows through an additional painted 
metallic paper roundel with cutout flowel'8 and the symbol for long life, 
adding beauty to the object. Also available in Hong Kong is a much 
smaller and less expensive vel'Sion printed on square paper; lacking some 
of the outer circles of the full prayer and the holes, it is therefore not as 
popular with local worshippers. 

Shops also sell a larger and different item, but one with the same 
meaning, called the Seven Voice Incantation (七言兄）， although some 
shops identify the Money to Live by this second term. This version, 
which literally bears the name, Towards Life Spirit Incantation (往生神
兄）， is a yellow sheet printed with seven roundels and a Buddha's hand, 
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all in red. Each ofits printed roundds, and the printed name as well, has 
a hole burned in the middle, for a total of eight holes, making chis paper 
very auspicious. In addition, on the larger seven roundel versions, the 
bottom roundd is very large and complete, being a special incantation 
to Guan Yin separately identified in some shops as the Incantation 
of Big Sorrow (大造兄）卫 The Money to Live and the Seven Voice 
Incantation are burned during festivals to honor the dead (such as Qing 
Ming and Chong Yang), or during Buddhist ceremonies in the funeral 
home at the time of death, to ease the transition of the soul and ensure 
successful rebir th. The Money to Live is a very popular item during 
such commemorations, and relatives of the deceased may burn many 
tens of thousands of these papers. 

Many popular non-pitched items are used under more spec五c
circumstances. For instance, many different kinds of clothing and 
accessories are offered to the g心， the ghosts, and the ancestors. A 
popular item is alternately called the Five Color Paper or the Seven 
Color Paper (五色紙 or 七色紙 although a minority of professionals 
call it the Seven Color Money, 七色j}), and is composed of packages of 
flat sheets of colored paper representing actual cloth, for the ancestors 
and ghosts to use to make their own clothing in the next world,13 Other 
。ffcrings fur the ancestors, cut in the form of dothing from paper of 
the same colors as these five color papers, bear machine-printed or 
hand-painted tailoring details; still others are cut from paper printed 
in various decorative motives and alternate colors. These items of paper 
clothing look like the real thing and are accompanied by a wide range 
of accessories, &om boxes of miniature jewelry, to personal grooming 
aids, underwear, and footwear (more detail will be provided in Chapter 
4). The crafting procedures, design and color, and symbolic content 
of paper clothing and accessories will be taken up in more detail in 
Chapters 6 and 7. 0血r distinctive non-pitched papers for special 
rituals accompanying such events as curing an illness or moving into a 
new home will be discussed in Chapter 2. 

While quite diverse at first glance, all these examples of non
pitched offerings are made offlat paper, and are two-dimensional. Other 
papers are folded into elaborate forms by the craftsman or worshipper, 
giving the appearance of truly pitched, three-dimensional items, but 
lacking the frame. The most common example of "not really pitched" 
函 the sheets of Gold and Silver Paper, especially the former, which 
are generally folded into a variety of elaborate shapes representing the 
traditional ingots (tubular, rectangular, in crown shape, even perfect 
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cube) before burning. While Gold Paper is normally hand-folded by 
the worshipper, more recently shops have begun to sell pre-folded ingots 
in cardboard boxes for customer convenience. Not really pitched items 
also include the paper tigers which are part of the packages sold for 
such events as the Frighten Festival (警蟄）， an occasion for overcoming 
disasters. These tigers are fashioned of lightweight cardboard printed 
in varying tints of yellow, 14 with the tigers' physical details printed in 
black and cut out in the general outline of the tigers' bodies. There are 
two tabs at each end. When these tabs arc: pulled together and glued, 
the resulting cardboard shape makes a tiger. A separate piece printed as 
a ferocious head is then attached. The result is a charming and (not so) 
fierce little figure of a tiger. Still other three-dimensional but not pitched 
items are found among the offerings for the dead, as many of these items 
are made of paper or light cardboard carefully folded or pasted into 
shape; there is no real frame supporting the form. The sets of miniature 
furniture made up for the paper residences burned to the dead are 
examples. More recently, retail shops have begun to stock smaller, but 
fully crafted, versions of the homes burned to the dead once available 
。nly by order from funeral workshops. These new and smaller versions 
of homes 區 Chapter 4) are made entirely of folded, glued or stapled 
thin cardboard. All these non-pitched offerings, both folded and not 
folded, are still made entirely of paper or 出nilar combustible material, 
and are completely or nearly completely bu.med when set alight. 

The Pitched Paper Offerings 

'fhe second category of offerings recogni巫 by the trade is that of 
pitched paper items. Pitched items are three-dimensional replicas made 
up from a frame of bamboo strips. Earlier references spealc of kaoliang 
stalks being used (Lowe [1940-41] 1983: 115), or sorghum straw 
covered with pasted colored paper (Wieger 1913: 567). Cave refers to 
pitched items as " 'paperworks', three-dimensional models often made 
to order by skilled craftspeople" (1998: 10). Most pitched products arc 
built on bamboo frames, including many of the funeral offerings for the 
deceased, such as houses, cars, servants, and numerous smaller it.ems (sec 
Chapter 4). Other items include the pitched form of the Lucky Basin 
Paper given for birthdays, and sometimes the elaborate hats included in 
custom clothing a.�semblages for the gods. Also included are lanterns 
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(not taken up in this book), the Pinwheels (風享）， purchased at temples 
after worship, the Golden Flowers (金花， also known as Spirit Flowers, 
神花） purchased. to honor and adorn the gods, and the magnificent 
Flower Cannons (花熄） offered to the gods. 

A ve可 popular paper item 血que to Hong Kong, quite subtle in 
meaning and complicated in the nature of its efficacy, is  the Pinwheel 
(which will be revisited in Chapters 6 and 7). Pinwheels arc made by 
affixing a number of pinwheds to a frame usually shaped in a round or 
gourd form, which is then adorned with a variety ofauspicious trimmings. 
While glorious in their design and color, especially when viewed in their 
massed displays at the Lunar New Year, Pinwheds are far from merely 
decorative objects or irresistible toys for children. Revolving in the wind, 
the Pinwheels are believed to bring in and then multiply certain desirable 
spiritual benefits for the worshippers, including the changing of bad 
fortune to good. Golden Flowers, always used in 西rs, are objects formed 
in a triangular or elongated inverted kite shape. Formed of bamboo and 
wire, they are covered first in gold foil, and then adorned, depending 
on their size, with a great many auspicious elements. These wonderful 
dements, attached in layers to the underlying framework, make Golden 
Flowers the most gloriously colored and intricately crafted examples 
of the paper master's art. They arc accompanied by red "ribbons" of 
va可ing length and thickness called Spirit Reds (神虹）. FinalJy, the great 
Flower Cannons are not really cannons, but large towers, ten to fifteen 
feet high, constructed of bamboo. Crafted to hold images of the god to 
whom it is dedicated (often Tian Hou), it is composed of levels, each 
level containing a bewildering array of trim画ngs, all of them beneficial 
dements with auspicious meanings, and capped with splendid replicas 
of bats for  good luck. 

The largest pitched items, such as the Flower Cannons and 
certain funeral offerings, may be quite heavy and awkward, requiring 
a minimum of two persons to lift and carry. For this reason, many 
genuine pitched items are not ordinarily available in space-restricted 
retail paper shops, but must be specially ordered, or purchased directly 
at the workshop where they are made. Other pitched items, such as the 
Golden Flowers and Lucky Basins, are available in shops year round, 
although the available stock for the former consists of only the simpler 
and smaller versions; larger and more elaborate varieties are obtained at 
the Lunar New Year. While popular offerings, pitched objects a.re not 
suictly everyday items, because they are usually purchased only once 
a year (at the Lunar New Year for Golden Flowers and Pinwheels, or 
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for the deities on their birthdays) or for special or unpredictable events 
(birthdays, funeral objects at death). Pitched items will also be taken up 
in more detail in following chapters. 

How to Burn Paper Offerings 

As already explained, most paper offerings are burned, for only by being 
totally consumed by Aame will the object reach its destination, and be 
usable by the recipient. However, the exact procedures for burning are 
decided by individual worshippers. Assemblages of different offerings, 
whether for the gods, ghosts, or ancestors, whether pre�packed or 
assembled at the time of purchase, are burned at the same time, as one 
irem. All everyday items purchased in individual packages of many 
pieces can be burned piece by piece, but mo訌 often are not, because 
they are burned in such large quantities that burning that way would be 
very time-consuming. These large quantity items for ancestors include 
the Gold and Silver Paper, the Money to Live, and the White Money; 
which arc generally gathered in quantities in burning bags and set alight 
all together. When using such bags ,  many worshippers do separate the 
individual sheets of each item and place them in the burning bags one 
by one, or at least, spread them out to separate partially separate before 
adding chem to the bag. While it is rare to see anyone burning such 
items outside of the burning hags one piece by one piece, this is, again, 
decided by the worshipper.u At one time, the Honorable People Papers 
were cue as individual figures, with more ph

ys
ical detailing, and burned 

one by one, but about sixty years ago in informants' memories this 
form16 was replaced by the now common circular and rectangular forms 
bearing more numerous and more stylized images. Each Honorable 
People Paper may be burned alone as one piece, but they arc generally 
included in assemblages and burned along with other items. In addition, 
as for the terminology of paper offerings, there are different ways in 
which to talk about the act of burning them, and for the act of worship. 
Informants used such terms as "burning paper bound offerings" (燒
紙紮祭品）， "burning Gold and Silver Paper" {燒金鐵衣紙）， "burning
paper sacrificial offerings" (燒紙糸品）， "burning First Treasure" (燒元
瓚）， or the also familiar terms of" worship the g吡s" (拜神） or "worship 
the ancestors" (拜根先）．

Despite all the ritual importance of burning, certain paper 
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。ffcrings are not in fact burned as a condition of use. Depending 
on the occasion and the intended recipient, paper offerings may be 
scattered for troublesome ghosts (the White Money), pasted or hung 
into position for ancestors and gods (charms}, reverently returned to 
the temple (Pinwheels), or presented as offerings of respect, gratitude, 
or adornment for the gods (Golden Flowers). The Qing Ming Festival 
o氐rings of Red Money and W hite Mountain (紀釷白山） or Mountain 
Money (it伐嵖）， which are small strips made of Red Money (紅蝮）
attached to a sheet of white paper 叫 into "peaks" along the top and 
bottom, are not bwned but affixed to the top of the gravestone or the 
traditional horseshoe tombs.17 After a year of exposure, these offerings, 
which become faded and torn, are replaced with new ones. 

Charms are also not always bwned. Paper charms, which are 
obtainable at most temples and at some paper shops, are applied, in 
a general way, to the misfortunes of life such as quarrels, bad health, 
bad luck and poverty, and the evil intentions of malicious spirits.18 The 
most common furm of charm is the fa (符） amulet of mystic writing 
and symbols on a piece of paper (Tapley 1953: 63, 1967: 110-1; see also 
Ch'en 1942; De Groot 1910; Mark 1979; Ruitcnbeek 1993). Charms 
arc: popular in Hong Kong, and may be obtained at the: temples or from 
the shops associated with the temples, such as those at Wong Tai Sin. 
Made of yellow paper and printed in red, charms are usually folded into 
elaborate small shapes and carried around for good luck. They may be 
worn as amulets, fastened to walls, set above the doors of houses, pasted 
up on a door or a bed curtain, or even worn in a bag or in the hair 
(Doolittle 1865b: 308). Charms may also be burned at the end. of rituals 
seeking heavenly help, or burned when seeking healing from illness, the 
ashes then drunk in water, tea, or soup (Anderson 1970: 173; Hayes 
2001: 50; Toplcy 1953: 68-70). 

The pitched paper offerings present more difficulties fur the 
conscientious worshipper. Certain of them, such as the Golden Flowers 
and the Pinwheels, were defined by craftsmen as items that originally 
needed to be burned but that are burned no longer. Others, such as the 
Flower Cannons (taken up in detail in Chapter 7), have their constituent 
parts distributed by auction or by lucky draw during the festival to the 
dei可 to whom th可 are offered; th邙e individual elements are deemed 
very auspicious. Further, individual Flower Canno邙 deemed particularly 
lucky are auctioned intact and placed in ancestral halls for good forttme. 
When this happens, neither the intaet Flower Cannons nor their 
individual pans arc burned. Other pitched offerings that continue to be 
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burned arc problematic. For one thing, they may be quite large, such as 
the houses or cars burned for the dead; it is difficult to ensure that all 
pans of items so large are actually consumed. Pitched funeral objects for 
the dead may be set alight at the huge incinerators in the funeral parlor 
itself, or in large three-sided metal ovens rented from the paper offerings 
workshop or from funeral parlors. Mourners have these ovens taken to 
the curbside, or some other location , where they feed the offerings to 
the flames. While such pitched offerings are mostly consumed, bits of 
blackened bamboo from the frame may remain after burning. In addition, 
pitched it血s in their modern forms contain plastic, metallic paper, 血
foil, staples, wire, and other non-combustible materials. The use of such 
materials makes it more difficult for the worshipper to achieve the goal 
of having the items totally consumed by fire. 19 

To be sure that their offerings burn evenly and completdy, so that 
the objects reach the other world in their entirety, many worshippers 
are careful to purchase only those everyday, non-pitched items made 
of higher quality paper. Paper offerings are made with different grades 
of paper, which affect both the way the material burns and the time 
needed for all to burn completely; the coarser varieties leave more 
residue. There is a special kind of high quality handmade white paper 
th訌 the shopkeepers called」ade F邳tening Paper (玉扣紙）， which burns 
down evenly into a fine ash. Machine Made Paper (檯晷紙） is also used, 
but it is coarser and heavier and when burned leaves an undesirable 
black ash.20 As one shopkeeper explained: 

」ade Fastening Paper is che best; chis is also true of white paper 
money. The white paper money which is really white in color is 
not as good as the reel [i.e., white paper having a reddish tinge]. 
The red is made of the Jade Fastening Paper paper while the 
white one is made of Machine Made Paper, which blackens after 
burning and is heavier. If you buy Machine Made Paper, one 
catty of it is th.e same 邳 one and one half catties of the Jade 
Fastening Paper, so you get less paper. Comparing two stacks of 
the same 吶：ight, the Machine Made Paper stack is very thin. 

While at one time it might have been true that wandering ghosts 
were offered coarse, unattractive offerings, this no longer holds true 
in Hong Kong, as worshippers may give many of the same offerings 
to them as are given to the honorable ancestors. Hence, ghosts may 
receive offerings of the finer quality paper, and even the common White 
Money, while not expensive, is itself made of very delicate, thin paper. 
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In the past, urban families burned their paper offerings (except at 
funerals) in a variety of containers such as  cooking oil tins. Now it is more 
common for urban worsh!ppers ro use the red enamel portable metal 
ovens, for sale at most retail 严per shops. These ovens are sold complete 
with lid, elevated interior platform to ensure air circulation and even 
burning, side cutouts in the form of auspicious stars and gourds for air 
circulation, and wheels for ease of movement.21 At one time, people were 
allowed to bum paper offerings within the older public housing estates 
a.nd the pre�Second World War private housing blocks; residents and 
visitors to these estates recall seeing the paint and plaster of stairwdls 
and lift lobbies blackened from the smoke and scorching caused by 
careless burning. In the more recently built modern private and public 
housing estates, burning in the stairwells and other public spaces is now 
prohibited as a fire hazard户 Paper shop owners in a number of new 
estates, interviewed in the early 1990s, explained that paper burning 
was prohibited in such public areas. By 2003, a number were lamenting 
the possible negative effect this would have on worshippi哩 practices.

As you many know, there are lots of people in Hong Kong and 
housing for Hong Kong citizens is getting smaller and smaller, 
the corridors in public housing 訌e getting narrower and 
narrower, the ventilation in the corridors and the stairwells is 
getting worse. The fire-proof doors always need to be closed. 
In such poor housing design, how can the culture of domestic 
worship continue? Worse still, our government does not support 
the local uaditionaJ worship either, it would even block the paths 
for grave &w-eeping. 

胆idcntsmust now decide whether to burn fewer offer�, to perform 
such rituals within their own flatll (using the red cnamd ovens) and hope 
for the best, or to burn their offi:rings at a temple. M血y have opted to take 
。£fer� to the temp區， 嗶洫g the practice of domestic worship. 

People living in rural areas, or m squatter or cottage areas in urban 
districts, also use the red enamel ovens, even though they have more 
open space (wasteland) for safe paper burning. The larger temples in 
the urban districts have restricted burning due to ai「 pollution from the 
billowing smoke of countless offerings and incense sticks. The Wong 
Tai Sin Temple in Kowloon, originally surrounded by the blocks of the 
Wong Tai Sin Estate, now sets firm limits on paper burning, with temple 
s证fcontinually clearing away spent incense sticks, candles, and paper 
。fferings.2' Worshippers now gather up all paper offerings after worship 
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and deposit them in large plastic trash bags set around the: plaza facing 
the temple; when these are full, workers come and take them away for 
burning elsewhere:. While papers can no longer be: burnccl in the: t血pie:,

�orshippers continue to offer incense, although workers also remove 
incense regularly, even when those sticlcs are not fully burned down. 

Putting It All Together 

The number of sheets of any particular paper offering that must be 
burned is a matter about which even the professionals have quite 
different opinions. For example, while there正some agreement that First 
Treasure paper should be used in ten pairs, the ten pairs rep「esenting
ten treasures (�!), some shopkeepers felt that f ive pairs were sufficient 
for domestic deities. A rule of thumb is that even numbers of items are 
best if the worship is for a happy event and inside the home, and odd 
numbers are used for rituals against evil. There ate times when this 
odd/even rule is switched, however. For example, the Red Money used 
during the Lunar New Year is purchased in sets of three, five, or any odd 
number. Made of fine deep red paper, flecked with gold and adorned 
with rows of perforations, it is glued above the main door. Sets of three 
glued above the entrance to one's home suggesting "three number ones 
reach [home]" (三元及策）， representing the hope that three children will 
achieve the ranks of numbers one to three in the Imperial examinations, 
while sets of five represent "good performance in five generations" 
（五世其昌） or "five blessings knocking on the door" (五福趾鬥） (Knapp 
1986: 118). 

While shopkeepe囧 could explain odd 尘1d even, customers were 
less concerned about the numbers of even the most common items. As 
many items are set into packages at the factory or shop, most customers 
will just buy the package and not stop to count all of the contents 
(although some will flip through the contents to make an estimate). If 
the customer did not specify an amount (when buying items not already 
packed into bundles), some shops just gave them an even�numbercd 
血ount.The forms of currency such as Gold and Silver Paper, Longevity 
Gold, White Money, and the Money to Live arc, however, normally 
sold in larger packages of multiples of ten, while paper clothing may 
be purchased singly or in sets of six or more. There is also some ethnic 
variation in the amounts used. Shopkeepers explained that the Big Gold 
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（大金） used. by the Chaozhou communitf4 to worship the gods was 
generally used in cwdvc pieces, but some customers used twenty-four 
or even thirty-s五 pieces (all multiples of twelve, how函:r). The rule of 
thumb is that a worshipper deemed 缽more serious" in worship burns 
more than usual of any item. 

While customers may purchase only one item of paper offering, 
they usually buy a combination of items. Paper shops have always 
assembled offerings into sets as the customer ordered them; there is a 
term in the trade, to fold (疊 or 疊出來， to fold up) which refers to 
assembling offerings into a set. Beginning twenty to twenty-five years 

ago, retail paper shops and wholesalers began to pre-pack these sets 
for particular deities or the ancestors竺 These packages are identified 
by a slip printed or handwritten in red and gold, bearing the name of 
the deity for which it is used, or marked as "worship the ancestors. 虞
Each package is wrapped in plastic and contains all the needed paper 
items, although some packages do not contain the incense and the 
wax candles尹 People may use these packages as is, or combine them 
with additional offerings. While their convenience makes them 
extremely popular for customers worshipping the gods, experienced 
or elderly worshippcn nevertheless examine the contents carefully for 
corrcctn逗 Rcffccting customer concerns and because they believe 
the assemblages packed by Mainland workers can be inaccurate, retail 
paper shops assemble their own packages or purchase packages only 
from wholesalers of good reputation. The larger Hong Kong wholesalers 
每cmble their own packages in their warehouses, which are then sold 
locally or exported. Such sets arc available only for gods and ancestors, 
and not for ghosts, who have other packages assembled for them during 
their festivals, and not fur rituals directed towards a specific situation 
(such as house moving) o「 problem (such as illness). Packages for these 
personal concerns must be hand-assembled on the spot by the shop or 
the customer. 

Combining various everyday items amplifies their efficacy, as 
each item reinforces the good meaning of the others; that is why so 
many assemblages of offerings contain the same familiar items. For 
example, the assemblages for the gods are designed to simultaneously 
ask the deity for assistance and express gratitude for favors, hence, 
all contain Longevity Gold and Honorable People Papers because all 
worshippers want the gods to bless them with a longer life and more 
helpful people to assist them during that long life. These assemblages 
also con面n clothing, and White Money, which the deities need to help 
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other unfortunate souls. It  is important to begin by placing items in an 
overall circular or bowl shape, which has the meaning of completeness 
or wholeness. For example, when using White Money (by itself), some 
worshippers may tap 。pen the stack, then fan out the sheets so the result 
looks like a plate or half plate. W hen worshippers assemble their own 
sets, they often arrange the items in a particular order, for they feel that 
the set is more efficacious if each item is in its proper place in the stack. 
However, as there are different opinions about the "proper placement" 
of an item, there arc many variations in assemblages. A typical package 
of offerings, packed by a worshipper for the Earth God (Tudi Gong, 
土地公）， contained the following everyday items, moving from the 
bottom to the top of the pile: two sheets of white First Treasure placed 
as a cross, then ten pieces of coarser First Treasure, White Money 
fanned out into a plate shape, two pieces of circular Honorable People 
Papers, one piece of the Lucky Basin Paper, one piece of the Solving of 
100 Problems, two sheets of the Honorable People Charm, two pieces 
of the rectangular Honorable People Paper, Gold and Silver Paper, and 
a set of wine-colored clothing for gods. Overall, this seems quite an 
impressive package ,  but is not unusual, for when assembling their own 
sets, customers often include many items. lt is also a good example of 
how worshippers mix many categories of paper in their own ways; this 
one for a domestic deity contains three forms of cwrency, including 
Gold and Silver Paper associated with ancestors, and W证e Money 
associated with ghosts.28 

W hile many customers prefer to 盆semble and pack their own sets, 
the use of the pre-packed offerings packages has become very popular 
血mng both novice and. experienced worshippers. Such packages allow 
novice worshippers to l earn about prop口 offerings, thus simplifying the 
process, but even elderly customers buy them, especially those containing 
clothing and accessories for the ancestors, as a convenient way to be sure 
that nothing is missed. Most retail paper shops stock. them, i� but they 
have been sold at Wellcome, a local supermarket chain. 

Where People Worship 

Hong Kong people burn paper offerings at many locations both private 
and public, informal and formal, permanent and ephemeral. W届le
people worship in greatest numbers during the major events of the lunar 
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calendar, many of Hong Kong's temples attract worshippers no matter 
what day of the week. 30 During the Qing Ming and Chong Yang festivals 
to remember and honor the ancestral dead, families give offerings at the 
graves of their departed kin. While the majority of Hong Kong's dead are 
buried in public or privatdy maintained graveyards in Kowloon, Hong 
Kong Island, and the New Territories, many graves are scattered within 
what are now country parks or in the New Territories countryside, some 
quite magnificent and accessible, others modest and isolated. Ancestors 
are also given respect in ancestral temples for clan and kinship-based 
rituals, or at home at the family altar, while spirits are given offe血gs at 
innumerable small shrines and ephemeral sites (see bdow). 

Domestic worship 

A vital component of worship, paper offerings arc used regularly, 
which means that the average customer purchases on a recurrent basis 
(perhaps every two weeks). The amount used depends on the customer, 
for worship is a very personal activity and individual customers, not 
shopkeepers, set the frequency of worshipping practices. Shopkeepers 
explained that some customers bought paper offerings every day, some 
once a week, and still others purchased large quantities once a month. 
Faithful worshippers buy proportionately more supplies just before 
major events of the lunar calendar, such as the Lunar New Year, Qing 
Ming and for the Festival of the Hungry Ghosts. 31 

Worship is still conducted domestically and at businesses on the 
first and .fifteenth days of each lunar month (初一， 初十五）. In 1865, 
Justus Doolittle observed the special practices of Chinese businessmen 
on the second and s訌teenth of the month (初二， 初十六）， when any place 
of business or trade bwned "'a quantity of black coarse incense (but no 
candles) and mock-money and mock-clothing." This practice was to 
protect businessmen from purchasing worthless goods, or beginning 
unprofitable transactions (1865b: 155-6). In 1924, L. Newton Hayes 
wrote, "The majority of stores and shops made a regular practice of 
worshipping the God of Wealth every fifteen days" (1924: 95). The 
young shopgirl whose burning of paper offerings was described at 
the beginning of this chapter was following this customary practice. 
Domestic worship followed a similar pattern. "In many homes, there is a 
daily worship of the ancestors, the God of Wealth and the Kitchen God. 
Before the establishment of the republic it is probable that there was 
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scarcdy a non�Christian home i n  all the country that did not perform 
this rite of worship on the first and fifteenth day of every lunar month" 
(Hayes 1924: 95). It is difficult to know how many Hong Kong families 
still follow this practice; data from the surveys of 2003 indicated that 
18.4 percent of the sample still followed such worship. Berkowi乜，

Brandauer, and Reed described the practice in  the late 1960s: 

In addition to red lamps, most shrines are fitted with holders 
for burning incense and candles, which may be burnt on any 
day bur usually only on the first and fifteenth days. On th函

days, one first cleans the shrine and then burns incense, once 
in the morning before going to work and once in the evening 
between dinner and bath time. The worshipper srands before 
rhc shrine, holding before him three sticks of burning incense. 
He then either simply bows three times, or if he wishes to show 
special reverence, he goes through the ritual known as rhe 
Three Kncclings and Nine Kowtows, knee.ling three times and 
kowtowing three times each time he kneels. He then places the 
incense in the holder. (1969: 96) 

Many Hong Kong families are often too busy nowadays to keep strictly 
to such old practices, or they feel that domestic worship conducted at 
。thcr times is sufficient. 

Private worship at home (拜神）， whether on a daily or weekly 
basis, is generally a simple affair. Many worshippers give offerings to 
a small complement of deities. Many families worship the Sky God, 
who protects the home from evil spirits. Some identify this deity as 
a 年tinctive entity they call Tian Guan (天官）， the Ruler of Heaven 
and "bestower of happiness, freedom and prosperity" (Stevens 1997: 
56), but others maintain that the Sky God is a euphemism for all the 
major gods. Deities closer to home include the Earth God (土地公，

Tudi Gong), who protects the howe. One respondent described him as 
"'the bodyguard of my family." The Earth God shrine is usually placed 
outside, near the front door of the house, where he prevents the entrance 
of malicious ghosts. The spirits of ancestors and deceased relatives are 
allowed to enter, because they would do no harm. Other popular deities 
include Men Hau (加）， and Cai Shen (財神）， who protect the door 
and bring prosperity, 「espectively, and Di Zhu (地主）， the Lord of the 
Land. The Di Zhu shrine is set up inside the house, so that he may 
oversee home security. Finally, the Kitchen God (Zao Jun, 灶君） still 
rules the kitchens of some homes. More exal比d deities include Guan 
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Gong (關公）， who supports business and protects the family, and the 
函r-bencvolcm Guan Yin (氬釣 the Goddess of Mercy and giver 
of children. Guan Yin is particularly popular with Buddhists, and is 
probably the most common deity on Hong Kong's domestic altars. 
Wong Tai Sin and Tian Hou may complete the complement of deities. 
Personal preference determines which deities are worshipped and the 
order in which they are worshipped, but devotees often follow a rank 
order based on the hierarchy of the gods, a hierarchical pantheon which 
some have suggested connects the household to both wider community 
and state (Liu 2003: 380). Hence, the Sky God comes first, then those 
deemed "big gods" such as Guan Yin and Guan Gong, then the Lord 
of the Land, then the Earth God, and 6.nally, the ancestors if there is 
a tablet or shrine to them at home, for families may keep the tablets 
elsewhere. Some families reverse this order, beginning with the ancestors 
and proceeding to the gods, and worshipping the gods themselves in no 
particular order. 

Domestic worship is usually a simple affair, with offerings of 
incense, flowers, and food, but there is considerable variation in actual 
practice. The material content of home worship includes two or three 
sticks of incense, both morning and ev画ng. Some people vary the 
number of sticks offered; three fur the ancestors and powerful deities, 
but only one fur the Earth God. Others give one stick to each entity, 
twice a day; others, three sticks to each, twice a day. Some offer five 
sticks, not three, to the Lord of the Land, because he protects the four 
corn口s and. the center (.Ji方土地）. Whatcv口 the practice, incense is 
「ardy dispensed with, and. cv血 those who declare that they no longer 
worship in the old way may continue to burn incense. The  use of flowers 
in worship also varies, with some f.unilies never using them, others 
using fresh Rowers every week, and others only on selected holidays. 
Colorful Rowers such as gladioli and chrysanthemums, especially i n  
red, pink, or yellow and accompanied by a few sprigs of greenery, are 
still very popular in Hong Kong, although elderly worshippers prefer 
white Bowers for Guan Yin. Younger worshippers select other varieties 
of flowers for their color and beauty, including roses, but some people 
avoid them for the thorns, which the deities would not appreciate. When 
臣ving flowers to the ancestors, people choose the flowers and colors the 
deceased most loved. 

Food offerings are also very common, and a great range of 
individual pract函 may be observed. Many families offer apples and 
oranges, three or more in a pyramid, while others add candies, cookies 
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or cakes, tea, and wine. Fruit can be replaced regularly, so that it does 
not spoil, but some families leave the fruit on the altar for a week, then 
replace it. During major holidays, domestic food offerings become 
more complicated. For example, during Qing Ming, the grave-cleaning 
holiday, fa血lies prepare roast pork, chicken, cakes, three cups of tea, and 
three cups of wine. At the grave, these items are offered fust to the dead, 
and then consumed by the family on the spot. Offerings for the Chong 
Yang Festival are similar, although for both occasions care is taken to 
prepare gifts of the foods that the ancestor most loved. Because of this, 
a wide range of cakes and sweets, special treats, and even fast foods arc 
offered now. On both occasions, worshippers take care to arrange the 
food offerings in attractive shapes and in  such ways as to harmonize 
their colors, a practice seen in the offerings of fruit. During the Festival 
of the Hungry Ghosts, people give fruit, roast pork, roast duck, tea, and 
wine to the ancestors. Some families also take food to the street for the 
wandering ghosts, including fruit, bean sprouts, peanuts, tofu, and rice. 
If giving meat offerings, some people believe ducks are more appropriate 
than chickens, as they arc better protection against evil. This may be 
individual belief, although duck eggs are used. in the rituals of moving 
to a new home (see Chapter 2). Some respondents said that the sharp 
beaks of chickens could damage the colored paper offered at these times 
for the ancestors, and so ducks were preferred. During the Mid-Autumn 
Festival, fruit, moon cakes, roast pork, chicken, three cups of tea, and 
three cups of wine are offered to ancestors. Finally, at the eve of the 
Lunar New Year, vegetables, roast pork and chicken, fish, glutinous rice, 
and. fruit are offi:red., while vegetarian dishes are prepared, with rice and 
tea, on day one. On day two vegetables, roast pork, and chicken arc 
added. Some families prepare only vegetarian foods for days one and 
two. Popu1ar during the Lunar New Year are the bouquets of vegetables 
(garlic, celery, lettuce, spring onions, parsley, lotus roots, 「ed carrots, 
and more) tied together with red paper and sold in the markets. Many 
of these vegetables have good meanings. Celery signifies hardwo和ng,
lotus roots mean surplus within the year, onions represent cleverness. 
Whatever the actual food offerings during the holidays (and Guan Yin 
is only offered vegetarian foods), the deities are also given red candles, 
rheir own cups of wine (or tea for Guan Yin) and their own chopsticks, 
which are also red for good luck. 
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At the temple 

As any visitor to a temple in Hong Kong will attest, religious activities are 
still significant. At both neighborhood and major temples, worshippers 
of all ages and backgrounds — from the very old to those youngsters in 
school uniforms, from those in business suits to those in hawkers' aprons 
— o氐r their devotion to the deities (for a general depiction of a Hong 
Kong temple, see Anderson 1970: 168-71). For an idea of how worship 
is conducted, we may visit the temple of Wong Tai Sin, the Great Sage 
Wong, the resident dcity of one of the most popular temples in Hong 
Kong (for a full history of Wong Tai Sin, see Lang and Ragvald 1993). 
Built in 1921, the Wong Tai Sin Temple attracts numerous worshippers 
every day who fervently believe that the god can aid all those who seek 
his advice and assistance. While worship is particularly notable on 
Wong Tai Sin's birthday or during the Lunar New Year, occasions when 
the number of worshippers reaches tens of thousands as believers flock 
to the temple to seek out their fortunes for the coming year, any day is a 
good day to worship at the Wong Tai Sin Temple. 

After exiting the subway stop or coming down from the adjacent 
housing, one first encounters a line of elderly beggars hawking small 
charms. These individuals are well organized, forming a line in which 
each takes her turn approaching a potential customer, and then, 
whether successful or not, moves to the end of the line and begins again. 
Moving past these ladies, one comes to a row of ten or so hawker stalls 
selling religious souvenirs and worshipping materials on the left, and 
more indigent elderly selling charms and fortune slips. These hawker 
s呻, all that remains of the many tens of stalls originally operating at 
the temple, sell most necessities, including packages of most common 
offerings, incense, and even fruit, but their main business is souvenirs 
bearing the name or image of Wong Tai Sin himself The temple also 
contains a more formal enclosed arcade further to the left, maintained 
by the Tung Wah Group of Hospitals, in which small shops sell a wide 
variety of items for worship. In front of these stalls 氐 usually a line of 
small portable ovens for burning it血s to the deity; h磾-ever, most people 
talcc their offerings inside to be burned. Passing under the main arch, 
the visitor turns left under a second arch, and ascends a flight of stairs to 
the first platform. This platform faces the stairs leading up to the main 
platform in front of the temple. At the rear of this first platform is a long 
stone altar-like table which worshippers use to arrange their offerings. 
The table also contains a variety of small incense burners filled with 
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sand to hold the dozens of sticks lit by devotees at a nearby glass and 
metal lamp. Both upper and lower platforms have a lamp of this kind, 
which contains a burning votive candle to light the incense sticks. Many 
worshippers spread newspapers on the stone ffoors of the platform and 
arrange their offerings before beginning to worship, but some come 
better prepared and have small mats to kneel on, kinder to worshippers' 
knees than thin paper on cold stone. While most worshippers prefer the 
upper platform closest to the deity, quite a few are content to conduct 
their worship on the lower one. During the major religious holidays the 
two platforms will be packed to the limit with worshippers, and every 
inch of space will be used. During these times, when crowds prevent 
the full complement of worship involving the spreading out of many 
。fferings, many people just offer incense and fruit. 

Devotees bring with them all that they need for worship. Both 
the small shops within the enclosed arcade adjoining the temple on the 
lower level and the small hawker stalls outside the gate stock the most 
common offerings, but they do a better business in temple souvenirs 
and small religious oriented gifts such as lucky jade pieces. In addition 
to a variety of paper offerings, most worshippen offer food to Wong 
Tai Sin. Recent visits have confirmed the constant use of the most 
popular fruits, apples and oranges, o氐red to the dcity and also used 
as convenient holders for incense sticks and candles. I have also seen 
。fferings of grapes, tangerines (lucky fruit at the New Year), bananas, 
and whatever fruit is in season. Some people bring roasted baby pigs, 
traditionally wrapped in red cellophane on a red bier, and sometimes 
adorned with one or two traditional red p中er flowcn. Others bring 
boiled chickens, slices of fried pork, whole cakes made of white radish, 
cakes and squares of tofu, boxes of vegetarian delicacies, a great variety 
of candy, oil and wine. If wine is offered, it will be served in three red 
wine cups (although some give five cups), which will be emptied onto 
the stone pavement after the worship is completed. Except for a few 
pieces of fruit, all these food offerings are taken home and eaten, having 
been blessed by Wong Tai Sin. 

The style of worship reflects personal choice. After setting out the 
offerings, many press their foreheads to the stone a number of times. All 
will light incense sticks, "nodding" with them while praying, then place 
the sticks in the incense holders. Some hold the incense sticks, in the 
classic three or more often in clusters of ten or more, over their heads 
and bow, while others hold rhe sticks over their heads while kneeling 
in front of the temple. Many worshippers are busy folding the Gold 
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and Silver Paper and the Longevity Gold into various shapes; some 
will pass the folded spirit money over the billowing incense smoke to 
obtain an extra blessing. Additional paper items such as packages of 
paper clothing and special creations for the deity will be kept close in 
bags or displayed on the paper mat. During the holidays, and especially 
at the deity's birthday, the offerings are more elaborate; handcrafted 
clothing being a favorite choice. After initial prayers some worshippers 
will ask Wong Tai Sin questions, throwing wooden divination blocks or 
shaking the fortune sticlcs to seek the god's advice. After all questions 
have been answered and all prayers of th血ksgivingor supplication said, 
the worshipper leaves, gathering together all the paper offerings and 
placing them in nearby plastic containers, to be collected and bwned 
by the temple staff. 

Shrines and ephemeral sites 

Worshippers also give paper offerings as well as fruit, flowers and incense 
at locations other than the home and the temple. These other locations, 
in both rural and wban areas, on street corners, lanes, and hillsides, 
may spring up and quickly disappe訌

， or may turn into shrines, which 
Stevens (1980: 21) described as "miniature unmanned temples or open 
air altars often called in Chinese 'small temples' (,J濃）." Shrines are 
marked by an accumulation of paper offerings, incense pots, ceramic 
images, or gifts of fruit. They might be left open to the elements if 
surrounding a natural rock formation or a tree or roofed and partly 
enclosed if protecting images of a deity or deities. The latter form of 
shrine can become quite complicated, assuming the appearance of a 
genuine small temple as it expands and accumulates internal altars. For 
example, larger street s比ines in the urban area consist of a large altar 
with numerous images and &amed prints of gods. These sometimes 
fragile, and often illegal, structures are maintained by a few dderly 
devotees (Stevens 1980: 21). 

S比incs may also be situated close to natural elements, a t  the 
base of a tree or a rock, or the rock or tree itself may be considered 
a spirit (Stevens 1980: 21; Webb 1994), or as the abode of a spirit or 
spirits 一 rhe distinction is not always clear (Graham 1961; Berkowitz, 
Brandauer and Reed 1969). These locations are chosen as, "Bdievers 
in local rdigion also think that all animals and natural landscapes 
have their individual spirits who can chose to help people with their 
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supernatural powers . . .  In Hong Kong and Macau, people may worship 
old trees, rocks wich special shapes and Earth Gods represented by 
rocks" (Liu 2003: 377). Burkhardt's description of a simple shrine on 
Lantau Island is typical of such sacred natural locations, this one a 
combination of rock and tree: 

A conical stone is wedged in the roots, capped with red paper 
with the usual inscription. Sometimes a 砷 talisman is pasted 
on the face of the stone, between two scrolls. A very primitive 
P'ai Lou, or honorific arch, is constructed of two forked 
boughs with a cross bar, roughly lashed with twine. Pasted on 
the uprights are two sets of Chinese characters. Pasted on the 
reredos rock is "Bless and Honour the Spirit". The altar is a 
level scrap 。f bared earth, with the usual incense burner and 
cups of wine. (1953: 124) 

Bwkhardt provided further descriptions of well and rock worship (1953: 
123-5), which he felt were of considerable antiquity, and the latter of 
particular importance, as an emblem of fertility which was given tribute 
from engaged couples to ensure the perpetuation of the clan. Berkowitz 
(1975: 6) gave other examples of such worship, explaining how the 
personal gods "tied to locality, place, occupation and lifestyle … 「csided
in specific trees or rocks in or near the village." 

How trees and rocks become shrines is not always clear. It may 
be that a nat山al site has gradually become a focus of attention due 
to actual events or personal belief, such as the notable "spirit trees" of 
the New Territories. An excellent example, the most famous of Hong 
Kong's spirit trees, may be  found in Lam Tsuen (林村）， the "Village in 
the Wood," southwest of Tai Po Market in the New Territories. Patrick 
Hase (2000) has described these trees: 

Near the Temple are two large and prominen t trees. These are 
Spirit Trees, the residences of t比 local Earth-gods. These two 
trees, with other numinous trees and clumps of bamboo in 
nearby villages are very heavily worshipped. Worship consists 
of throwing a paper and a bundle of worshipping paper items 
attached to a string weighted with an orange 一 if the Rag is 
caught in the tree, then the spirit will take note of it, and the 
「cqucst (often written on the paper) that came with it. 

Some locations become shrines because they are personally 
meaningful to an individual wo呻ippcr or group of worshippers. 
The two spirit trees described above became famous when, just after 
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the Second World War, a very sick fisherman dreamed of a deity who 
promised to heal him. When he was healed, he discovered that the 
hdpful deity was the Tai Po Tem函 Earth God and he: bc:gan to go 
to the temple to wo洫ip; the trees have attracted attention ever since 
(Hase 2000). Other shrines were originally locations that became 
significant for individuals suffering from illnesses believed to have been 
caused by disturbed or malicious spirits. Having found these places 
where the disturbance (and their illness) began, t hey worshipped at that 
location and got well. Hence, while such locations began as meaningful 
to a single worshipper, they gradually attracted greater attention and a 
more permanent shrine grew up. As Hase 邙plained for the Lam Tsuen 
spirit trees, "This history is greatly fascinating, as it shows us a religious 
practice growing up from nothing to major proportions within fifty 
years" (2000).32 

It is also possible that some shrines originated as repositor运 for
images of deities no longer worshipped. This practice of "sending back 
the gods" was described by Berkowi巳during the late 1960s resettlement 
of Hong Kong rural villagers (Plover Cove) into wban areas. As part of 
the removal process, villagers performed ceremonies to send to heaven 
the locality-specific gods 一 earth gods, door gods, and village gods 
- who could not go to a new setting and who would be replaced by 
new gods (1975: 5-11). A geomancer, assisted by three or four Buddhist 
monks, performed the ceremony, which ended with a banquet of food 
including pork and bean curd (Berkowitz, Brandauer, and Reed 1969: 
78). In the wban areas, some informants maintained that if one decided 
to cease traditional worship altogether (for example, on becoming a 
Christian) or to cease worshipping a particular deity, then one must 
adhere to a prescribed ritual: first explaining to the deity why they wished 
to cease practicing domestic worship, then taking off the wooden board 
(the image of the deity), then preparing a red packet for the god, then 
wrapping the wooden board (with the deity's image) and the red packet 
together with red 严per, and finally putting the god in a location where 
other such materials had been gathered, perhaps under an old tree. 
One lady explained that she bought the papers for worship from the 
shop, worshipped, then wrapped the gods' images and gave them to the 
rubbish collector. Giving him a red packet to do this for her, he took the 
images to the temple and placed them there. Other respondents fdt that 
a "casual chat," to inform the gods that their altars were to be removed 
and that they should return to the temple or to heaven, was sufficient. 
Food or incense could be offered while the deities were being requested 
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to leave, but this was a matter of personal preference. They believed 
that no one need t吐e the domestic altar anywhere (some just threw it 
away), although very ddcrly worshippers might feel more comfortable 
removing it to the nearest shrine or temple. 

Still other sites have acquired social significance by their tragic 
associations with real events from the recent past. During the Festival of 
the Hungry Ghosts this form of worship is particularly prevalent. The 
festival is celebrated beginning on the fifteenth day of the seventh lunar 
month (Ward and Law 1993: 59), at various locations: near temples in 
Hung Hom (紅囑）， at the King George V Memorial Park in Kowloon, 
near the railway station in Tai Wai (*Ill), and at the Morton Terrace 
Playground in Causeway Bay, to name but a few notable sites. It is just as 
frequently observed at specific locations identified with ghostly activities, 
such as sightings of ghosts. Many of these locations are remembered as 
the sites of fires, bombings, or atrocities from the Japanese occupation 
of Hong Kong during the Second World War. These sites are regularly 
visited during the festival by elderly worshippers who hope to 呾e the 
sufferings of the spirits of the dead who linger still at the sites of their 
death because they died violently, far away from relatives, or with no 
living relatives, and have been neglected, deprived of food, dothing and 
money in the other world. Dur」ng this festival, Hong Kong is dotted 
with ephemeral sites where small offerin

gs 
of fruits and candles and the 

remains of burned materials, such as spirit money and paper clothing, 
recall the attentions of the devout towards these lost souls. The same 
concern for souls extends throughout the year, not 」ust at the Festival of 
the Hungry Ghosts, and small offerings may be seen from t洫c to time 
at places marked. by other fatal events, such 邙 fires and traffic accidents. 
I recently observed such an offering on a sidewalk bordering a highway 
exit ramp; it consisted of three sticks of incense, two small candles, and 
a Flower co Thank God (退神花） stuck in a paper cup and placed on 
a newspaper with cooked rice. No matter how shrines and ephemeral 
sites acquired their significance, all are places of worship and devotion, 
as much as is any temple, and all are marked by items left for the deities 
or spirits, including paper. 

This chapter is an introduction to the world of paper, focusing first 
on the general features of selected paper items from the complement of 
函ryday offerings. The common features and patterns of worship were 
then examined, again with regard to the variations, before turning to 
the locations, both domestic and public, in which worship is carried our. 
The items of everyday paper offerings, appearing in a variety of contexts, 
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arc wonderful examples of paper arc. Conceptions about their nature 
and use vary, and professionals and worshippers employ a variety of 
overlapping schemes of classification. No one scheme p「edominaces and 
the major typologies, that of the profession based on pitched and non
pitched and that of worshippers based on recipient (whether god, ghost 
or ancestor), ritual, or purpose are complementary and not mutually 
exclusive. In addition, worshippers' behavior does not follow a consistent 
set of rules regarding which items to bum to which recipient. As seen 
in the example of paper currency, the original rule of Gold and Silver 
Paper to ancestors, Longevity Gold to the deities, and White Money to 
th�ghosts is well understood, but there are variations. Such vari正ons in
attitude and practice are a theme in paper offerings, illustrating the great 
importance of personal motivations and individuality. To continue this 
exploration, Chapter 2 will describe some of the practices of individual 
worship designed to alleviate the worries and concerns of everyday life. 





2 
Individual Worship and 

Personal Concerns 

Hong Kong's many temples ate ti這y with 如otees during the birthdays 

of the deities, the Lunar New Year, and other religious holidays.1 At 
。thcr times, worshippers 啉it the temple or worship at home for more 
personal reasons. As Marjorie Topley once observed, "A good deal of 
'popular' rdigiom activity 一 performances of the kind I would call 
'Little1i函邱orl -uin 紜 individual. People 也 singly. or with the aid 
of a companion or sometimes a ritual expe� to chan恕 cin:umstances in 
their lives" (1966: 99). To pley classified rituals as either "re卽缸 rites,
those with broad objectives such as thanking the gods or requesting 
aid, which occur at annual festivals or at other propitiow dates, and 
"ocawonal" rites, th函 dealing wi由 more specific problems (1967: 99). 
The regular r油 involvemany of the items from the everyday offcri唔
inttod匹ed. in Chapter 1. But, as Topley discerned, occasional rit邙, while 
employing many pi磁 from the everyday repenoire, often involve more 
unusual paper materials. 
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Illness and Its Remedies 

Among the most common of occasional rites are those dealing with 
」llness. In a 1924 study of prayer slips collected in Chengdu, Suzhou, 
Tianjin, Shanghai, and Fuzhou, L. Newton Hayes noted that illness 
was the subject of the most common prayers for assistance to the 
deities, followed by concerns over marriage, protection during travel, 
and desire for wealth (Hayes 1924: 97). In Hong Kong, all illnesses 
are troubling, but illness is particularly distressing when children are 
affected; shopkeepers' comments indicate that youngsters' health is a 
great concern of their c邙comers. While shopkeepers encourage creating 
illness through prompt visits to regular Chinese or Western doctors, 
they arc prepared to offer advice on rituals based on the Tung Shing (遣
蘑）， the traditional Chinese almanac (Couling 1917, Smith 1992). De 
Groot described the Tung Shingas a classical book which indicated days 
凉 or unfit for important actions, thus teaching man how to behave in 
accordance with the annual revolution of time" As such, it was deemed 
"'an exorcising instrument of the highest order" (1910: 1022), cxcdlcnt 
for protection against angry spirits (ghosts). 

Many paper masters believed that if people remained ill over a 
long period, it could be because they inadvertently violated the rules 
of proper conduct and offended the spirits. Violations included actions 
such as tearing leaves off trees — which would put humans in contact 
with wandering spirits, described by Hodous as those "attached to 
wood" (1929: 160, sec also De Groot 1912: 16- 17) 一or knocking over 
an incense burner and not apologizing; behaviors common to active 
and careless children. Prominent in all discussions of illness was being 
disturbed by (or disturbing) ghosts, the "'dirty things» (污糟道逼嘢） as
some refer to them. Ghosts are particularly troublesome because they are 
often invisible and thus can easily be disturbed if they linger in areas busy 
with unknowing humans. Further, ghosts may have evil intentions and 
can cause illness and even death (Dennys 1876; Berkowitz, Brandauer 
and Reed 1969: 93). Yet, others fed that, because of their fate (命）， which
guides people to good or bad luck, some people run into ghosts when 
they are in bad luck and fall ill as a result; no conscious ghostly malice 
is involved. In other examples, as suggested by the offerings to offset the 
illness, perhaps the malice of what Hong Kong people term the "small 
peop記 （小人）， a general category of annoying (and living) people, is 
involved. In all situations, to get well, rituals need to be performed and 
the practitioners need to make amends for their own behavior or for that 
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of the sick person. In all such rituals, paper offerings act as mediators, 
providing the necessary link reconciling the entreaties of the supplicant 
and the distress of the offended spirit. 

Getting rid of ghosts 

Shopkeepers explained that sick customers usually saw a physician first, 
but if the physician's treatments were unsuccessful, they would turn to 
ritual. First, the sufferer tried to remember on what day the illness began 

and then consulted the Tung Shing to sec what had occurred on that day. 
This process is term正Checking the Foot of the Day," or "Wo呻ipping
the Foot of the Day" (奎町罰 拜 日罰）， to see when and where the 
sufferer has been disturbed by, or has himsdf disturbed, a spirit. 

When a worshipper is sick, he may refer to the almanac to see if 
he has the symptom as described in the almanac on that day. If 
he has, a set of paper offerings will be offered to drive away evil 
spirits or demons. For example, if a worshipper falls and hurts his 
leg or arm, he will worship at the location where he hurt his leg 
or arm. Once there was a customer whose mouth was crooked 
and the doctors could not cure it. After worship, he did recover. I 
cannot explain why but his mouth was really crooked, and once 
he worshipped, he recovered within a few days. 

Even shopkeepers thcmsc區 follow the procedures when their own 
family members become ill. 

This rite is very useful when people run into ghosts, especially 
for the young people. I do bdievc that the.cc is some函ng to it 
because I had a related experience about it and it really worked. 
When my younger son was in kindergarten, he suddenly began 
to cry at 血dnight every night. I took him to the doctor, but it 
was no use. My mother then suggested that I check the foot of 
the day. I went co a shop and told the shopkeeper, who checked 
the Tung Shing and found that my son had offended a pregnant 
female ghost. I then worshipped at night in the junction of three 
roads, using white wine mixed with water, rice, a pear, and a set 
of paper offerings, including a Solving of 100 Problems. This 
paper was passed front and back of my son for three times before 
I began the worship, and then I did the rites in the street. I prayed 
and asked the spirit not to be angry. It was mysterious, but my 
son recovered soon after. 
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The almanac also provides guidance about the direction of 
worshipping. "The Tung Shing may say, 'In the northeast, you have 
encountered evil male and female spirits.' " Following this instruction, the 
sufferer must worship and burn offerings in a northeasterly direction. 

With the assistance of the almanac, the customer tries to reconstruct 
where he or she was or what he or she was doing at the time. 

When you begin to be  sick, you卽=when you might have violated 
or enoount這 something while you were out [ of your home, fur 
one usually becom� ill when going out]. Then, check the almanac. 
For example, you went out yesterday, came back in the evening and 
got sick this morning. So, you ch祜 yesterday. But, if you haven't 
gone out but were still not well, then your home may have something 
wrong with it. You can check to see if your home has a problem. 

The almanac also describes physical symptoms quite carefully. For 
example, "You have encountered ghosts of the newly dead and headless 
ghosts; the symptoms include pain in the bones and muscles, a high 
temperature and 穿neral irri呻ility." Symptoms do not always match 
because not ev可one can rcmembe「 precisely when illness b egan. 

You must remember the date, otherwise, what the almanac says 
may not b e  correct. For example, the almanac may say that you 
have a fever, but you do not [so the date as remembered was 
incorrect] . . .  Generally speaking, people would not come to buy 
paper offerings immediately when they feel sick, but would see 
the doctor first. As a result, [time pas螠] people 邙nnot re硨 the
things that happened some time before. 

If the memory is clear, the customer can then take the appropriate 
paper offerings back to the location and burn them to placate the ghost 
or entity tbat was disturbed. 

The contents of offering assemblages for curing illness are often 
specified by the almanac: 

The Tung Shing states what you should buy and use to worship. If, 
for example, it specifics 500 pieces ofWhite Mon可, then we give 
the customer a pack of white paper money. If it doesn't mention 
what to use, tbcn we pack a set 'casually' [ using a standard amount 
of items considered 磾cacious]. If the sick person is a male, 沅

pack a paper with a male on it; if a female, then a paper with a 
female. We include a paper bo訌 and one set of First Treasure and 
candles. There is also a sheet for curing vomiting and pain, s國n
sticks ofincense, a package of five colored clothing for the spirits, 
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paper money, and a paper horse to drive the 'dirty things' away. 
In all, there are about ten items to pack. 

Another shopkeeper read out for a day sdected at random: "Use 
500 sheets of White Money, a paper horse or horses, paper clothing, 
First Treasure, and candles." Actual offerings will vary according to the 
directions given by the almanac for that day, and to the worshipping 
practices of the sufferer. 

Ea.ch of the items included in the above assemblage has a specific 
purpose. The male and female figures are scapegoats (代人， 椿身） who 
stand in for the sufferer and endure the illness or disaster on his or her 
behalf Paper boats and horses assist in removing the ghosts by providing 
the means of transport. The Five Color Paper is included so that the 
ghosts can make clothing for themsdvcs, while the spirit money can be 
used in the other world; both items hdp to satisfy the physical needs of 
these neglected spirits. Sligh� more complicated packages for dispelling 
illness contain a package of eighteen sheets of First Treasure paper, one 
set of Five Color Paper, three sticks of incense, two small red candles, a 
paper boat in red and green with a center green seat, one package of Hell 
Money, a variable [ten to fifteen sheets each] pack of Gold and Silver 
Paper, a package of White Money, one sheet of the large yellow Solving 
of 100 Problems, and a Bai Fan set. Most of these items are placed in 
the package to p「ovide either transportation or funds for the spirits, 
w耻e the Solving of 100 Problems is to aid the sufferer to overcome the 
problem. However, the last item requires a bit more attention. 

The name of this set, the Bai Fan (拜犯）， literally means to Worship 
[Against] a Violation or Crime. In other words, the sufferer worships 
to offset a wrong or an error committed, 函en an inadvertent error (as 
in the case of disturbing a ghost). The set includes one sheet of yellow 
Closed [Gate] Paper (關紙） bearing a tiger head printed in green (for tigers 
are protectors against 碰）， a sheet printed with twenty-four charms, a 
second gate paper for p盆sing the gate (overcoming the problem), an Eight 
Trigrams Charm (also for protection), and a Heavenly Teacher {Tian Shi 
天師） Charm. If the sufferer is an adult, the gate paper is used without 
the tiger head. The Heavenly Teacher Charm refers to a helpful person 
who is skilled at driving away ghosts,2 something like an exorcist. Both 
the Heavenly Teacher Charm and the Eight Trigrams Charm overcome 
evil and hdp to 區p the ghosts wider control. Some shopkeepers do not 
add the Hea這yTeacher Charm to the 這， preferring to indudc just the 
scapegoat to take the place of the s嗶rcr.The s區t of twenty-four charms, 
a ycllow sheet printed with red charms, is for use when the suffi:rcr cannot 
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recall where or when the offense occurred; burned in its entirety, it covers 
all possibilities. Other items can be added, such as a sheet of the Solving 
of l 00 Problems. The dderly master explaining the set for Worshipping 
[Against] a Violation also remarked that many people no longer understand 
these older papers and hence, when they wish to p函orm this worship, 
they use a second, more common 汜t of four papers. 

These fow- papers are the Yin Separation (陰隔）， theYang Separation 
（陽隔）， the Restful Heart Docwncnt (患這） and the Compassionate 
Heart Document (蔥心服）. The latter two papers ease the minds 
of sufferers bothered by spirits, and are burned with the intention of 
appeasing these spirits so they will cease their disturbances. The Yin 
and Yang Separation Papers are burned in a ceremony with Gold and 
Silver Paper, and the two document papers. The ritual also includes three 
spoons of rice {offerin臣 to the spirits) and a pear or pears, because the 
sound of the word fur pear (梨) is similar to that for "go away" (獻·' In
all, the fust complement of papers, then the papers to Worship [Against] 
a Violation, and finally the set of four Separation/Document papers 
work together to ease the worries and calm the heam of the patient, 
and provide all the apologies that the spirits desire so that they may be 
satisfied and cease their troublemaking. 

A few shopkeepers added that customers very seriously ill for a long 
time can also add a very rare paper called the Written Accusation (狀祠）．

In two sizes, this yellow sheet printed in red characterli explains to the 
。£fended spirits the reason for the offense the sufferer has committed. It 
is burned with the hope that the offended spirits will be satisfied with 
the explanation provided by the sheet and will then permit the sufferer 
to get well. Used this way, the paper resembles a sincere apology given 
face to face. Those oontinuously troubled by bad luck could also bum 
the Happy Event and Disgraceful Affair Paper (吝事紙， 嘅事紙）. If an 
individual feels uncomfortable after attending either a happy event (such 
as a wedding) or an unpleasant event (a funeral), this paper may be used. 
The paper is printed in red on white, in three rowi; of three small squares 
each; the middle row dep亞 pleasant events, and the bottom row depi邙
unpleasant events. The sufferer should cur out the cenrer square and 
throw it away, then bum the remainder, put the ashes in water, and 
then drink some or all of the mixture. The central square represents the 
inner problem and the source of the uncomfortable feeling, so cutting 
it out removes the problem. Doing this is like taking hcan medicine to 
be rid of troubles, and so removing the center square can be explained as 
"medicine for regulating/making 」ust, the heart" (正心菓）．
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Shopkeepers used various terms to describe removing ghostly 
reasons for illness. Practitioners used the word expel (趕走）， but there 
were variations on this theme: "'getting rid of," or "'expelling," or "'driving 
away." Still others preferred to use the phrase "invite," or "invite to leave" 
（請走）， a more polite way of pers叫ing the ghosts to go elsewhere. 
As there is always a chance that the ghosts will not leave, the stronger 
terms, used in con」wiction with rituals performed by Daoist priests, are 
considered more effective. 

Passing the gate 

Another common procedure fur d祉ng with illness, particularly fur 
children, is the 匹sing the Gate (overcoming the problem) ritual. 
Recorded by Doolittle in 1865, the ritual, which he termed "passing 
through the door," was practiced regularly by families anxious to secure 
the welfue of their children. Some families had it performed many times 
a year if the child was particularly illness prone, some every year, and 
some on alternating years, until the child had reached the ceremony of 
"going out of childhood" at the age of sixteen (1865a: 127). Doolittle's 
description was of an elaborate one�day ceremony involving Daoist 
priests, a specially constructed altar, elaborate rituals, and an array of 
food, mock money, and mock clothing for the spirits, culminating in the 
burning in the open court or street in front of the house of the bamboo 
and paper cov母 door used in the ritual (1865a: 128-32). 

Nowad癌 the version of this rirual as practiced in Hong Kong is 
som成hat simpler, using the Closed [Gate] Paper (膈紙）， a yellow sheet 
printed in green with the head of a tiger, minus the lower jaw (but with 
an upper row ofbulging teeth). 

First the child (or an item of clothing if it is too sick to be 
present) is t吐en through the barrier either by the simple method 
of passing a small tiger-faced 'gate' over its head and then tearing 
the gate in two while it is held aloft, or by having a Taoist priest 
carry it in and out of a tall paper and bamboo gate structure 
which many temples keep for such purposes . . . Food is then 
offered to a deity, usually Kam Fa, the protector of children, and 
a charm paper depicting the gate the child has pas逼 through is 
burnt together with some paper 'coats'. (Topley 1966: 112) 

Paper masters added that worshippers needed the Closed [Gate] 
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Money (閼釷）， the fee for passing the road which is given to the officials 
in Hell, and the (litecally) Closed Separation Paper (關疏紙）， which is a 
form of repon informing the deities that the child has passed the gate. To 
these items are added Gold and Silver Paper to pay for the ritual. Masters 
explained that this ritual of passing the gate, performed for children under 
twdve years of age, can be  very complicated, because there ate many 
and specific gates for various situations. Although the Tung Shing lists 
twcnty•six gates, each representing a different problem, there are actually 
more than 100 gates, each with a specific name and meaning, and only 
a ritual expert (such as a Daoist priest) can determine just which gate 
needs to be passed. For this reason, the ritual is most often performed in 
the temple, although some masters said that it could be performed in the 
patient's home during evenings. Ill or disturbed. patients should not go 
out at night, when they are more susceptible to harm. 

Closdy related. to passing the gate is the ritual of Hlln Jing (喊鸞，

Shouting out Against Fear), or Calling Back the Soul, which must b e  
pcrfurmcd by women of Dongguan (東莞） ancestry. When a child has 
been dull or srupid for some time, or  has never recovered from a previous 
illness, then the child is suffering from "injury by fright" (Topley 1970: 
429), or soul loss, in which the animating spirits have left the child's 
body (Tapley 1976: 255, see also De Groot 1892: 24只）. Ifit is further 
suspected. that demons or ghosts 桓ve maliciously made off with the 
soul, then "Ha:un•king rites to expel these malevolent spirits may b e  
performed by Taoist priests, by female ritual experts, or by the mother 
or another female member of the fu.mily" (Toplcy 1976: 255). Our 
shop區per specified that only women of Dongguan ancestry (he could 
not explain why, other than the rite seems to have originated there) could 
help in such situations. Shouting the child's name, and tapping all over 
the house with the child's sleeping mat or chopsticks, she calls back the 
soul of the ailing child. Topley described this ritual: 

Another rite from the Tung Kwoon district requires the scattering 
of rice, the speaker coaxing the soul to come with her to the 
house. It is entreated to recognize its mother's name, and its own 
name, and again a list of things which might have frightened it 
- cats, rats, spiders, cockroaches, pigs, and dogs - is given, 
with an entreaty to become calm. The recitation ends with an 
announcement that the rice is all gone now and a plea to return 
to the bed. A g訌ment is again waved., the: bed patted, and spittle 
is put on the child's br面 一 explained 邙 'settling in' the soul. 
(1970: 432- 3) 
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Berkowi立， Brandauer, and Reed (1969) recorded yet another Hong 
Kong example of Calling Back the Soul: 

The woman ran to the playground. There she faced the east, 
and waving the child's coat over three sticks of burning incense, 
she sang in a moaning voice, 'Sister, be good; sister, come back! 
Grandmother will take sister back! Don't be afraid! Sister, would 
you come back and get better day by day?' She carried on like 
that for about ten minutes. Afterwards she walked back to her 
flat. (1969: 94) 

While the practitioner taps and calls, a set of paper offerings is 
burned, beginning with the B11.i Fan 邳scmblagc described above, then a 
Soul Pursuing Charm (追嗅符） which 邳ks the Cow Ghosts and Snake 
Gods (牛鬼蛇神） to find the soul and bring it back to the house. As 
well, a paper boat, a paper horse, a scapegoat (substiruting for the child), 
White Money, and Gold and Silver Paper are burned. Also included arc 
the Compassionate Heart Document and the Restful Hean Document 
to beg the ghosts to be kind-hearted and to rerum the soul and cease 
disturbing the child. The paper horse is provided for the lost soul to 
return on, while the paper boat and the scapegoat are given to the ghosts 
as a substirute for the real child; the paper scapegoat child rides in the 
boat to stay with the ghosts. All these papers are涇 gain, burned to provide 
apologies, transportation, companionship, and funds for the disturbed 
spirits. Nowadays, elderly paper shop owners explained, most people 
simply cannot find women of genuine Dongguan anc:estry to perform 
the ritual (although apparently, some elderly women of other ethnic 
backgrounds also know how to "shout," or call back the child's soul to 
cure illn螂 see again, Topley 1970). If customers bum the assemblage 
for Worshipping [Against] a Violation in the street where the ghosts can 
妒 it, this action alone will usually take care of the problem without 
resorting to "shouting." 

Adoption and fostering 

A sick or 伝面ous child may he fostered by a deity (see, fur example, 
Topley 1974). The parents purchase a red sheet called a Three Star Card 
（三星卡）• This sheet is eight by fourteen inches, of vivid red printed in 
gold with the three St訌Gods, a bat, the representation of prosperity (褔），

representations of ancient gold money, and a lower border composed 
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of a line of characters for double happiness (囍） . On the sheet should 
be written, by anyone who writes characters neatly, a variation of the 
following phrase: "[Name of god] and [Name of child] today his/her 
parents represent him/her in asking for adoption from [Name of the 
god], hoping that the god will bless hi叫her to grow up well. Thanks 
to the god." Some shopkeepers say that the eight characters for the date 
and time of the child's birth (/\字， the horoscope), as well as the names 
of the parents, should also be included. The worshipper bums a package 
of o任erings containing clothing appropriate for the deity (for example, 
white clothing for Guan Y'm), although some shopkeepers say this is 
not necessary. The child may worship the fostering deity on the deity's 
birthday, as well as on the child's own birthday, but the child's parents 
should 區p the sheet until the child has grown up and is married, at 
which time the parents must burn the sheet and thank the deity. A 
description of how Hong Kong's fishermen conclude neavcnly adoption 
is given in Anderson (1970: 176-8). One of my own research assistants, 
who was adopted by Wong Tai Sin after a series of childhood illnesses, 
told this story: 

My uncle was also adopted by Wong Tai Sin as a child. He grew 
up, got married, and he and his wife moved to the United States. 
After twelve years of marriage, he and his wife were always 
quarreling bitterly, and one night my grandmother, who is still 
living here, dreamed that she had not burned the adoption paper 
and thanked Wong Tai Sin. She was convinced that her neglect 
of this was the reason for the couple's problems, and so she 
went to the Wong Tai Sin Temple the next day with my mother 
and properly thanked the deity. After she did this, the quarrels 
stopped, and my aunt and uncle have had no more problem.�. 

The Three Star Card also appears at marriage, at which time the 
parents of both the prospective bride and the groom write down their 
dates and times ofbi呻 （時辰A字） on two sheers, and the matchmaker 
uses these two sheets to assess the appropriateness of the proposed match. 
In addition, the parents of both the prospective bride and groom can use 
the Three Star Card to record the kinds and quantities of the wedding 
gifts. The parents exchange these sheets, which are kept as a checklist to 
confirm that the gifts given match those requested. Some families use the 
Five Star Card (五星東） a larger undecorated sheet, for this purpo記， but
聶 version is rarely seen. Doolittle's account of Chinese betrothal and 
marriage practices recorded an object with a similar meaning: 
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At the time of sending these presents to the family of the bride, 
there are also sent two large red cards. On the outside of one 
there is a likeness of the dragon, and on the other, a likeness of 
the phoenix. In the former arc written the ancestral name of the 
bridegroom's parents, the name of the gobetween, and frequently 
a number of felicitous words and sentences. In the other there are 
written the ancestral name of the bride's parents, the name of the 
gobetween, and f-elicitous sentences. (1865a: 71) 

In Search of Aid and a Better Fate 

Hong Kong residents are often described as sophisticated, practical, 
modern and quick to employ the latest technological or scientific 
discovery to improve their personal and economic well-being. So 
described, they do not tum to what they popularly refer to as superstitious 
practices. Yet there is a sizeable nwnber who suppl血ent their everyday 
practical endeavors and scientific knowledge with a variety of rituals. 
Educated individuals who would never perform (or declare that they 
would never perform) any of the rituals here described, nor subscribe 
to the beliefs underlying them, have elderly relatives who have done so 
or who continue to do so, believing that the traditional ways of seeking 
solutions to problems or ensuring good outcomes are still appropriate. 
Constructing a mutually antagonistic rdationship between superstition 
and modernity only obscures the actual practice (and assumes that 
modernity and tradition are antagonistic). Improving one's lot in life is 
one area in which tradition and modernity coope皿te,

Honorable People and the Kindness of Strangers 

The Honorable People Paper (or simply Honorable People), an dcgant 
red and green item, is a necessary component of nearly all assemblages 
of paper offerings fur the deities, or even, in the opinions of some 
shopkeepers, for the ancestors. Honorable People Papers arc purchased in 
varying forms, but the most common are circular (Ill潰人紙）， with the 
basic meaning that the honorable people will go wherever the purchaser 
goes, and a long rectangular form (-ft責人紙）， si

gn
ifying that honorable 

people will be available throughout the year. Circular or rectangular, 
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with eighty or 100 people represented, as a charm or not, in two pieces 
or three, the Honorable People Papers are deemed very important by all 
customers, as these papers allow the worshipper to obtain good luck, 
blessings, and 嗶uence. The phrase "honorable people" does not refer 
to any specific individuals known to the suppli呾t but to those who 
will help whenever difficulty arises. All people experience difficulties in 
詆 and hence, all people seek assistance, which sometimes appears in 
unexpected places or comes from strangers. As one master explained: 

There arc honorable people to help you wherever you arc. For 
example, if you quarrd with someone, another person may come 
and help you. This i� what an honorable person 氐 People want 
to have as many as they can, and each person's honorable people 
are distinct and special to him/her alone. 

The search fur more honorable people is never-ending, and 
worshippers continuously beseech the deities to send honorable people 
to help them. 

Perhaps sixty years ago, Honorable People Papers were cut out 
individually, in the form of short figures with large feet, dressed in what 
resembled a tunic. The oval eyes, mouth, and nose were neatly cut, 
and the outstretched arms held two coins over the head. This form has 
been replac.cd by Honorable People Papers in circular and rectangular 
forms which appear to be one piece, but are actually formed of two 
identical sheets, one red and one green, placed back to back as one; 
a smaller number of shopkeepers refer to the second green sheet as 
The Prosperous/Green Horse (祿 l 緣馬）. These papers are machine
punched along their surfaces in a pattern of ovals and rectangles which 
suggest lines of people, either eighty or 100 in number. Many retailers 
considered the eighty person form unacceptable; they asserted that it is 
"cheating" and they refused to sell anything but the 100 person form. 
。ther shopkeepers said that while the 100 person form was common 
in the past, the eighty person form is more popular because i直 smaller
and less expensive. In their shops, only the very elderly asked for the 100 
Honorable People version. Still others bad no opinion on the matter 
and allowed the customer to chose, or they packed the smaller version in 
more complicated assemblages. In fact, the circular form is itself cut in 
different siz.es, so the accual correct number of .figures contained therein 
is difficult to discern. Circular and rectangular Honorable People Papers 
bear no printed characters, but circular papers bear the cutout character 
for longevity in their centers, emphasizing the benefits of long life, as 
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well as affluence and divine assistance, which the item will secure along 
with the helpful people. 

The picture is complicated by other offerings bearing the same or 
nearly the same name but looking very different. The Honorable People 
Charm (蕢人符） is a flat red paper, printed in gold. It is folded in half, 
with each half bearing half of the phrase, "When Going Out, Encounter 
Honorable People" ( 出 路逼漬人）， at the top. Within the interior fold is 
a second item, a tiny slip of red paper like a charm and also printed in 
gold, again termed an Honorable People Paper. Some shopkeepers said 
that this combination could be used to worship the ancestors, in which 
case it was added to circular Honorable People Papers and burned. After 
it was burned, the entire family would be safe. Others explained the 
tiny slip as the miniature version of yet another set of Honorable People 
Papers, one containing three items: a Solving of 100 Problems, a Charm 
of Cheung and Lau (張枷符）， and a sheet printed with two people and 
a galloping green horse, entitled an Honorable people and Prosperous/ 
Green Horse (潰人， 祿 l 綠馬）， the horse described by Stevens as a 
messenger ( 1977: 93-94). 

The individuals represented in the Charm of Cheung and Lau are 
difficult to identity, a difficulty compounded by informants' insistence 
on the character for wil區 （柳） which has the same sound as that for 
the surname. The closest shopkeepers could come was that these were 
the original surnames of the two gods of He He Er Xian (和合二仙），

the Immortal Twins of Harmony and Union, who oversee happiness 
in marriage (Sr.evens 1997: 125-6). Close inspection reveals that this 
tiny 曲 does indeed carry the symbolic dements of the three larger 
papers. Some shopkeepers 蕊erred that the Honorable Peo沖 Charm
and its accompanying tiny slip may be ignored and the larger three
piece set used instead. It appears that the Honorable People Charm is a 
more modern, shoner form of the older, three-piece design, and many 
customers prefer its simplicity. Both forms and the horse, as well as the 
people, convey supplicants' m函咾cs to the gods and bring affluence and 
good luck to the worshipper; the red and green circular and rectangular 
forms of Honorable People Papers do the same. 

Ethnic interpretations of the Honorable People Papers add to the 
comp區亟 of understanding this so-called common object. One paper 
shop owner explained the Chaozhou people's use of these papers. For 
them, in addition to the standard forms, the Chaozhou Honorable 
People Paper comes in the form of a pair, one piece a 逼 cutout in a 
recogruzable human shape (albeit with two coins for the head) called 
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the Honorable People Paper, and one piece a green paper horse, also 
individually cut out, called the Prosperous/Green Horse. These papers are 
nearly identical to what other shopkeepers had identified as the earliest 
forms of Honorable People Papers (see above). These two "paper dolls" 
are wed during the ritual of Beating the Small People (discussed below) 
in which the practitioner seelcs relief from troublesome people. During 
the ritual, the honorable person is hung up and the horse burned, so that 
the small people causing the trouble will be dispelled by riding the horse 
away. After worshipping, some believers burn the red honorable person, 
some dissolve it in water; it depends on their personal habits. The same 
customers also use the circular form of Honorable People Paper to ask 
for blessings and to give thanks. 

The Small People 

The reverse of seeking honorable people is avoiding or defeating the small 
peo沖 （小人）. The term "small" refers not to the actual physical sizes 
of these people, but to their pettiness and mean-spirited natures. Small 
people are the troublesome, small-minded individuals whose actions 
cause trouble and who arc harmful to the worshipper's sdf-intcrest 
(Chiao 1983: 138). Ftom interviews at shops, it appears that sometimes 
there is confusion between ghosts and small people, even though the 
former has 1函 this world and the larter remains; certain of the offerings 
used are spoken of as for ghosts as well as for the more commonly 
identified target, acrual humans. Victims of such annoying people need 
not passivdy suffer; they can perform a ritual called Beating the Small 
People (打小人） any ti.me they wish, on clays of the month deemed most 
auspicious for such an action.4 Beating the Small People also occurs at 
the occasion known 臨 the Frighten Festival/Feast of Excited Insects 
（警蟄 l 節） during February or March of the solar calendar (Burkhardt 
1953: 9). The ritual may be performed at home or in public, for a fee, 
by elderly female practitioners.5 This ritual has proven so popular that 
these elderly ladies can be found at regular locations around Hong Kong, 
at times other than the festival. The customer simply go邙 to the places 
where these women congregate, where on auspicious clays the rirual can 
be performed. 6 

The actual ritual is rather simple. As Chiao recorded it, "When 
the ritual begins, tw:。 candles and three stidcs are lit, food is displayed, 
then the small person paper figure wrapped in the 'small person paper' is 
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fiercefully beaten with a shoe or pierced into pieces with a sword while 
a chant is being sung. Then paper 'credentials' are rolled and waved over 
the 函ipient's body before they are burnt together with mock paper 
money and other paper goods" (Chiao 1983: 140). The ritual comes 
to an end with divination with wooden divination blocks (bei, 杯） to 
see if the ritual was success阯 If these crescent�shaped wooden blocks, 
each with one convex side and one flat side, lands with both flat sides 
down, the ritual needs to be repeated; if both the rounded sides end up, 
the ritual was successful (for another op洫on on how to interpret their 
position, see Anderson 1970: 172). While it is recorded that a mixture of 
the two indicates uncertainty (Smith 1991: 1), some practitioners of the 
rite believe that this outcome, termed the three cup (三杯）， is actually 
auspicious. A som面hat more complicated, eight�stcp procedure fur the 
ritual of beating the small people has also 區n recorded (Chiao and 
Leung 1982). It indudes lighting candles; assembling the papers fur the 
small people; pounding the papers to pulp while chanting phrases to 
invite honorable people, dispelling the evil of the small people, and asking 
for the gods' assistance; burning a whire tiger paper to f unher dispel evil; 
using honorable people papers to secure good fonune; scattering beans 
and rice to disperse the unlucky things and feed the small people; burning 
a package of colored paper [probably the Five Colored Paper, which the 
spirits can use for clothing]; and checking on the ritual's success through 
divination with wooden blocks. 

The paper offering assemblage fur the ritual may be purchased at 
any paper shop under the festival names of "Beating the Small People" 
or the Frighten Festival. The customer will receive a bundle containing 
a number of items. The exact contents vary from shop to shop, but 
there will be one each of male and female small people, printed in green 
on thin paper and dressed in modified Qing dynasty style; one yellow 
Solving of 100 Problems, usually in the small version; a small paper 
tiger to protect against evil; and a yellow paper called a Gold Flower 
and Silver Hand [palm] (金花鋹掌） or a Small People Fan (小人扇）
printed with soldiers and weapons (spears and tridents) for dispelling 
呻. Some shops include a Net of Sky and Earth (天矗速網）. This is 
made of one square sheet each of vivid red and green paper, laid together 
and folded in half diagonally, then folded again into a shape resembling 
a p平r airplane. It is cut through at intervals, so when fully opened, it is 
transformed into a square net. Used wi如he Honorable People Charm 
the net catches the bad demcnts, so that sufferers can be rdcascd from 
the harm they cause. 
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Also commonly included is the Paper of Five Ghosts, or Smal l  
People Paper (五鬼紙， 小人紙）， printed in green, and representing the 
five small people and other evil things; some shopkeepers call this the 
Five Ghosts Charm (五鬼符）. It bears the images of a pig for laziness, 
a tiger for cruelty, a snake for evil-mindedness, and an eagle-like bird, 
thought to represent troublemaking. It also bears a broom to sweep 
a甑y the small people, and a chain to bind them and keep them from 
harming the victim (Chiao and Leung 1982: 118-9). Also important 
are the Black Small Peo沖 （黒小人）， with accompanying black paper 
chain. The practice is to cut out the black small person (it should 
be cut by hand at the time of packing this set, and is black in color 
because its heart is evil) and stick its head through one of the links of 
the black chain. Thus secured, the evil creature can be beaten by the 
Gold Flower and Silver Hand mentioned above while the tiger looks 
on. Other assemblages may also contain varying d血1ents such as sheets 
of Hell Money, sheets of White Money, a few sheets of Gold and Silver 
Paper, sheets of First Treasure, various charms, an Prosperous/Green 
Horse Paper, and colored or white clothing (sometimes called the 
Small Clothing, 衣仔）• All these are dispersed to the bad elements, to 
encourage them to cease causing trouble. Three sticks of incense and 
two small red candles are common accompaniments. 

As with the honorable people, small people do not generally refer 
to any specific individuals known to the worshipper, but to a generic 
category of troublesome or unpleasant people. However, on occasion they 
can be specific individuals known to, or suspected by, the worshipper. 

Some performances of the 'Beating the Small Person' ritual even 
have a speci6c 'small person' as the target. His or her name, 
address and other information available such as the time and date 
of届s bi兩 names of other members of his family are all written 
on a piece of paper which will be wrapped together with the 
small person paper figure to receive fierce beating. This practice 
is indeed close to black magic, though it was only intended to 
stop the target small person from making funher trouble rather 
than to hurt him. (Chiao 1983: 143) 

Observations bear this out; customers can have the ritual performed 
for such reasons as to get rid of a rival for a husband's affection, or to 
remove unruly friends who are adversely affecting the success of one's 
children at school.7 
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While beating the small people may be a popular activity in Hong Kong, 
many participants will shyly profess disbelief even as they purchase the 
package of offerings and seek out the elderly practitioners. A more serious 
aura surrounds other paper offerings dealing with uncertainties. A vc可
popular paper item unique to Hong Kong, more subtle in i� meaning 
and more complicated in the natUre of its efficacy, is the Pinwheel (whose 
manufacture will be taken up in Chapter 6). D血ssions with worshippers 
and interviews with craftsmen revealed that Pinwheels were not 
insignificant paper trifles but objecrs imbued with m畑ing and religious 
significance, whose reconstructed histo可 「evcalcd a steady accretion of 
meaning and significance over time. Pinwheels arc made by affixing a 
number of pinwheels to a frame usually shaped as a circle or gourd, which 
is then adorned with a variety of auspicious trimmin祭 While glorious in 
their design and color, especially when viewed in their massed displays at 
the Lunar New Year, Pinwheels are far from merdy decorative objects or 
irresistible toys for children. Revolving in the wind, they are believed to 
capture and then multiply desirable spiritual benefits. 

Each Pinwheel contains from one to ten small red rectangular papers 
bearing a lucky phrase or meaning head (恋讀）. These lucky phrases 
take the form of four-character couplets, hand-brushed or printed, 
either singly or in pairs (p訌rs are referred to as a double blessing). The 
lucky 沖cases were once (roughly from the 1940s through the 1970s) 
brushed with golden calligraphy onto rectangles of fine red paper; this 
painted form is now found only on handmade varieties. Factory-based 
manufacturers now use machines to print out the phrases, in gold, onto 
cardb函d or plastic rectangles which, while less attractive, are more 
durable. Pinwheds will contain at least one couplet-bearing rectangle, 
and the largest may hold as many as ten. The rectangles are glued or 
taped to the frame, most often near the top, but also at the center or 
along the sides. There 迏 no fixed rule on number or placement; I have 
seen larger than normal rectangles containing four lucky phrases, and 
cardboard plaques in which the phrase shares space with a printed 
design such as an image of the deity, such as Wong Tai Sin. 

Pinwheel masters estimated that whjle there were over 100 lucky 
p區ses, only about a third of them were actually used. 8 Certain phrases have 
become archaic or represent desires that have 區me less popular (such 
邳 the desire for many sons), and so are not reproducccl unless by special 
order. Choosing the proper lucky phrase is of great importance, fur it is 
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believed that its content is obtained as the Pinwheels revolve. Worshippers 
who are not so specific in their concerns, but who are worried about affairs 
in general, can purchase Pinwheels with multiple lucky phrases or one 
bearing the popular, all-encompassing phrase of "the desires of the heart 
come true" (心想事成）， thuscovering all possible wishes. Poor worshippers 
need not worry about finding an affordable Pinwheel, for the full range of 
lucky phrases is reproduced in all price ranges. Worshippers purch蕊 their
Pinwheels carefi曲,, selecting the design and the lucky phrase harmonious 
with the wish they hope the deity will grant. The continuous revolving of 
the Pinwheels in the wind repeatedly brings the wish to the attention of 
the god at whose temple it was purchased. 

Pinwheels are objects of true religious signi6cance and not decorative 
items or toys. On this point, paper masters were quite emphatic. 

While it is true that people do not see the Pinwheel as part of the 
god, it is always regarded as something good. It can bring people 
safety and chase the devil away. This is because people buy the 
Pinwheel after worshipping the god, so they think it is a gift that 
is blessed by god. I have never heard of anyone who thought it 
wa.s a toy; it is absolutely not a toy in my opinion. 

The history of the Pinwheels, reconstructed from the collective 
memories of elderly masters, suggests that all began as toys but then, 
through a process still incompletely remembered, some forms achieved 
religious significance sometime after the Second World War. This 
process of empowerment was likely brought about through their 
being adorned with lucky phrases and other auspicious elements, their 
function as an integral part of worship and religious ritual (especially at 
the New Year), their dose association with temples and/or deities, and 
their passing through the smoke of the temple incense. These features 
made them particularly evocative of the blessings of the god to whom 
they were dedicated, most notably Wong Tai Sin and Che Gong. The 
Pinwheels' association with temples is especially meaningful i n  the case 
of Wong Tai Sin, whose rise as a refugee god has been well documented 
by Lang and R.agvald (1993; see also Lang 1997). The increasing 
popularity of the deity i n  the 1940s and 1950s among Kowloon's refugee 
community, who believed in Wong Tai Sin's ability to provide assistance 
and meaning to their lives, likely strengthened the perception that the 
Pinwheels associat.cd with him were able to satisfy mcaningfu] desires. 
Yet, the Pinwheels' ability to assist worshippers in securing particular 
blessings is only part of their significance. 
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Hong Kong worshippers may employ a wide variety of traditional 
procedures for identifying difficulties in their lives or perceiving the 
outlines of their fate (for a description of classical techniques for 
discerning one's fortune, see for example, Dore 1917, Smith 1991). A 
very popular method, practiced at all Hong Kong temples, is a procedure 
termed kauh chim (qiu q辺n 求籤）， inwhich the worshipper asks the deity 
questions. At the Wong Tai Sin Temple, a most famous temple for such 
divination, "The god expresses his answer to the worshipper's questions 
or petitions by selecting a numb邙 corresponding to the number of one 
of the poems, through a procedure called qiu qian (Cantonese: kauh 
chim)" (Lang and Ragvald 1993: 106). Giving offerings, the worshipper 
shakes a container of 100 numbered bamboo sticks until one falls out; 
the number written on that stick is noted and the worshipper, after 
asking all questions, collects the pink qian slips bearing the numbers on 
the sticks.9 These slips, which are printed with well-known stories taken 
from history or literature, are then read and interpreted as the answer 
of the Great Sage. On any day, not just on holidays, many worshippers 
can be observed performing this rite, but tens of thousands will try to 
perform it on the eve of the Lunar New Year. Worshippers also may 
seek answers to their questions with the pairs of wooden pieces, already 
mentioned in connection with the ritual of Beating the Small People. 
In both instances, it is 區ieved that Wong Tai Sin (or any deity so 
approached) will answer truly all requests for advice. 

fumed with such answers from the deity, and knowledge of 
their condition, worshippers purchase Pinwheels not only to obtain 
good luck, bur to change their fare from bad or indifferent, to good. 
Pinwheels are bought new every year, purchasers sdecting ones with 
different lucky phrases according to their needs. Worshippers assert that 
one must purchase Pinwheels annually at New Year, to secure blessing 
for the family and general protection. The interaction of the features 
of empowerment already explained (association with temples and with 
worship of a deity, the possession of lucky phrases, being decorated 
wirh numerous other elements bearing auspicious meanings, and being 
imbued with smoke of the temple incense} creates Pinwheels deemed 
truly efficacious that can bring about beneficial changes to individual 
or 紜ily situations, and ensure a good fate for the purchasers. As the 
popular phrase explains, "Pinwheds are bought to change fate," and 
for this reason, and for the general good luck they also bring, they have 
become objects of great significance to all worshippers. 
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。ther method f s o ensunng a good outcome 

There are other ways of ensuring good fortune that involve non-pitched 
paper offerings, such as the item termed the Lucky Money or Lucky 
Paper (退餞， 逕紙）． 心 its purpose is to alter one's luck and thus, fate, 
it will be refi:rred t.o here as a Fate Changer. Most Fate Changers are 
composed of five rectangular sheets of colored tissue paper, but some 
varieties contain six or ten. The internal colors include cream, blue, 
green, yellow, and orange; the outermost sheet is generally violet, but 
can shade into rose. Shopkeepers stress that these colors, which appear 
in different combinations, have no particular meaning, but are only 
for beauty. These colored sheets are folded in half and then cut along 
one side into connecting coin-shaped st.rips, which would produce a 
long ribbon effect if the sheets were pulled out, something worshippers 
would never do for fear of tearing them and thus cutting off their fates. 
Worshippers may hold the fate changer up on a stick, and rotate it to 
make the change, but Fate Changers are better used in the temple, 
where the priest can cut and rotate the paper while chanting a prayer. 
After rotation, the Fate Changer is burned to the big gods with one 
Five Treasures Document (itself composed of a Lucky Basin Paper, a 
deep 「ed Great Luck Document, the red Honorable People Charm, one 
circular and one rectangular Honorable People Paper) and a Solving of 
100 Problems (including a Forgiving Book).10 

Some shopkeepers 陣 that burning the Fate Changer and the 
Five Treasures Document was sufficient for the ritual, while others said 
that these two papers must be accompanied by gifts of clothing for 
the deities, Longevity Gold, and First Treasure. In one sense, the Five 
Treasures Document is a general offering to all major deities, and has 
many purposes, but the items it contains individually bear the meaning 
ofchan臣ng one's luck for the better. Burning it reinforces the meaning 
of the Fate Changer and increases the chances of a turn for the better. 

A rarer item is the Long Pennant (or Banner, 長癮）， which is 
used in the worship of the most powerful gods. Long Pennants can be 
obtained at temples or at re函1 shops, where they are made by special 
order in either cloth or paper. An example of a Long Pennant in the 
collection is approximately fo山 feet in length and made up of three 
strips of fine colored paper, each strip three inches wide. These three 
strips, the central strip red and the two side strips green, ate attached at 
both ends to floral paper cut to resemble pelmets. The bottom pelmet 
is finished off with five of these paper strips in alternating green and 
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red. The Long Pennant is completed with the name of the deity written 
(in full honorific form) on the upper part of the right hand strip, and 
the name of the sender on the lower section of the left-hand strip. The 
middle red strip contains the written message of the sender, such as a 
wish for a blessing such as long life, or praise for the deity. Because the 
Long Pennant requires a talent for elegant calligraphy, many retail paper 
shops no longer stock nor craft such items, lacking the skilled hands for 
writing the essential characters. If ordered to thank a deity for curing an 
illness, the Long Pennant would be made of paper and would be burned 
as soon as the sufferer recovered. The Long Pennants made of cloth, 
which are purchased in the temples, are given to the deity in gratitude 
for care and protection, often at the Lunar New Year. They are painted 
with the appropriate phr邳cs and hung (by the temple keeper) high 
inside in &ont of the image of the deity. W hile some families decide 
to burn their pennant after one year, others just leave it hanging in the 
temple as a sign of their gratitude. In either situation, the offering of the 
Long Pennant is accompanied by offerings of First Treasure, Big Bright 
Treasure, Longevity Gold and paper clothing for the god. Food is also 
。ffered, mostly chicken and fruit, but only vegetables and flowers if the 
deity is Guan Yin. 

Protection from Uncertainty 

Paper offerings are also used for more joyous occasions such as starting 
a new business, moving to a new house, or celebrating a birthday. The 
Golden Flower may be purchased for the first two events. A new pair of 
Golden Flowers is purchased fur adorning the corners of the signboards 
for a new business, even if the existing boards are transferred to the new 
location. New ones arc needed 邳 wdl to adorn the images of the gods 
when the domestic altar is reset after moving to a new home. For both 
函nts, informants explained that the purpose of the Golden Flowers 
in these rituals was to adorn the images of the gods. On hearing this, 
I thought that the true underlying meaning of the Golden Flower 
might be to ease the actual transition, assuring protection during such 
potentially stressful events and facilitating the transition from one state 
to another. As such, the Golden Flower would be an object figuring 
prominently in the performance of rituals classically understood as the 
"rites of passage" (Van Genep 1960, Turner 1970). In such a capacity, it 
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would act as a mediator and protector as the household passed through 
different states of區ng. W hen shop owners and master craftsmen were 
asked their opinion of this interpretation, they agreed on the situations 
in which a new pair of Golden Flowers was required, and further, that 
these occ函ons involved stress and uncertainty. While they agreed 
that the interpretation was interesting, they were not so certain that 
the Golden Flowers were such active agents in securing a successful 
transition, feeling that the rituals of worship performed at the time 
would be sufficient to secure the care of the gods. 

Establish· 1ng a new bUSiness or movmg to a new home 1J1volves risk, 
for one can never be certain of what events have occurred in the new 
location. What if the previous occupants were plagued by illness or bad 
luck, or even worse, if someone died 面thin that sp平? To protect the 
family or business &om the lingering evil influence of such unhappy 
events, people burn paper at the four corners (in a ceremony referred to as, 
Worshipping the Four Comers, 拜四負） and at the center (more precisdy, 
the five directions of north, south, cast. west, and center) of a newly 
occupied home. The procedure for worship 面S 邙plained like this: 

This set of paper offerings contains five packages for each of the 
five directions - East, South, West, North, and Center. Before 
moving into a new house, one can worship these five directions 
with paper offerings and the following items: bean sprouts, bean 
curd, fat pork, white turnip, a pear, a duck egg, and leaves of 
the pomclo. All these arc also divided into five parts for the five 
directions, except the duck egg and the leaves; the former is for 
the center only. After lighting the incense, one can worship the 
five direcrions one by one. After worshipping, you must take the 
duck egg out of the house and break it, so that the evil 呻uence
will go away. Then, 泗eep the house with the leaves to remove 
any Lingering evil. The food offerings should be placed on 
n示papers, and not plates, for the evil spirits will not take the 
food offerings from places. 

Each of the five packets, one for each of the four directions and 
the center, is burned with an assortment of paper items: First Treasure, 
Gold and Silver Paper, clothing for gods in the sky (血 most powerful 
gods), and paper clothing for the gods of the earth. Another respondent 
蕊embled a package containing White Money, Gold and Silver Paper, 
an Earth Cow Charm (±. 牛符）， five pieces of small clothing, two 
packages of small-sized Hell Money, five sheets of the Solving of 100 
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Problems, five Honorable People Charms, Longevity Gold, and 恥
circular Honorable People Pape氐 Another shopkeeper s血 that when 
she actually moved into her new shop space, after she had worshipped 
the four corners, she burned a package of Clothing for All the Gods (逋
神衣）， and clothing for Di Zhu (地主， Lord of the Land), Men Kou (「'
庄 the god of the door), and for Guan Di (關常 the popular protective 
general). Others added a gold and silver dragon to the package to burn 
at the center, for this is beneficial to the house. As paper offerings are 
variable, so too, are the food items that are offered; duck eggs, bean 
curd, bean sprouts, pears, apples, carrots, and fatty pork have all been 
used. The pear, which has been mentioned before in connection with 
the rites to dispel evil, here again bears the association of "to leave or 
depart," which is what the occupants hope any evil thing will do. Some 
shops added carrots to the packages, cutting each carrot into five pieces 
(one for each pack}. Some said that, if the worshipper had only one 
large piece of pork, then it could be placed intact in the package for 
the center of the house. Some said that duck eggs were not necessary, 
although Anderson reported the use of duck eggs during a fisherman's 
ritual because duck eggs drove away evil spirits (1970: 177). New owners 
can also burn a Yin Contract (陰契） co let the underworld know who 
has purchased the property. Other shopkeepers referred to this as an 
Earth Contract (地契）， explaining that it should be burned to protect 
new owners from the possible evil effects of dead being buried under 
the property. These contracts are ydlow when purchased for urban 
properties, but white for property in the New Territories; informants 
were not clear why. 

Turning to a decidedly cheery occasion. shops also make up 
pitched round Lucky Basins (返墓） to celebrate long life. Lucky Basins 
have two purposes. The basic meaning is to change bad luck to a lucky 
fate through worshipping the gods; in this, they are similar to the Fate 
Changers already described. The second is to ask for blessings on one's 
birthday. The Lucky Basin comes in a pitched 元rsion and a flat paper 
version. The first is a charming item made by shaping a bamboo strip 
into a circle, to which bamboo "legs" may be attached. T his circle is 
then covered with red paper, while sides are formed with alternating 
strips of red and green rectangular Honorable People Papers (usually 
four per basin) which have been pasted along the edge of the circle, 
hiding the 1弔s. Hence, while its name contains the character for basin, 
Lucky Basins do not resemble basins, but tambourines with legs. The red 
top formed by the paper is finished off by pasting on a painted metallic 
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paper cutout of the character for long life, and encircling this cutout 
along its edges with either ingots folded from Longevity Gold or circles 
of golden foil paper shaped into cones, referred to as Golden Tripods (金
肅）• Most examples carry four of these golden ingots or cones. 

According to some shopkeepers, pitched Lucky Basins should be 
burned only at the sixtieth birthday, at which time the person is said 
to "Hold the Peach of Longevity" (手執壽桃）， and is likdy to have 
grandchildren. Other birthdays must malce do with 缸 Lucky Basin 
Papers. But other shops said if used for a birthday, the addition of 
Longevity Gold (an item usually offered to the gods) is appropriate as 
a trim, for the paper expresses the wish that the gods will grant an even 
longer life to the recipient. This is an instance in which an offering 
normally given to the gods is suitable for ordinary humans. Additional 
Longevity Gold is burned to the gods in the hopes of securing an even 
longer life. For some respondents, the correct amount of Longevity 
Gold to use was the same as one's years of life; if one was 伍i:y, then 
fifty papers should be folded and burned. Other shopkeepers declared 
that, as one always wishes for a longer life, one should burn double the 
number of one's actual years; still others said that one folded ingot of 
Longevity Gold should be added for each year of one's life after one had 
attained "severaJ tens" of years. 

The Lucky Basin Paper, some shopkeepers assert, is only for 
worshipping the gods, and can be burned with a package of Fate 
Changers. The Lucky Basin Paper is also a necessary component of the 
Five Treasures Document (discussed above and in Chapter 1). Elderly 
shopkeepers explained that in the old days, the worshipper would take 
the Fate Changer and the Lucky Basin Paper to the temple, where the 
temple keeper would open the former to full size and hang it up during 
prayers. Or, the temple keeper would place the two paper items together 
and shake them over the worshipper's head as he or she walked past; 
this was part of the ritual for changing one's fate. They added chat not 
many people now ask for this ritual co be performed. While burning 
(to the gods) is the correct procedure for both versions of the Lucky 
Basin, worshippers recognize the 醞culty posed by the pitched form, 
which sometimes does not bwn down completely. For this reason, 
shopkeepers felt that more worshippers, provided they understood how 
to use the accompanying pape兀， would now using the Hat paper form 
for all occasions, even birthdays. While most shops craft neat but simple 
pitched Lucky Basins, some shops are known for their artistry. One 
retail shop sold us a particularly fine version coveted in a construction 
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of elaborately folded Longevity Gold; the finished creation resembled a 
mountain of golden papers and was very attractive, if not conforming 
to the more common examples in the sheer number of papers it 
contained. 





3 
Gratitude to the Gods, 
Charity for the Ghosts 

The numerous discussions of the heavenly pantheon of Chin面 「cligion

(see, fur example, Hayes 1924; Heinze 1981; Harrell 1986; Irwin 

1990; Stevens 1997. 2001), d西be a world populated by a myriad 

of supernatural beings. In old Hong Kong, gods were given honor as 

protectors (sec, fur example, Bone 1889a: 367) and many holidays have 

long expressed worshippers' gratitude for the 卽ds' care and attention. 

Today, Hong Kong's temples (Savi悴 1977; Stevens 1983; Lang and 

胆硏吐1 1993; Lang 1997) serve a 吡nific:ant population of faithful 

worshippers and seasonal visitors and house deities of dive函 origins,

both great and small. "In a 紜 temples, it is quite obvious that the 

deiti邙 訌e all of one religion, either Buddhist or Daoist, but the altars 

in most tempi« bear a mixture of Buddhist, Daoist and folk religion 

images side by si心 (Stevens 1983�3). VI心worshippers believe appears 

to be in harmony with 血 m五ture. While much 圧 been written 

about the three sttands (Buddhist, Daoism and popular bel远 三羲合

一） that dominate Chinese rdigious belief {see for example, Berkowitz, 

Brandauer 血d瓦ed. 1969; Dore 1917. Hayes 2000, Smith 1986, Tei&er 
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1996), strands which have been deemed "a powerful and inescapable 
part of Chinese religion," the whole is far more complex (Tciser 1996: 
4), and not all scholars follow this line of reasoning (for a dissenting 
view, see Anderson 1970). Mose paper shop customers encountered 
professed some level of general Chinese traditional belief, but the 
rest identified themselves as Buddhists, Catholics, or "Christians" 
(Protestants), 伷hs for which the burning of paper offerings to any 
entity is not a requirement. Nevertheless, shopkeepers say that these 
customers are reluctant to give up the practice of burning offerings, 
notably for ancestors, suggesting the co心existence of different beliefs and 
the strength of customary practice. Th.is chapter will consider, first, the 
。臨ings for the gods, the meanings of such offerings, and the occasions 
on which offerings are made. It will then consider the second of Wolfs 
(1974) otherworldly entities, the ghosts, describing the ways in which 
worshippers deal with these sometime troubling spirits. 

Honoring the Gods 

Arthur Wolfs 1974 essay about Chinese popular religion described the 
gods (in the eyes of the peasants) as part of a supernatural bureaucracy, 
reflecting its earthly imperial counterpart (1974: 133-45, see also 
Stevens 1997). In Hong Kong, both shopkeepers and worshippers make 
a distinction between the big gods and the lesser gods, although just 
which god fits into which category varies according to individual belief 
Within the pantheon of big gods or u.gods in heaven" are the patron 
goddess of fishermen and sailors Tian Hou (天后）， WongTai Sin (Huang 
Da Xian or the Great Sage Wong, 責大仙）， Guan Yin, the Goddess 
of Mercy (既音）， Che Gong (the Great Marshal Che, protector from 
disease, 享公） and Guan Di (the 臣eat general of the Three Kingdoms, 
關帝）， with Tian Guan (天虔 Ruler of Heaven) ruling over all. The 
temple-centered birthday celebrations of these deities are among the 
most popular and elaborate festivals of the year. The lesser or local 
gods include Di Zhu (Lord of the Land, 地主）， and Men Kou (god of 
the door, 「扣） who are also part of a bureaucratic hierarchy of great 
antiquity (Baity 1977, Stevens 1997: 171-7).1 They are worshipped at 
home, where their worship is often simpler (consisting of fruit, flowers 
and incense) but no less sincere. Some respondents refer to the gods of 
the earth and the door as yin (記 gods, because, as protectors of the 
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home, they come in contact with the ghosts always lurking about on 
earth. 

The paper offerings for the gods include spirit money, clothing 
and accessories, and it is generally agreed that gods should receive 
Longevity Gold. In addition, while paper clothing is a popular gift to 
all three spiritual entities, clothing for the deities is usually imp血ted
with dragons, is cut in the style of classical robes and is often of good 
size. Most worshippers are not very dear about why the gods need such 
things, but some will say that the gods redistribute these items to the 
needy spirits in the next world; thus worshippers' offerings are a form 
of charity. Other worshippers believe that the gods will return to them 
the benefit exemplified by the offering (such as long life for Longevity 
Gold). However, as worshippers are giving offerings out of gratitude 
to, or love for, the deity, need is not the issue, but sentiment is. Nearly 
all of the popular gods are honored with pre-packaged assemblages 
of paper offerings. A typical pre-packed set of offerings for a big god 
normally includes a small package of Longevity Gold, a collapsible 
paper hat, a brightly colored gown printed with dragons, a packet of 
First Treasure protective paper, and a Five Treasures Document. Most 
sets also contain Honorable People Papers. While certain of the papers 
(the clothing and money) arc for the god to use in helping others, other 
papers are to direct the god to human concerns. The Five Treasures 
Document (which contains both circular and rectangular Honorable 
People Papers, a Lucky Basin Paper, a Great Luck Document, and a 
red Honorable People Charm) is used to thank the deities for blessing丶
received, especially at the end of the year. To this standard package, 
the customer adds incense and candles, and what函r additional papers 
seem necessary to them, such as extra packages of Longevity Gold. 
If not satisfied with these packages, customers can also make special 
orders for more elaborate handcrafted clothing sets consisting of hats, 
gowns, and shoes; anticipating this, such sets are crafted by the shops in  
advance of holidays. 

Other worshippers prefer to assemble their own packages for the 
deities, packages which can become quite complicated. A respondent 
packed for us one such package for the Sky God, with the components 
layered as follows (from bottom to top): two sheets of white First Treasure 
placed in a cross shape, ren sheets of coarse First Treasure placed in an 
overlapping circle to resemble a bowl, two circular Honorable People 
Papers, one sheet of the Lucky Basin Paper, one sheet of the Solving 
of 100 Problems, assorted sheets of Longevity Gold (both flat and in 
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ingot shape), two sets of the Five Treasures Document, two sheets 
of rectangular Honorable People Papers mixed with more Longevity 
Gold, and on top, a package of clothing. A hand-packed assemblage for 
a smaller deity such as Men Kou may contain small gowns, a package 
of Gold and Silver Paper (also used for ancestors), a fi成 sheets of Hell 
Money, White Money, and the Solving of 100 Problems. A golden 
dragon is included in some assemblages, representing his concern for 
the house. The contents of all of these packages reflect the worshipper's 
desire for blessings and protection, as well as gratitude for the god's 
concern. 

While White Money is usually burned for ghosts and is the least 
valuable spirit currency, many shopkeepers said that it can be b山ned
to the lesser gods such as Men Kou and Di Zhu, for these gods use the 
money as small change or pocket money. Other respondents explained 
that Men Kou and Di Zhu 邱 the lesser deities due to their dose 
relationship with the earth, and so can receive White Money. More 
specifically, Di Zhu is responsible for ridding the house of ghosts, while 
Men Kou keeps them from coming in through the door. Fulfilling these 
「esponsibilities requires the burning of White Money, which th勺 can
use to "pay off" these creatures, ensuring that the residents of the: house 
or apartment will he safe. 

There are many ways to make up a proper offering, and both 
pre-packaged and hand-assembled sets specified for the same god may 
contain slightly varied materials. As explained, while Longevity Gold is 
generally agreed upon as a proper offering for the gods, worshippers 年

free to vary their offerings as th勺 wish. Many will add. ot區 forms of 
currency sue圧Gold and Silver Paper, which others will assert is usually 
for offering to ancestors, and, as explained, White Money, which many 
give to ghosts, or to those deities t与 deem lesser. Paper clothing is a 
popular item, and clothing for the gods, no matter how crafted, should 
be adorned with dragons, but varieties of handcrafted, hand-painted 
clothing may be dee.orated with other motives. Both worshippers and 
tradespeople are concerned about giving appropriate and accurate 
。fferings, but variations are acceptable as different interpretations of 
what this means. 
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"On their birthdays, it is custom訌y to present the divinity . . .  with a new 
suit of clothes" (Burkhardt 1953: 166). Paper shops offer a wide variety 
of individual clothing packages for the gods, equally termed Clothing 
for the Big G呻 （大神衣）， or Clothing for All the Gods (逋神衣）， which
usually contain ten pieces of paper clothing, so that each god has one; 
these ar這ther factory packed or assembled by the shop. Different, but 
equally popular, clothing packages for specific deities consist of long 
gowns of colored paper, printed with tailoring details (such as loops, 
buttons, pockets, and collars), or with a variety of ornamental designs 
in addition to the dragon motif. These are accompanied by a she紅

of stiff paper imprinted with hats and shoes in full color. On special 
occasions, worshippers may speci吐order more elaborate handcrafted 
sets of clothing which can include pitched components. These sets 
are more expensive than either the manufactured items or the shop's 
existing semi-handmade assemblages. 

The size of the clothing for the gods reflects their majesty; w出le
many 邙arnples are normal (perhaps one to three feet in length) or 
within the size range of normal humans, a totally handcrafted gown is 
often quite large, a third beyond human life size. There are a few general 
agreements about appropriate colors. One shopkeeper exp届ned:

The colors of gods' clothing usually follow the traditional ways 
and so, follo泅 the clothing of the gods' images. For example, the 
image of Wong Tai Sin often wears blue clothing, so I use blue 
for the paper. Strictly speaking, there should be different colors 
for different gods, females in red and pink and males in green or 
other colors, and most clothing for the big gods will be imprimed 
with dragons. 

Many respondents also agreed that red was the single good color 
for all gods' clothing, using the phrase "'big red and green" (大紅大
緑） meaning very beautiful, to describe offerings of that color. There 
was in the author's collection a semi-handcrafted clothing package for 
Wong Tai Sin in which the manufactured gown was indeed red and 
green, overprinted with black dragons. It was accompanied by a pair 
of handmade red topped "felt soled" boots, and an emperor's style hat 
trimmed with painted, silver metallic papers cut into the shapes of 
flowers and the character for long life. 

Within these general agreements, considerable variation exists 
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from shop to shop, depending on the supplier or the inspiration of 
the craftsman or craftswoman, suggesting no absolute rules to follow 
when sdecting colors for the deities' clothing. Manufactured clothing 
for the big gods (even for Wong Tai Sin, characterized as wearing blue 
clothing), is often made in bright purple and green, or rose and green. 
Many crafters do not strictly follow the old ways, and design clothing 
according to their own ideas of propriety. "People now do not care about 
it [the exact colors for the clothing for the gods] and there is no clear 
distinction of different colors to different gods. I often design them as I 
wish, although the tr袖tional ways are best to follow." One exception is 
the goddess Guan Yin, who consistently wears white dothing stressing 
her purity and dignity. It is rare to see her clothing made in anything 
but white paper, printed or painted with the auspicious symbols of the 
lotus flower and lotus root associated with her. Also, the Kitchen God is 
given black or other very dark clothing printed with dragons and a black 
hat; the reason being that he is always in the kitchen, near the stove, and 
so is covered with soot and the residues of cooking grease. 

A special handcrafted assemblage for Tian Hou induded a long 
卽wn of high quality paper in a particu1arly vibrant red,2 with white 
sleeve extensions of even finer paper. This gown was daborardy 
trimmed with numerous auspicious motifs indud.ing ru yi scepters (with 
the meaning of, "everything as you wish", 如;t), and silver metallic 
cutouts in the shapes of flowers and the character for long life, all 
hand-painted in pinks and greens, with the addition of silver dragons 
and phoerux. The hem of the gown was painted in a stylized design 
known as the "mountain peaks and douds" motif embroidered on real 
gowns and shoes during the late 1800s, and symbolizing long life and 
happiness (Roberts and Stede 1997: 70). This gown was complemented 
by a fly whisk of fringed white paper, the Buddhist symbol of authority 
(Eberhard 1986: 112-3), and a dainty pair of small red boots with 
green soles, trimmed with the long life character, small flowers, and the 
Buddhist mystic knot, symbolizing longevity (Williams 1976 [1941]: 
291-2). The hats accompanying the clothing for Tian Hou and for 
other goddesses do not exactly copy any real-life counterparts, as some 
examples are composed of elements taken from the phoen五 crowns
worn by empresses (modified side phalanges formed from painted 
metallic phoenixes, fringe, and decorated lower band) and from the flat 
tops of Han emperors' ceremonial hats (Garrett 1994: 4, 20). Other hat 
styles are distinetly masculine in design, with flat tops resting on cone
shaped bodies. Still other examples of heavenly millinery are decorated 
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with trios of mirror discs, red tassels, multicolored fringe, fl。wers of red 
crepe p平r, and the colored pompoms also characteristic of traditional 
wedding crowns. 

Individual devotees may add paper items such as dainty bound 
foot slippers in red and green, small pack.ages cont訌ning replicas of 
jewelry, or combs and mirrors. Although most shopkeepers 函d that 
the latter items are more properly burned to ancestors, worshippers mix 
them with more standard offerings for the goddesses. In addition, while 
clothing and money may be offered to any deity, many gods receive 
items that have gradually br::come associated with them, even if no one 
remembers why. Monkey (Sun Houzi, 孫緱子， or Sun Wukong 孫悟
空）， was immortalized in the classic journey to the West, in which he was 
one of the companions of the monk Xuan Zhuang (玄奘） in his journey 
to India. Monkey stole the Peaches of Immortality, thereby acquiring 
miraculous powers, and so the Jade Emperor gave him the title, "Great 
Sage Equal to Heaven" (薺天大聖， Qitian Dasheng) (Burkhardt 1953: 
162, W: 訌d and Law 1993: 69). Ward and Law date his special day to the 
sixteenth day of the eighth moon where he is particularly venerated at 
his temple in Sau Mau Ping Estate (夯戎坪邨） in north Kowloon (Ward 
and Law 1993: 69), but he is also worshipped on the twenty-third day of 
the second moon (Williams 1976 [1941]: 278; Burkhardt 1953: 162). 

Monkey is deemed powerful in protecting worshippers from 
demons. Whichever day he is honored, he is offered "a 砷 and paper 
crown, 「ed jacket, and yellow cloak . . . The kit includes a tiny pair 
of white shoes, fur cloud-hopping, and two red cardboard buckets 
slung at the ends of a carrying po記 (Burkhardt 1953: 166). Current 
p年kages fur Monkey include a circlet crown in gilt paper, a pair of 
red buckets, and a doubled piece of yellow paper printed in  green on 
both sides, rolled up and secured with a red strip or a metallic cutout of 
the character fur long life. This paper, outlining in green what at first 
appears to be a tiger head, really depicts the monkey's own skin and the 
printed green streaks represent his fur. The golden crowns (金剛即
may be simply constructed from a piece of gilt paper or be trimmed with 
paper chrysanthemums and red fringe. Some shopkeepers refer to this 
crown as rhe replica of the steel headband (頲箔Ill), which was used for 
controlling this unpredictable deity. As Stevens explained, "Virtually 
all images show him wearing a tight .fitting diadem or circlet with the 
two ends curled up and touching, in the centre of his forehead. This 
was placed there by Guan Yin to keep him under her control" (1997: 
98). Even more complicated assemblages for Monkey consist of a pair 
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of golden buckets, a pair of thick soled boots, a cape printed with his 
furry skin and overlaid with a red paper "apron" trimmed. with metallic 
flower cutouts (these referred to as Clothing for the Monkey God, or 大
莖衣）， and an elaborate crown of gold with red 严per fringe and stems of 
multicolored crepe paper flowers and metallic leaves. The two buckets 
are termed the Flower Basket (花量） and the Water Bucket (水桶）. The 
water brings prosperity to the worshipper, and both together represent 
"obtaining all things." The simplest combinations for Monkey are made 
of two sheets of yellow paper printed with a green fur pattern and a 
collapsible round paper hat of the kind given to all the gods, in green 
and white and bearing a cutout golden decoration. 

Guan Yin, the Goddess of Mercy, is honored on different days of 
the lunar year; day nineteen of the second moon is her birthday, day 
nineteen of the sixth moon is her Enlightenment, while day nineteen of 
the ninth moon is the remembrance of the day of her death (Ward and 
Law 1993: 75). Guan Yin is immensely popular, a giver of children, a 
source of help, and a savior of endless compassion. While of particular 
comfort to women, she also protects farmers and travelers (Stevens 1997: 
90). As a major deity with many devotees (women form societies to 
worship her, for descriptions see Irwin 1990; Topl

ey 
1954, 1963), Guan 

Yin is offered very fine items. While she could be given a large red paper 
gown as described for a big goddess, Guan Yin always "appears only in 
a dress of spotless white" (Hayes 1924: 100). The white clothing, when 
commercially produced, is generally embellished with a variety of mot函
printed in red and green. These can include a classic nine sectioned 
collar, "embroidered" with printed flowers; images of phoenixes, 
pomegranates, and citrons (popularly known as the Buddha's hand, 
併手）； and the flowers, roots, and seed pods of the lotus. Such dcments 
reflect her inBucncc on women's fertility (pomegranates refer to having 
many children) and her association with purity (the lotus). These 
printed gowns are accompanied by a sheet of thin cardboard printed 
with a pair of shoes and a phoenix hat. Hand-painted clothing for Guan 
Yin is more elaborate. 「n the author's collection were two gowns in 
cream paper, the body completely hand-painted in abstract flowers and 
swirls, strongly reminiscent of Tang and Song period archaic robe styles 
(Tseng 1977: 146). These g磾n s had attached red paper collars, sleeve 
bands, and side panels, and were accompanied by deep red boots with 
green soles trimmed with silver scars and an elaborate metallic paper 
roundel with the long life character. Guan Yin is also the recipient of a 
unique creation, purchased at temples or shops, made of Gold Paper or 
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Longevity Gold folded into three-dimensional "petals" and assembled 
into a form reminiscent of a pinecone or an artichoke. At some shops, 
the item is called a Gold Pineapple (金茨董） although others declare it is 
intended to represent a lotus flower, and so call it a Lotus Flower Basin 
（蓬花羞）• Worshippers offer this item during the practice of making 
prosperity or blessings, or on other special occasions such as the various 
dates of birth of the goddess. When the top petal is removed and the 
item set alight, it is supposed to burn down evenly and perfectly, an 
effect greatly appreciated by worshippers. This object is given various 
names other than the Gold Pineapple mentioned above. Sold at the 
Wong Tai Sin Temple, where it is also given to Wong Tai Sin, the paper 
sellers call it a Gold First Treasure (金元瓚）．

Hong Kong worshippers also honor more specialized deities, such 
as the patron gods who protect particular trades or ethnic groups (see, 
for example, Cheng 1967; Goodrich 1964; Li 1990). Papermaking itsdf 
is associated with Cai Lun (慕倫）， and his temples are found in his home 
town in Leiyang and in Longting in Shanxi Province where he was 
buried in AD 121 (Cave 1998: 19). Cave described small shrines with 
paper images in his honor in paper mills and paper shops. The Kings 
of the Three Mountains are patron deities of the Hakka immigrants to 
Southeast耘a (Stevens 1997: 111). Some deities arc popularly associated 
with social groups who are partly economic and partly ethnic. In Hong 
Kong, these include Tan Gong (譚公）， who controls weather and 
protects those who live and work on boats (Ward and Law 1993: 41), 
and Hong Sheng (洪聖）， who protects fishermen and all who make their 
living on the water (Ward and Law 1993: 29, 41). The most famous of 
these deities is the great goddess Tian Hou, who is revered by Hong 
Kong's fishermen and often described as a f:is區men's deity (Ward and 
Law 1993), but whose appeal might best be understood in terms of her 
general benevolence and concern fur all those in difficulty (Scott 1997b; 
Watson 1985). 

The patron deities who protected trades and professions during 
the imperial period are still revered today. While certain of them were 
local, others were worshipped throughout China, as in the case of the 
poet Li Bo (� 伯）， acclaimed as the patron deity of rice wine merchants 
(Stevens 1997: 153) and Lei Zu (雷根）， patron of silk weaving (Stevens 
1997; Williams 1935).3 On occasion, different deities were revered as 
patro邙 by practitioners of the same trade (Stevens 1997: 126). Burgess' 
classic study of Beijing guilds (1928) included a section on the guilds' 
patron deit為 which he referred to as "guild founders or masters" (1928: 
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177). The most popular guild deities were Cai Shen (財神）， the God of 
Wealth, and Lu Ban (魯班）， the patron of builders. They, and the other 
deities, were offered special foods, candles, incense, and paper offerings 
including "imitation money of silver and gold paper" and reusable 
"prayers printed on yellow paper" (Burgess 1928: 177, 181). 

Lu Ban is patron of the skilled trades connected to the construction 
industry,4 and is quite popular in Hong Kong. Specific industries under 
his care include: 

. . .  bridge and house builders, stone and wood workers, brick and 
tile makers, plasterers, 國rnishers, painters, �lumbers, decorato氐

earth construction labourers, mat and awmng makers, table and 
chair makers, anises, god-carvers, irrigation and dam workers, 
wheelwrights and surprisingly, umbrella makers. As the patron of 
boat builders, he is prayed to and offered sacrifices in particular 
whenever a new junk or sampan is launched. (Stevens 1997: 
126) 

Lu Ban's birthday is celebrated on the thirteenth day of the sixth 
moon of the lunar year Ouly or August), when he is offered his own 
elegant clothing. An assemblage purchased for him included an elaborate 
red hat, decorated with painted metallic cutours of dragons and the 
character for long life; a rruly splendid pair of high boors in vivid red 
and blue, with thick soles; the white By whisk of the sages (Williams 
[1941) 1976: 193); a deep red belt adorned with three golden squares 
and two hearts; and a long red gown, hand-painted in abstract designs 
of blue, green, white and lavender, with green sleeve inserts. As well, 
he receives Longevity Gold and First Treasure, both rectangular and 
circular Honorable People Papers, and sheets of the Honorable People 
Charm. 

The Golden Flower 

The splendid Golden Flower (金花） is a pitched item whose primary 
purpose is to adorn the deities. Golden Flowers are always bought in 
pairs and are accompanied by a red "ribbo忙 ofvarying thickness and 
length called the Spirit Red (神紅）， itselfcentered with a rosette of the 
same material and a silver metal disc.5 The Spirit Red is placed behind 
the Golden Flower (laid out flat and by itself, this Spirit Red resembles 
the first place ribbon at county fairs). Both Flowers and Spirit Reds are 
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of varying sizes, depending on the size of the image on which they arc to 
be set. They are placed on the heads of the wooden or plaster figures of 
the deities (at home or at the temple) or on the ancestors' tablets on the 
domestic altar. More precisely, each individual Golden Flower is affixed 
to the temples or to the hat or crown of these figures, one flower on each 
side of the head. 邛e central rosette of the Spirit Red is set in the center 
of the head and then each of the two side ribbons is draped along the 
sides of the body, each behind a flower. If the figure of the deity is small, 
the Spirit Red is not used and only the two flowers are so affixed. These 
are often the very smallest Golden Flowers, which are no more than a 
simple triangle of embossed golden foil embellished with a tiny sliver 
of red feather or with three red dots. Larger figures of deities found in  
the temple sport quite large fiowers of elaborate construction, but the 
largest and most lavish varieties are set at the corners of the board above 
the altar. 

At home, people use the small to medium-sized examples of 
Golden Flowers, but larger and more elaborate varieties are purchased 
by businesses and set at the sides of the old逛style wooden name boards 
that face the main door. Many paper shops, including the paper shops 
themsdves, have Golden Flowers set in this manner, or placed over 
the altar at the back of the shop. Smaller varicti邙 arc affixed to the 
incense burners (many shopkeepers say this is a practice characteristic of 
Hong Kong's Chaozhou community). Golden Flowers and Spirit Reds 
are purchased in greatest quantities during the Lunar New Year, when 
thoughts of renewal are on the minds of worshippers, and the deities 
卹uld be given new ones as part of the worship. 區bdla Bird noted the 
practice and explained, "they are much used for the New Year offerings 
in the temples, and for the annual redecoration of the household tablets" 
(1899: 161). In all their forms, Golden Flowers rep比sent good luck and 
good fortune; hence, their popularity at the Lunar New Year and on 
。ther happy occasions. 

Some respondents explained the order for the setting ascending 
from ancestors, then to the smaller gods such as the Kitchen God and 
the Eanh God, and then to larger gods such as Guan Di, Guan Yin, 
and Tian Hou. Responses varied as to the acrual number of pairs set 
(after the anccscors, some people set pairs for as many as six other gods) 
but indicated the importance of the worship of the gods most dedicated 
to the protection of the family. Further, many shopkeepers noted that, 
if a family was to place images of gods in their homes, then they were 
careful to pure比se new Golden Flowers each year for each god. "Some 
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women arc very superstitious. If they set five gods in the house, that 
means they need f ive pairs of Golden Flowers. If I gave them one more 
pair by mistake, they would scold me." 

氐spondents gave many reasons for the setting of the Golden 
Flowers during the N成Year. First, the Golden Flowers helped to make 
the gods more beautiful. "As people get new clothes during the New 
Year, so should the gods get new things to wear." Providing a new pair of 
Golden Flowers and a new Spirit Red makes deities even more beautiful 
and expresses believers' love and devotion. Some shopkeepers assert that 
this is the primary function of the Golden Flower and there is no need 
to construct more elaborate interpretations or to mystify the process. 
Second, the Golden Flower reflects the sincerity of the household; if 
one is sincere, and serious about worshipping, then the altar must be 
fully set. Using Golden Flowers to complete the setting means that the 
worshipper is inviting a god into the house with a sincere heart and 
treating them with "welcome, prestige, and respect." Using a Golden 
Flower and a Spirit Red is a way to welcome the gods into your house, 
and give them gifts. 

One shopkeeper explained that: 

People think that after pinning on the flowers and hanging up 
the red, the god will have unlimited power, so that the god has 
the p琊rcr to protect you . . . The Golden Flower is part of the 
god's altar, it is a necessi可 of a god's altar. It is not that an altar 
with no Golden Flowers will 區:ve no god; [the meaning] is not 
so strong. The Golden Flowers and the Spirit 氐d are like a hat 
for god. If you are sincere in worship you have to make it [the 
altar] complete. This practice is inherited from tradition and the 
Golden Flower is a necessary item fur the wormip of god. 

The use of a Golden Flower is a significant aspect of traditional 
worship, without doubt at the New Year, but also whenever divine favor 
is 區ng sought. While there are a variety of reasons for using Golden 
Flowers, worshippers overwhelmingly stress that proper worship requires 
them. "As I have set a tablet for the Buddha and for the ancestors, so 
I must buy the Golden Flower to worship them." Some purchasers 
said they followed the lead of other family members. "When I was a 
child, my mother asked me to buy the Golden Flowers, so after I got 
married, I continued to buy them for the safety of my family." Or, "I 
buy Golden Flowers now because the old people in my family did it 
and I am doing what they di缸 Others bought Golden Flowers because 
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they had a good meaning, or because the gods would bring good luck to 
their 和milies. "I am hopeful that the gods will bless me, give me good 
luck, achievement and prosperity." Others simply appealed to tradition, 
saying it was customary for Chinese to do this. 

Sympathy for Unhappy Ghosts 

Hong Kong's residents, h函ever sophisticated and worldly, are 
nevertheless quite wary when it comes to ghosts (gui鬼）； even local 
newspapers carry stories about the ill effects of encounters with ghosts.6 
There are many motion pictures focused on ghostly doin祭 urban
legends about places where ghosts may be found, and even university 
campuses are replete with their own much-repeated versions of ghosts 
and strange events. 7 Arthur Wolfs classic depiction of ghosts puts them 
at one end of a continuum with the true ancestors at the other. While the 
living are obligated to their ancestors, they have little or no obligation 
to ghosts (Wolf 1974: 159}; the living care for their own ancestors, and 
these ancestors will ensure their success, but ghosts cannot ensure any 
good thing. Wolf further explained that ghosts are a symbolic rc8ection 
of the outcasts of the human social order (1974: 170-2), an interesting 
possibility occasionally recogn远d by respondents. One explained, 
"Generally speaking, the difference between ghosts and ancestors in 
our daily speaking is that ghosts are generally poor creatures without 
descendants to do the worshipping. This is quite similar to o山 social
hierarchy, in that poor ghosts are like beggars in our world." Another 
added, "The poor ghosts who threaten people are different from our 
ancestors. They are similar to beggars in our world, because they do not 
have descendants to give offerings to them and so they do not eat as often 
as our ancestors do." It has also been proposed that sex and gender may 
be pertinent to the understanding of Hong Kong ghosts (Bosco 2001), 
as it is for certain categories of ghosts in Taiwan (Harrell 1986), but it is 
difficult to decide the opinion hdd of ghosts by urban respondents. The 
process of separating the ghosts from other categories of dead requires 
more infurmation, beginning with how one becomes a ghost. 

The first important component of the thinking about ghos囚 is the 
natwe of the death i氐elf. The Nco-Confucian scholar Zhu Xi (Chu Tzi) 
explained that the ch'i (qi 氣， material force) of someone who had died 
a prematwe, untimely or unnatural death」 or of someone who refused 
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to submit to an unjust death "can linger about and transmogrify into 
a ghost or spirit", or even an evil monster (Gardner 1995: 611, 602), 
suggcst�n� that the form of death and not the nature of the relationship 
to the hvmg is the main factor behind ghostly existence. However, ''As 
the unexhausted and stubborn ch'i of those who meet with premature 
deaths finally disperses, their 必stence as ghosts and evil spirits reaches 
a natural and inevitable end" (Gardner 1995: 603), thus ghosts and 
spirits should dissipate over time. The themes of ill fortune and tragic 
and unjust deaths underlie many descriptions of ghosts found in the 
literature, and are understood by both shopkeepers and worshippers in 
Hong Kong.8 

The lack of caregivers is another significant characteristic. As Lewis 
Hodous explained ghosts' condition: 

It should be remembered that in the realm of shades there are 
spirits to whom no offerings are made. Formerly these spirits 
were living men and it is not known how they died. Among them 
are those who died of wounds in battle. There are those who 
died on water, in fire, or were killed by thieves . . .  There were 
those who died by disease sent by Heaven. Some were killed by 
ravenous beasts and poisonous insects. Some died of hunger and 
cold . . .  Some who died left no children. These orphaned souls 
without anyone to supply their wants are worthy of great pity . . .  
T比y wander to and fro under the light of the stars and the moon 
calling piteously in the wind and the rain. (1929: 159-60) 

Hodous' examples reflect Zhu Xi's 蚯ical thinking. Ward and 
Law added: 

Some died without children; others were unlucky enough to have 
all their descendents die out; still others have been unable to 
reach the world of the dead because they had no proper funeral. 
All these are the underprivileged dead. They get none of the 
food, paper clothing, a.nd spirit mo成y that 訌e showered upon 
ancl!stors, and none of th血 great respect. And they resent it. That 
is why they arc dangerous. (1993: 59) 

Shopkeepers to whom we spoke explained the situation in much the 
same terms: 

Ifsomeone p云 awayand 凪 no rdari泗， or he had relatives who 
did not worship him, then he had no money ro use and no clothes 
co wear, so he [n磾,agh心] had co ask for things from other people. 
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If you placed an altar in your ho�with an anc:cstor tablet, it means 
yo叫 這y mem區 who had passed away would be cared for by 
you. These ancestors would receive 今 from you at festivals and 
other times. Therefore, 此y n磁not bother other people. 

Another component of beliefs about ghosts centers on their nature; 
more precisely, whether or not they are harmful. An element of unea紀

about ghosts runs alongside the recognition of their miserable deaths. 
Ancestors are revered while ghosts are scill often referred to as the "dirty 
things" (污糟暹遁嘢）， especially by the elderly. Some paper masters 
considered all ghosts to be dirty, while others said that people who 
did good deeds while alive could not become true ghosts (meaning, 
malevolent). Customers who were certain that ghosts were evil were not 
convinced by these or any other fine distinctions such as who was a 
stranger or who 國s an ancestor, who led a good life or who led an 這
one, who died a natural death or who died unnaturally, who was an 
outcast or who was socially accepted during his lifetime, or whether 
the ghosts simply represented psychologically-based projections of the 
living worried about sex or the unexplained events of life. They simply 
believed that all ghosts must be avoided because they were dirty things 
that caused trouble and sickness. 

Other worshippers, less convinced of ghosts' evil natures, explained 
that ghosts were considered dirty only because they looked ugly, but this 
frightening appearance depended, once again, on the type of death. 

The reason that there are so many sayings depicting ghosts as 
ugly, terrible and dirty is because that is the way they are shown 
in horror films. Normally, ghosts look like they are alive, just 
like people in our world, but in soul form. However, there are 
exceptions, such as those who died in accidents, through injustice 
or as suicides, for they will look ugly and terrible. This is because 
they died unwillingly or with anger, so they look ugly. 

Those who refer to ghosts as dirty things also fear them for the 
illness and ill fortune that they are believed to bring (see again Chapter 
2). Yet, not all informants who accept that ghostly encounters result in 
illness also believe that ghosts behave this way out of general ill intent. 
"I think people always feel sick after running into ghosts because they 
are shocked by these ghosts. But, I think ghosts will not harm people 
deliberately, since ghosts only want to take revenge on those who 
harmed them." Those who are not fated to meet ghosts, and those who 
have done no harm to these spirits have nothing to fear from them. "I 
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am not afraid of them. I believe that they would only harm people who 
used to harm chem when they were alive. I have noc harmed chem, so 
they would not harm me, and I do not need to fear them," so explained 
one woman. 

Urban respondents' thinking about ghosts is informed by yet 
another observation. Wolf explained that, "The crucial point is that the 
category 'ghosts' is always a relative one. Your ancestors are my ghosts, 
and my ancestors arc your ghosts, just as your relatives are strangers to 
me, and my rdatives strangers to you" (1974: 173). This insight into 
the rdativc nature of the definitions of ghosts and ancestors is one 
understood in Hong Kong. 

Ancestors are the people we cherish and remember. They are our 
passed relatives and we know who they arc. Basically, ancestors 
arc a form of ghosts, since "ghosts" is only a term for people 
who are not here. The difference between ghosts and ancestors 
is only that ancestors arc the ones that we know, but ghosts arc 
the deceased that we don't know. Therefore, my ancestors arc 
ghosts in your perspective, while your ancestors are ghosts in my 
perspective. 

Or, ''Ancestors are also ghosts, as I say all people who die will become 
ghosts. But, the difference between ghosts and ancestors is only that 
ancestors arc our relatives, our family members, whereas ghosts arc the 
general people that we don't know." This suggests a somewhat more 
benign, matter-of-fact attitude towards ghosts with no mention of 
malice. 

Following the theme of care and compassion (as this is shown to 
ancestors) another attitude molding behavior towards the wandering 
spirits is that of pity and compassion for these miserable souls, a sense of 
pity likely influenced by Buddhist teachings and practice. 

I was afraid of ghosts in the past, because I did not know much 
about them then, so I believed that they were terrible and I was 
afraid of them. But, when I went to more lessons of Buddhism 
I realized that ghosts are only poor and pitiful creat\lres. H I do 
more good thi屯s, then I believe good fortune and happiness can 
result. I now believe that the ghosts 如crve pi可 and I am not 
吐raid of them. 

This perspective harmoni正s with the pr函ous assertions that 
the wandering spirits are neglected and uncared for. Hence, if there 
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is a concern about ghosts, much of it can be offset by the burning of 
offerings. Put simply, ghosts who are given offerings do not have to 
be feared, for they are satisfied and do not harm anyone; giving them 
。ffcrings is a pious act of charity. To ease the suffering of these neglected 
souls and thereby neutralize their pain, worshippers burn offerings to 
give them what they require for a more comfortable existence in the 
other world. Such worship can be performed individually, as explained 
by one woman: 

We give offerings to the ghosts once a year, on a date chosen from 
the almanac, to ask for their forgiveness if we have troubled them 
and to ensure our safety. We do this in the daytime [many give 
offerings at night, when the ghosts arc most active] at the village 
Earth God shrine. We offer uncooked pork [no reason given] a 
steamed chicken, a steamed fish, candies, fruit, bean curd, tea, 
and wine. We also give paper offerings such as gold and silver, 
and paper clothing. 

Another respondent explained how she used three pieces ofincense 
and candles 紀t into an orange, and three cups of wine. Then she burned 
two pieces of First Treasure set into howl shapes, each containing Gold 
and Silver Paper, White Money, Money to Live, Hell Money, and paper 
clothing. Ar rhe Lunar New Year, the ghosts can receive offerings for 
their comfort, a sensible act given worshippers' desire for a good start. 
Older accounts mention pape「 printed with pictures of warm clothing 
burned to the wandering sprits on the last evening of the old year 
(Hodous 1929: 158). Pious Hong Kong worshippers continue to offer 
ro the wandering spirits throughout the year as a form of good works. 
In the words of one respondent, "When we donate money to the Tung 
Wah Hospital, we are doing charity to the living, but when we burn 
things to the ghosts, we are doing charity for the dead." 

While unhappy spirits can be sustained by individual acts of 
worship, the greatest concentration of offerings for the wandering dead 
is burned during the Festival of the Hungry Ghosts. During the £ 面
days o丘his festival, which occurs on the fifteenth day of the seventh 
moon (late August or early September), the gates of the Underworld are 
opened and spirits can leave Hell. They roam about, 區ng entertained 
by the operas performed for the gods and for them (for more information 
on these operas, see Ward 1979), and collecting the various offerings 
burned on their behalf At the conclusion of the festival, the King of 
Hell (or his representative) will see to their return, suggesting that these 
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spirits arc once ag訌n safdy resident in Hell. However, both respondents' 
comments and scholarly observations suggest that ghosts continually 
lurk about the world of the living, waiting to cause mischief. Depictions 
of the Da Jiao (打鹹）， a major religious festival in southern China, has 
among its many aims "'to cleanse the district holding the festival from the 
presence of restless 'hungry ghosts' and other ill-disposed or dangerous 
spiritual forces" (Hase, n.d.). The wandering ghosts are called to the 
festival grounds by rituals, then collect the offerings burned for them. 
At the end of this festival, the image of the King of Hdl is carried to a 
place outside the ritual ground and burned. This image is always made 
with a large stomach so that he can "'eat" all the ghosts that have been 
summoned, and the burning sends both him and the captured ghosts 
safely back to Hell. That the Da 」iao is performed regularly su認ests
that there are always new, unsatisfied ghosts wandering about, a belief 
again reminiscent of Zhu Xi, for there are always unfortunates who die 
untimely deaths or whose sins have outweighed their good deeds (Teiser 
1993) and who then are forced to linger about the world of the living. 
These must be regularly gathered up and safdy sent on their way. 

Ghosts can make their needs known in a quite direct fashion, as 
one shopkeeper rdated. 

Sometimes, we even sec the ghosts. For example, there was a boy 
who moved here and told his mother that he saw an old man 
sitting on the chair every night. His mother told me about this, 
and then she worshipped and gave paper. After that, 函erything
was all right. She said that her son no longer saw the old man 
after she had made the offerings. 

Another shopkeeper told this story: 

After coming home from the last July festival one boy and one 
girl couldn't stop jumping up and down 咔hough four people 
bad held them tightly. Some f: 血1..ily members held the fingers of 
the girl and asked the ghost what be wanted as th可 believed that 
both the boy and the girl had met some dirty things. The ghost 
told them that he liked that girl and asked them to give him the 
girl The girl's family asked the ghost what he needed, and then 
burned paper such as gold and silver to the ghost. After a time, 
the girl got well. It is hard to believe but you have to believe it. 

The shopkeeper did not remember what happened co the boy. 
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Offerings for the Ghosts 

A common paper offering for these unlucky wandering spirits is the 
Brook Money (溪錢）. Better known as White Money (but also termed 
Long Money -l蝮， Treasure Heart 甯心， or Scattering Money 散蝮）， it
is approximately three inches by six inches and perforated with crescent 
shaped slits. People of Shanghai origin burn another form of White 
Money, a very large (twelve inches by fourreen inches) sheet in white or 
yellow, each sheet cut with twenty-five square holes. I n  use by the seventh 
centu可， Whire Money was also termed mock money (Cave 1998: 2). 
Hunter's 1937 stUdy includes an example of W hite Money, of which 
he remarked, 1he first mock money was probably made in imitation 
of round metal coins pierced wi出 square holes for stringing , , . [white 
paper, representing silver coins] arc not as valuable to the departed spirit 
as the yellow, or gold, paper rep「escntations" (1937: 34- 35). Dore's 
studies of Chinese ritual practices contain drawings of mock money 
(Figure 56, Volume 1, 1914) resembling sheets of coins much like the 
White Money of today (sec also Day 1940a and Serebrennikov 1933). 
De Groot also included a description of mock money cut with parallel 
「ows of small scalloped incisions, which he termed treasury money 
（厙釷）， and which represented metal coins, but these were burned to 
the ancestors (1892: 78). Hunter (1937) agreed, saying t區t the mock or
trcasu可 money was burned to ancestors. This practice is also followed 
in Hong Kong, even if White Money is frequently 蕊ociatcd with the 
wandering spirits.9 

White Money is considered of low value, representing small 
denominations, perhaps ten cents to one dollar in Hong Kong currency. 
"For these wandering spirits it is enough to offer paper unitations of a 
small coin called a cash, a cheap brass coin with a square hole in the 
centre" (Serebrennikov 1933: 192). Hong Kong shopkeepers explained 
that the spirits and the ancestors use W hite Money in much the same way 
that the living use coins. "If the White Money is burned to ancestors, it 
acts as small currency of low value (散�), and the ancestor could use 
it to buy clothing or food. Compared with our world, [each piece of] 
White Money is like a one-dollar coin, while the gold and silver is as 
the $500 or $1000 notes." The square holes and surrounding crescent 
perforations do closely resemble small coins, so the association is easy 
to understand. 

White Money may be burned or scattered, thrown into the air to 
keep wandering ghosts from interrupting a funeral or doing harm to the 
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newly dead. "This paper money is destined for the malevolent spirits 
who, according to the popular conception, prowl about everywhere 
and infest streets and thoroughfares . . .  swarming chiefly on the roads 
where coffins have to pass, for the express purpose of robbing . . .  every 
deceased person of the money wherewith the living have so unselfishly 
enriched him during the funeral rites" (De Groot 1892: 154; see also 
Cave 1998: 68; Hase 1981; Serebrennikov 1933: 192). When used in 
this way, the White Money was termed "paper to buy a passage" (慣路
n), as the dead needed to pay off the ghosts clustering around them to 
ensure their own safe passage into the next world. Gamble also recorded 
paper money used in this manner, which he termed, "money to buy the 
use of the road" (Gamble 1954: 390). Ancestors may also use White 
Money to pay for transportation in the next world. While White Money 
was once scattered, to divert the attention of the wandering spirits and 
keep the road dean for the corpse, Hong Kong shopkeepers explained 
that this was no longer approved, as it contravened the modern rules of 
traffic safe序

Some respondents declared that brothels and illegal gambling 
establishments used White Mon可 to lure customers inside. 

Nowadays, only the vice establishments and the mahjong parlors 
would spread White Money. They think that there are many 
dirty things lying about outside such places so that one will give 
White Money to these ghosts, hoping that the ghost could entice 
or otherwise persuade some rich customers to go inside. This is 
bribing the ghostS, for if the cusromer did not originally wish to 
go inside, the ghosts will just push him in. 

Another version of the "helpful ghosts" story was that the ghosts 
waiting near the door were only given a small amount of White Money, 
after which they became impatient for more, and possessed customers, 
who would then go in. 

While the scattering method has no meaning, the gambling shops 
and the prostitutes would scatter White Money over a larger 
area in front of their shop or building, believing that the more 
is sea: 而cd, the more ghosts will come. le is like dirty money. 
The ghosts would help them to keep the eyes of their clients 
closed, so that their clicnu would walk into their establishments 
unconscious. The more the ghosts receive White Money, the 
more help these businesses get. 
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Other respondents declared that ghosts were passively obstructing 
the doorways and keeping away the customers. "They [proprietors] 
believe that the ghosts are blocking the door. They think 'Why is 
there no business tonight?' So, they spread the White Money outside 
in order to keep the door clear. They think that when they throw it 
on the street those ghosts will rush to the street to get it, leaving the 
doors and allowing the customers to come in." For other respondents, 
this supposed relationship between White Money, ghosts, and vice 
establishments was absolute nonsense. 

White Money can be burned or scattered at any time, not just 
at funerals or at the Festival of the Hungry Ghosts, although more 
is used during this holiday. It is included in assemblages offered to 
ghosts, gods, and ancestors and a component of the bags of offerings 
burned to ancestors during the Qing Ming and Chong Yang festivals 
to honor deceased family members. In the ancestors' packages made 
up at a shop, White Money is set in the middle, between the First 
Treasure and the Gold and Silver Paper. W hen placed in this way, 
it is termed the Treasure Heart. Although Hong Kong worshippers 
use Longevity Gold for the gods and Gold and Silver Paper for the 
ancestors, sometimes they also burn the latter two for the hungry 
ghosts in addition to the White Money. 

In addition to White Money, ghosts are offered clothing packages. 
One such p邸kage is termed both the Thirty-six Hell [literally, 
secluded] Clothing set (三十六彙衣） or, alternatively, the Clothing 
for the Spirits (孤衣）. This is a small assemblage which includes the 
Contract (契）， a slip of paper enabling the ghosts to daim the paper 
clothing. Shops also provide the Seven Color Paper or Five Color 
Paper (七色 紙 l 五色紙）， very attractive sets of rectangular papers, 
which arc equivalent to each other despite the different numbers. 
Both are made up in either a coarse paper representing cotton, or in 
a finer, smoother paper representing silk. These papers may be rolled 
up before burning, in which case they become bolts of cloth from 
which the spirits can make their own clothing, or left unrolled, so that 
they turn into clothing in the next world. The Seven Color Paper is 
紀rually comprised of six colors (eighteen sheets each of green, yellow, 
deep purple, coffee, cream, and rose), colored on both sidcs.10 While 
some respondents thought that 血se two colored papers should only 
be offered during 血 Festival of the Hungry Ghosts, most used it at 
any time they wish, including Qing Ming, when it may be burned to 
the wandering souls (造iA,).
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The same item appears more elaborately as the Thirty-Six Hell 
Clothes Hdl Green (三十六矗衣幽織）， consisting of a piece of clothing 
for Guan Yin (the Goddess of Mercy who distributes the clothing to 
the紀 wandering spirits), thirty-six pieces of simple clothing made of 
Five Colored Paper, and thirty-six green and white sheets termed the 
Spirit Soul License (神蹺執照）. The Spirit Soul License enables the 
wandering spirits to go anywhere they like to collect offerings, instead 
of being confined to the place where they died. Nowadays, these three 
items are assembled into one set; one or two sets are referred to by the 
term Small Hell (1J這）， while three sets (representing 108 pieces) is 
called the Large Hell (大l!lr). Some worshippers are content to burn 
one set of this item (representing the original thirty-six pieces), while 
those desiring more protection from wandering ghosts burn two or 
three (representing seventy-two or 108 pieces). 

While most worshippers do not burn complicated or special
ordered items for the hungry ghosts, there is nothing to prevent the 
very pious from doing so. During the Festival of the Hungry Ghosts, 
it is quite common to see numbers of dderly ladies burning offerings 
at the street side (literally, "worship [the] street, 有街） to e蕊 the
sufferings of the dead. Shopkeepers say that some dderly customers 
burn White Money every night of the festival, to give the ghosts 
money to spend. Others give the ghosts clothing packages that most 
people deem appropriate only for the ancestors — namely, paper robes 
and undergarments with tailoring details printed on them. There are 
no pre-packed sets if offerings labeled for ghosts as there are for the 
gods, but during the festival shops will pack their own assemblages 
for sale, offering them to the customers in plastic bags. While most 
worshippers do not spend much money on the wandering spirits, 
the assemblages made up at shops (clearly identified by shopkeepers 
as Clothing Burned [for ghosts] at the Street, 燒街衣） can be quite 
elaborate, reflecting a more generous attitude. One such set collected 
contained no less than fifteen items: two packages of Seven Colored 
Paper (one fine and one coarse) for clothing, a package of Gold and 
Silver Paper, two forms of Hell currency, one package of Money to 
Live, one package of rectangular gold bars, one package of gold bars in 
the form of traditional Chinese sycee, one package of White Money, 
incense, two painted and ten plain red wax candles, First Treasure 
paper, two varieties of Longevity Gold and a single printed paper 
gown of fancy design. The contents were surely more than sufficient 
to satisfy the needs of any deprived spirit. In its inclusion of Gold and 
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Silver Paper and a printed paper gown, this package further illustrates 
how opinions on the proper usage of different types of offerings may 
lessen the distinctions between offerings to ghosts and offerings to 
ancestors, suggesting both the primacy of personal opinion over strict 
「ules governing what is burned to whom and the growing feeling of 
sympathy for the neglected souls. 





4 
Remembering the 

Ancestors 

A 1939 photograph of the elaborate funeral procession in Beijing for 
the leader of the Zhili clique Wu 瓦i Fu (吳佩孚. 1874-1939) showa 
three n函ly full-sized paper soldiers, mounted on horseb缸k and fully 
uniformed, and no doubt meant for the lord's protection in the next 
world (Zhu 1997: 450; 紐e alao Bonavia 1995: 85-97; Schoppa 2000: 
199). H.Y. Lo沅's [Luo Xinyao] 1941 writings in the P�lting Ch面祉
de.scribe a set of如ee paper howies, one a storeho四： holding paper 
ingots and a model of an automobile, all d函:ined to be burned for the 
funeral of the old grandfather of the fictional family whose lives Lowe 
had 區n describing (1983: 115, 118). Even earlier, in 1913, L. W酒；｀
recorded the following description of funeral paper offe西：

Before the f uneral day, paper-sti蚯 are called in • • .  papers of 
d迢crcnt colours arc bought in the bazaar, to make the figures 
. . .  there are a great面ety of迤ures - let me enumerate some 
of them. First. four old men and four y叩ng men; then Buddha 
calling out of the infernal regions; a crane and an antdope; two 
cash boxes, two big lio叩, and the 穿neral guardians of the door; 
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all these figures arc commonly used; th可arc seldom omitted 
. . . All these dolls wear rich costumes, according to the latest 
fashion. The heads are made of clay and the eyes depicted with 
ink. (1913: 567- 9 )  

These examples illustrate how mourners provide for deceased 
family members. Traditional belief demands that deceased members of 
families and clans be remembered, and the ties between the dead and 
the living maintained (Y: 丐 1994: 30). One way to do this is to give 
gifts to the dead at regular mtervals, which involve: 

The transfer of food, money, and goods from the living to the 
dead. Mock money and p平� models of items to be used in 
the afterlife (e.g., hous邙， furruture, servants, vehicles, etc) were 
transmitted by burning. In addition to food, the basic set of 
material offerings to the deceased included mock money and 
incense; all other offerings were thus optional. (Watson 1988a: 
13) 

Offerings to depaned kinsmen are a most 如cant part of both 
the funeral ritual and the rituals of commemoration, for the dead are 
dependents after death, needing the family to supply what they require 
(Weiger 1927: 56). So important is this that the Neo-Confucian 
philosopher Zhu Xi included comments on the making of grave goods in 
the funeral section of his manual instructing the private performance of 
ritual. "Carve wood to make carts and horses, male and fem.ale servants, 
and all the things needed to care for the deceased" (Ehrey 1991: 109). 
When referring to departed kin, respondents vary in their views about 
the next world in which these ancestors reside. Most are vague about 
where the next world is located and about where in the next world the 
offerings are going. They say simply that the items will go to the next 
world. Others are more specific, believing that the next world is parallel 
to the world of the living and very much like it. Hong Kong's fishermen 
bdieve that "the heavenly soul goes on to live in a world almost exactly 
like ours but not visible to us" (Anderson 1970: 151). Some respondents 
邙plained that what is known as Hell is only one pan of the n邙tworld,
the pan where those who did evil are punished. However, even classical 
depictions of Hell, which contain vivid depictions of the Couns 
of Punishment, do not make clear the destination of these funeral 
。ffcrings.1 While not all respondents believed that the ne:x:t world was a 
terrible place (because only Hell is the grim place of punishment), their 
concerns about burning items to kinsmen still echoed something of the 
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old sentiment that Hdl is grim and the souls residing there are suffering 
(Thompson 1989: 33}. Whatever the belief, the paper offerings arc a 
significant and necessary component of the funeral rituals (Scott 1997a: 
224). 

In addition to the more durable objects made of metal, wood, 
or ceramic (Ebrey 1991: 109, n. 133), it appears that the use of paper 
replic盆 b

ega
n to appear during the Song Dynasty (960- 1279). The 

ceramic artifacts mentioned, echoes of the "Vehicles of clay and souls 
of straw" (De Groot 1894: 807; see also Smith 1986), had themselves 
been replacements for actual human sacrifices, but the use of paper took 
this ceremonial substitution a step further. "From the time of the Sung, 
folded paper burial items generally replaced ceramic funeral artifacts 
used traditionally, so shops appeared in towns and vilJages for folded 
paper and 'paper horses' " (Qin 1958: 11; see also Szeto 1993, 1996). By 
the Song, the imagery of the horse became the general referent to paper 
。fferings in shops providing the items that by this time were considered 
necessary for the deceased. A similar sequence has been advanced for 
currency: from comm函ities to real money to imitations of money 
(Ga困 1987: 272; Hou 1975). 

Whether the preceding summary accurately reBeca the precise 
timing of the shift to paper offerings is of less concern than the general 
sequence: funerals began with the offering of real objects, people or 
horses, to the use of replicas in durable materials, 2 to paper models, a 
sequence reflecting how "the Chinese at an early period of their history 
replaced the articles of value and domestic appliances which they had 
been accustomed to bury with the dead, by less valuable and. even 
worthless thin臣' (De Groot 1894: 806). By the late Imperial period, 
the use of paper funeral offerings was well established. In a ceremony 
connected to the ritual of"calling back the soul," offerings in  the form 
of paper representations of carts, attendants, horses, chests, clothing, 
and other items were provided (Naq血 1988: 40). Other paper objects 
were offered during mourning observations after the initial ceremonies 
(Naquin 1988: 40, 45). While today's paper offerings are not fully 
comparable to those described for the late Qing, they appear within the 
same contexts. 

Offerings are given during the funeral and the subsequent 
ceremonies hdd on regular seven-day ceremonies after the death. 
Gamble described the riruals and offerin祭 including paper, for the 
twenty-first and the thirty-緇 days after death, two special memorial 
days for the dead, as well as for the first day of the tenth moon (1954: 
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391). Such dates follow the old custom of assisting the departed spirit 
with ceremonies every seven days until forty�nine days have passed; these 
ceremonies may be accompanied by elaborate paper offerings (Waters 
1991: 122; see also Hase 1984: 155-61; Ikels 1996, 2004: 99, 256n.). 
。ther important occasions for offering to the departed include Qing 
Ming (清明）， which occws during the third lunar month and is the 
most significant festival for remembering the deceased. At Chong Yang 
（重陽）， a festival for avoiding plague, people also visit their ancestors' 
graves. Families gather at the gravesite to dean the area and repair the 
graves of the departed, and to make personal offerings of food, paper 
。fferings, flowers, and incense. If the dead arc interred in modern 
columbaria. they are still offered bags or chests of spirit money and other 
useful paper items. In addition to these yearly commemorations, rdatives 
may bum paper offerings on other meaningful occasions, such as on the 
birthdays of the deceased, although this is not as frequent a practice. 

。rdering Paper Funeral 0氐rings

Mourners go to retail paper shops or funeral workshops to make their 
。rders. Nowadays, many modern funeral halls also provide standard 
funeral goods. If the family orders from a retail shop or workshop, they 
may consult a list of funeral offerings before making a selection. While 
many customers are knowledgeable about these items, having attended 
or arranged other funerals, others are not aware of all the possibilities, 
and the list is a useful beginning. While placing an order in a workshop, 
customers may observe the objects in the proc邙s of manufacture, or 
consult the shop's photo album with pictures of previous orde邸

Simply seeing these objects, either as real items in the workshop or in 
photographs, is comforting to the grieving families; they can appreciate 
at first hand the variety and quality of objects and feel confident that 
their relative will receive the best that they can provide. 

While the bereaved family usually orders the funeral offerings, 
they are not the only ones involved. Masters explained that some 
dderly customers paid for their own funerals, as they had no rdativcs in 
1:ong Kong, a common enough situation considering the history and 
circumstances of emigration from Mainland China. To secure th面
comfort in the next world, these elderly residents trusted the master 
to craft and have burned all they required when the time came. Paper 
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masters also implied that some of the customers who ordered in advance 
did in fact have living rdatives in Hong Kong, but did not wish to be a 
burden to their families, were concerned that rdatives would not provide 
the correct o節ings, or were estranged from their rdatives altogether. 
To assure thetr comfort in the next world, th可 preferred to order in 
advance their own set of funeral goods. One master explained: 

There was a man who had two wives, one of the wives was afraid 
that after she died no one would take care of her, so that she gave 
money to my father about ten years ago. My father wrote down 
the name of the paper pitching [what she wanted]. My father 
promised to do this for her. Her f: 血uly [after she died] brought 
the receipt to me and said that my father promised this, and I 
gave them the goods. 

Another classic alternative, although much less common nowadays, 
is for the elderly person to join a society to save for funeral expenses. Each 
member deposits a set sum each month, and at death, the society pays 
for the coffin and for offerings; membership in such societies provides a 
form of insurance most comforting for the old. 3 

Shopkeepers said that some very tradition-minded elderly among 
the Chaozhou community, practice "sending treasuryn (寄鳥） in which 
they burned the paper offerings for themselves in advance. "Those who 
perform the 'worshipping for prospects' are those who have no relatives, 
so that they know no one will do it for them after their death and that 
they must do it in advance." Another added, 艋Before death, one goes 
to the Earth God on the street and burns several cabinets bearing 
one's name. The Earth God will keep the cabinets and the items with 
him for that person until death." The items burned were mainly large 
quantities ("several thousands") of folded Gold or Silver Paper. Shanghai 
customers, who also have such a practice of sending treasury, place their 
folded Gold and Silver Paper into a special pitched paper item called an 
Assembling Treasure Basin (眾賨羞） to hold the folded gold and silver. 
。ther masters described this item as a cabinet with a lock, similar to a 
safe, for the storage of this money. These items were burned tied with 
red strings (or scaled with red paper) for a protective good meaning, as 
the burner of goods was after all, still alive, and hoped not to die soon, 
but to have a long life. The name of the sender was also attached so that 
the materials could be reclaimed in the next world. As to who was to 
hold this mon可 for them in the underworld, other than the Earth God, 
one master told us the following story from the Tang Dyn邳ty:
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When Tang Tai Zong (唐太宗） went to Hell, the ju叱cs in Hell 
told him that he should use money to comfort those soldiers who 
died on the battlefield. As he had brought no money with him, 
he borro祠 mon可 from two people who were 血�y there. 
Then Tang Tai Zong returned to the hwnan world, he retwned 
the borrowed gold to these two souls. I believe that 痲mailing for 
prospects" began then. 

This story also refers to the reasons discussed earlier for burning 
paper currency to ancestors; one must pay one's debts. Another basis for 
chis practice is explained as the need to repay the obligation incurred at 
birth to the bank of che underworld. To pay off this debt, most people 
sent the greatest amounts at death, but "One could send installment 
payments during one's lifetime in order to lessen the amount due on the 
final payment" (Teiser 1993: 134). However or whenever this practice 
began, advance burning is only a preparation, to ensure that goods are 
stored in the next world, protected by underworld officials and ready 
for use when needed. One shopkeeper was not certain that it was really 
needed. "'Actually, there is no  point in the ddc:rly being afraid [of not 
receiving what they need in the next life]. If they are really afraid, they 
can simply reserve a space in a retirement home connected to a temple, 
and after they die, if their children really do not care for them, they 
will still be secure. There is no need to be fearful." Yet, the fear of not 
being cared for after death is very real among the elderly, as is evidenced 
in this earlier anecdote recorded by Burkhardt, of a widow living 
outside Beijing. "-She replied . . .  if she abdicated [stepped down from 
responsibilities and then died] she had no guarantee that her interests 
would be respected . . . she . . . invested in a magnificent coffin in 
advance" (1958: 8). 

When the purchasing of proper funeral offerings is entrusted to 
f�ily members, some individuals may mention their wishes beforehand 
or mform their favorite shop. It is difficult to know precisely how many 
dderly Hong Kong residents discuss their funerals in advance with 
their families, however, and in what manner the discussion is initiated; 
recent studies of Mainland practice (Ikds 2004) suggest that families 
must and do make advance plans for funerals. Some masters assert that 
those who knew they were near death told their offspring what special 
objects they wanted, just as they told them if they wished to be buried 
or cremated. Others said that these dying individuals would not specify 
what they wanted, but would instead give their relatives the name of the 
trusted shop from which they themselves had purchased paper offerings 
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during their lifetime. Another group of masters bdicvcd that the ddcrly 
would inform relatives even if they were not sick or failing, because 
they all knew they would die some day and wished to be prepared. Still 
others believed the practice of discussing funeral preparations before 
death to be quite rare in Hong Kong, given the fear of death and the 
accompanying reluctance to discuss it fur fear of bad luck or danger (for 
an extended discussion of this fear, see Watson 1988a). Many people still 
avoid speaking directly of death, preferring to use euphemistic terms 
such as "go" (去了）， "go to fairyland" ({山造）， "passed away" (逞.!t), "not 
here" (唔嗝度）， or the longer phrase, "Go to San Francisco to sell salted 
duck eggs" (去舊金山頂鹹鴨蚤）. While rductance to discuss death while 
living remains the most common attitude, this may be changing,� and 
it is difficult to know the frequency of individual solutions. As long 
as someone is responsible for arranging the purchase of the funeral 
offerings, and individuals can be sure that they would be cared for after 
death, any reasonable arrangement is acceptable. 

After death, the departed may decide that they need additional 
items, and the requests for such items must be conveyed to the living. 
Fortunately, there are means by which the dead may communicate 
their wishes. Dreams are one channd that paper shop customers often 
mentioned because "Ancestor worship taught that when people 洫d,
their spirits 血 not die but could associate or make contact with the 
souls of the living" (Fang and Zhang 2000: 45). In the dreatn, the 
deceased informs the relative what is lacking or makes a complaint about 
conditions in the next world (L. T hompson 1988; Waters 1991: 126-7). 
The rdativc, thus informed, purchases and burns the designated item 
or items. "One of my customers bought a lot of gold bars, saying that he 
had dreamed about his father. His 伝her told him that he had opened 
a goldsmith shop in the underworld and needed stock. I cannot judge 
whether this is true or not, but have heard much information of this 
kind sinc:e I began this business." Another shopkeeper reported: 

When I worked in Tsucn Wan [蓋灣， a district to the northwest 
of the Kowloon peninsula] , I made a car with a driver, whose 
比ad was movable. On tbe day after it was burned at the funeral, 
a woman who had not attended told me that the driver's head was 
in the wrong position. I asked her how she knew, and she said 
that she dreamed of her mother, who told her it was wrong. It was 
very strange. I asked the priests whether this was true or not and 
they said it was. I then made another driver for the family.5 
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Sometimes, dreams can report on offerings given to the deceased 
by sccond p訌tics.

One customer came to me to buy clothing for her deceased 
nephew, who lived in the Mainland. Her younger sister (the 
child's mother) dreamed about her son walking into her room 
and wearing a suit different from those that she had burned. She 
told her sister in Hong Kong, and her sister said that the suit had 
been burned by her in Hong Kong. So what do you think? Is that 
true? It is hard to say, but since I began operating this business, I 
have heard many stories 庫.e this. 

It appears that such dreams can cover even greater distances. 
Another shopkeeper told us: 

One of our earlier female customers went to live in the United 
States. After some time, she came back and I said to her, "I seldom 
sec you buying here. Arc you new?" She said, "Shopkeeper, let me 
tell you a story. I am an o元rscas Chinese and have just come 
back from the United States, where I have been for many years. 
My ancestors arc buried here. I had three dreams, in which my 
「datives said, 'What a good life you have now. But no one cares 
for our home. We have no house to live in, no money, nothing 
at all.' At first, I didn't believe it, but the next day my husband 
had the same dream." So, she had no choice but to fly back to 
Hong Kong, where she came in here and bought paper offerings 
to worship those ancestors. You can believe this or not. 

Other ways to determine the conditions of loved ones in the next 
world is to use divination, for which there arc a number of popular 
techniques (for detailed accounts, see Doolittle 18656; Dore 1917; Smith 
1991). In 1908, the Reverend J. Macgowan reported his observations 
dwing a session between the mother of a deceased daughter and a 
medium whom he termed a "witch." The girl replies, in answer to her 
mother's questions, "I am living in the house that mother had made 
for me and that was burned at my grave, so that in that respect I have 
nothing to complain of" (1908: 215). In the New Territories of Hong 
Kong, another means of communicating with the dead is through a 
skilled ddcrly woman who can act as intermediary between the village 
world and that of the supernatural. These women, termed shamans by 
Pottcr, per和rm valued services such as predicting the future:, recapturing 
炻dnappcd souls of children, and caring fur the souls of girls who die 
unmarried (Potter 1974: 207). Customers of the urban 严per shops may 
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seek the services of still other professionals, whom they refer to as the 
Man Mai Po (wenmipo) or literally, the "Ask Rice Woman" (問米築）， to
contact the dead on their behalf (David 2000; Liu 2003). 

One customer told me she went to find the Man Mai Po; when 
she did, the words the Man Mai spoke were just like those of 
her mother-in-law and the Man Mai knew everything about 
her family. She was told to bum more paper gold ingots to her 
mother-in-law, who owned a gold shop in the next world. Another 
woman whose mother-in-law passed away was told by the Man 
Mai, who had been transfurmcd into the old woman, not to 
throw away her old chair, for she still came to the house to sit 
on it. Still another lady visited the Man Mai to ask her deceased 
female relative whether she wished to be cremated; the Man Mai 
told her that it was acceptable, but that the two piec,cs of jade 
inside the coffin should be removed. This is all very mysterious, 
but I have heard so many things like t届s from my customers. 

Tb.is proprietress was often asked by customers to introduce Man 
Mai, but she was very cautious, reminding customers of the cost of the 
service (HK$1,000 or more) and concerned over the trustworthiness of 
the Man Mai. 

I introduced a widow to this Man Mai. Her husband had asked 
workers to fix their air-conditioner, but he died before the work 
could be done. The widow asked the Man Mai to ask her husband 
if he had anything he wanted to finish, but the air-conditioner 
was not mentioned. The Man Mai then told the widow that her 
husband was still paying for their ffat and that their son would 
soon marry. As the son was only sixteen and their mortgage had 
been fully paid long befure, the widow knew that this Man Mai 
was not telling the truth. As th止 ManMai was not reliable, I did 
not introduce any more customers to her and in 紜t, do not do 
呻 at all any more. 

0th h er s ops were more acnve in assisting c啤omers in need of advice 
from the next world, providing introductions or addresses if the customer 
really wanted the information, and if the Man Mai was reliable. 

I have introduced one reliable Man Mai Po to others. Three 
daughters of a deceased lady went to see her and she [the Man 
Mai Po speaking in the voice of the deceased] said, "You should 
not throw away my clothes since there is mon可 inside." Tbe 
children originally wanted to give the clothes to others, but 
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they went home and searched their mother's clothing and found 
$1,000 in the pocket of one jacket. One of the daughters called 
me and said she should invite me to a restaurant Since they had 
found so much money. 

Still other shopkeepers had themselves sought out the services of 
such women. 

I have been to see the Man Mai to ask whether my father could 
receive the offerings that we offered to him. My father was much 
older than my mother and when he passed away, my mother, 
at the age of forty, had eight children to look after. When we 
talked to my father, he said that he was really unwilling to die, 
"I died because I met bad luck, running into some 'dirty things.' 
Don't be so sad. I know it is hard to care for eight children alone, 
but our children are good. Take good care of them and have 
pauence. 

Despite such success, it is not clear that urban worshippers are as 
keen to seek the services of Man Mai Po as are their N,:;w Territories 
counterparts. 

Modem Funeral Offerings 

Pitched paper funeral offerings are fabricated in workshops still operating 
in Hong Kong as independent companies, or as adjoining sections of 
an established retail shop, many having achieved a reputation for the 
quality of their items and fur courteous and hdpful service. The current 
repertoire of paper funeral offerings, or gifts for the dead, is both various 
and comp區.It includes non-pitched paper materials, mostly of clothing 
and accessories and various furms of spirit money, and the pitched paper 
materials, the three-dimensional modeled objects. 

The offerings consist of what I have termed (Scott 1997a) the basic 
set and the items of everyday use. The first category was created early in 
the research, when I noticed that workshops making funeral offerings 
all prominently displayed lists of standard items on a sheet of paper, 
so that customers could make their selections. While there were some 
variations from workshop to workshop, the trade recognized a basic list 
of funeral items. The basic set is made up of the pi吐edmodels deemed 
necessary for the successful conduct of the funeral rituals. One master 
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termed them the pitched materials for .. listening to the scriptures" 
（颺縵），.

as scriptures and prayers are recited during the funeral rituals. 
These items are to 盆sist the soul in transition and to hdp it escape from 
the consequences of sin. Standard items include a paper crane and its 
accompanying willow banner, gold and silver bridges, dragon tablets, a 
bathing pan, models of servants, and also include the house and the car, 
although these two items play no part in the funeral rituals themselves. 

Some scholars describe these 極ic offerings in terms of the 
commemorative services performed at seven�day intervals after death. 
While Dore recorded a bridge (probably of paper, although he only 
describes it as of "rough construction"), paper figures (probably the 
servants), and a paper sedan chair as necessary items for the funeral 
itsdf, he also noted that one or two paper houses were burned on the 
commemorauve ceremonies of the forty-ninth day (Dore 1914: 46, 51, 
59, 61). Burkhardt lists the offerings f th or e comrnemorauve services 
for the seven-times-three ceremonies (the twenty-first day after death) 
邙 including golden and black trunks for clothing, replicas of actual 
gold and silver mines (which he described as "pillar-like structures of 
flowered paper with a projecting framework on top" and which were 
trimmed with paper flowers), and an edifice to represent the gate of the 
Gty of Hell (1955: 121-2) C . crcmorucs for the seven-tunes-five (the 
thirty-fifth day after death) included another replica of the gate of the 
City of Hdl, this time with paper sedan chairs (1955: 129). A more 
recent account of the offerings for the thirty-fifth day services describes 
the following: 

At seven o'clock everyone went up to the roof to burn the 
addressed, paper trunlcs, containing paper money, in a steel 
incinerator. 'Cold' and 'silver bars' were also sent to long dead 
「正ives. T n addition effigies, made of coloured paper and 
cardboard stretched on bamboo or rattan frames, of a maid, 
a driver, a car (with lucky registration number 888)」 a house 
and furniture, and little black mourning strips which had been 
pinned on jacke氐 were burned. The names and messages of all 
donors 叨：re also burned so the dead person would know who 
had sent her presents. (Waters 1991: 122) 

The second category, the items of everyday use, are basically three
dimensio叫 models of useful objects, "the real items for the ancestor 
to enjoy," as one master explained them (the items of the category of 
"model pape「 pitching," 摸型紮作）. The items of everyday use can be 
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。ffcrcd during the initial ceremonies, at the scvcn�day commemorative 
ceremonies, or long after the funeral rituals are over. 

The Basic Set 

The basic set consists of items that serve in the funeral rituals to assist the 
deceased in a successful transition to the next world. While the actual 
numb口 of items in the set 西ties, there is general agreement among 
shops on a list of approximately thirteen items. One workshop listed the 
contents as follows: a Dragon Tablet (惶蔣）， the Immortal Crane (仙
鶴） and its accompanying Willow Banner (柳潽） which actually looks 
like a white fly whisk, one set of a red and a white banner (紅白湟）， one
bathing pan, a package of bathing clothes, a pair of mountains in gold 
and in silver (金鋮山）， the image of the Breaking out of Prison [Hell] 
Spirit (玻珮神） and a sedan chair (贛）• Also included were the platform 
for observing one's home village (望鄉台）， a pait of male and female 
servants, a pair of bridges (one gold and one silver, for the souls to cross 
on the way to becoming immortals in heaven), a Chinese-style safe to 
hold personal items for the decea祉 a red cabinet for storing clothing, 
a car, a Western-style multi-floored house with a garden, an additional 
pair of storage chests for the Gold and Silver Paper, a television set, 
and a set consisting of two 幻ven-feet bridges in gold and silver. Some 
of these items (the servants, the chests) are reminiscent of the objects 
Wieger observed in 1913. 

The male servants arc often dressed in Qing or 氐publican-era
costumes; the gray or blue long 」aclcets with stand-up collars, worn with 
matching trousers, black cloth shoes, and a Western-style hat. Female 
servants are attired in the side-closing jackets, trimmed with paper 
rickrack, and trousers, with their hair done up in 荸ons. Both male and 
female servants have finely formed faces of papier-mache, neatly painted 
with distinct features against a rosy, healthy complexion. In such form, 
they are certainly more lifelike and finer than the "feet slaves" described 
by De Groot, "made in the roughest possible manner of paper pasted on 
bamboo splints, are not more than a foot in s國 (1892: 24). With the 
last decade, smaller modds of these servants have become available 訌

「ctail paper shops. The author's collection containcxl two sc邙. Twenty• 
one inches tall, males were drascd in elegantly fuh.ioncd Republican
style trouser suits in blade or deep blue, with accompanying blade snap-
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brimmed hats and fl.at "cloth" shoes; real buttons closed the suit jackets. 
The females were dressed in pant su诒 of 伷wcrcd material trimmed 
with real golden rickrack around the collar, dosing and bottom edges; 
the jackets were closed with tiny golden dasps. The females' hair was 
cut in stylish bobs with bangs, secured with golden clips. In all such sets, 
both males and females have hands with finely cut fingers and modeled 
thumbs, and heads of papier-mache, findy painted with rosy lips and 
cheeks. The males generally have pink faces and the females, white. No 
matter whether the original large forms or the newly reduced modds, 
these servants are intended to serve the deceased in the next world.6 

Many of the items above appear during specific stages in the soul's 
movement from one state to another, during the sections of the funeral 
rit叫 "fur the reading of the scriptures." For example, the Immortal 
Crane with the Willow Banner is the first item burned at the funeral. 
The crane is white, like a real crane, with a red patch on its head, straight 
legs, and the willow banner in its beak. The crane's purpose is to Hy to 
where the soul is — the place where death occurred — and call it back 
so it can be sent on to the next world, borne on the crane itself (Ball 
1926: 405, see also Doolittle 1865a: 193). The officiating priest burns 
the crane, while calling out the name of the deceased. The next items 
to be burned arc the pair of red and white banners that arc held by the 
dee邙sed's son (the red) and the deceased's nephew (the w坤e); those 
holding these banners must be male. They are also part of the ritual of 
calling back the soul, for both have the name of the deceased written 
on them. 

Respondents did not always 哆�ee on the precise details of the 
meaning and use (indud.ing the burnmg order) of all items in the basic 
set. The Chief Dragon Tablet (正惶臃） and the Vice Dragon Tablet (副龍
擰）， which appear above as simply a Dragon T ablct, consists of claboratc, 
flower trimmed paper tablets bearing the names of the ancestors. If 
a married woman dies, the surname of her husband's 紜ily is listed 
on the Chief Dragon Tablet, and the Vice Dragon Tablet contains the 
surname of her ancestors. A second master said that the Chief Dragon 
Tablet was for the newly dead, and the Vice Dragon Tablet was for all 
the ancestors; the meaning of the term "vice" 面s not "secondary," hut 
represented ancestral depth. These table邸 are usually burned third in 
the sequence. According to the first master, the fourth item to burn is 
the western house wirh rhe garden (for the dead need a home to live 
in), and the rest of the items can be burned in any order. Not everyone 
agreed with this; the second master said that all the "pitched items for 
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reading the scriptures" could be burned at the same time, although the 
bathing pan and clothes should be burned early on, for the dead needed 
to bathe and change clothes before listening to the scriptures. 

Variations in the basic set 

Shopkeepers and paper masters all agreed that items in the basic set were 
important; certain objects were necessary for the proper completion of 
the funeral rituals, and others were vital to the comfort of the deceased. 
However, it was understood that 和nilies on limited incomes might 
not be able to afford the full complement, so the content was adjusted. 
For example, one could save money by purchasing one bridge with 
one end golden and the other end silver instead of buying two separate 
gold and silver bridges. Likewise, houses could be purchased without 
the attached. garden in the front. If the family faced serious financial 
difficulty, shop區pers would identify items of greatest importance; the 
Master (to be introduced in Chapter 6) considered the first eight items 
on the previous list as most significant. Other shopkeepers and paper 
masters decided on a case-by-case basis, and some adjusted their prices 
to accommodate a seriously needy customer.7 

In addition to variations arising from financial constraints, there 
were differenCCli of opinion among the paper masters as to the content of 
the basic funeral set. The example of the b函c set given at the beginning 
of this section contains seventeen items {the first eight of which were 
most important) 一 a somewhat expansive collection when the average 
size of a set varies from ten to thirteen objects. However, other shops 
asserted that there were "many tens of items" to purchase. The workshop 
producing the seventeen-item set placed the house and the car on the 
second list of items, alt�?ugh most masters placed these on the first list. 
Likewise, a paper televmon set would not be placed on even the second 
list of most shops, for it is not critical to any part of the funeral ritual, 
bur it is an item that most customers buy. A few shopkeepers preferred a 
minimal approach, believing that all the dead really needed was a paper 
chest or two to hold their money and paper clothing. 

There are many reasons for these variations. Buddhists are not 
expected to burn offerings for their dead, although some of them do; 
I attended a Buddhist funeral in which clothing and Gold and Silver 
Paper were burned on the first day. Paper masters understand this, and 
this could account for some of them adopting a minimal approach. 
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。ther masters display the same variations in belief as do the customers, 
as they too have learned their trade in varying ways, at different times, 
and with different masters. Finally, items have changed with the passage 
of time. Very elderly masters may craft the basic set in a very classical 
fashion, while younger masters have been infiuenced by subtle changes 
in individual items. As a comparison of Burkhardt's (1955) and Water's 
(1991) lists of items suggests, necessary items do change in form and 
type as time goes by. Finally, variations in the content and design of the 
basic set category of funeral offerings may also be the result of ethnic 
differences. 

The funeral offerings for Hong Kong's Chaozhou community differ 
somewhat from those normally used. Their basic set includes the red and 
white banners, a platform for looking back to the place of origin (which 
refers to the moment in the next world where the soul is allowed to view 
his home village, to which he can never return and which he must now 
forget); an ensemble consisting of a bed, a pillow, and a quilt; a tea set 
f or brewing Iron Guan Yin tea; a water bucket (for male deceased) or a 
basin for foot washing (for female deceased). Masters could not explain 
the use of the latter two, other than saying these were for cleansing. Yet 
血other workshop m邳ter told of one special item needed for deceased 
females of Shanghai origin 一 a cow, which was to drink up the dirty 
water for the deceased. Unfortunately, the respondent was not so clear 
about the history of this beast or what was meant by the dirty water, 
but the nearly life-sized replica took him two days to make and cost 
"over one thousand" (HK$1,200) dollars. Another Shanghai item is the 
Assembling Treasure Basin mentioned earlier. 

Despite the differences of opinion as to where they belonged in 
the lists, nearly all customers ordered 血 models of houses and cars. 
The paper houses (sometimes referred to as village houses, 鄉村屋）
are very lovely examples of crafting. They are mostly made up in the 
New Territories-style 一 two or three-storied village houses with flat 
roofs, front balconies on each floor, tiled outer-walls, and attached front 
gardens within an enclosing wall. The interiors are carefully done, 
individual rooms delineated with internal walls, lighting fixtures and 
outlets, framed pictwes on the walls, and complete bathrooms. The 
furniture may be three-dimensional and free-standing models, very 
lifelike except for their small siu, or printed on flat paper and glued 
to the walls of each room. The fronr garden often contains replicas of 
trees or Rowers in pots (the Hong Kong cusoom), or the enclosing walls 
may be painted with plants and shrubbery. Many of these homes are 
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accompanied by a suitably attired Sikh watchman, just as are (or were) 
many real-life Hong Kong establishments; some even contain small 
replicas of dogs and other pets. Recently, in the same manner as for 
the pair of servants discussed earlier, smaller and much more portable 
versions of these houses have appeared for sale in retail paper shops, so 
customers need not go to funeral workshops to make the order. These 
models, while much reduced in size, contain the same attention to detail 
as seen in the workshop versions.3 

The automobiles may also be very daboratdy crafted, which is not 
surprising given t極 numbers in Hong Kong and the efforts expended 
by living residents towards owning the most prestigious models. 
Paper masters replicated exactly the models customers most ordered: 
a Mercedes Benz or Rolls Royce, but also Porsches, 」aguars, and other 
expensive sports cars. "I had an order from the family of a young man 
who died in his twenties; he owned a Lotus car and the family wanted 
one made. So, I went to the department store to copy a toy model of 
one. Everyone said the one I made looked just like the real thing." These 
cars, often made up in the color blue, most appropriate for the dead, can 
be equipped with doors that open, steering wheels, seats, headlights, 
interior finishing 一 the full complement of interior details 一 and the 
expected luclcy license plate in multiples of the number eight. Most 
are crafted in five, seven and nine-feet lengths (modds purch缸ed in
retail stores are smaller, from six inches to two feet or so in length), but 
masters will craft them to any desired size. One master known for his 
perfect car models crafi逼 replicai; of Rolls Royce measuring nine feet 
long. Costing many thousands of dollars, these required many days of 
labor. He complained that the grill took a long time to master and the 
workshop had to ma.kc special wheds. Modeled cars usually come with 
a uniformed chauffeur, even if in real life very few citizens can afford 
such help. 

The Items of Everyday Use 

In addition to the basic set, there is a second large category which I have 
termed (Scott 1997a) the items of everyday use. This category includes 
the daily necessities of life as these are for the living, such as dectrical 
appliances and household goods, clothing, personal items, spirit money, 
and the special items or extra gifts for the dead. In one sense, basic 
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necessities (other than the forms of spirit money) could be considered 
as special items, because customers who arc not satisfied with retail 
examples can order any and t:.Vcty item made to specification. However, 
as many of the smaller objects now available in retail shops are of

.
quite 

acceptable quality, it is reasonable to separate the truly unique 1tems 
into the distinct category of special items. 

The special iteDUI 

The group of special items is truly infinite in content, encompassing what 
the deceased wished to possess in the next world, what he or she actually 
possessed in life, or what the family of the dece盆ed wished to provide as 
special gifts. As Wieger observed, "Any figures that one desires are made 
. . .  If other images are asked for, some scenes of comedies are depicted 
[he likely meant scenes from popular operas], or animals spitting cash" 
(1913: 567-9). As seen, some individuals plan carefully before death, 
taking steps to be certain that th可 will receive what they most desire. 
Many of these special orders are a form of w洫 fulfillment, in thar the 
deceased never owned the objects while alive. For example, while cars 
are usually provided as part of the basic set, orders are generally for the 
most expensive models (Rolls Royce, Mercedes Benz, Italian sports cars) 
which most people cannot afford in real life; further, orders can be made 
for multiple sets of cars, which again, few of the living actually own. A 
young paper master explained that one family, whose deceased father 
loved to drive, had ordered an entire fleet of expensive cars: several Rolls 
Royce, Mercedes Benz, and Lexus. Looking over the models, the family 
was pleased but concerned, realizing that they had forgotten something. 
After some thought, they ordered a detailed model of a gas station, so 
that their father never need worry about fueling all those cars. Buses, 
motorcycles, and minibuses are also available. 

Some of the objects ordered are difficult to explain as other 
than custome云 very personal desires or simple quirks; these are the 
truly unique or one-of-a-kind items. The family of an avid racing fan 
requested a huge model of the Heavenly Jockey Club (天臺譽馬會）， a
racecourse complete with bleachers, electronic scoreboard, and horses. 
The entire model, larger than the shop, was modded in sections and 
assembled at the funeral. The master told us that the only thing missing 
was the spectators, for he could not possibly craft tens of thousands of 
them to set within the bleachers. Another master explained how one 
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of his customers ordered a nine�feet replica of a Buddhist pagoda to 
be offered to a Buddhist relative (even though Bud軸ts are supposed 
to be unconcerned with such paper offerings); it took him one week 
to complete. On the opposite end of the scale of peace and harmony 
was the order for a set of paper guns, including handguns and machine 
guns, whose purpose in the next world remained a mystery to the 
master. As firearms are illegal in Hong Kong and only law enforcement 
officers (and criminals) own them, one can only speculate about how 
the deceased was to use them. Perhaps t坤 was a special order for a 
deceased gang member; offerings of this kind may not be so uncommon 
in nearby enclaves.9 

Other special orders reflect cherished everyday activities or habits, 
including the keeping of anim土 as pets. Animals are rarely seen among 
Hong Kong funeral replicas, and are equally rare in the literature. One 
reference comes from Oard Hunter: 

In Bangkok, where the population is made up of聶c Chinese m 
函 S卹ese, I r這 standing before one of these shops for hours 
W3tChlng the co函血中nof the replica ofahugc dog, the frame made 
of thin strips ofbamboo . . .  Upon asking the Chi函e worker how the 
dog was to be函， I was told that a wealthy Chin函 四吐ant had 
」ust died and that this was a represencu:ion ofhis mastiff, the imitation 
animal had 區n o毋 by 如 dead man's relari: 這 . . the master 
would haVt: his favorite dog with him when he rcacbcd the spirit 
world. (1937: 6-7) 

One order placed at a Hong Kong retail shop consisted of a group 
of racehorses, complete with jockeys and silks, for a man who had been 
an avid racing fan. A female apprentice jockey, who was killed in a 
riding accident during Hong Kong's 1999 racing season, was given a 
large complement of horses and riding accoutrements, as well as a set of 
horse exercisers (馬�) (South C伷ut Morning Post, April 12, 1999). The 
implication of such a gift was that in the next world she would no longer 
be a lowly apprentice but a woman of means and the owner of her own 
stable. Other masters described the replication of especially beloved 
pets, mostly dogs, sometimes cats, or of an order for a goldfish bowl, 
complete 而h fancy goldfish. A more recent and poignant example 
described a pair of golden paper monkeys. 

Kam Ying used to go everywhere "Monkey Man" Chan Yat
biu went. But the eight-year old rhesus monkey cannot follow 
比r master into the next world. In her place will go two paper 
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monkeys along with a two-storey house and other ritual offerings 
at the funeral of the K蟬rloon City medicine hawker who kept 
Kam Ying as a pet . . .  His son, Chan Yiu-wing, said he had the 
pair of gold-coloured monkeys made to order as one of the last 
things he could do fur his father. (Cheung 2004) 

Customers at retail shops can also order detailed models of 
birdcages, complete with paper bird seated on the perch, reflecting the 
pleasure taken by the elderly in the old pastime of keeping songbirds. 
Despite these examples, the reproduction of pets and other animals is 
still quite rare, and those who make orders understand that the animals 
so replicated are not meant to be exact copies of the actual animal, if it 
is still alive. Nevertheless, most recent offerings have seen the limited 
appearance of pitched paper models of dogs, notably a small and rather 
chubby version of a Dalmatian (Chow 2005). 

Scholars have amply documented the significance of food offerings 
for the dead (see, for example, Ahern 1973; Stevens 1997; Thompson 
1988). As f.unily members regularly offer real food at the major festivals 
honoring the dead, it is not necessary to repeat such gifts in paper. 
About fifteen or so years ago, paper comestibles for the dead were not 
so common and were custom-made. One workshop owner described 
with some a musement an order for paper noodles and paper bread 
buns, while another filled an order for a paper durian (Southeast Asia's 
famous foul-smelling fruit). By the 1990s, however, retail paper shops 
had begun to stock increasing amounts of pre-crafted comestibles. Most 
of these factory-produced examples originally fell into the category of 
luxury foods, snaclc foods or other indulgences, and b函rages. For 
example, most commonly available were paclcages containing bottles 
of VSOP {a popular type of cognac), Coca Cola, and paper glasses. 
Realistic cigarettes and cigars (no concerns about lung cancer in the 
next world) were also sold in different brands, each paclc open at the 
top so that one could see the individual sticks and their filter tips, 
accompanied by replicas of lighters. Also available were six packs of 
assorted beers (bottled in Hell), soft drinks, mineral waters, and as time 
passed, canned sweetened teas. 

These original items are  still produced, but replicas have become 
more elaborated and varied. Candy is a popular item with the appearance 
of a popular Italian chocolate and hazelnut candy, complete in every 
detail including ics distinctive box and individual foil wrappings. Some 
of these boxes of candy are more deluxe, with the chocolates sharing 
space with coconut candies 一 the latter small replicas wrapped in real 
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candy wrappers for authenticity. Other boxes include very realistic 
modds of ice-cream bars and chewing gum. Also of recent manufacture 
arc the packages of true luxury foods: sets of four realistically designed 
cans of abalone, shark fins, sea cucumbers, and birds' nests, all bearing 
barcodes of multiples of eight, a lucky number. Some shops carry what 
are obviously handcrafted examples of special delicacies and health 
foods such as shar烜' fins packed as they are in restaurants and very 
realistic full-sized, handmade models of superior ginseng roots. 

While all these may be seen as true luxury foods, a wonderful 
variety of paper dian xin (點心） have begun to appear in retail shops;10 

one's ancestors can now be treated to that quintessential of all Hong 
Kong family pleasures, yin cha (drink tea, 飲茶）. Another family dining 
treat, the basin meal (食�) has recently appeared. Labeled as "higher 
grade basin meal," it is presented in a paper pan much like the real 
item, its top adorned 吐h realistic models of crab, shrimp, shellfish, 
scallop, realistic abalone, lobster tail, eel, roasted chicken, roast pork, 
green onion, and vegetables. Underneath can be seen fibrous threads 
representing noodles and tofu skin. Much fancier than normal restaurant 
fare, this version appeared quite popular (for an explanation of a basin 
meal, sec Watson 1987). Along with all the fancy items arc increasing 
amounts of everyday canned foods such 邳 chicken broth, fried fish, 
cooked pork, longan and 缸t cocktail, even the popular black turtle 
jdly (亀伶瓚）• One can even purchase packages of five kinds of popular 
cup noodles. Amidst all these reproductions of processed foods, are the 
packages of individual, and very realistic, cardboard models of popular 
species of raw fish, prepared and ready for steaming in the kitchens of 
the next world. 

In short, comestibles, which began 邳 special handmade orders 
have rapidly become standard items for mass production and a common 
enough offering for those wishing to comfort the dead. Recent 
inv邙tigations (Scott 2004) suggest, however, that many customers 
have not yet made up their minds about paper replicas of foods. While 
all agree that 严per offerings are important and that replicas of food 
are quite appropriate as offerings, there are those who do not purchase 
them. Some explain that they still prefer traditional items, while others 
explain that such paper replicas are not nee函ary. The latter further 
邙plain that paper foods cannot be consumed by the family after the 
ceremonies, thus negating the feeling of sh函ng with the dead which 
arises from the use of genuine foodsruffs during these commemorative 
meals and rituals. Those who do purchase such replicas are quite 
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enthusiastic, stressing the great variety of it血s and the fact that paper 
replicas are good ways to provide true luxuries and special foods that 
the ancestor might not have enjoyed while alive. Further, such items 
arc considered reasonable because offerings must be burned and it is 
unreasonable to burn genuine food; the paper versions become the real 
thing in the next world anyway. However, these respondents combine 
paper replicas with real foodstuffs when they worship. Whatever the 
individual opinion regarding their use, paper replicas of foodstuffs are 
incre函ng in number and variety. 

Other special orders provide fascinating glimpses into customers' 
views of the needs ofloved ones in the next world, including their need 
for recreation. One order, rductantly refused at one shop we visited, was 
for a complete eighteen-hole golf course. Travd, now so much a part 
of the daily life of the living, is catered for by the use ofHdl passports 
and mock-ups of airline tickets from "Hell Airlines,"11 while travel over 
shorter distances can now be handled by mock-ups of Hong Kong's 
own popular Octopus card fur public transport, and by tickets for 
Greyhound-style coach trips. Transportation is, as already seen in the 
orders for fine cars, another common theme of special orders, although 
many customers would not order paper cars if the deceased did not 
know how to drive. If that were the situation, the cost of the car in the 
basic set would be subtracted from the order. However, the ordering of 
a car and a driver solves that problem. Much more common now are 
the models of jet airliners and yachts, which can be purchased in retail 
shops already made up (planes in roug�y one to three feet in length), 
or in slightly larger, yet still scale, versmns by the workshops — no 
shop has yet man咾ed to craft a full-sized 747. Despite all this expertise, 
crafting a realistic mode of transport is sometimes just too much. 

Some years ago, a man died in a mororcycle accident. His friend 
came to us and asked my husband to make a paper pitching of 
that motorcycle. Although we could have charged $1,200 for 
it, my husband would have had to go to the center for vehicle 
surren如 to look at it; he refused, as he kn面 it would be messy 
[ due to the accident] and no longer recognizable and also, he 
would have to wait a long time before he could get to see it. 

All of the shops were prepared as well to make up variations of 
the Street of the Dead (蔭州街）， an actual city street made up with 
all the shops and places necessary for 出e continua.nee of everyday life. 
In addition to a fine home for the deceased, th函 streets can contain 
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clothing and dry goods stores, grocery stores, motion picture theatres, 
dcparunent stores, wet markets for fresh vegetables and meats, laundries, 
betting shops, and herbal or Western medicine shops 一 in shore, 
anything th 區 he customer 1eves t e street must contam to ensure that 
the deceas函 (now a landlord) will lead a full life in the next world. Each 
of these shops is individually made, furnished, and given a name, such 
as the Hdl Restaurant (冥逋滔檁）. Some of these street models are so 
large (about seven feet high and about twenty feet long, with two sides 
of the street depicted) that they are crafted in sections and put together 
at the time of the burning. Families concerned with the comfort of their 
dece邸:d family members, and possessed of suitable finances, can order 
absolutely anything they desire to populate this street. 

The daily necessities 

The more common daily necessities are extremdy popular with paper 
shop customers and a source of great fascination to casual visitors. Most 
retail paper shops now stock considerable numbers of these replicas 
purchased from wholesalers in the same manner as the non-pitched 
items for everyday worship. Many may be burned at the funeral or 
during the commemorative ceremonies but can also be burned to the 
deceased during the Qing 即啤 or Chong Yang holidays. 

First, there are the vanous dectrical appliances and gadgets, 
including fans, rice-cookers, television sets, tdephones, VC沁， irons, air• 
conditioners, computers, calculators, refrigerators, washing machines, 
DVD players, LCDs and so on. These items can be very daboratcly 
constructed with moving parts, handles and knobs, and are among 
the most complicated of pitched items. Some masters consider the 
refrigerator as especially difficult to craft because its modeled door must 
open and close, and then stay closed. As well, it must contain all the 
shelves, including the egg trays and door compartments. Also difficult 
to craft is the compact disc player, which may have a turntable which 
can revolve and a set of compact discs to insert under a lid that can open 
and close. Retail shops also sell the paper replicas of the most up-to-date 
computers, DVD players, Sony Walkmen, kitchen appliances, iPods, 
and other desired items. Mobile phones are very popular among Hong 
Kong's living residents, and all paper shops now stock them for use in 
the nen world. When they first became popular, mobile phones looked 
much like field telephones or walkie-talkies, but they have since become 
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as small and sleek as their ubiquitous real life counterparts.12 Cwrendy 
available packages of the latest models of mobile phones come complete 
with cases, plugs and batteries, all in paper. 

Other forms of relaxation and entertainment are not ignored. There 
are paper tea sets, including the Chaozhou models for the proper serving 
of the Iron Guan Yin tea they prefer, although fo【 the Chaozhou, the tea 
set is a necessity, not an extra. Paper mahjong sets, each individual tile 
made exactly to scale and printed like the real thing, are also available, 
along with domino sets, and packs of both Chinese-style and Western
s硨 playing cards. Increasingly, shops have stocked models of soccer 
balls, baseballs and 血tts, tennis rackets and paper models of games. 

Always popular are the items of personal use - paper clothing (of 
prefabricated or custom design), underwear, hats, shoes, handbags, and 
」ewelry. Simple clothing for the ancestors can be made of the Five or 
Seven Colored Paper discussed earlier for the ghosts. Like the ghosts, 
the ancestors can also use this paper to make their own �othing in 
the next world. Or, customers can select larger pieces cut ill the style 
of old fashioned robes, also made of Five or Seven Colored Paper and 
printed with elaborate motives of flowers and geometric shapes. The 
older sh.ops carry clothing sets of old-fashioned 叩t, made of somewhat 
heavier paper in dull colors and printed with tailoring details. However, 
many customers now prefer the most up-to-date replicas of stylish 
clothing, and what is considered good clothing for the dead has been 
changing卫 These newer items of clothing can be surprisingly well 
made, with shoes fabricated with shoelaces and stitching details, or if 
sports shoes, with coloring and designs reminiscent of the most popular 
brands. High-heeled shoes, sandals, and boots in the height of fashion, 
and coveted brands of sports shoes (to be used with the replicas of sports 
equipment above) are offered alongside the classic black kung fu shoes 
in paper. Custom-made clothing may be full 血e and fully wearable, 
and even pre-p祜aged clothing is becoming more interesting and more 
reflective of current fashion. Shops sell individually boxed men's shirts 
in contemporary business-favored pin stripes, accompanied by a tie 
in tasteful colors, a s  well as replicas of brand name sports shirts. Suit 
packages come complete with suit, tie and matching shirt, while other 
combinations consist of shirt, tie, watch, and upon turning over the 
package to the back side, pants (including blue jeans), and "leather" belts 
and wallets. Women's fashions have become more modish, even daring, 
as seen in recent packages of frilly lingerie sets (bras and underpants) 
in fetching pastel colors. In short, clothing has increasingly reflected 
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the modem styles that people actually wear every day. There is also a 
戏ricty of jcwdry, mostly rings and bracelets of gold or gold set with 
jade, but there: arc also jade pendants and bracdcts, ear studs, and rings 
for women. Sets of personal jewelry for men contain cuff-links, fountain 
pens, and watches. 

Items may reflect the deceased's physical condition in life. Shops 
have crafted paper wheelchairs or orthopedic shoes so that mobility in 
the next world would not be affected. Variations on this theme include a 
full set, uppers and lowers, of realistic pink dentures, crafted so c訌efully
that they could function as night guards for the living. The category of 
items for personal grooming has also expanded. Retail shops now stock 
personal hygiene sets composed of a tube of toothpaste (some in a mock
up of the infunous brand of toothpaste no longer available in the world 
of the living, Darkie 一 now gentrified to Darlie), a toothbrush, and a 
replica of a glass cup. Boxes of medicines and Band Aids are made up in 
actual size. Tiny travel sets of famous brand electrical shavers, complete 
with plugs and adapters, can be purchased, while other sets contain 
replicas of soaps and towels, or of combs, brushes, hair oil and hair 
clips. Ladies conscious of their appearance in this life may continue to 
use make-up in the next world, fur packages of eye shadow, lipstick and 
lipstick brushes, and powder arc available. Bcfurc applying such make
up, they can clean their comp區ons with Pond's vanishing cream or 
Hazeltine facial foam, and soften their hands with "Paesr" (Pears) hand 
cream. Hairdryers and curling irons take care of styling needs. 

There are also items of pc:n;onal finance - the check books, savin臣
account books with withdrawal and deposit slips, ATM cards, and credit 
cards - all made to scale and drawn on the Bank of HelL Bankboo區，

printed in auspicious red with gold embossing, are just like the real thing, 
with sections for account name and number, and pages marked for the 
standard machine recording of withdrawals, deposits, and balances. Each 
one bears an account number with multiples of the lucky numbers of 
two and eight, the pronunciations of which are homophones with the 
words for prosperity. Checkbooks are reproduced with the same concern 
for accuracy. The credit cards, it should be noted, bear the image of 
the King of Hell, and in colors (greenish blue, white, and black) and 
design clements are suspiciously similar to the American Express card, 
providing an otherworldly tw函 ("Don't leave this world without it") 
to their advertising slogan. A區 available, should one prefer them, are 
the Master Cards. The currencies popularly known as Hell Money, 
resplendently printed in full color and of elaborate design, bear the image 
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of the King of Hell. Hell Money is printed in variable sizes but gene函
comes in huge denominations; notes of one and five hundred million 
dollars are common. As Cave observed, although such bills "are outside 
most people's experience . . .  the contemporary worshipper feels more at 
ease offering these high-denomination notes on the Bank of Hell" (Cave 
1998: 3). Yet, more recent examples are clearly printed, in English, in one 
hundred dollar denominations. Currently available forms are designed 
to resemble various international currencies, such as Renminbi, United 
States dollars, British pounds, and Hong Kong dollars. 

The Hell Money complements the large variety of gold ingots, 
bars, and coins currently available. The ingots are fashioned from stiff 
paper covered in gold paper, then stamped with the gold weight mark; 
coins are stamped out of heavy paper and covered with either silver 
or gold. A customer can purchase boxes of golden Canadian Maple 
Leaves or Krugerrands just like the real thing. If in silver, the coins 
bear an image that resembles Yuan Shikai (袁世凱 1859-1916), the first 
president of the Republic of China after the 1911 revolution (Schoppa 
2000: 178). Shopkeepers said this might be a vague allusion to the 
thickness or pwity of the genuine silver coinage in circulation at that 
time. As already described, the ancestors also require a large supply of 
Gold and Silver Paper, each sheet folded into ingot shapes. Customers 
can p山chase these papers pre-folded and boxed for sale at the shop, but 
most customers prefer to fold their own. Gold and Silver Paper offerings 
also vary according to ethnicity. Shanghai siJver for the ancestors may be 
purchased in most shops, in thick packages of silver paper (in Shanghai 
style, the entire sheet is silver - there are no plain paper borders on this 
form) or in large boxes of pre--folded silver ingots. Packages of unfolded 
Shanghai silver are also painted at two corners with the green and purple 
usually found on First Treasure enfolding 严per. Overall, a full array of 
financial and banking services, and an entire complement of funds to 
place in accounts covered by these services, is available to both residents 
and entrepreneurs of the next world. 

O氐:.rin臣 for children 

There are differing scholarly accounts of funerals for children. 14 

One recorded by Patrick Hase for the New Territories described the 
procedures: 
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Children dying before about the age of five were regarded as 
inappropriate subjects for fune叫 rituals up to the end of the 
War. Where such a child died, the family would quietly inform 
the elders. The following night the family, particularly the 
children, would move to another room to sleep, leaving the house 
unlocked. In the dark before dawn, at about 4 a.m., the elders 
would quietly come in with a basket. The child would be placed 
in the basket and carried off and placed at the foot of a large tree 
in a cert.a.in part of the village fung-shui grove and left for the 
birds and the dogs . . .  Children dying between about 5 and 12 
years were also denied rites and mourning. (1984: 162-3) 

Burkhardt agreed, observing: 

It is considered unlucky to bury a chil.d of under three, for fear 
death striking at another member of the family. Consequently 
the tiny bodies arc often left exposed, sometimes near a public 
cemetery, and sometimes on the seashore, or consigned to the 
current of a river . . .  The Boat People alone recognise the child 
to possess a soul which is commemorated after death and make 
images of their deceased children, the boys mounted on lions, 
and the girls on white cranes. (1953: 175) 

Attitudes have changed since the 1950s and 伝祉ies devo硨y
care for deceased children as well as adults, including the burning of 
。fferings. Most paper shops sell a particularly poignant group of items for 
children to use in the next world: school books, satchels, and composition 
books. Children also require clothing and other personal items, but their 
clothing packages have been generally of the same style and size as those 
purchased for adults. Some shopkeepers said that the size of the offering 
depended on how much time has elapsed since death. "Parents whose 
sons died may buy smaller sizes; after the child has been dead for several 
years, however, they will burn a larger size of clothing." Examp區 ofbook
bags, exercise books, and shoes made just for children are available. One 
old shop produced clothing specifically for "young boys." Two pieces 
吶uircd were very simple old-style jacket and uouscr sets, one in grey 
and one in blue-green printed with indistinct flowers, with 碸Iarlcss
V-necked jackets adorned only with three pasted-on blue paper buttons. 
The accompanying trousers were folded from one sheet of paper, glued at 
the scams to create the legs, and finished with a white band at the waist. 
A small selection of toys 區 gradually appeared in retail shops within 
the last ten yea.rs. Recent examples include Gameboys and other popular 
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items such as the Rubix Cube, toy cars, tops, and bottles of liquid soap, 
complete with "plastic" wand, for bubble blowing. Even further, 血dren's
choices in food have not been neglected, with shops selling packaged 
replicas of McDonald's happy meals and ocher burger sets. 

The Flexibility of Funeral Offerings 

�any items within the basic set of funeral offerings must conform to 
images enshrined in the performance of funeral rituals and in classical 
perceptions of the other world, and therefore they are not subject to great 
changes. They are not expected to modernize. The situation is quite 
different for the items of everyday use. By being replicated in paper, 
modem items of technology and contemporary fashions are transformed 
and provided with a new identity as proper offerings, appropriate grave 
goods. Ancient categories of offerings such as transportation, clothing, 
housing, and daily necessities are retained, but their specific contents 
are kept up to date. Whenever a new icem of cechnology or an improved 
model appears on the market, it can be fabricated to augment or replace 
the paper version already available. Replicas of standard desk telephones 
have given way to mobile phones; as the mobile phones themsdves 
become more compact and intricate, so do their counterparts in paper. 
The same is true for calculators, which have been replaced by the latest 
pocket-sized versions, and personal computers (complete with screen, 
keyboard, and software discs), while old-style stereophonic systems with 
turntables have been supplanted by wo和ng (i.e., containing moving 
pans) examples of compact disc and DVD players. Television sets, 
once simple and clumsy in design, have given way to the latest in liquid 
crystal technology. Even clothing design, which is more conservative, 
shows the effects of this change; paper shops display stylish high heels 
and the latest in sports shoes alongside the traditional fl.at slippers, and 
modern suits, shirt and tie combinations, blue jeans and sportswear 
next to Qing-stylc jacket and trouser sets. The classical appearance of 
the next world, of Hell, is definitdy changing. 

Customers see no incongruity in the changes that have occurred, 
and consider such items acceptable offerings. Although not so common 
in actual practice, rep! 迢s of items of modem technology may be burned 
to fairly distant ancestors, suggesting that long deceased individuals can 
accept 氐w items that they had never envisioned when alive 益 「eadily
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as do the recently dcad.15 Many shopkeepers declared that there were no 
differences between items burned. to the genealogically closest ancestors 
and chose further distant, nor betwc:cn those who died long ago and 
those who died recently.16 

Thinking about the size of objects also 磗ects a capacity to 
recognize change. Even the Neo-Confucian philosopher Zhu Xi set no 
absolute rules on this matter, saying only that, "The objects [the grave 
goods] should resemble those used in real life but be smaller" (Ebrey 
1991: 109). Many modern paper funeral offerings are built to correct 
scale and are usable "as is." This is seen most clearly in the category of 
the items of the electrical appliances, which are life-sized. Paper money 
and ingots are also made close to the size they are in the real world. 
。ther items, such as the cars and houses that are part of the basic set, are 
most often not fully life-sized, however detailed they may be, because 
they would be exceedingly difficult to craft and to store if they were 
made to exact scale. Some masters believed that it was better to have 
everything in life size if possible while others were not so concerned. 
For many, the prices of small and large objects, like automobiles, are 
the same, for while the large size requires more material, the smaller size 
requires more concentration in crafting; the price evens out. However, 
a minority felt that size was important, for the object cannot chan穿
in the ne:x:t world from its original crafted form. As one funeral master 
expressed it, changing sizes is illogical. "How can a two-feet long car be 
enlarged? It is only something symbolic and [for] psychological comfort. 
I have no idea, but just craft for the customer." 

Clothing packages are not always crafted to scale, with handcrafted. 
examples more likely to be life-sized while printed ones somewhat less 
than life-sized. There are no set rules about this, although there is some 
difference of opinion over what form these offerings will take in the 
next world; an example of this was seen above in the discussion of paper 
。fferings for children. Some shopkeepers do not sell the smaller sizes 
of ancestors' clothing, saying that they seldom give smaller sizes to 
ancestors anyway. "[After being burned to the ancestors], the clothing 
will not enlarge. Since these ancestors were adults, if you offer them 
small clothing, how could they wear it? So, I do not sell the small 
sizes." Others, such 臨 the shopkeeper who sold the paper clothing for 
children, believed the sizes could be adjusted to reflect the deceased 
child's growth in the next world. That such growth and maturation 
could be a possibility to keep in  mind when making offering 這 seen in  
one respondent's dream about her dead child.17 
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This is what happened in my dream. I was walking on the street. 
I saw there some people performing the rituals for the dead. 
Because it is not good to watch these, I turned away and looked 
on the ground. Then I saw someone, a boy of about clr:vcn years 
old, who stopped a.nd stood next to me. He said, "Mother, I died 
tragically." Then he disappeared 血d I woke up. I then thought 
of my baby, who had died after birth, and after I counted the 
years that had passed since then, I knew that my baby would 
區ve been the same age as the boy in the dream. 

Still, such questions of size appear to be of little concern to most 
shopkeepers or to purchasers, for many believe that all items will 
reappear in the next world in the proper size. No matter how small or 
how large the paper replica, the item will 蕊ume the correct size to fit 
the receiver or the purpose. When pressed on this issue, respondents 
admitted that it was a matter of belief, a.nd in the end, unless someone's 
relative appeared in a dream and complained to the sender, no one knew 
for certain. It would appear that complaints about sizes of objects are 
「are, relatives and ancestors being more concerned about sending and 
receiving what was needed. 

Receiving the Offerings 

Assuming a large population of souls in the next world, and an 
accompanying large quantity of paper offerings being sent for their use, 
one may ask how worshippers ensure that specific individuals actually 
receive the offerings targe逼 for them. There are various means 一

dreams and the use of divinatory techniques such as asking the Ask 
Rice Woman — of inquiring or checking on the arrival of goods, and 
purchasers may also take steps to ensure timely delivery. There are 
different occasions within the lunar calendar devoted to the care of 
the dead; these include the Qing Ming and Chong Yang festivals, the 
Festival of the Hungry Ghosts, and the Fu Jian (附薫） a time when 
the ancestors can listen to scriptures and receive offerings. The Fu 
Jian, which lasts for a few days, can be hdd during the Qing Ming 
observances and also during July, when it is called the Seventh Month 
Fu Jian (七月附薫）. The Fu Jian appears to be an observance of some 
antiquity, described in a story (ca. 500) of the underworld travels of a 
monk who met the goddess Guan Yin in one of the chambers of Hell. 
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Guan Yin p「cached to him of the benefits of making offerings on the 
full moon of the seventh month (Teiser 1988: 133). Doolittle described 
this event in 1865: 

Some time dwing the s函nth month, generally before or about 
the fifteenth day, occurs the celebration of a remarkable custom, 
having a principal reference to the bappin� and comfort of the 
dead. It is generally referred to as the "burning of paper cwthing in 
, he mi孕 ofthe seventh month." Its pro£ 函ed. object is to furnish 
clothing and money for their dece邙edancestors. In order to obtain 
this result, comparativdy large quantities of mock-money and 
and mock-clothing are provided, and burned in a large fwnace or 
censer before the tablets of the ancestors . . .  ( l  865b: 61) 

This rimal (also described by Hodous in 1929) has given its name to 
the FuJian Bag (跗薫袋）， an item which Hwiter described as an envdope 
called a "hua pao-fu" (1937: 42), which is bwned on the next to last day 
of the Fu Jian, filled with money and clothing pachges for the ancestors. 
Sometimes, individuals may burn a Fu Jian Cabinet (附薑槓）， which also 
holds such gifts. All materials 近 put into the bag (or cabinet), upon 
which is written the name of the ancestor and the date of the burning, and 
the bags are sealed with a Label (lite.rally, a "sealing strip" [封條], a yellow 
slip which closes the bag. Both bags and chests are a neat and tidy way to 
send a large amount of items, and such bags are burned at all holidays for 
the dead, to ensure that the dead will be delivered from suffering (Teiser 
1988: 134). The contents of these Fu 」ian Bags have recently become 
quite varied. Bags seen being packed during Chong Yang in Hong Kong 
contained packages of gold coins, clothing packages, fow kinds of Hell 
Money, Money to Live, mode國 paper shoes, Seven Voice Incantations, 
p喲port and credit card sets, Gold and Silver Paper, boxed paper dress 
shirts, and White Money. Boxed clothing was removed from its plastic 
wrapping, and other items were either spread apart in a fan shape before 
stuffing into the bag or put in one by one. Other pre-packed Fu Jian b啞
sold by hawkers at the site contained quantities of Gold Paper folded into 
ingot shapes. Worshippers have also begun showing more individuality in 
their methods of closing the bag. While most still use the Label for this 
purpose, Fu 」ian b啞 have 區n seen sealed with three or four varieties 
of Hell Money, with the Lahd p區 two or four foldal sheets of Gold 
and Silver Paper, with sets of thra: (meaning "li紀） pieces of Money to 
Live, or with three evenly sp血�dusters of White Mon可: Other 紜ilie.<i
chose to staple shut the bags, but trim them at both upper comers with 
ingot folded pieces of Gold and Silver Paper. 
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Some shopkeepers maintained that these bags were actually nothing 
special, but simply mai甌g bags (郵包）， but others declared them a 
proper means of sending offerings. Fu 」ian Bags used by the Cantonese 
are grayish cream in color, with the auspicious designs p「inced in green 
in the 血ddle; those for the Shanghai community are approximately 
one-half the si宓， in deep red, with the design printed to the edge of the 
item in black. While rare, one was seen recently at a site for Qing Ming 
observances. Both bear identical auspicious phrases, but decorations on 
the outer border can vary. More recently, a multicolored version of the 
Cantonese Fu Jian bag has appeared, in which the background is still 
grayish cream, but the auspicious designs of dragons, phoenix, cranes, 
and bats are printed in full color. The printing quality is also very 
high. While this version is quite attractive and appears to be gaining 
in popularity, most worshippers still use the older style bag. While the 
bag (or the cabinet) can be sent at any time, most people burn it during 
Fu Jian, Qing  Ming, or Chong Yang. In any event, what a worshipper 
burns will go to his or her own ancestor, if the name of that ancestor 
is written on the bag. If the worshipper burns on behalf of another 
(helping a friend burn to his or her rdatives), then care must be taken 
that the name of this other recipient is correctly written on the bag. 

Another method of ensuring timely delivery is the burning of a 
Passport (逋行檯）， which contains the name of the deceased and the 
place where the person was born - of concern if the deceased died 
in Hong Kong but wished to return to his or her birthplace. But, the 
Passport also allows movement at the place of death, to allow the d迅
to travel to other places to receive offerings. 

In the past, Hong Kong relatives would burn this passport to the 
dead relatives who lived in Mainland China. After the deceased 
on the Mainland received the p碣port, they could come to Hong 
Kong. So, fathers and grandfathers could come here and receive 
all the offerings being burned here by sons and daughters. Also, 
if the dead relatives lived abroad, then the ad転s of the place ar 
which they died was written in the language of that place; say, in 
English or French. 

Burning the Passport also enables the dead to enter the other 
world and then to move about freely. A Passport burned in the funeral 
home a.sks the dead relative to come to the funeral home to listen to the 
scriptures that will ease their pain and allow them to pass serenely into 
the next world. In all cases, the Passport allows the dead to listen to 
scriptures and rcccivc paper offerings. 
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Shopkeepers and workshop masters admitted to not knowing 
for certain if items burned arc actually received. "It is impossible to 
know whether the dead will receive it or not," one proprietor cold us, 
"I am sure that no one will know whether they will receive it or not. 
For example, someone told me that Hell Money was not needed, and I 
asked why he said so, had he been i n  the underworld?" If there are still 
doubts, additional steps can be taken to ensure safe arrival. In 1941, 
Lowe explained that the deceased would be accompanied by an assistant 
to take care of offerings. 

This honest-looking young man is the person to whom is entrusted 
the custodianship of gold and silver hoardings. He lives and dies, 
so to speak, with the cash register and the storehouse key in his 
hands. Made of paper, as is also the house under whose roof he 
stands, he stays there rain or sun on duty twenty-four hours a 
day, a veritable Good Man Friday. (1983 [1941]: 114) 

Hunter also noted the Beijing guardians of the chests of white 
and gold treasury money, figures called treasury officers, who were 
given food and drink and sheets of mock money tied around them. 
They were burned with the chests they were assigned to protect (1937: 
61). Shopkeepers added that various deities may intervene to ensure a 
f血 distribution, to both ancestors and to hungry ghosts, of needed 
offerings; this is a proper responsibility for gods. Masters explained that 
the Earth God could do this, and Guan Yin was often cited. Guan Yin's 
intervention is particularly invoked during the Festival of the Hungry 
Ghosts, as she has the authority to see that each of the hungry ghosts 
receives its share of all the offerings burned at this time. These deities 
can also ensure timely delivery to ancestors. 

Paper offerings for the dead are characterized by elasticity and a 
capacity to absorb both new elements of material culture and changes 
in technology. This process is especially marked in the group of items 
of everyday use, in which obsolete modds are regularly replaced by the 
most up to date examples. If indeed the next world is like this one, an 
emphasis on objects that are the most current models available, make 
perfect sense. In 1964, Hugh Baker referred to village funerals i n  which 
。fferings consisted of incense, candles, paper money, and "a paper sedan 
chair complete with bearers" (Baker 1964: 36), but the latter are rarely, 
if ever, crafted now. One elderly paper master explained: 

In the past, the sedan chair was used by the people of the Qing 
Dynasty, and there were civil sedan chairs (文明嶋）， but now 
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there arc none. People sddom order th函 for ceremonies, and 
vehicles have become popular. In the past, there was the wheeled 
函an chairs (輯） pulled by men. But, this is not popular now, 
as it was before Japan retreated from Hong Kong. Now, cars are 
burned instead. 

One form of an item is replaced by another, as time in the next 
world passes as it does here. That this capaci可for change has long been 
a characreriscic of the industry is suggested in a photograph, originally 
talcen by Sidney D. Gamble in Beijing in 1924.18 The photo in question 
depicts an amazingly lifelike and life-sized paper model of a Ford Model 
A car, complete with what appear to be movable wheels, headlights, 
doors, steering wheel and horns. The accompanying driver is attired in 
a Qing-style long gown, but a Western hat. The categories of funeral 
。ffcrings, and perhaps the deceased themsdves, are dcfinicdy kept 
up to date, providing a fascinating glimpse of the other world as it  is 
envisioned by those ordering the materials. 





5 
The World of Shops 

and Customers 

The Chinese 血ply call it the Paper Shop . • .  Carefully hung on 
the wall of the shop at the entrance all: acvctal thick wax candles, 
d迢 red with hand-moulded dragons in gold in high relief . . 
Stidcs of incense, varying in thidcn蕊 如m three-inch to a wax 
veata. arc ranged along the westCl'Il. wall. On the opp函tc wall arc
pigeonhol氐containinghU11蝨 of恥缸owissued by the HEU 
BANK, 銣 we of depa磁 spirits in the next world . . .  Per區ps
the most interesting line of stock: is the collection of dwms, and 
乜lis.tnans in the fonn of colo山d 起oils, which are either burned 
區ore the appropriate deity, or are b回西 avert evil 洫uen函

(Burkhardt 1953: 161-2) 

If visiting today, Bwkhardt would find Hong Kong's retail paper 
shops (衣紙鯖） little changed from the ones he knew and de.scribed 
in this pa逗ge written over fifty yea.a ago. Hong Kong's paper shops 
still present a feast for the eye, attracting foreign residents and towists 
(Anderson 1970: 154)1 as wd這 a regular dientele oflocal worshippers. 
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Paper shops have been a feature of Chinese villages and towns since 
the Song (Cave 1998; Qin 1958), and are established features of Hong 
Kong's urban landscape. 

In Hong Kong, those seeking paper offerings for wors洫） can make 
their purchases in a variety of ways. Not all the sources of offerings are 
commercial businesses selling to the public from recognizable and fixed 
spaces; in short, not all entities selling paper offerings can be properly 
called shops. Paper offerings can be purchased from hawkers, or from 
temporary businesses such as seasonal stalls. A useful selection of paper 
offerings, charms, candles, and incense is sold from hawker stalls in 
the older street markets in Kowloon and Hong Kong Island, such as 
the markets between Mong Kok and Jordan Roads, or those north of 
the Kowloon-Canton Railway Station in Hung Hom. While many of 
these stalls are operated by licensed hawkers on a long-term and fixed
pitch basis, holidays such as the Lunar New Year bring out scores of 
mobile hawkers near the most popular temples or on any well-traveled 
sidewalk or street corner. Among these mobile hawkers are indigent 
elderly who sell paper, incense, and good luck charms at the gates of 
temples; purchasing from such sellers is also an act of charity. 

氐gular retail paper shops range in size from small spaces in the 
shopping arcades or dry markets of public housing estates, to large and 
airy street-level shops in commercial areas. The retailers account for the 
largest quantity ofitems sold to individual worshippers, selling the paper 
。fferings, as well as candles, incense, ceramic and brass lotus lamps, 
incense burners for the family altars, and the porcelain or wooden images 
of deitics.2 By the late 1970s, a number of retail shops had expanded 
their inventory, adding secular forms of paper (including table napkins, 
tissues, wrapping paper, and stationery), and even school supplies, toys, 
and Hong Kong's famous red, white and blue striped plastic carrying 
bags. As a result, a number of shops appear "half and half, 「 with one 
side devoted to paper offerings and the other side to other forms of 
paper. Retail paper shops also stock a great variety of seasonal items 
for the lunar and solar holidays, such as the plastic garlands, cardboard 
cutouts of auspicious figures and animals, painted or printed forms of 
good luck couplets (擇.,亭噸 ／ 對糰） popular during the Lunar New 
Year,3 and paper lanrerns for the Mid-Autumn festival. Turning strictly 
to the paper offerings, the rule of thumb is the larger the shop, the 
more variety it can stock, and the older the shop (and if it is in an old 
neighborhood) the better the chances that it will stock the rarer items 
expected by an elderly clientele. 
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Some paper shops arc retail-workshop combinations. A number of 
these cstablishtncnts arc found on Canton, Reclamation, and Shanghai 
Streets in urban Kowloon. These combination shops, which require 
considerable space fo「 production and storage, are becoming rare in 
urban Hong Kong, as neighborhoods are redeveloped and old shops 
disappear. Only the long-established businesses which own their shop 
spaces can combine operations economically, using one half for selling 
everyday offerings, and the other half for crafting either funeral offerings 
or other large items such as Flower Cannons. Customers purchasing 
everyday offerings may watch the workshop employees as they craft these 
pitched items; the juxtaposition of different aspects (funeral offerings 
and everyday items) is not considered unusual. As not all businesses 
dealing in paper offerings are retail shops, before examining in more 
detail the life within a typical shop, some attention should be given 
to these other sources of offerings: the wholesalers, the workshops, the 
factory flats, and the temples. 

The Wholesalers 

Hong Kong has a number of wholesalers of paper products, 4 who obtain 
their supplies from the Mainland or from factories in Southeast Asia. 
Some of these companies appear exactly like retail shops in their layout 
and do sell to individual customers, while others are strictly wholesale, 
with no provision for individual private customers, although they do 
sell to haw區s. The majority of their business is bulk selling to retail 
shops and temples, or exporting to markets abroad. The owner of one 
of the largest companies  said: "We supply many stalls, like those at the 
Wong Tai Sin Temple or those at the street, the mobile hawkers. The 
scope is very large, and it is very difficult to get statistics for you, but the 
approximate number is several hundred, about two to three hundred." 
These businesses require a lot of storage space, and for this reason, 
some of them have moved co factory areas in the New Territories. For 
ex血pie, the wholesaler speaking above had purchased a huge warehouse 
space in a new industrial building in the factory area of Fo Tan 
（火炭）， outside Sha Tin. Its clean and well-organized premises, two 
stories high, were divided into meta] shdf storage spaces and custom
made bins for stacking all the everyday items that retail shops need, plus 
a fair quantity of more unusual items. Orders were taken at the main 
office, located in a corner of the storage area; customers could easily 
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scan the shelves to determine paper quality. In addition to the hawkers 
and retail shops, this company also served twenty to thiny temples, in 
all parts of the Hong Kong SAR. As the owner explained: 

There are usually stalls in a temple. Since the stalls buy the goods 
from us, the temple sends someone to take the offerings from us. 
The hawkers give our telephone number to the temple official, 
the person responsible for conducting the services and also 
「esponsible for buying the goods. As there 3J'e contacts among 
temples, one temple may introduce us to yet another. 

The longest established wholesalers do not advertise (although 
th

ey 
arc listed in telephone directories) in the manner of other retail 

businesses; as theit reputations are built on word of mouth. The 
wholesaler quoted above managed a family�owned business, and so did 
not employ salespeople to go outside and promote their goods. What 
he termed the connected way the company did business took care of 
new accounts. If a business consistently strove to provide good quality 
goods, rdiable service and assistance, and reasonable prices, it would be 
successful. Due to the fixed prices of most non-pitched offerings and 
the regular demand for the same basic items, there is little variation 
among supplies, other than quality of manufacture and small variations 
in the s西 of items. As a result, there is lessened competition among 
wholesalers, although some wholesalers will arrange for their suppliers 
on the Mainland to create a special brand of paper using the wholesaler's 
name, or to design an eye--catching wrapping. Also, if the wholesale 
company stocks smaller pitched items such 缸 Golden Flowers, 
Pinwheels, or small funeral offerings, there will be variations in this 
handmade inventory. The reputation, and the competitive edge, of the 
wholesaler could be affected if these items are poorly made, even if the 
。ther offerings are high quality. 

The Workshops 

In 1937, Dard Hunter described a Chinese funeral offering workshop 
in Bangkok: 

The front of each shop is usually decorated with a number of 
gaily painted mirrors, and the interior takes on t、he appearance 
of a veritable paper museum, all manner of funeral paraphernalia 
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hanging from the ceiling rafters, and with shdves, drawers, 
and cases literally overflowing with every conceivable variety 
of decorated and coloured paper used in the making of these 
weird reproductions; quality and workmanship vary to suit both 
the rich and the lowly, but all alike are destined to be burnt at 
funerals. (1937: 6) 

While recorded nearly seventy years ago, the interest of these paper 
workshops is the same today in Hong Kong, although none are adorned 
with "gaily painted mirrors." Hong Kong workshops look a bit dif如ent,
as seen in this record from fidd notes, also of a funeral workshop: 

At first we could not find the workshop, as it was upstairs from 
a metal fabricating sbop, and the stairs looked quite dark. An 
elderly man approached and asked us what we wanted and on 
0山 answer, told us to follow him up the 沉airs; the owner had 
just stepped out. Inside, the workshop is made up of two large 
rooms along an open corridor which overlooks the tin roofs of 
the squatter huts on the ground. The ceiling over the corridor is 
hung with red, yellow, and white willow fans for the cranes. We 
enter the main workroom, which was light and airy, where on 
the left a large blue car, nearly completed, was sitting. Hanging 
from the ceiling was a large cluster of white cranes, while against 
the wall were a line or three houses for the dead, complete with 
servants, furniture, and a paper garden with trees and a fountain. 
In the doorway to the second room, a yowig man worked on a 
pile of bamboo strips, making up a frame for yet another house. 

Paper offering workshops may be independent businesses under 
the direction of a famed paper master, or branches of a retail paper 
business located in a cheaper area to save on rent. The majority supply 
funeral offerings and are often established, as is the example above, on 
the upper Boors of the pre-Second World War residential buildings (tang 
lou 曆檁） in the older districts. The upper floor location is cheaper to 
rent than a street-level space. The large objects which cannot be carried 
down the stairs or iJi the elevators are simply lowered out the windows; 
the most daborate funeral creations, although awkward, are not very 
heavy and can be handled by one or two men. Those items that are too 
bulky to be moved out in one piece in any manner, such as hou沁s or 
The Street of the Dead, are crafted in movable sections; these sections 
are then assembled outside the shop just before delivery, or at the site 
of the burning. Other workshops are devoted to the crafting of Flower 
Cannons, lanterns, Golden Flowers, or Pinwheels. 
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The Flower Cannon (花炮） workshops require the most space, forthe 
Flower Cannons are cowering creations, reaching fifteen feet or more in 
height. A very few workshops create the elaborate silk and paper lanterns 
for display in the public parks during the lantern festival following the 
Lunar New Year. 邛ese displays are featured prominently in newspaper 
and magazine photo essays.s At one time, Hong Kong paper offering 
workshops also made Golden Flowers and their accompanying Spirit 
Reds, but most have gone out of business, the victims of redevelopment. 
One of the last, and most skilled, of the masters of handcrafted Golden 
Flowers left the trade in 1989. During a visit to what was his final 
small workshop he told us, despairingly, that he had already moved his 
workshop three times because the buildings in which he rented space 
had been sold, and then torn down for new high-rises. Exhausted by 
these moves and losing money in moving expenses, he declared that 
he was now too old for so many difficulties and had resolved to shut 
down his business. We placed what was proba bly the last large order 
for his creations. By the early 1990s, only one workshop made Golden 
Flowers and that only occ函onally, but a combination reta il/workshop 
in the Yau Ma Tei (油麻地） area of Kowloon, also famed for its funeral 
offi:rings and Flower Cannons, still produced handcrafted Spirit Reds6 

in the original style - that is, hand tufted and stitched in silk. 

Factories and Factory Flats 

Some Pinwheel manufacturers had established themselves in small units 
in factory blocks scattered around the urban districts and in the New 
Territories, while others had set up in the large single residential units or 
adjoining ground-floor shop spaces of the older public housing estates. 
Such premises allowed sufficient space to set up the machines to punch 
out the trimmings, print the attached lucky phrases and help shape the 
metal frames. In addition to officially rented spaces, Pinwheel makers we 
interviewed often used the public space in front of or adjoining the shop 
space. One Pinwh母 master regularly worked in front of his factory, 
enjoying the breeze and chatting with passers-by and estate residents 
while he shaped the frames of his Pinwheels on a workbench he had 
made himself These public housing estate units were very supportive 
to the trade; rents were reasonable and it was possible to rent enough 
space both to work and to store the finished items until sold. Still other 
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Pinwheel manufacturers had set up shop in rented units of formal 
factory blocks, where their complet� creations could be seen stacked in 
the common balcony corridor runnmg along the entrance. 

In the early 1990s, four masters continued to craft Pinwheels at 
home, creating the old-fashioned varieties from bamboo and paper, 
using no machines, and storing all raw materials and finished products 
in their homes. This manner of manufacture had become increasingly 
difficult to maintain, given increased restrictions on the use of flats 
and the lack of space in the: small public housing units. One home 
workshop we visited was filled from floor to ceiling with stacked boxes 
of completed Pinwheels and the raw components for manufacture, 
while the remaining floor and worktables were covered with Pinwheds 
in all stages of completion; the family lived in one bedroom. One famed 
Pinwheel master enjoyed long-term and inexpensive rent on a two
storied village house in a tiny urban cottage area still surviving near 
a major temple. He had (barely) enough space to craft and store the 
elaborate Pinwheels he sold at the temple duting the major holidays. 
Another craftsman had moved his workshop to a space adjoining his 
village home near the border with Shenzhen; he said that was the only 
way he had enough affordable space for both his family and his business. 
While we could understand the practical reasons for his decision to 
move, wallcing to his factory in the heat and humidity of a Hong Kong 
summer, along a road filled bumper to bumper with exhaust-spewing 
con函ner trucks, sorely tested our research enthusiasm. 

Th e ever-present concern with space restrtctmns seemed not to 
have affected the s西 of the Pinwheels, however, for those masters 
operating in the small housing converted-to-workshop spaces regularly 
produced quantities of quite large specimens, while the manufu.ctuters 
set up in the units of factory blocks tended to produce large quantities 
of the smaller varieties. Pinwheel makers using machines sold directly 
to a few selected retail shops, or to 區wkers for selling at temples during 
the New Year. The four craftsmen who continued to hand-fashion all 
their Pinwheels (three have since retired) sold them in person, or with 
the assistance of children and other family members, at the temples, or 
sold very limited quantities to h磾kers they knew. 
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At the Temples 

Finally, paper offerings may be obtained at most Hong Kong temples. 
The Wong Tai Sin and Tian Hou Temples in Kowloon, the Man Mo 
'lemple on Hollywood Road on Hong Kong Island, and the Che Gong 
Tem沖 in Sha Tin, New 及rritories, are notable examples. An area of 
the temple is set aside for selling everyday o氐rings, plus incense and 
candles. During major holidays, additional areas of the temple grounds 
may be set aside to accommodate both the increased sales overall and 
the appearance and sale of seasonal paper items such as the Pinwheels 
(actually, available during other holidays) or papier-mache chickens 
(at the birthday of Tian Hou), which are prominently displayed at the 
offer泗 counter or near the entrance. The temple shops sell nearly all 
of the most commonly used items, including oils and incense, but with 
a heavy focus on religious souvenirs, they do not stock the great variety 
of paper items that a regular retail shop has available. 

Temples account for a smaller percentage of sales of 吖eryday
paper offerings except during festivals, for most worshippers arrive well 
provisioned, having visited their favorite shop beforehand. Certain 
temples, such as Wong Tai Sin in Kowloon and Che Gong in Tai Wai 
（大圜）， are widely recognized as places to buy Pinwheels. A separate 
structure on the Wong Tai Sin temple grounds, on the outer perimeter 
near the building housing the fortune-tellers (fur which the temple is 
also 紜ous), also houses a number of small establishments selling the 
necessities of worship.7 Before the area around the temple was cleared in 
the mid-1 980s, 8 this outer perimeter was home to an even larger number 
of small wood and tin-sheeted shops and hawker stalls, all arranged 
along a winding path to the temple enuance and each selling Pinwheels, 
everyday offerings and the religious souvenirs for which the temple was 
(and still is) noted. During the Lunar New Yc吡 and especially on New 
Year's Eve, this path was thronged with crowds of devout worshippers 
and celebrants, all m函ng slowly forward amidst the brightly lit stalls 
towards the temple, itself ablaze with lights and candles, and thick with 
floating bits of burned o仔erings and the smoke from c.ounclcss sticks 
of incense. While the stalls (and much of the festive attnosp區e) were 
swept away when the outer perimeter and the path were redesigned, the 
。riginal excitement is regained at the birthday of Wong Tai Sin and at 
t::Vcry Lunar New Year, when craftsmen and hawkers set up temporary 
stalls to sell offerings, and dozens of itinerant hawkers and elderly sellers 
of incense and paper congregate at the temple gates. 
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Che Gong Temple (享公癢） in Tai Wai is also justly famed for its 
Pinwheels; everyone in Hong Kong knows that Che Gong is a good 
place to purchase the most beautiful and auspicious exam西 of the 
craft. Approximately a week before Lunar New Year's Eve the Pinwheel 
stalls are set up along the lanes outside and within the temple grounds. 
Before the Che Gong Temple was renovated, the Pinwheel stalls were set 
up along the sidewalks and original designated paths leading into the 
temple a few days before the holiday. As with the Wong Tai Sin Temple, 
there was only one official entrance path along which thousands of 
worshippers would only slowly make their way into the temple grounds. 
Pinwheel sellers took advantage of this to hawk their wares to worshippers 
盆 they moved along the path, while other sellers took places along the 
outer walls, on the lanes 區ding away from the temple, to sell to people 
leaving the temple. 

Even at monasteries, such as Bo Lin ('J��) on Lantau Island 
（大嶼山）， one may purchase paper offerings. Busmess is done at the 
mon盆t.ery gates, where hawkers set up booths for Pinwheels and other 
religious souvenirs. It is understood that retail shops selling the staples 
of Buddhist worship do not normally sell paper offerings. Despite this 
understanding, a number of these shops (for example, certain of the 
retailers on Shanghai Street iri Kowloon which have been 函ablishcd
within the last ten to fifteen years) originally stocked a limited supply 
of the basic elements of everyday worship, believers being loath to 
completely abandon the practice. At holidays honoring the dead even 
religious establishments offer such items for sale. The small sales 
count.er within the main hall of Sha Tin's Temple of the Ten Thousand 
Buddh邳 （瀉拂寺） not only sells numerous varieties of temple souvenirs 
and Bud軸t pamphlets and tracts, but also paper offerings for the 
dead, including Fate Changers, Longevity Gold, Gold and Silver Paper, 
First Tre邳ure, and assemblages of offerings for the ancestors. 

The Retail Outlets 

Retail paper offering shops can be found in nearly all of Hong Kong's 
neighborhoods, but are particularly characteristic of the older districts 
away from the more tourist-oriented areas. Within the last decade or 
so, Shanghai Street in Kowloon h邸 become an even greater attraction 
for both worshippers and those interested in religious affairs, 益 it
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has experienced a notable increase in the number of shops devoted to 
religion-related supplies and materials, particularly those 紜 Buddhist
worship. The streets of the Eastern and Sai Ying Poon (西潛量） Districts 
on Hong Kong Island are also excellent locations to look for traditional 
paper shops. 

The establishment of paper offering shops in older public housing 
estates is a long-accepted practice, although the newer estates (built from 
the 1980s onward) are perhaps less accommodating to this traditional 
trade. The shops are generally on the ground .floors, sometimes inside 
the block as in the original blocks of Tze Wan Shan Estate (蔥雲山邨）
in north Kowloon, but more usually as part of the commercial arcade 
encircling the block along the outside of the ground Boor. Until recently, 
a good example of this kind of shop arrangement was the multiple paper 
shops occupying the ground floor spaces of the blades of the Wong 
Tai Sin Estate surrounding the Wong Tai Sin Temple in Kowloon; 
as these blocks have been torn down, the shops have been forced to 
relocate. While so many shops made worship very convenient for estate 
residents and Wong Tai Sin's devotees, this was a unique arrangement, 
probably made possible by the great popularity of this temple and the 
accompanying demand for offerings. Worship at the t皿plc was always 
at such a volume that, despite obvious competition, a number of shops 
could do reasonable business. If, as in the newer housing complexes, 
there are no commercial spaces available within the arcades inside the 
blocks themsdves, then paper shops are established in the dry markets 
which accompany all public housing estates - shopping for offerings i、
easily accomplished while pwchasing other daily necessities. 

Paper shops and. their contents have remained identifiable over 
time. In 1927, Clarence Day recorded his view of a small offering shop 
in Haining, Zhejiang. 

But paper gods were not the only stock in trade of this busy corner 
dealer in objeas of religious practice. As do most shops of his kind, 
this one also carried a stock of th函 other 'indispensables'; namdy, 
strings and bwichcs of 'yuan pao' (paper money, sometimes called 
idol paper}; candles, red, white, and green; incense sticks packed 
in convenient paclcets wrapped in 逼 or green paper; . . . In 
the sh吶,case were little b邙es of dollars stamped out of silvered 
cardboard, for burning in front of graves. (1927: 279) 

A typical paper shop is crammed from floor to ceiling with a great 
variety of items, often degantly designed and crafted, always colorful. 
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While casual visitors arc attracted by the sheer beauty of the items on 
display, the beauty of the offerings, while definitely noticed by bdievers, 
is secondary to their primary purpose as vital components of domestic 
rituals and temple worship. Yet, to those wdl acquainted with the 
industry, the attractiveness of the shop cannot be denied, as the contents 
are both enticing and irresistible. Many long-established paper shops 
have the front open to the sidewalk or street, allowing ease of access 
印d an unobstructed view of the contents, making it easier to attract 
business. Floor-to�ceiling shelves line the three inside walls, the shelves 
of ten subdivided into the pigeonholes that Burkhardt described, filled 
with stacks of different varieties of paper offerings arranged according 
to the festival or occasion in which they are used. The floor space in 
front of these shelves usually accommodates even larger stacks of pre
packed and hand-assembled packages, or open bins or cardboard boxes 
overflowing with bulkier items. 

Retail shops come in all sizes, including tiny units approximately 
ten feet by six feet located in the markets of old estates, or squeezc:d into 
the spaces within the stairwdls of private buildings. The typical size 
of shops operating within the arcades of more modern public housing 
bl心 ranges from 300 to 500 square feet. Larger shops operating in the 
spaces in the ground Boor of private housing towers arc somewhat larger; 
the size of the shop depends on the rent to be paid. Some shops have 
additional spaces behind the main room, for storage or even for cooking 
meals, and in a few old shops built accor亜g to now-rare building 
plans, a toilet may be included, as well as a nny stair to a loft space for 
more storage. One shopkeeper owning a shop in a public housing estate 
joked that if he had a shop of 1,000 square feet, he could certainly 
fill it with paper; such remarks are common among shopkeepers, all of 
them wanting more space. Every inch must be used. Most shops have 
a counter with the cash register, often glass enclosed so that still more 
items can he displayed; usually the countertop itself doubles as a �isplay 
space stacked with offerings. Even the ceiling is festooned w凸 the
metal hooks and bamboo poles used to hang bundles of paper clothing, 
plastic bags filled with painted trim, circular Lucky Basins edged with 
Honorable People Papers, clothing packages for the gods, and paper 
repli函 ofclothin

g, 
household goods, or small electrical gadgets burned 

for the dead. During the weeks preceding the Lunar New Year, the 
ceiling display changes, the regular items set aside to support the 
dazzling array of Golden Flowers, and their accompanying red cotton 
or silk Spirit 氐ds. Taking care of the spiritual needs of customers does 
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not preclude shops taking care of their own; retail shops have their own 
wooden altars, in a variety of sizes, placed somewhere within the shop, 
usually on a back wall. There, in addition to the 血ages of the d洫ies
(such 盆 Guan Di and Guan Yin), the owner places a fine set of Golden 
Flowers and Spirit Reds, vases o邙owers, red electric or wax candles, 
and offerings of fruit and incense. 

First-time visitors or those unfamiliar with paper offerings may 
find the contents of the average shop confusing, even if the colors 
and atmosphere are enticing. To the uninitiated, the sheer variety and 
quantity of paper offerings is bewildering and seemingly without order. 
As 吐eady explained, there are a number of overlapping classification 
schemes that professionals in the trade use to organize (or not organize, 
as the case may be) the materials they craft or sell: the distinction 
between pitched and non-pitched objects, the items grouped according 
to the recipient ( gods, ghosts, ancestors) and items grouped according to 
their ritual purpose. However, these schemes are not reliable guides to 
predicting what is placed where in shops, for there are no rules regulating 
the placement of paper offerings rdative to each other. Shopkeepers 
explained that different offerings are not in conflict and do not affect 
each other's ritual efficacy, so pitched items for the dead can be hung near 
Lucky Basins, and clothing for the ancestors near that for the ghosts. 
But, for convenience many shopkeepers will set near to each other the 
items that are commonly used together, such as those for a festival or 
ritual occasion, or for problem solving. Each item has its own space, 
although by the end of a busy day, these spaces can messily overlap. 
It is also common to find items of one kind, such as currency, placed 
close together, so shopkeepers group the Hdl Money near to the Gold 
and Silver Paper and the Longevity Gold. The everyday offerings are 
given the most space because they are sold in greatest quantities. These 
include the paper currencies, First Treasure, Solving of 100 Problems, 
Money to Live, Honorable People Papers, paper clothing, Five Treasures 
Document, and pre-packed assemblages. Given the great variation in 
the sizes of retail paper shops, shopkeepers must be ingenious if they are 
to make maximum use of what space they have. Although the subject 
will be discussed further in the next chapter, the issue of taboos or 
internal restrictions could be mentioned here. Respondents explained 
that taboos concerning feminine pollution were not serious issues in 
their shops, including the workshops for funeral offerings. While others 
have suggested that certain precautions do apply to retail shops, as these 
shops deal with both extremes of otherworldly entities, the gods and the 
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ghosts (Lee and Leung 1994), our respondents did not mention such 
precautions. 

All retail paper shops sell incense, a vital component of worship, 
which is kept in its own section, organized according to type or 
manufacturer, package size, or the price; it is further identified by labels 
pasted onto the shelves. Paper shops stock a wide variety of incense, and 
sometimes one entire wall of a shop is devoted to it alone. Of cowse, 
many households continue to buy incense, and other items made of 
aromatic woods and compounds, at the few retail shops still specializing 
in this product 一 a number of these can be found in the older streets 
and districts. Retail paper shops and other establishments sell四； paper 
。臨ings purchase their stock either direct from the factory or from 
Hong Kong wholesalers; in either event, the source of the majority of 
materials is the factories in Mainland China.9 The majority of Hong 
Kong factories that once produced paper offerings, such as the famous 
makers of Golden Flowers, have long ceased production, victims of ever
increasing rents, the loss of space, and labor costs. The only resistance to 
this dismal process comes from the few Pinwheel makers who are still 
surviving, but facing increasing pressure. The small pitched funeral items 
are imported from Southeast Asia, notably Indonesia and Thailand, 
where they arc made i n  factories established by Chinese emigrants of 
Chaozhou origin. A few shopkeepers stock the Gold and Silver Paper 
manufactured in Taiwan. 

Daily opecation and shop life 

Re函1 paper shops in Hong Kong are open seven days a week, from 
around 9 a.m. to 7 or 8 p.m.」 so even customers who work long hours 
are able to stop after work to buy supplies. These long hours are hard on 
the shopkeepers. 

This trade is just too time-consuming. I open the shop at 9 a.m. 
and close it at 8 p.m. I work nearly twelve hours and maybe 
longer. We work longer during the festivals, and usually close 
the shop later, at 9 p.m. You need to work longer during festival 
because the housewives or the factory workers must buy after 
they get off work. Thi� trade is too hard. 

Most morning customers 訌e the housewives, who worship e訌ly i n
the day. The afternoon customers visit during the day's second round 
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of grocery shopping. Despite the turnover of customers, the long hours 
can be monotonous for the shopkeeper. "Doing chis job is quite time 
consuming, because you must sit from morning to night. You would 
be lively when someone comes in and talks to you, but sleepy when no 
onecomesm. 

During the major religious holidays the number of customers 
increases dramatically, for the occasional worshippers wish to catch up 
on their devotions and so join the often hundreds of regular customers 
who throng the shops to purchase. Shopkeepers said that they were 
busiest in the autumn, winter, and spring due to the number of religious 
observances during these periods. The very busiest times arc the Lunar 
New Year, when customers buy the special items to insure safe passage 
for the 紜ily, and the Qing Ming Festival to honor the dead, when the 
shops are packed with customers buying gifts for the ancestors. As the 
overworked owner of one very successful shop explained it: 

Many shopkeepers complain that this is hard work and they just can't 
迤nd it. Paper shops are difficult to operate, as the space is limited 
but custo皿:rs come in and out all 邨 Yesterday, fur example, we 
had to work for so long that we ached aU over. When the festivals 
arrive, we have no time to eat, even no time to eat breakfast. The 
垣rd.est time is at the end of the year, whc:n we have no time to help 
the children with their homework -in 伝， we don't have time to 
take care of them. 

We then asked, "Since many customers want to purchase the already 
packed assemblages for their worship of the deities, is it possible to assemble 
［區c packages during your free time before the holidays, so that the 
customers can just pick up the packages th可vvant when they arrive?" 

In principle, yes, but in actual fact, there are so many customers 
during busy times that it is just impossible: to keep up with the 
demand, 函en if we pack continuously.」ust look at this package 
[the respondent 叩ts referring to an 邸emblage fur the sage Wong 
Tai Sin]. Every customer buys four to five packages at a time, 
so how can you keep up? At the end of the year, each person 
b叩 thirty to forty packages, because each god requires his own 
package. If a customer has six to seven altalli to serve, each with 
the god, and she worships five times at the end of the year, that is 
S函n times five and that is thirty-five packages. And these are just 
the clothing and general worshipping packages, not the special 
items. 
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On a typical day, a shop opens for business and the first际customers
come to buy. As many arc old customers from the neighborhood, they 
stay for a while, setting thci「 purchases from the market on the floor, 
and share a cup of tea. chatti哩 with the shopkeeper about this or that, 
te1ling them small matters about their families, or asking advice for which 
papers to buy. M血y select and arrange their own offerings, or ask about 
special orders for the next holiday. At odd moments, the shop cat makes 
an appearance. Resident cats are common features of more traditional 
Hong Kong retail establishments, and older paper shops have a special 
need for them, as the inventory of a shop or a factory can suffer from 
unchecked rodent appetitcs.10 As shopkeepers say, "Rats love paper, but 
cats love rats." Cats greet customers (or researchers) at the entry, doze 
atop the counter, or daintily pick their way among the piles of offerings. 

In the periods between customers, the shopkeeper is hardly 
idle. While those managing smaller shops may confess to periods of 
boredom, owners oflarge shops have many more responsibilities rdated 
to their larger inventory. While occasionally stopping for a cup of tea 
or for lunch (if this is not a holiday period), the owner unpacks recently 
arrived boxes of paper goods, stacks or rearranges the offerings, dusts 
the shdves, or cleans the 伷or. On occasion, salespeople selling paper 
or miscellaneous items stop in to chat, as do cmployc邙 of neighboring 
shops. As most shops have a small worktable for making small offerings, 
at some time the shopkeeper will sit down and begin folding the Gold 
and Silver Paper into a variety of ingot shapes for burning. A number 
of shops create their own special clothing for the gods, and so the 
shopkeeper will be kept busy cutting and painting the paper gowns, 
crafting the accompanying small shoes or boots, and pa.eking the set 
in paper wrappers. As described earlier, some will try to keep ahead of 
demand by assembling packages of offerings. Those shopkeepers who 
know how ro craft the smaller of the pitched items, such as the Lucky 
Basins made for birthdays, will also be busy making them. 

Like many other aspects of the trade, the personnel of the paper 
shop vary in number and in kind. During our visits, roughly half the 
shops had been established as family businesses, some of them for well 
over half a century. By this, it was explained that a close relative had 
begun the business, or had taken it over from yet another relat沅
and the current owner or manager was related to that person, usually 
a fa: 血r or grandfather. This was true of both retail shops and of 
workshops. For both workshops and retail outlets, family labor is still 
an important component of operation, for all businesses need to save 
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on expenses, and those dealing in paper offerings arc no exceptions. 
In a typical shop, the workforce might consist of a husband and wife 
team, with some of the children coming in to hdp during the holidays 
or for a few hours each day. During the time of our visits, this pattern 
was already becoming more difficult to maintain, for the demands of 
higher education meant that children were absorbed by homework and 
school-related activities and had less time for the shop - a situation 
characterizing many retail businesses. For the same reason, more shops 
were being taken over by friends or strangers interested in the business 
when the original proprietor retired, younger members of the family 
having moved into other professions. Smaller shops generally made do 
with only one person during both holiday and non-holiday periods, 
who could be either a male or female. In the workshops, the master's 
family hdped out with the construction as often as needed, and it was 
clear from discussions that even the younger members of the family 
had considerable knowledge and experience in crafting the items. These 
workshops also hire a fair number of non-relat.cd workers, as many as six 
to eight in the workshops crafting funeral offerings. One combination 
workshop we visited employed, in addition to the owner, four workers 
crafting pitched paper items and two ladies manning the retail hal£ 
Another master of funeral offerings worked with his wife and with 
two other non-rdated workers; his daughter, whose skill in crafting he 
praised, only worked from t洫e to time. 

It is not unusual to see an elderly woman or two coming in for a 
few hours of work for the shop, sitting on a low stool and assembling the 
more complicat.cd of the pre-packed papers. These women are available 
for comments and advice, solicited or not, to be given to younger 
customers who appear unsure of what to buy. If the shop in question 
is a combination of workshop and retail outlet, the other workers will 
be busily crafting the larger pitched items like the houses and gardens 
for the dead, or tending to the retail sales. All will be simultaneously 
listening to the radio or watching tdevision, chatting among themselves, 
drinking tea, snacking, and talking to the customers. The end result 
一 combined with telephone calls, the sounds of pagers and mobile 
phones, and the cacophony of street noise - makes for an atmosphere 
as colorful in sound as the paper offerings are visually. 
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Shops and Customers 

These shops, whether established within a housing estate or long 
resident on a street in an old district, are vital components of their 
neighborhoods. They do not only provide a commodity critical to the 
performance of the rituals of everyday life, but also a variety of services 
for their customers, including helpf uJ, even comforting, advice about 
religious matters. As well as advising those customers who are unsure 
of which offerings to buy, some shopkeepers assist customers in locating 
ritual specialists, such as the Ask Rice Women, who can 叫 them in 
communicating with their deceased rdatives (see Chapter 4). The shops 
doubling as workshops can provide still more services. Customers who 
are ordering funeral items may ask about vegetarian halls (for funeral 
meals), or where to purchase Hower arrangements, or clothing for the 
deceased. For these services, the shops do not act as middlemen in the 
strict sense of the term and do not collect fees, but, as many maintain 
cordial relations届ps with professionals in related trades, they quite 
willingly share information. 

In addition, the shops are a place to meet and chat, a regular part 
of the daily routine of the worshipper. While paper shops are not social 
centers (in the same sense as the Mutual 庫 Committee offices in the 
public housing estates, which are safe and convenient places for dderly 
residents to congregate),11 they are familiar locations. Some shopkeepers 
spoke of old customers occasionally meeting at the shop for tea, or 
for mahjong sessions. While not all retail paper shops operate in this 
manner, all are pan of the normal rhythm of life in the neighborhood, 
and as such, are vi成ed as part of "how things should be." 

Paper Shop Customers 

Hong Kong's paper shops serve a regular clientele, providing for both 
daily worship and the special celebrations highlighting the yearly ritUal 
cycle, with cusoomers drawn mostly from the immediate neighborhood. 
If the shop is near a temple it will attract a larger number of "drop
in" purchasers, especially during festivals. Some shops near the tourist 
areas have even reported increasing numbers of foreign visitors. There is 
always some client turnover as residents move in and out, partly due to 
the continuous redevelopment of Hong Kong's pre-Second World War 
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urban districts. Despite this, loyalty to a shop is quite common and old 
customers who have moved to other districts, even those quite far away, 
frequently return to the old neighborhood to make th血 purchases.

Maintaining good relations 

The relationship of shopkeeper or paper master to customer is fostered over 
years of interaction. Shopkeepers took pains to explain how important it 
叨 to always treat the customer with respect and politeness. 

If you are impolite to the neighbors, saying 'I don't care if you 
buy or not, take the things yoursdf,' then they would not buy for 
the second rime after they had purchased from you the first time. 
They will say, 'He is so bad . . . don't buy from him.' They will 
transfer only your bad things to other potential customers and 
the harmonious combination of heaven, earth and customers will 
be broken. 

Honesty about offerin豁 and ritual procedures is also a critical 
factor in customer satisfaction. 

I do not know how the other shops do business. I only know the 
reason why our shop's business is so good; it is because we are 
honest. Some customers will come to ask us, 'Should we worship 
on this occasion?' For example, yesterday there was a cusromer 
who came to ask me, since her daughter had a back problem and 
she wanted to worship on her behalf. The worshipping package 
I sdected for her cost only a few dollars, bur I told her that 
she should take her daughter to a doctor. I applied a scient血
approach to the matter. The customer agreed and did not buy 
the package. Some shops are bad, for they wi!J pick unnecessary 
items to give to customers because they want to earn more money. 
Or, th可will overcharge fur a normally less expensive item. 

s ometunes, suggesting too many" items for a situation may be 
due to shopkeepers' conservarism, or their recognition that elderly 
practitioners feel more secure when using more items. Also, some very 
old items are now rare and little understood, and continuing to include 
them in assemblages may appear excessive when it is simply a following 
of old practice. Given the excellent public transportation system in 
Hong Kong, customers can travel from shop to shop, comparing prices 
and inventory; it would be rather difficult to cheat them for a long 
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period. Retail paper shop owners arc: fair and careful when dealing with 
customers, and arc: quite: engaging as businesspeople:. 

Customers arc: budget-conscious and price: is a concern, which 
shopkeepers readily ad血t; this has become even more recognized in light 
of Hong Kong's recent economic downturn. "People in the past were 
different from now, in that they would continue to buy from you even 
if the goods were expensive. Now, people buy at a shop where the goods 
are cheaper." At th e same ttme, customers want to purchase items of good 
quality, and will trust only those shopkeepers who sell reliable goods. 

Referri�� to incense, you must know that Chinese: are very 
supcrst1t1ous. For example, if the customer cannot light up the 
incense after trying for several times, she will feel it is unlucky. 
So, she comes in and tells me about it. l generally exchange the 
package for a new one for her. That may be enough. But, if I 
suggest another brand, and it also has a problem, then she may 
not trust me. In other words, ifit happens again, she may suspect 
me:. 

Customers arc also willing to pay more for handmade items, 
especially when the crafter is particularly skilled. Good quality also 
means the pre-packed paper offerings contain the correct amounts 
of paper, although some shopkeepers may accept a certain amount of 
slippage. One shopkeeper frankly admitted, "To avoid excessive loss, if a 
package of paper money is made up in ten pieces, and if one is wrinkled, 
I may just pull out the wrinkled sheet12 and sell the package to the 
customers with nine sheets instead!" 

Customer trust is also earned through scrupulous attention to 
the details of good quality paper, such as using fine「 P平r rather than 
coarse, and paying attention to proper size and proportion of the items, 
especially in  the generous use of metal. Gold and Silver Paper comes in 
a variety of sizes, and it is important that one size is not passed off as 
another and that the amount of gold and silver13 is correct. Shops either 
sell a variety of sizes, or make decisions to offer only a cer函n range. 

The metal on some gold and silve「 paper is less than two inches 
in width but some shops still sell it as two inches; some even sell 
paper with only 1.3 inches of metal, passing ir off as 1.8 inches. 
The gold and silver paper we sell has a metal width of2.4 inches, 
so it is of much higher quality. 

In addition, paper shops must protect their products from din 
and damage while they are on display. For some shops, rapid turnover 
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and heavy sales solve this problem automatically, but shops with fewer 
customers need to be especially careful that their products remain clean 
and fresh looking. 

Shops that do not provide consistently high quality goods at 
reasonable prices, nor maintain a generous attitude towards making 
things right, will find it diffi 1 h cu t to contmue, no matter ow convement 
their location. The result of professionalism, itself a complex mixture 
of politeness, knowledgeability, honesty, and helpfulness, is a trust 
between customer and shop that can last for decades. Customers who 
continue purchasing from a particular shop say that purchasing from 
the same shop helps to "make life smooth" (M景）. By this they mean 
that everyday events go welJ, no unusual or distressing events occur, and 
they feel confident that the results of their worship will be satisfactory. 
In short, the customer feels an association between buying at  a particular 
paper shop and feeling spiritually secure. 

Customers may feel that they have prospered very directly by 
purchasing from one shop. One young shopkeeper told us, "We have 
one customer who spends several thousands of dollars at our shop every 
year  because he once purchased an image of Guan Di from us, and then 
was able to open a 伝tory. After that, his business got better and he 
opened a second 伝tory. Now, he buys only from us." Other customers, 
while not as successful as this businessman, nevertheless continue to 
purchase their everyday offerings, or perhaps more importantly, the 
special items for the New Year worship, from the same shop, to ensure 
continuity and the easing of affairs. Still other customers, having bad 
experiences after purchasing at other shops selling cheaper goods, return 
to the original shop. For most customers, a long acquaintance with the 
shop and the good rdationship with the shopkeeper are vital to their 
feeling of security. If a shop is forced to move to a new address, many old 
customers will travel to the new location, at least for a while, even if the 
new location is a considerable distance a面y. Customers do this on the 
strength of their belief that the link with the shop must be maintained, 
so that their lives and eve可day activities will continue to be smooth and 
trouble•free. 

Thar this desire for security 邙tends further than the retail arm of 
rhe trade is sugg邙ted by the opinion of a famed Pinwheel masrer, who 
explained: 

Most people want to have stable and peaceful lives. They will be 
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content with these stable lives, won't th可? Some people like to 
buy the Pinwheels from the same stall every year. Some people 
區:ve been buying Pinwheels from the same stall for more than 
ten years. I ha元 seen one old purchaser who bought her sons 
and daughter�in�law to my stall and purchased the Pinwheel. 
Customers have been buying the Pinwheels from my stall for 
many years. Maybe their lives keep smooth, so th可 come back 
and buy the Pinwheds from me eve可year. This may be based 
on their belief t區 they can keep their lives smooth by buying 
from me. 





6 
Learning the Trade, 

Learning to Craft 

A m邙tcr of funeral offerings sum.mariud his experience by telling us: 

When I fitst came to Hong Kong, I came across the paper shops. 
I tho哆ht that paper pitching wu so beautiful and I thought 
that it was not just a supcmition, but an art. You have to make 
whatever the customers want, so my interests developed. I went 
to the shops and stood in front of the doors to observe, when the 
people finished [making] an object, I wed a ruler to measure. 
I learned by mysdf. and not from a master. When I opened a 
shop, I continued the practice. [ c;opied how other people made 
thing書， only the objects I made were better, beca四e others 
would not like to change the pattem. They did not know bow, 
or were .stubborn, or did not 庫e to create [something 正w].
Nowadays, making object, requires creativity. I remember that 
I had made a house fur a rich man. The customer required me 
to craft a paper building which was the same 訌 the one they 

were living in. Although they provided photos, I had to go to 
the house to look at it, to see it 血d the ca「 park and the street 
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lamps, before I could finish the order. Doing this work takes 
talent and initiative. 

Although being completely self-caught is a hie unusual, chis 
master's comments encompass what is expected in the trade 一 self..
reliance, innovation, creativity, and love of learning 一 characteristics
not acquired 邳 a matter of chance, but built into the learning pro守·

Crafting the Non-Pitched Offerings 

Hong Kong masters still crafting (or who had once crafted) non-pitched 
materials acquired their skills in a variety of ways. Many learned from 
parents, siblings, or friends who were already in the trade, while others 
were apprenticed at an early age to support their families. However the 
skills were acquired, crafting these everyday paper offerings was time
consuming and exacting, demanding the mastery of many techniques 
and an understanding of paper. Most of the older masters interviewed 
no longer handcrafted the non-pitched everyday offerings , although 
they still had the skills and the tools to do so, and could explain in 
detail how it  was done. 

The majority of non-pitched paper items sold now in Hong Kong 
are manufactured in Mainland-b臨ed factories. Shopkeepers explained 
that supplies from the Mainland have varied in accordance with the 
numerous PRC campaigns against superstition (see, for exam沖 Chan,
Madsen and Unger 1984) but even without official campaigns, the 
Communist g叩errunent has been ambivalent about religious practices 
and festivals. During the Cultural Revolution, for instance, more 
offerings were made in Hong Kong because Mainland factories had been 
forced to dose down or limit production. W hen the Cultural Revolution 
ended, these factories resumed production and, because both labor and 
space were far cheaper in Mainland China, their products soon replaced 
locally made items. With the more open poll迤s of the Reform Period, 
materials used in worship are more available on the Mainland (Ikels 
1996: 256, 258; 2004). 

Traditional papermaking in China involved a long series of labor 
intensive steps (for an extended discussion of papermaking, sec, for 
example, Cave 1998; Hunter 1937, 1943; McClure 1986), and even 
more work was needed to turn the handmade paper into an offering for 
gods, ancestors, or ghosts. For instance, spirit money (or mode money) 
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needed the addition of tin to simulate gold and silver. The tin had to 
be beaten by hand into thin sheets, rolled onto the paper, and carefully 
polished. The paper and the tin were then colored (if the tin had to 
resemble gold) and the paper further hand-printed with the appropriate 
elements, auspicious characters, and phrases. Finally the finished 
product was trimmed and bound into bundles for distribution (Cave 
1998). Hong Kong paper masters' descriptions of the making of non
pitched offerings agreed with Cave's depiction. Elderly craftsmen who 
had once worked in shops making the everyday Gold and Silver Paper, 
explained how the base paper was rolled out, then embossed with the 
thin sheets of "gold" or "silver," applied with handhdd rollers. If the 
base paper was not already the correct size, each sheet was then cut 
and trimmed by hand. Finally, the individual sheets were counted and 
bound into packages, then tied with string made of paper or twisted 
grass. Even more complexity w盆 involved in the crafting of other 
everyday offerings. 

One dderly shopkeeper, who specialized in paper offerings for 
the Chaozhou community, was well experienced in the complexiti邙 of
these "simple" everyday papers other than the gold and silver. Chaozhou 
speakers use a distinctive, paralld set of everyday offerings that are 
more elaborate than those used by Cantonese from other parts of south 
China. For example, there is the Big Gold (大金） paper for worshipping 
powerful deities like Tian Hou and Guan Di, as well as Di Zhu and 
Men Kou, the domestic gods of earth and door. Big Gold is composed of 
an outer sheet colored, by hand i n  the best examples, with a watercolor 
wash in peanut color. On this is superimposed a large rectangle (about 
twdve by sc:ven and one-quarter inches) of high quality gold. This outer 
sheet enfolds four additional sheets of the same design (gold on peanut 
colored paper) in progressively smaller sizes, to the smallest with a gold 
size of four by three inches. Big Gold is used by the Chaozhou in  place of 
the standard Longevity Gold other Cantonese use to worship the gods, 
although some shopkeepers explained that it could also be substituted 
for Gold and Silver Paper for the ancestors. Mr Chan explained the 
steps needed in the production of the Chaozhou Big Gold: 

I'll say each item is complicated to make, since you must know 
how to distinguish the top of the paper sheet from the bottom. 
You also must know which is the back side and which is the front, 
for you cannot use the wrong side - the color will not stick if 
you do. Some items require many stt:ps to makt:. For example, 
making the Chaozhou Big Gold paper takes thirteen separate 
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steps, inclu恤g rutting, measuring the color, drying the paper, 
collecting the sheets, and adding the yellow —all steps repeated 
several times. Sometimes I feel unhappy, since the cusromers 
may not be satisfied. with the items we make. They think that the 
making of paper is so simple and they don't understand the time 
and energy spent and the difficulty of handling the materials 
involved. 

In addition, offerings such as the Heart of Money (趴）， used
to thank the major deities, and the Peaceful Money (乎安餞）， also
for worshipping the gods require curring and assembling. The Heart 
of Money and the Peaceful Money are crafted in layers, in which the 
designs on the top layer (combinations of auspicious characters and 
flower shapes) are carefully cut out, in the manner of the decorative 
paper cuts which these offerings closely resemble. When the layers are 
assembled, the color of the second sheet appears through the cut-out, 
lace-like design of the first; the effect is both delicate and beautiful. 
Turning first to the Peaceful Money, the top sheet may bear the characters 
for prosperity or for long life in the center, and in the lower cut-out 
line is often found the phrase, "Peaceful family, honorable people seek 
and assist" (家門乎安潰人求助）• Also included as cutouts are stylized 
versions of the character for double happiness (囍） and an assortment of 
flower and butterfly shapes. An additional overlay of rolled-on fine gold 
squares complete the item with the cut-out top sheet attached to the red 
backing sheet with two strips of green paper. 

The Chaozhou Heart of Money is among the most beautiful of 
non-pitched offerings in the total repertoire. The lacey top sheet is 
made of thin buff parchment paper, color washed in a peanut color 
which is brushed over the rows (from one to four) of cut-out motifs. 
Cave identified this wash as a yellow dye made from pagoda tree flowers 
(1998: 35). Gold embellishments are added, often to the cenual flower 
of the top row of cutouts. These cut-outs take up from one-half to two
thirds of the buff top sheet; showing through is the rose backing paper. 
According to the older shopkeepers, the motives that are cut out一such
as the star of longevity, the gold coin motif. or the peach of long life一
depend on the masters'choice. The Heart of Money may be purchased 
in small, medium, and large迤es. The small sizes bear two rows of 
cut-out design at the top; the medium, four rows of small or three lines 
of proportionally larger cut-outs, and the largest bears three rows of 
very large cut-outs. Some Chaozhou shops, such as that operated by the 
master speaking above, Mr Chan, arc very careful of the old ways. They 
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sell the Heart of Money in three pieces, all three enclosed in a single or 
multiple sheet termed a Money Ingot (fl碳）， made of a single sheet of 
buff paper folded in half, 洹th one side bearing a rectangle of gold and 
the other, a rectangle of silver, and three red paper triangles attached at 
the fold line. 

A huge amount of hand labor is involved in crafting these non
pitched offerings. Chaozhou items are elaborate in still other ways, for 
in addition to the cutting and rolling techniques, extra gold or silver 
paper is attached as trim. The Cake Money (.flit) or Bamboo Carrying 
Pole Money(年伐）， burned to the g硨at the Lunar New Year, consists 
of bundles of thin ydlow or gray rectangular paper cut through at the 
ends with crescents in the manner of the more ordinary White Money. 
However, this plain interior is elaboratdy decorated with a cover of gold 
sheets on red paper, further trimmed with gaily painted metallic paper 
elaborately cut out in flower shapes, roundels bearing the character for 
long life and long strips of flowers and coins. 

Other fine examples of hand-cutting, this time from the everyday 
Cantonese offerings, consist of the special order paper gowns for the 
gods, which are actually a form of tailoring with paper. The paper 
master must first cut the base paper according to a pattern, gen中lly
larger than出size to reflect the greatness of the deity, and then glue 
the pieces together to make the gown, sometimes adding a separate 
lining in a contrasting color. The special trimmings are painstakingly 
attached: colored fringe at the hem (sometimes edging the sleeves as 
wdl), sleeve extensions of fine white pap函and a variety of painted 
metallic cutouts. Due to the time needed to complete all these steps, 
handcrafted clothing for the gods is available only though special order, 
except at the Lunar New Year and for a few days preceding the deities' 
birthdays. In anticipation of the demand at these times, the shop will 
craft in advance many sets of clothing for each deity. 

The gods 訌e not the only ones to receive special gifts of clothing, 
for handcrafted paper apparel for the ancestors may be ordered at the 
shop. When crafted by highly skilled paper masters, such paper clothing 
can be  amazingly detailed. One woman shopkeeper, who had inherited 
an old retail shop from a friend, was justly proud of her meticulously 
crafted clothing offerings. For example, a jaclcet from her shop, made 
of colorful wrapping paper and fully lined, had workable toggle 
cl邳ps, a high collar, usable pockets and fold-back sleeve cuffs; ir was 
so fine that it could be worn by the living. Other items of clothing 
may have buttonholes with functional buttons, and dresses may have 
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side openings with "zippers" of p「inccd paper. Shoes are fashioned 
with shodaces of string or, if replicating the old-fashioned cloth shoes 
lined in white cotton, they are lined with white paper. Even the most 
up-do-date sports shoes, complete with modified. logos and shoelaces, 
are crafted. One shop known for its paper offerings for Hong Kong's 
fishermen made a particular kind of clothing for fishermen's ancestors 
using brightly printed cloth — not paper — cut in the shape of gowns. 
The maker called these Ancestors' Clothing (植先衣）. The shop was 
regularly given small amounts of unused fabric &om tailor shops which 
was u虱for the gowns, and small black paper shoes were attached to 
the bottom to suggest the feet. 2 

In all these, as well as other examples of hand-cutting, the paper 
master must be dexterous and careful, avoiding both crooked and 
indistinct cutting (which wastes time and materials), and being careful 
not to tear the very thin sheets of paper. While elderly craftsmen still try 
to craft with the old ways of hand-cutting, machines are used for many 
items nowadays. Very common items such as Gold and Silver Paper, 
Longevity Gold, and Money to Live are machine-made (if lucky, one 
can find the original wooden printing blocks for the last item in antique 
stores), and the packaged clothing for ancestors and gods 平 machine
cut and printed. Some of the Chaozhou items already described have 
also changed; recent examples of Peaceful Money are made with thicker 
top sheets of gold which appears to be machine-cut. 

Non-pitched paper offerings may also be hand-painted, a technique 
most often used on special-order clothing for the gods and ancestors. 
Clothing for the big gods is commonly finished with a wide band at 
the hem, painted in lines of color in the "mountain pea.ks and clouds" 
motif, a design that was embroidered on silk jackets and shoes during 
the late 1800s, and symbolized long life and happiness (Roberts and 
Steele 1997: 70). Also favored as clothing decorations are the elaborate 
depictions of painted dragons and flowers. The special clothing for the 
ancestors may have tailoring details (such as buttons and pockets) hand
painted on the surface. The decoration on the metallic paper cut-outs 
affixed to special clothing, on Lunar New Year offerings made by the 
Chaozhou (as described above for the Cake Money), and on the New 
Year Pinwheels are hand-painted. Th邙e cut-outs are first cut (now most 
often by machines) in the shapes of small flowers, auspicious animals 
such as phoenix, dragons, or carp; scepters (如;@;), or sty恥d depictions 
of characters such as those for prosperity, double happiness, or long 
life. Then they are accented with painted overlays of pink, green, blue, 
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orange, ydlow or gold. Whenever a paper master has the time and 
wishes to craft the offerings in the old way, he or she will cmbdlish 
them with as many finishing details as possible. 

Apprentice却p and Learning to Craft the Funeral� 

A man with nearly sixty years of experience by the time I met him, 
and an acclaimed master craftsman of funeral offerings, had this to say 
about entering the trade: 

About thirty years ago, I saw a child of about twelve years old. 
The mother was dragging the child, her son, holding a quilt and 
a rattan basket, up the street. Stopping at a small shop, she said 
to her son,'This is the shop. Go in and work hard. Be obedient.' 
Ar that time, I thought that child must come from a poor family. 
The family wanted its child to work so as to lessen the burden 
in providing food. My childhood was similar to this, and I felt 
pangs ofpi可and sympathy for the child. 

My assistant and I enjoyed talking with this craftsman about his 
experiences in the trade, and referred to him as The Master. His second
floor workshop, in the Yau Ma Tei District of Kowloon, despite being 
packed full of items in various states of completion, was always orderly, 
and his skill was obvious in the finished products. He recounted his 
experiences: 

I have studied wich an uncountable number of masters. I learned 
my skills as a pape「pitcher here in Hong Kong, for I was born 
and grew up here. My father engaged in this fi.dd and it could be 
said that I inheri逼the business from him. Actually, you could 
not say learning, that氐actual studying of the business, for I just 
observed him. However, my family's luck wa.s not good, fur my 
parents died when I was only ten years old and I had to work. 
My uncle gave me a」ob, and jobs were very difficult to get at that 
time. He函d to me,'La, come and work at my shop'and so I 
worked from that day onwards. T am now sixty-nine years old and 
have worked in this trade for nearly sixty years. 

Another respondent, in his seventies at the time of the interviews, 
provided a similar account of his own apprenticeship in the 1930s in 
Hong Kong. 
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My uncle owned a large paper shop and asked me to come and 
learn the trade. It took three years to complete the training. In the 
first year, the wage was only two dollars a month. In the second 
y逛the wage of an apprentice was three dollars, increasing in 
the血d year to four or five dollars. There was about eight to 
ten apprentices there at the time, and over ten paper craftsmen, 
each specializing in his own fidd. In the first year, an apprentice 
had to do housework and did not receive much training, but as I 
was hardworking, I learned the skills after working for one year. 
The craftsmen then received one dollar a day, and the master 
craftsmen received forty dollars a month. 

When explaining his training to us, The Master added a caution 
about the proper terminology, saying that paper masters ". . . do not 
use the formal term'apprentice', but we call those in this position by 
the term'young workers'(童工）， or'kids'. We don't actually have an 
apprenticeship system such as you can see in the construction trades." 
邛e ter血nology of Hong Kong's Apprenticeship Ordinance,3 ddines a 
"young person," the target of the Ordinance, " ... as one of or over the 
age of 14 and under 19 years" (1976: 3). 

Young workers usually enter the funeral pitching shops through 
family connections, or through the system of introduction and guarantor 
long established for other trades (Chu and Blaisdell 1924; Cooper 1980: 
25). The Master also took in outsiders函er interviewing them, but only 
rardy: 

If I want to recruit a new member of the staff, I can't judge 
completely by his appearance ... You really cannot accept some 
people if you had to just accept them on sight ... because they are 
messy in appearance or have a strange smile. A general conclusion 
cannot be drawn on appearance alone. But, I can have confidence 
if recruitment involves an acquaintance. 

Once a worker is accepted, the learning process begins. The young 
workers first learn how to handle the raw materials, which requires 
dexterity for even the simplest, most basic t益ks.

The worker doesn't know anything when he first comes; he can't 
even divide the bamboo with a knife. La, just like this, I can 
divide the bamboo into three or four strips as I like. But, if he 
doesn't know the technique, he can't even divide it in two. The 
bamboo he CUtS will look like a mouse rail, with one end wide 
and one end narrow. 
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The Master then astounded us by rapidly cuning, without even 
glancing at the bamboo, a series of perfectly long and regular, identical 
strips. 

While the young worker is mastering the techniques of cutting and 
handling bamboo, he or she is also learning how to handle the paper. 
Bamboo strips 訌e used to make the frame shaping the pitched offering, 
and are tied together with glued paper strips that function as twine. 
If these small paper strips are not cut and glued properly, the finished 
object will not be smooth and attractive looking, nor will it be stable. In 
some shops, young workers also had to learn to m訌and boil the glue. 
The young worker must avoid waste by learning to estimate the amount 
of paper needed to both cover and trim the object. He or she must learn 
how to select the right kind of paper for the object, how to cut and shape 
different varieties and thiclcnesses of paper without tearing, and how 
to avoid damaging the paper (with small holes or tears at the seams, 
or smears and spots) with the glue and 叨ter. Many hours of practice 
precede the acquisition of these演mple" skills. 

When the worker has become skilled in handling the raw materials, 
he or she is asked to make small, simple items (the definition of simple, 
like that of difficult, var运from master to master). The item will not 
be considered good if it is out of balance, leans to one side, or is prone 
to falling over. Such ill-constructed items are aesthetically unpleasing, 
and no one would buy them. Having mastered a simple item, the worker 
can then go on to more difficult creations, those that are either very 
large or have moving parts and special details. One young master said 
that refrigerators were the most complicated item he made due to the 
difficulty of crafting the door shelves, including the egg container, 
and assuring that the door itself would open and dose like a real one. 
Another master considered compact disc players the most troublesome, 
as it w邙difficult to set in the discs. 

Another item difficult to craft is the house with garden, an 
important item in all lists of basic items. The bamboo frame is first 
constructed with the four walls and a base, after which the first and 
second floors and the roof strips are set in place. Once the framework is 
completed, the worker pastes on the paper for the walls, floors, and the 
ceiling, and attaches the roof and then the fencing t.o the front extension 
如t makes up血 garden. Doors and windows are cut into the paper 
and finished off as desired with shutters, "glass" made of plastic or 
cellophane, and other derails. To properly卹sh曲house, a full set 
of furniture is added, either printed on the paper forming the祠ls or 
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as actual modeled items set in one by one. These exact-scale furniture 
replicas are themsdvcs interesting examples of paper crafting, for they 
are fashioned to closdy match genuine wood furniture, especially the 
desirable pieces created during the Ming and the Qing dynasties. For 
example, one set of miniature paper furniture in the author's collection 
echoed a classic late Qing ensemble consisting of a daybed and matching 
chairs. Fashioned from fine paper of medium thickness and colored to 
resemble blackwood (靦枝）， each piece was finished off with printed 
inserts echoing the complicated patterns of the genuine stone panels 
found in fine old furniture. Finally, some shops add paper trees to the 
garden and a cut-out modd of the watchman 一 often a Sikh guard, 
identifiable by 恤 twban, beard, and uniform. More recently, smaller 
versions of houses (small and light enough to be carried by the elderly) 
have appeared in retail shops. Made of heavy cardboard or thick paper 
(and as such, identified as non-pitched items), they are fully equipped 
with furniture and servants, and are professionally finished at the 
factory. 

Watching the paper crafters in the workshops is a fascinating 
experience; all are busily cutting bamboo and paper, fashioning the 
strips of cut bamboo into frames with the paper strings attached to 
their wrists, adjusting the frames as needed, or rapidly attaching sheet 
after sheet of paper, using paste held in the space between their thumb 
and forefinger. Previous descriptions of workshops suggest that certain 
techniques of 阯brication have not changed: ". . . we watched him 
f缸hioning the ornaments out of thin bamboo strips dabbed with paste 
carried on his left thumb, when touched with Japanese 'crepe paper' 
- amazingly strong ifleft dry一 which in turn is twisted into string to 
form all kinds of shapes" (Osgood 1975: 891). 

Making the Golden Flowers and Pinwheels 

While available all through the year, the Golden Flowers and the 
Pinwheels arc purchased in greatest numbers during the Lunar New 
Year, by those believers wishing to honor the gods, and ensure their 
family's passing into a safe and prosperous n邙 year.
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The magnificent Golden Flowers were described by Isabella Bird in 1896, 
in her account of New Year celebrations in the city ofKuei Fu, Szechuan 
(now Sichuan). "Every shop is brilliant with . . .  kin hwa, or'golden flowers', 
much made in Shao Hsing, being artificial flowers and leaves often of 
great size, of yellow tinsd on wires, making a goodly show" (1899: 157). 
Ms Bird would have no trouble identifying modern specimens, whose 
appearance, according to their craft呻.en, has changal little over time. 

Golden Flowers arc bought in pairs to be set on either side of an 
altar, and connected with a red silk ribbon with a metal rosette in the 
center 一 the Spirit Reds. Golden Flowers and Spirit Reds may be 
obtained anywhere that 严per offerings are sold. While the greatest 
varieties are available just before the Lunar New Year, they are purchased 
any time in the year when setting up a new altar, moving into a new 
home, or opening a business. Golden Flowers, or Spirit Flowers (神花），

do not look like real flowers; they are formed in triangular or elongated 
inverted kite shapes. Ranging in length from three inches to nearly four 
feet, they are built up in depth by layers of thin sheets of golden foil, 
embossed with delicate traceries. These layers are assembled with wires 
and separated one from another through the use of tubular cardboard 
rolls or bamboo spacers. The smallest examples are little more than a 
single sheet of embossed foil, mounted on a stick and trimmed with 
painted dots or tiny bits of dyed feather. In the larger examples, there 
can be three or more foil layers, each mounted and stiffened with strips 
of bamboo. At the back, a sturdy stick of bamboo is attached so that the 
flower can be easily mounted. The Spirit Red is fixed behind the pair of 
Golden Flowers. Its central rosette sits between the two flowers, and the 
two strips of ribbon are attached one behind each flower; the ends of the 
ribbon hang down along the sides. When in place, the pair of Golden 
Flowers appears to be holding up the two ends of the ribbon. 

The trimmings demonstrate the skills of the master craftsman. 
The larger Golden Flowers are made wirh borders composed of one 
to three rows of colored pompoms, silk or paper Bowers, or tightly 
rolled whorls of crepe paper or plastic resembling wood. The bottom is 
adorned by a multicolored silk fringe. The center section of the flower 
contains representations of various deities, usually the God of Wealth. 
Nowadays, these representations are mostly made of molded white 
plastic with cursorily painted features, wearing hats and simple, but still 
hand-cut, versions of long sleeved classical robes in red, orange, or green 
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paper. At one time, the larger and more expensive Golden Flowers hdd 
handmade images, shaped from high-quality white wax with delicate, 
painted-on features (red lips and fine black eyes and eyebrows). These 
images were dressed in colorful clothing trimmed with strips of metallic 
paper to suggest cuffs, collars, and bdts. Female figures wore metallic 
paper aprons over their robes, and their hair in  dual chignons on either 
side of the head. The males wore cloth or paper hats like old和hioned
officials' hats with extended side wings, and elderly figures sported long 
white beards made of fine cotton threads or findy cut white paper. All 
the figures had hands of white paper, findy cut with ddicate individual 
fingers. By the early 1990s, manufacturers had begun to include more 
plastic materials on the Golden Flowers, and even more recently, 
some have been produced with small machin e-embossed cardboard 
representations of dragons, which had not previously been included in 
the range of trimmings. 

Smaller modern Golden Flowers are adorned with paper or silk 
flowers, large pompoms, and delicate, tiny butter伍es in paper or silk, 
although plastic £lowers in garish colors have been 區tured since the 
early 1990s. Craftsmen declared that the number of elements on a 
Golden Flower depends on the size of the frame: the larger the £lower, 
the more auspicious items it can contain. For example, many flowcn, 
are 卹shed with pairs of peacock feathers placed along the sides - the 
number of pairs determined by the size of the Bower, so that as many 
as eight to ten individual feathers may be used on each flower. A pair 
of Golden Flowers can take more than a day to complete, and is the 
specialty of a select few paper masters. 

Craftsmen did not agree when asked. if there was such a thing as 
an "'ideal" Golden Flower; some craftsmen asserted that the metallic 
paper triangle that formed the body 面 the denning clement of the 
Golden Flower, and everything dse could be eliminated with no loss of 
spiritual significance, while other masters believed that nothing could 
be omitted. Others took a middle view, believing that certain dements 
must appear. One explained, "It is important to have the gold body, 
the images of the gods, and the peacock feathers." All these diverse 
opinions were acceptable among the masters. When mounted with their 
accompanying red silk rosette and ribbon, the gorgeous colors and trims 
of the Golden Flowers shimmer and glow in the flickering light of the 
temples. 
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Pinwheels are purchased at temples (or at certain monasteries), most 
notably Che Gong Temple in Sha Tin and Wong Tai Sin Temple in 
Kowloo正 Paper masters say that at these two temples, in the years 
following Second World War and through processes no longer fully 
remembered, craftsmen began to sell Pinwheels as temple souvenirs. 
As Pinwheels have grown enormously in popularity, most of the larger 
temples now offer them. Pinwheels are sold in huge quantities during 
the Lun訌 New Year, to support supplications to the gods fur good 
fortune and 紜ily protection during the coming year. 

Originally, the frames of the Pinwheds were made in round or 
gourd shape because these forms expressed the auspicious meanings of 
"completeness/never-ending" (the round) and "protection from evil" 
(the gourd). These shapes are still preferred. although new forms such 
as stars, hearts, and three-dime函onal globes have appeared. Pinwheds 
「ange in height from roughly six inches to six feet. If crafting the older 
designs, masters still use bamboo, bending the strips into shape, securing 
them with wire, and covering the frame in fringed crepe paper (modern 
specimens have frames of brightly colored plastic or plastic-covered 
wire), before attaching the pinwheds, which have b面 cut and folded 
from brightly colored cellophane (the very earliest examples were made 

?f paper). Each Pinwhed is secured with a distinctive metal pin through 
its center, and is finished off with the placement of other auspicious 
demen邙 (see Chapter 7). A thick bamboo stick (actually, a pole in rhe 
largest exam西） is affixed to the back for mounting or carrying. As 
with the Golden Flowers, the larger the frame of the Pinwheel, the 
more auspicious elements it can contain; many are chosen to reBect the 
personal inspiration of the crafter, because Pinwheels (along with the 
Flower Cannons) allow considerable personal expression on the pan of 
the master. 

Many of the skills involved in crafting pitched objects arc the same 
no matter what is being made - bamboo is cut into strips, shaped into 
a frame, and covered with paper or decorated with auspicious demencs. 
But as seen, each item requires a number of specialized techniques. 
To take just one example, to make the Pinwheels the cellophane or 
plastic must be cut, painted, and folded, the individual pinwheels 
secured with a pin in such a way that allows them to revolve, and the 
accompanying lucky phrases (meaning/wish head, 途贖） require some 
skill at calligraphy. The Golden Flower makers of the old school need to 
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know how to mold and paint the wax figures, and construct their fabric 
clothing and headdresses, while masters of funeral offerings need to 
keep abreast of crends and continually learn to make new items. Hence, 
masters of pitched 严per offerings usually craft only one kind of pitched 
。fferings, such as funeral offerings, Golden Flowers, Flower Cannons, 
or Pinwheels, even if they are knowledgeable about the others. While 
the 區 complicated pitched items such as the Lucky Basins can be 
crafted by most shopkeepers, the pitched items made by masters require 
special techniques. Yet, learning the techniques is only the first step in 
becoming a master - using one's creativity involves a lifetime. 

Gender and Paper Crafting 

In 1886, D. J. Macgowan, writing about Chinese guilds, observed that, 
"Some, as goldbeaters at Wenchow, allow none but sons and nephews of 
workmen or m邙ters to learn the trade. The unutterable meanness that 
moves pseudo-civil磁menin the West to debar women from occupations 
for which 出eyare competent is, as might be expected, rampant in China" 
(1886: 178- 9). In their later study in Beijing, Gamble and Burgess provide 
little information about women in guilds, other than a reference to a few 
women attending one of the meetings of the Guild of the Blind, at which 
the women " . . .  visited among themselves or listened to the business being 
transa逗， but did not mingle with 士e men" (1921: 172). 

Men and women both work in the modern paper offering trade. 
Masters of funeral offerings 碣erred that there were never any hard 
divisions between males and females when it came to taking apprentices, 
even in their youth, although before the 1940s or 1950s very few women 
were actually acccp逼 into shops run by strangers. As The Master 
explained: 

Females rarely went to work as apprentices. Howe元r, in the past, 
if a girl wanted to learn the trade and if her father and brothers 
were already engaged in the paper business, as a family business, 
then she would kn磾r how to make things. She would not be 
working outside, but would work for her father. Now, we have 
females learning how to make the frames of these objects. My own 
daughter over th函： kn琊吐函 to do these things; do you think 
she doesn't know? Of course she docs. 

Another elderly crafter of Golden Flowe冗 explained that, before the 
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1950s, women were not allowed to make the daborate foil background 
and trim for the flowers, because of men's "fear of competition from 

,, . 
women, smce women were more nimble-fingered and careful in their 
work. He was alone in mentioning such attitudes, however. 

At present, a large number of women are employed in the 
combination retail outlets and workshops that craft paper funeral 
o氐rings.� Personal observation at the largest of these revealed a number 
of women working on the bamboo frames for houses and cars, as well 
as assembling smaller items. Some of these women had been hired as 
relative strangers, while others had learned the trade &om a family 
member 一 usually a f.i.the「 - who ran the business. In at least three 
of these combination busines螠， the owners' daughters were active 
members of the workforce; one was especially praised by her proud 
parents as someone who "knew how to make anything the customer 
wanted." This woman was much in demand, and, along with her 伷her,
crafted all of the funeral offerings in the shop. While exact figures are 
impossible to obtain, women play an important part in the 柚ricating
of all varieties of pitched paper offerings; an estimated 40 to 50 p口cent
of workers in the trade are female. Visits to shops illustrate the roughly 
equal numbers of men and women who own, 「ent, or operate retail 
paper shops. Anyone with sufficient interest, experience, and financing 
can set up a shop. Customers do not frequent a store because of the 
proprietor's gender, but because of the proprietor's helpfulness and 
knowledge. While some shopkeepers know more than others, this has 
little to do with gender. Women also have taken leading positions in the 
wholesale arm of the business; in the early 1990s over half the existing 
wholesale businesses were owned or managed by women. 

Another aspect of the paper offerings trade which should be 
mentioned is the potential for polJution from menstruating women (see, 
for example, Ahern 1975; or, on Chinese women and religion, Blade 
1986; or Harrell 1986). In the vi成s of some of the shopkeepers, there is 
no problem with pollution in domestic wol'lihip, only outside the home. 

Since the god in one's house must 比 served by that woman [ the 
housewife], and since it is natural for a women to menstruate, if 
she does not worship during her period, there would be no one 
to give the gods sometb.ing to cat [offerings) - that would be 
unreasonable. However, when she goes to the temple to worship 
she must tie-shut her trouser legs, or just not go. As there are 
many worshippers in the temple, the god will not suffer if one 
woman docs not come to worship. 
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The respondent went on to say that after a birth or an abortion, 
however, the woman could not worship, even at home, for at leas t one 
month, as the birth pollution would cause too many problems, even to 
a domestic god. In the interval, she could have her husband conduct the 
worship instead. Other shopkeepers agreed with this more traditional 
approach for the shops. If a female worker is menstruating, either she 
doesn't work until her menstrual cycle is finished, or she wears double 
trousers and ties the ends closed; this prevents the escape of any bad air 
that would adversely affect the offerings. Another shopkeeper explained 
how menstruating women must not set the new Golden Flowers on 
the family altar during the Lunar New Year. This form of dirt, which 
cannot be cleansed by ritual washing (such as using water infused with 
the petals of £lowers of seven different colors or with pomelo leaves),6 
would adversely affect her family for the entire year. This particular 
shopkeeper did not, however, mention menstruation as affecting any 
。ther item of paper offering. 

According to the majority of shopkeepers of retail paper shops 
and wholesalers, there arc no taboos against women workers handling 
or packing or crafting the offerings during their periods. As one 
shopkeeper told us, "After all, if you get dirty, just wash your hands." Of 
course, what he referred to was everyday dirt, not the furm resulting in 
spiritual pollution, but what he meant was that dirt of any kind could be 
dealt with easily. Most worshippers agreed with this point of view, that 
menstruation has little or no adverse effect on paper offerings. Some 
people did add that if a worker or worshipper was concerned about the 
matter, she could always tie-shut the ends of her trouser legs or, she 
could ask another person to handle the paper objects she wished to buy. 
Still others said that young women no longer believed in the bad effects 
of menstruation, even if the older generation did. In any case, it was 
more a matter for individual customers to decide. Paper masters also 
appeared to be unconcerned. As The Master explained it, "There are 
no taboos that we observe in this business, including that concerning 
women when they are menstruating. I am a master of paper offerings 
and I will welcome anyone as a guest." 

The Importance of Initiative 

M邙ters of the funeral offerings recognized the need for proper training 
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and explained what attributes a young worker should possess. First, the 
young worker needed to pay attention and observe shop procedures 
carefully. "In my native place:, you learned by observation. If you were 
clever you learned fast and well, the cleverer the better. It depended on 
your [ability to] observe and whether or not you were smart." Paper shop 
masters did not regularly demonstrate how things were done, or conduct 
clas沁s, so the young worker had to watch and then try to replicate the 
procedures. 

One master had this to say about training a young worker: 

If I show you how to make it, and do it for you, you no longer 
need to do it! For example, you have made the frame and brought 
it to me. After checking and measuring, I'll make a mark on it if 
it is made: correctly. Then I stop and you have to make the next 
part; if I do all the tasks for you, then you no longer need to do 
it In the past, the masters did not make samples to show. Objects 
吐hich were [and arc now] not made correctly were destroyed 
unmediately, as there was no space to keep them. The master 
would tell you when you made a mistake, but he didn't tell you in 
advance what to avoid; you knew aftc: 「 you had made: mistakes. 

Gamble and Burgess' pioneering studies of work and labor in 
the early 1920s in Beijing note the importance of personal initiative 
in cultivating the master/apprenticeship rdationship. They recorded a 
set of "Maxims and Rules for Apprentices" for workers in the retail 
trades. Rule Number Eleven stated clearly, "You apprentices should not 
be afraid to ask questions. If there is something that you do not fully 
understand, about judging money, doing arithmetic, writing letters, 
talking business or acting courteously, you should ask some older man 
to tell you about it. You should not keep your mouth shut like a wooden 
image!" (1921: 442). Young workers in the funeral offering trade also 
learned the value of cultivating a good rdationship with the master. 

I did want to do one thing which the: master was doing. I really 
wanted to do that thing. So, I looked at him all the time, in 
order to let him know I admired him for making the object so 
beautiful. This led to the master saying, 'You want to make this? 
La, let me tell you, you should make it this way.' I璘d not cost 
me anything to give him appreciation and he taught me special 
techniques. 

It is clear from these informants that the ability to observe and 
remember, and a willingness to take the initiative and learn independently 
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arc necessary traits for a young worker in the funeral offerings industry. 
But arc these characteristics explainable by the restriction of knowledge 

within the trade? That is, arc they strategics necessitated by, and the 
direct result of, the masters' jealous guarding of trade secrets? Many 
accounts of uaditional Chinese apprenticeship stress this guarding of 
knowledge and the deliberate concealing of techniques from apprentices 
(Cooper 1980: 24; Coy 1989; Zhang 1997). 

For a great part of the time the boy is little more than a slave 
who does the odds and ends of any sort of work his master wants 
done, and during that time he must be a clever boy or have an 
exceptional master, or be apprenticed to a relative if he is to learn 
anything of the trade whatever. It is not until pretty close to 
the end of his course 如t the boy is sh画n h面 to do things 
connected with the trade, and even then he is often not taught in 
any complete way but is kept in ignorance to any possible extent, 
for fear he will become a real competitor of the master. (Dean 
1924: 119) 

This passage, from a study of industrial education in pre-Second 
World War China (published in Beijing), was written at a time when 
the traditional system was breaking down. Nevertheless, it reflects a 
common belief that the masters protected their knowledge and restricted 
valuable information. 

Liao T 'ai-ch'u gave a similar account in 1946. Speaking of the 
apprenticeship sitttation in Chengdu, he observed: 

In a workshop the situation is quite different; he may be able to 
learn the things that he is given a chance to observe, but there 
are certain pans char the shih fu intends to keep secret from all 
outsiders . . .  The keeping of secrets by the shih fo was especially 
true in the teaching of Chinese boxing in the older days; for the 
shih fo to teach an apprentice everything meant 血r he h血elf
might eventually be knocked d磾•n. (Liao 1948: 96) 

The protection of trade secrets is still of concern. Hong Kong's 
current Apprenticeship Ordinance stat.es that, "The apprentice also 
undertakes that he/she will keep the secre邙 of his/her employer and 
will not divulge any matters relating to the busin函 or inter邙ts of the 
employer to any unauthorized person" (1976: 12). 

The Master's experiences suggest that guarding information was not 
a major concern of the funeral offerings industry as a whole, and in this 
practice the industry, which is as old as any other trade, diverges from 
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tradition (see, for example, Golas 1977). The Master was able to rulti霞tc
his relationship with his masters and to learn special techniques, but what 
he learned was not dependent soldy on his skills at social interaction. Other 
craftsmen similarly encountered few obstacles in obtaining information 
{or in visiting other workshops to see what they were producing). "No, 
the master did not avoid telling anything that he knew. The master would 
not 區p secrets [of manufacture] that he would not intend to teach to 
apprentices. No such case. La涇,metimes . . .  it is impossible not to show 
your skills." Of coun汜, each learning situation depended on the attitude 
of the particular master. "In the past, some masters did not care. Some 
[masters] aimed at finding kids to do trivial tasks for them, someone to 
sweep the floor, to cook and to do miscellaneous jobs. They didn't care 
whether you had really learned things.'" 

This suggests that what the young worker learned depended less on 
a perception that privileged information must be protected., and more on 
the willingness of the master to teach and to be actively concerned with 
training the young. The Master has himself t函ned a number of young 
people, many of whom now run their own shops and workshops. 

I have taught many people. My purpose of teaching is that 
they will help me after I teach them. It is true that a few people 
thought I should not do this, but I told them, you must teach 
them, otherwise why do you employ them? They'll become 
useless persons if I jusr employ them and don't teach them. This 
is my principle; my aim is to let them help me earn money. 

In a way, the issue of teaching or hiding trade secrets is rendered moot by 
the physical layout of most paper workshops 一 a large open space 一which
makes it difficult to hide the proc.edures for modeling a partirular object. Any 
WO函r can easily observe what is going on and learn tb.e master's techniques. 
Furthermore, tb.e larger workshops have quantities of models on hand, 
sta函iin comers or hanging from the ceiling. and a young worker can 函ly
examine them ro see h磾1 they have been assembled. 

As well, there are too many different kinds of funeral offerin瘀 {see
Chapter 4), for any m函er to know all there is to know and keep the 
information to himsel£ As explained earlier, funeral offerings oo函st ofa 
traditional basic set for the funeral rirual, and a second set of國rydayitems
that arc offered at various times after death. Fabricating the traditional 
items is more easily taught and learned, for these items are resistant to 
change; it is more diffirulc for masters to invent radical new strategies 
for crafting them, if doing so changes their appearance. However, the 
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mourners' desires to ensure that the departed have a comfortable existence 
in the next world - at least as comfortable as the one they had while 
living 一 means that the additional, everyday items that are burned and 
sent to the departed will change continuously to reflect contemporary 
lifestyles and fashions. The 的er-changing content of this category places 
a high premiwn on flexibility and innovation. As The Master said: 

The followers had to learn by thcmsdvcs, they had to think about 
如 paperpitching to see if there were other ways to make it better. 
1加 master could not teach you this talent, not the creation and 
changes. Like me, making a modd of a laser 血 player. I can 
make one like a real one with a movable disc but my master could 
not teach me that when I was young. You know, nowadays, there 
are many objects needed, like rice cookers, refrigerators, aircraft, 
yach氐 and even speroboats. So, making these kinds of items 
n函 one's creativity. 

氐cognizcd and successful masters are noted for their ability to create 
nt::W thi哩s, while maintaining the integrity of the older designs. For this 
「eason, the learning process is itself an ongoing and vibrant process . 

.& I have said before, there is no end of learning in our field. 
What is the end? You can't say there are thirty-six roads (三十
六逍） and I have taught you all. If you w血t the master to teach 
you, you will just learn half the skills. The followers had to learn 
by themselves, they had to think about the paper pitching to sec 
if there were ways to make it better. The master could not teach 
you this, the master could only teach you some basic things and 
the follower could never learn 100% because of changes. 

The most skilled masters never cease their considerable efforts to 
expand their capabilities. Special orders require that the Hong Kong 
craftsman familiarize himself with new it皿s and technologies. If the 
order is fur the latest g叫get or bit of technology, the master may need 
to solve the crafting problem by leaving the workshop and studying 
the item in situ, visiting retail shops or showrooms to examine the 
products, or even attending trade fairs to keep up. Cave included an 
account of a Sing�porean manufacturer of funeral items for whose 
commission a rdat1ve of the deceased travded to London to collect 
a model and other information on a Rolls-Royce, so that the master 
could make an exact copy in paper (Cave 1998: 49). Young workers 
are also encour哆ed to visit other shops and see what is being crafted, 
and even to culuvate relationships with employees in these shops. The 
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same diligence applies to more classical forms of knowledge. While the 
paper masters could not be described as well-educated in a formal sense 
(although all visited were literate), these gentlemen were knowledgeable 
about Chinese history and folklore, and quite familiar with the various 
images of deities, fairies and spirits, and famous heroes, not to mention 
the repertoire of animal and plant images so popular in classical and 
popular literature. The trade demanded this knowledge, because paper 
masters have to be accurate in the design and decoration of the items 
they craft, at least in terms of popular wisdom. The Master, who once 
received an order to craft a set of the Eight Immortals (/\仙）， explained
how he went to the library in search of boo运 illustrating how these 
deities were commonly represented, from clothing and stance to the 
associated symbolic accoutrements, so that he made no mistakes when 
he modded them. With some pride, he showed us some of the books he 
had purchased on the subject. 

It is a common practice in funeral offering workshops to have a 
number of photo albums of items the workshop has made. These photo 
albums allow the customer to become familiar with what is available, 
provide a means of assessing the quality and the level of craftsmanship at 
the workshop, and are perhaps a subtle encouragement for the concerned 
relative to provide for the deceased in a manner comparable to that 
ordered by previous customers. It is both fascinating and instructive 
to look through these albums, containing as they do a visual record of 
the feelings of families and the personalities of the deceased, for only 
in such review can the enormous range of possible gifts to the dead, 
from furniture to appliances to cars, be fully appreciated. These photo 
albums have another purpose in that they give the young worker an 
opportunity to become 伷祉iar with the range of items that can be 
crafted, and how each item should look when completed. As such, they 
exemplify a standard of craftsmanship to attain. 

Masters of the everyday offerings to the dead must be both flexible 
and innovative. They cannot be routine workers or passive crafcers, 
waiting for someone else to provide information and instruction, but 
must take the initiative in learning throughout their working life. Those 
who become masters display creativity, imagination, and a painstaking 
attention to derail. Their customers, who are anxious to provide their 
ancestors with a comfortable existence in the next world, 邙pect no 
less of them. But, while consumer expectation cannot be denied as an 
j祉uence, it is a supporting rather than a dominating 呻uence. The 
trade's emphasis is on hard work and creativity, and many masters 
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consider their craft a form of art. "The shape of the paper servant that 
you malce should be like a human. The proportion is very important; if 
the proportion is wrong, it is not acceptable. The color must be correct. 
In Hong Kong there are just a few persons who can reach such a level, 
for people had to malce good frames first or else the other parts would 
not be good [balanced]." 

While the examples in this chapter have emphasized the funeral 
offerings, masters of other pitched items such as Pinwheels and Flower 
Cannons demonstrate a similar professional commitment and 如ire
to constantly rethink their creations. One respondent who regularly 
designed his own Pinwheds found inspiration from looking at 
traditional Chinese paintings and carvings. He visited older Hong Kong 
neighborhoods such as Yau Ma Te「 in search of antiques, or went to the 
Chinese product emporiums to look over their merchandise (modern 
reproductions of old-style crafts). Once he had an inspiration, he would 
draw up a design or ask friends in advertising companies to help him 
draft a pattern. He also modified some of the auspicious dcments by 
matching them with the year of the Chinese calendar; if the year of the 
horse was coming, he would select more horses (auspicious symbols at 
any time) to place on his creations. Another Pinwheel master, probably 
the finest craftsman of all, experimented with various auspicious 
clements, combining and recombining them until he saw a pattern or 
until the gods sent him an inspiration. 

The Not-So-Anonymous Master 

The emphasis on personal initiative, in acquiring and sharpening 
a wide range of technical skills, and on creative growth, resulted in 
craftsmen very proud of their skills, the results of which could be seen 
in the finished object, a beautifully made paper offering. Some masters 
considered themsdves anists as well as craftcrs. Given this, can masters 
be identified? Max Loehr has remarked that: 

Of the various art fur血 in which 加y achi函茲cdlencc,the 
Chinese themselves recognized only two as truly artistically 
significant, namely, calligraphy and painting. Other 邱 forms
(archirecrure, sculpture, lac:quer work, bronze casting, ceramics) 
are considered the work of craftsmen, and their names and lives 
are rarely recorded. No matter how exquisite their creations be, it 
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is not possible to 迤tingwsh individual craftsmen and appraise 
theirspe函c contributions. (1961: 147) 

Non-pitched paper offerings that are factory produced are 
anonymous items, in that individual 亟igners are not known to the 
purchaser and probably not to the wholesaler or shopkeeper either. The 
situation for handcrafted items is less clear. For example, Tseng (1977) 
recorded items that she termed "funeral paper garment," very finely 
crafted, and both hand-painted and woodblock printed. These items 
appear to be handcrafted clothing for the ancestors, not actual clothing 
for the corpse. Some of these bore the name of the paper master who had 
crafted them (1977: 145). It is also possible that handmade examples 
of everyday offerin瘀 (such as those for the Chaozhou community) 
might be known as the work of a particular master if the shop had long 
employed that person and his reputation had grown among customers. 
The same could be true for shopkeepers who crafted their own items; 
shopkeepers are aware of acclaimed masters in other shops or workshops. 
But in general anonymity is the norm. The crafters of pitched paper 
。fferings are recognized only by their circle of regular customers. Of 
course, within the ttade itself, highly skilled craftsmen are recognized; 
Pinwheel masters know about other Pinwheel masters, and so on. 

For someone familiar with the tracle, the identities of individual 
masters can be discerned through their characteristic styles and their 
fondness for certain finishing details, especially in the making o和itched
offerings. For example, at the time of the interviews, there were only a 
few elderly masters (no more than five, and one of these has recently 
「etired) who continued to craft Pinwheels entirely by hand. These 
handm止 Pinwheels were instantly recognizable through their use of 
colored crepe paper, fine cellophane pinwheels, bamboo mowitings, and 
their near�total avoidance of plastic fwnes. Hence, if the Pinwheel was 
handmade, then one could be sure it was made by only one of a few men 
or funilies. More specific dues may be seen in the finishing techniques. 
Each pinwheel is secured and enabled to spin by the central pin and each 
master 逞 a characteristic manner of decorating this pin. One attached a 
small painted flower to cover, another used an open-petaled daisy made of 
golden metal, while another looped the wire into a swirl shape. Another 
means of identification was the decoration of the blades of the pinwheels 
themsdvcs; one master hand-glucd small circles of silv口 mctJ.lic p平r to 
each blacle. He termccl these "lucky stars" or "little silv云 and fdt that 
they 叫al an extra auspicious touch to his creations. 

Another clue to 學cnt er血men is the fondness for certain raw 
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materials, colors, or decorative elements. The Pinwheel master referred 
to ab叩e used only four mccallic colors (red, green, gold, and rose), 
and often arranged them in the same order. Another master used only 
clear pinwheels printed in multicolored stripes, while a third preferred 
thicker, opaque varieties in a red-orange color. Masters also made use of 
particular elements; one workshop was the only one crafting handmade 
pleated paper lanterns as trim, while another workshop heavily favored 
chenille trimmings in the form of auspicious birds such as peacocks. 
Another Pinwheel master was known for metal frames in modern shapes 
like hearts and stars, and pressed metal trimmings in the form of lucky 
animals or other clements. Finally, the very largest Pinwheels (examples 
can be six feet in height and three feet in width) were handcrafted. 
The craftsman with the preference for red-orange pinwheds operated 
the only home workshop regularly producing t h e  largest varieties, up 
to six feet in height; these could be recognized by size but also by his 
fondness for either round or gowd shapes. The most elaborate and 
ec:ccntric Pinwheels, of which only a few were available at each Lunar 
New Year, if at all, were handmade by the odd craftsmen, not one of the 
転 most active producers. These ec:ccntric Pinwheels were daboratdy 
and unpredictably trimmed and while expensive, were sought after by 
knowledgeable consumers whenever they appeared. 

The above are the more subtle means of identifying individual 
craftsmen; the Flower Cannons, mad e for the birthdays of the most 
popular deities, provide more obvious examples. Since the workshops 
making th= towering creations paint their name and ad.dress on the 
base, worship�, admirers and deities alike are left in no doubt as to who 
made it (see Chapter 7). But, as for Pinwheel craftc�, a Flower Cannon 
maker may also be identified by its decorative and auspicious elements. 

The Shopkeepers 

Shopkeepers need to take an active role in learning their trade just 
as the paper masters do. A number of shopkeepers have inherited the 
family business and been learning all their lives, helping their parents or 
relatives in the shop. These individuals are often quite k nowledgeable, 
for th可 also inherit all the experiences of ddcrly family members well
versed in the meanings of paper offerings. Although, as one said, this 
active method of learning still requires effort. 
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When I starting working, when I was very young, I worked with 
my parents. But, I just observed how people did it; knowledge 
like this is not learnahle, so I had to do it all by myself. For 
example, when a person came to buy something and I served hct, 
I got the experience and knowledge. It was a matter of progress, 
and I learned it little by little. Sometimes, tbe old people would 
tell me how to do something or what items meant. Or, I just 
stood aside to listen if old people were explaining an item to 
someone else. My parents couldn't teach me item by item because 
paper items are too detailed, and no one could learn it all without 
active experience. 

Some shopkeepers acquire an interest in paper offerings later in life 
or at retirement, having learned from friends. One woman master of 
funeral clothing explained how she had been purchasing from one shop 
for years, becoming more and more interested in the unusual items that 
the dderly shopkeeper had accumulated. When he became too old to 
continue, he begged her to take over the business and she did so. Some of 
the younger shopkeepers decide to take up the business because of their 
personal interest and curiosity. They embark on a crash course of study, 
making inquiries at established shops, asking dderly acquaintances, 
m吐ing extra visits to temples, and reading anything they can find 
on the topic. Even experienced shopkeepers must keep abreast of 
developments in the trade and familiarize themselves with paper items 
no longer readily available due to their age or rarity. Also, many shops 
sell items distinctive to one or another of Hong Kong's dialect groups, 
such as the Chaozhou and .fishing communities. Mastering the ritual 
significance of these differing assemblages demands additional time and 
effort, even if one is a member of such communities by birth. 

One respondent complained, 尹 business is too complicated, 
far too complicated. Even working in it for a long time, I find out new 
things, and my wife, who has been working with me for seven years, 
still encounters things she has never seen before, the things rardy asked 
for by customers." 氐peatcd visits 皿d interviews in retail shops made 
clear that even the most experienced shopkeepers were always acquiring 
more knowledge of their trade. As often as not, the shopkeeper would 
suddenly produce a special item, something we had never heard of in  
any of the one hundred or  so previous interviews, so  interviews were 
often begun in anticipation of"what might turn up this time." 





7 
Colors, Sounds, 

and Symbols: 

TheMakingof anAuspicious Object 

The widespread use of paper offerings in Hong Ko哆ri画s underscores 
their identification .u皿spiciousobjecu. While objects can acquire power 
in a number of wap,1 one method is the extensive use of elements which 
arc themselves auspicious. The decorative clements in a paper offering 
not 叩ly enhance its 比autybut also convey ideas and associations to the 
worshipper. In a sense, the o氐血箜 呾 he r叫 as texts, in 袖ich the 
combinations of auspicious elements 訌c understood by the worshipp口

The Symbolism of Color 

The first feature of paper offerings that attracts the eye is their brilliant, 
exuberant color 一 「ed. gold, rose, orange, plu皿 and green - which 

d underscore the joyousness an awpiaousness of thewo両p.&Willia.ms 
once observed, to be effeet1ve, a colour must be brilliant" (1976: 77, 
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sec also Anderson 1970: 170), or in the words of a master, "bright and 
區ly." Indeed, the dazzling colors of offerings, and their magnificent 
and complica函 constructions, are part of the "sensory manipulation 
in the interests of religion" which 止 a critical theme in Chinese culture 
(Anderson 1977: 22). While it has been written that bright colors, 
especially the use of bright reds and greens in combination, are no longer 
favored by peasants in M訌nland China (Laing 1989: 164), Hong Kong 
residents hold a different opinion. The brilliant color of paper offerings 
is echoed in other areas of Chinese traditional material culture, 氾ch as 
the decoration of temples and ancestral halls, study halls and homes, 
furniture, embroidery, painting, clothing, and children's toys. In these 
contexts, color, while a vital component of decoration, is never simply 
decorative. Colors convey messages both subtle and intense, messages 
which are understood independently, and which further empha血e
meanings generated by the elements of decoration. 

Not simply 逼

Red in various tints is the most commonly encountered color in a paper 
。ffcring. Red "止 the color of the summer, of the South and also of the 
ancient realm of Zhou (c. 1050-256 可 (Eberhard 1986: 248), and of 
blood, "life's sustaining substance" (Carter 1948: 8). On the stage a red
faced act0r represents a holy person, as red is a symbol of virtue, uurh, 
and sincerity (Williams 1976: 79). Red garments also identify one of 
the gods of good fortune who 區ows high office and riches to the 
believer (Eberhard 1986: 248), and E. N. Anderson no诞 that images 
of deities in the temples were "all alike in that they feature brilliant 
colors, especially the magically fortunate red" (1970: 170). 

The traditional distinction between the white affairs (白事）， sad
occasions such as funerals, and the red affairs (紅事）， happy events such 
as weddings and childbirth, is followed in Hong Kong. Red protects 
ag訌nst evil or bad luck, and is used as a prophylactic in funeral clothing 
and rituals (Wolf 1970), and as the color of choice for traditional Chinese 
wedding gowns and other items associated with marriage (Carter 1948: 
8; Garrett 1994: 31). As the predominant color of any happy occasion, 
red is especially prominent during the Lunar New Year. During the 
New Year, the phrase, "To pin flowers [in the hair] and hang up the red" 
（參花掛缸） denotes the gaiety of the season, when people dress up in new 
clothes and celebrate. Red predominates in the traditional decorations, 
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when market stalls display bolts of intense red ribbon, to be used at 
home for tying around ceramic pots of narcissus, peonies, oranges or 
kumquats, or any other item the household wants to make happy. Red 
paper envdopes (利是） are used for the gifts of lucky money given to 
family and friends at this time, as on other auspicious occasions. It 甑S

once considered highly improper to present gifts of money in any other 
manner (Burkhardt 1954: 5), and a red envelope is still the approved 
way to give such a gift. Red predominates in all the secular decorations 
and hangings for the home, including the pair of red papers painted 
with lucky couplets (掙孚）. Further, the red of firecrackers can be seen 
in the large heaps of spent paper; both sound and color are protection 
against evil. Red is the color evocative of all the wishes for good luck, 
good fortune, prosperity, happiness, and protection. It is the "emblem of 
joy and is employed for all festive occasions" (Williams 1976: 76). 

Red is the favorite color for a variety of paper offerings, first as the 
paper or the printing ink for many of the non-pitched everyday offerings, 
including the Five Treasures Document, the Honorable People Paper, 
Longevity Gold and the Solving of 100 Problems. Red, and its partner 
green, is traditionally used for the Honorable People Papers, and many 
of the Chaozhou offerings {such as the Peaceful Money and the Money 
to Escape from Difficulty, 脱讎錢） make use of fine red paper. Red is 
the uaditional color for the paper gowns offered to the gods, especially 
female deities such as Tian Hou, and is a major component of many 
pitched offerings, including the Lucky Basins, Flower Cannons, Golden 
Flowers, and Pinwheels. On the Flower Cannons, red is the favorite 
color for the paper covering the base, for the round paper pl吲ues at 
the top proclaiming the name of the association who commi函oned the 
offering, and for the numerous items trimming the body of the cannon, 
incl呻ng the clusters of red.dyed eggs, hung on the body of the cannon 
and sought by couples hoping to have children in the comi

ng 
year. 

The Golden Flowers make very good use of red, sometimes in an 
outer row of red pompom trimming, and pink, red's near rdative, is 
favored for the silk or paper flowers set in the middle. The accompanying 
Spirit Red. centered with an elaborate rosette, is also red. This banner is 
purchased separately for trimming dragon boats during the Dragon Boat 
「aces of the fifth lunar month (Ward and Law 1993). Finally, Pinwheels 
are made cheery with red accents in the form of the cellophane or foil 
pinwheels themselves, rhe crepe paper wrapping the bamboo frame, and 
in the various elements such as paper lanterns and flowers. 
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Yellow, gold, and green 

The color yellow, or gold as it more commonly appears, is the color of 
majesty. "Yellow, the national colour, was sacred to the Emperor and 
assumed only by his Majesty and his sons, or the lineal descendants of 
h丘 f.unily" (Williams 1976: 76-77). Yellow is deemed effective against 
evil, and is most commonly found on charms against evil spirits: "A small 
yellow paper, having four characters upon it, meaning that the charm 
protects the house and expels pernicious in.Buenccs, is also often put 
upon the ridge pole and other high pans of the house" (Doolittle 1865b: 
310). In addition, yellow may denote fame, progress and advancement, 
all desirable things (Eberhard 1986: 322), and, as yellow jade, represents 
the earth itsdf (Carter 1948: 55). Its general auspiciousness makes yellow 
(or gold) the color of choice for a number of paper offerings, including 
the Money to Live and the Solving of 100 Problems. The color gold 
also appears in various forms, the most significant being the "gold" 
rubbed onto the paper money, on the many offerings for the Chaozhou 
community, and for golden ingots and replicas of gold jewelry — any 
context in which the precious metal itsdfis represented. Gold is also the 
color of choice for the traditional crowns for Monkey, fanciful creations 
of gold paper loops. 

Green is associated with precious jade, the Chinese stone of choice. 
Green as" indicating the awakening of nature in the spring" (Lauf-er 1989: 
172), is associated with f-enility and growing things. "Green is one of the 
colours that life takes on and it is the emblem of the spring . . .  Several 
of the gods and goddesses, e.g. the god of literature, go about in green 
robes" (Eberhard 1986: 134). Green is the color associated with water, 
the first of the five elements (Williams 1976: 79, 186). Green appears, 
in a vivid hue paired with an equally vivid red, in t h e  Honorable People 
Papers, and also defines the Prosperous/Green Horse Paper featured in 
rituals seeking protection from evil. Finally, the flower adornments on 
many pitch ed items are enhanced by green leaves and stems, while some 
masters add scepters in green paper to represent green jade. 

The di伍cult colors 

White, black and blue arc traditionally associated with the points of 
the compass (west, north, and east, respectively), with the el ements 
(Williams 1976: 79), and with heaven (Caner 1948: 55). Despite this, 
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these colors arc problematic when used on paper offerings because of 
their paralld association with death and unpleasant events. "When a 
parent dies, all projected affairs are automatically suspended and signs of 
happiness hidden away . . .  all things colored red, pink, or purple are put 
away or covered over with white, blue, or black material" (Yang 1945: 
86). This same inauspicious nature is underlined in the use of the蕊

unlucky colors for funeral goods such as the replicas of vehicles, which 
are usually made in blue. Shopkeepers and paper masters stressed that 
the difficult colors should be avoided in all other paper offerings, but 
despite this caution, the demands of manufacturing often modify this 
prohibition. For example, white is a difficult color to avoid, as it is used 
for the faces of the wax or plastic images of deities set into a number of 
the larger offerings and is the underlying color of the doth painted over 
for the three-dimensional models of the auspicious animals needed for 
a proper Flower C血non. Further, even difficult tints are traditionally 
appropriate for the paper clothing offered to the gods such as the blue 
color associated with Wong Tai Sin. fu one master explained, "The 
colors of gods' clothing usually fullow the traditional ways and it follows 
that the colors of the clothing of the gods' images must conform. For 
example, the images of Wong Tai Sin often wear blue clothing so I use 
blue for the paper clothing I make." Traditionally, white is the proper 
color for the clothing of Guan Yin, one of the most revered goddesses of 
the Chinese pantheon; in this context, white signwes purity. 

Most worshippers make little of the symbolic contradiction of using 
these colors as long as there are not large cxparuc:s of pun: white or black 
showing, which would dicit disapproving comments, cc屯inly 血mng
ddc:rlywo呻ippcrs. In actual practice, ctafumcn avoid cxc巫ve use of such 
problematic colors by substituting pastd colors. 嘔is particularly obvious 
in thccvcrydayoffcrin苞 whose base color is generally a variety of tan, cream 
or beige, the latter described in Hong Kong as "rice color" (米色）．

Auspicious Elements 

The: use: of vibrant color in paper offerings not only makes them 
attractive:, but conveys auspicious meanings. The power of color is 
reinforced by the indusion of auspicious dcments, which are never 
merely decorative, but which signify the hopes of the worshipper. Their 
good meanings are reinfurced due to their place in China's artistic 
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heritage, in which such symbols, motifs, and legends appeared in all 
artistic productions (Stahlberg and Nesi 1980). Auspicious clements 
on offerings to the gods are believed to be effective in bringing both 
specific and general concerns to the attention of these deities, while 
simultaneously expressing the believers' gratitude and love. Similar 
sentiments are at work in the offerings for the ancestors, even though 
these offerings are more oriented towards the concrete conditions oflife 
and signify the blessings and emotions that link ancestor and descendant 
together. Whether for god or ancestor, all offerings perform in the dual 
capacities of expressing wishes and gratitude, and auspicious clements 
enhance their ability to do this. 

While the mere appearance of auspicious elements and colors 
on paper offerings is thought efficacious, the ability of the offering 
to produce a good result is enhanced by certain crafting practices. In 
pitched offerin腮 craftsmen may arrange and rearrange the elements of 
磾rings to increase their good effects. A large number of clements may 
be groupai together, the sheer numbers resulting in a massing effect that 
increases benefits. Similarly, multiple appearances of sdected dements 
multiply the effect and underscore the meanings associated with each. 
This conscious repetition of items allows the crafter to intensify the 
meaning. In 聶 procc.ss, the crafter's action is similar to devices in 
literature, in which the "'steady repetition of key phrases . . . created 
meanings larger than the words themselves" (Reynolds 1999: 37). 
Finally, when different items with similar meanings are combined, their 
individual strengths arc amplified. 

Indicative of both Chinese eclecticism and a penchant for 
combining dements into numerical categories, many artistic 
symbols were grouped together . . .  Plants and animals were often 
grouped together -the phoenix and the peony, for example, to 
indicate opulence; the chrysanthemum and the grouse to connote 
good fortune; the heron and the lotus to 叩mbolize integrity. 
Larger groupings were common 臨 well. As the Three Friends 
of Winter, the bamboo, plum, and pine signified enduring 
friendship as well as the harmony of the Three Teachin臣 . . The 
dragon, phoenix, unicorn, and tonoise were grouped together as 
the Four Spiritual Animals. (Smith 1994: 194) 
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Flower Cannons and Pinwheels 盆 Auspicious Objects 

The efficacy of combinations of auspicious dements can be seen in two 
quite spectacular items of pitched paper crafting, Pinwheels and Flower 
Cannons, items in which crafters' creativity is most expressed. Both 
appear in ceremonies to worship the gods. The Pinwheels are especially 
prevalent during the Lunar New Year, while the Flower Cannons are 
most often associated with the deities' birthdays. Both require time and 
considerable skill to craft, and both are evocative of good luck, through a 
complex pattern of interwoven representations symbolic of good fortune. 
In symbolic terms the Flower Cannons are quite complicated, expressing 
a variety of social and personal goals, including individual worshippers' 
desires for aid or gratitude for favors, and community expressions of 
both solidarity and rivalry (Scott 1997b). Despite the great variety of 
deities to whom they may be dedicated, Flower Cannons arc most often 
associated with Tian Hou. During her festival days, Flower Cannons 
are carried into the temple grounds by successive lines of worshippers, 
and make a spectacular centerpiece to the celebrations. 

Flower Cannons are adorned with a complicated variety of 
auspicious, decorative elements. As Osgood (1975: 890) once observed, 
"its gaudiness would have to be seen in full color for a meaningful 
reaction." However, the "meaningful reaction" stems not from 
worshippers' amau:mcnt at the Cannon's appearance (to them, it is not 
gaudy) but from their sincere bdief in the Cannons being meaningful 
creations. In its various layers of construction, from the base co the very 
cop, Flower Cannons bear a number of necessary clements: a pair of 
dragons, the figures of the Eight Immortals (八仙）， the Three Star Gods 
（三星）， a pair of Golden Flowers and their accompanying Spirit Red, 
and the representation of a bat. 

Like the Flower Cannons, the body of the Pinwheel as a whole 
reinforces its overall good meaning, as the different sections complement 
one: another. Individual details arc not merely decorative, but arc: part of 
a whole, containing messages of hope, gratitude, and security. Pinwheels 
are made with a number of pinwheels and auspicious elements a ffixed to 
a frame. As the pinwheds revolve in the wind, the individual pinwheds 
secure and multiply the states of being or the spiritual benefits desired 
by the worshipper. Those who suffer from bad luck, are dissatisfied with 
their living conditions, or are concerned. about family and personal 
issues, hope to effect a change in their fortunes, or at least, an easing 
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of difficulty, from the good effects of the Pinwhed. Purchased as a 
necessary accompaniment to temple worship, the Pinwheel is enriched 
by its holy setting and p「oximity to the deity. While still a prominent 
feature of their original temples (Che Gong Temple in Sha Tin and 
Wong Tai Sin Temple in north Kowloon), Pinwheels have been available 
at most Hong Kong temples since the 1950s. 

While n e ver described as gaudy, Pinwheels are also brightly colored 
and greatly admired for their beauty. As they are crafted in a variety of 
shapes and combinations, it is difficult to assert that any element, other 
than the individual pinwheels themsdves and the red plaques at the top 
bearing the auspicious meaning, are necessary for their construction. 
The larger examples commonly bear red flags with th e name of the deity, 
and the very largest hold pairs of Golden Flowers and their Spirit Reds. 
Both Pinwheds and Flower Cannons are adorned with combinations of 
the following auspicious elements. 

Animals and plants 

Animals, both mythical and real, have long been part of the iconography 
of traditional crafts. A pair of carp often adorns the sides of Pinwheels, or 
perhaps two pair of carp will be set within its upper and lower sections. 

Owing to its reproductive powers, the fish is a symbol of 
regeneration, and as it is happy in its own element or sphere, so 
it has come to be the emblem of harmony and connubial bliss; 
. . .  it is also one of the charms to avert evil, and is included among 
the auspicious signs on the FOOTPRINTS OF BUDDHA (q.v.) 
. . .  The carp, with its scaly armour, which is regarded as a symbol 
of martial attributes, is admired because it struggles against the 
current, and it has therefore become the emblem of perseverance. 
(Williams 1976: 185; see also Eberhard 1986: 57-58) 

In Hong Kong, these fish are also popular representations of  abundance 
and, as expressed in the popular New Year phrase, "having both a head and 
a tail" (有頤有尾）， theyalso signify that which is never-ending. 

Bats, described by pinwheel craftsmen as heavenly rats, fairy 
rats, or flying rats (天鼠， 仙鼠， 飛鼠）， are "emblematic of happiness 
and longevity" (Williams 1976: 35), and five bats together represent 
the five blessings of long life, riches, health, love of virtue, and natural 
death (Eberhard 1986: 32; Medley 1964: 95). Silver metallic paper bat 
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cutouts hand-painted in red and pink arc set at the tops or along the 
sides of the body of pinwheels. The images of bats on Flower Cannons 
arc much more interesting, as these are highly individualistic (a feature 
also helping to identify their crafters) and many have semi-smiling or 
qui正cal visages of considerable charm. As wide as the cannon itself, 
they are made of stiffened cloth affixed to a frame, and painted in red, 
pink, green, and orange, with 而de curving wings, and fully molded 
expressive faces with large eyes and (sometimes furry) ears. Affixed to 
the top of the cannon, they look straight ahead, fixing the eye of the 
beholder as they look to the temple. As the bats represent general立ed
good fortune, they are much sought after during the auctions of Plower 
Cannons which end the celebrations for the birthday of Tian Hou 
(Johnson 1971; Watson 1996). 

Mythical animals also appear on Pinwheels and Flower Cannons. 
The dragon is the most recognized of all Chinese symbolic elements, 
representing not only the land of China and the Chinese people, 
but divinity and beneficence. Items bearing the images of dragons 
are considered as auspicious as the dragon itself, and it is one of the 
necessary elements on any object. Small modern Pinwheels often carry 
two-dimensional golden images of horses and dragons machine-pressed 
from gold-toned metal, cvo炻ng the popul訌 local phrase «Dragon and 
Horse Spiri「 （軋馬精神）. Dragons may also appear in conjunction with 
the phoen五， the paper cutouts set facing each other along the sides of 
the larger Pinwheels. The phoenix, which is "only supposed to appear in 
times of peace and prosperity" (Williams 1976: 325), appears as well on 
the Flo吶r Cannon. Dragons and phoenix together represent male and 
female, and fur this reason they are ubiquitous decorations at weddings 
and subjects ofitcms representing the marital state. Unicorns, "a fabulous 
creature of good omen, and the symbol of longevity, grandeur, felicity, 
illustrious offspring, and wise administration" (Williams 1976: 414) are 
put to good use. Lion dogs, representing the lions who guard official 
buildings and temples (Eberhard 1986: 164) are very finely madded of 
doth on a frame and elegantly painted and 面mmcd with sequins and 
。ther adornments. One fine cannon recorded by the author in 1985 
was adorned with a pair of large lion dogs complete with yellow furry 
bodies, red yarn manes, and large whir.e furry feet with red soles. 

＆函onally, demenr.s &om living animals are pla逼 on paper 
。fferi哩. Fl。面:r Cannon 蕊ociarion members who have had children 
within the year may am.ch red-dyed 噬 to the cannons to thank the deity 
for their children; these�are eagerly sought by couples who are themselves 
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hoping for children. The Golden Flowers contain, in their medium and large 
sizes, varying numbers of p血d peacock feathers. The peacock is another 
auspicious bird which symboliz.cs dignity and beauty, and "drives 函!away,.

(Eberhard 1986: 229; Williams 1976: 317). In the sanie manner as for the 
carp, the peacock feathers adorning the Golden Fl磾ers also symbolized 
"'[having both] the beginning and the ending," or completeness, a .reassuring 
theme for the Lunar New Year when the new pairs are purchased. 

Both Pinwheels and Flower Cannons hold plant symbolism. The 
largest Pinwhcds may hold trios of pl画c tangerines, which arc given 
at the New Year and arc wishes for happiness and prosperity (Morgan 
1942: 113). A variety of generic flower shapes arc employed on both 
Pinwheels and Flower Cannons, among which are chrysanthemums, 
flowers denoting a life of ease in retirement (Williams 1976: 70) and 
joviality (Morgan 1942: 121). If the Flower Cannon is dedicated to Tian 
Hou, masters suggest using paper peonies because of their association 
with majesty, although the cannons also 比ar silk roses (representing the 
fourth month, Yetts 1941: 4), morning glories, and cloves (which have 
no special meaning but are popular for their fragrant flowers). Paper 
masters select most £lo沅rs bc:cau.se they are convinced of the flower's 
good meaning, not because of its adherence to classical rustinctioru 
based on season f:williams 1976; Yctts 1941). For example, the rose, 
while representing the fourth month, has become such a loved B。wer
that it appears on many pitched items, including the Golden Flowers. 

Other aU5picioU5 dements 

In addition to these more commonly appearing elements, both Flower 
Cannons and Pinwheds may be adorned with other meaningful items 
allowing some freedom of expression on the part of the master. Such 
elements on Flower Cannons include models of ships, lanterns, replicas 
of strings of gold coins, clocks and lanterns; and for the Pinwheels 
include coins, small swords, or bells. Ship models are understandable 
since Tian Hou and Tan Gong, the most notable recipien邙 of Flower 
Cannons, are revered by fishermen, whose lives depend on the kindness 
of the sea. These models also refer to Buddhist thinking in that they can 
transport one to a better life after death. Golden coins expr碣 a desire 
for general prosperity. The docks and candles are desired by Flower 
Cannon craftsmen, who choose them for their decorative effect, but the 
lanterns represent fenility (Eberhard 1986: 159), and echo the desires 
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of members of Flower Cannon associations for children in the next 
year. The Pinwheds' use of gold or silver toned metal bdls evokes the 
dispelling of函1spirits (Williams 1976: 39), while the swords symbolize 
the "cutting away of all doubts and perplexities" (Williams 1976: 384). 

The body of the Golden Flower further reflects this heavenly 
association — the bodies of the larger examples contain small images of 
the deities for good fortune. Most often the figures are supposed to be 
the God of Wealth, an identification supported by the presence of red 
and white: painted foil plaques bc:low the: images, on which the: characters 
訌e brushed. It is no matter that there arc always two figures, as the god 
of riches is "represented sometimes as a single being, sometimes as a dual 
being, sometimes as a group of deities" {Eberhard 1986: 251). A typical 
depiction of the God of Wealth has him dressed in brigh這othing (red 
or pink) cut from metallic or fine paper and perhaps trimmed with tiny 
pompoms, and wearing a hat of crepe paper. 

More deities can be represented on larger Golden Flowers. One 
master crafter explained that forty years earlier, when he began his 
apprenticeship, large Golden Flowers contained fine images of the Eight 
Immortals; such daborate examples are no longer made in Hong Kong. 
The Eight Immortals represent the different conditions of life (poverty, 
wealth, aristocracy, plcbcianism, age, youth, masculinity, and femininity) 
(Williams 1976: 151-2). The Eight Immortals a.re particularly popular, 
but the Three Stars are also greatly admired. The Three Star Gods are 
known as the Happiness, Official Rank (or Affluence) and Longevity 
stars (Burkhardt 1953: 126; Eberhard 1986: 167). 

The San Hsing are often represenred by three porcelain statues: 
the statue carrying one or two infants represents Happiness; the 
central statue holding皿 emblem of authority represents Success; 
and the smiling statue carrying a long staff in his !di: hand and a 
peach in his right hand represents Longevity. {Wong 1967: 69) 

Also, I心lly crafted examples once carried images of the Number 
One Scholar (or zh血ngyuan, 壯元）. While the Number One Scholar 
could only be one person in real life, craftsmen were nevertheless free to 
include more than one of these images on their flowers. 

One craftsman gave a more poetic explanation for the figures 
on the Golden Flowers. "There are different numbers of people in 
the central pan of the spirit Aower. Two persons together is a symbol 
which represents the good relations of a married couple. Three persons 
together represent the three stars in the sky." He meant that tw。 figures
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represented the gods of He He (和合）， and three figures represented the 
Three Star Gods. Another interpretation of these two figures is that 
they rep「escnt the Immortal Twins of Harmony and Union (He He 
Er 凶an, 和合.=.亻ili), both of whom represent wealth and the removal 
of bureaucratic obstacles; anything bearing their likeness is considered 
auspicious (Stevens 1997: 125). 

The images of the deities are also special features of th.e Flower 
Cannon.2 Respondents were not always clear on why such images arc 
put on the cannon, but all agreed that they were for good luck. Such 
images do increase the efficacy of the cannon in securing benefits for 
worshippers, and there is plenty of space on the cannon for such groups 
of modeled figures. The most important is the wooden image of Tian 
Hou hersdf, enshrined in a wooden and glass case set into the cannon 
in a secure niche built into the body. These images are normally found 
in the temple, but are taken out on a "tour" during the festival in the 
body of the cannon, which then acts as a form of temple (Scott 1997h). 
Sometimes this image is accompanied by the Golden Boy (金童） and 
the Jade Girl (玉女）• The 」ade Girl and the Golden Boy are aides to 
Guan Yin; she carries messages and he guards the incense (Stevens 1997: 
53). Cannons may also hold the images of the Eight Immortals and the 
Three Stars, as well as the spirit guardians of the doors (鬥神） (Stevens 
1997: 177; Burkhardt 1953: 71). 

Of all the pitched paper offerings, the Flower Cannons and the 
Pinwheels permit, and even encourage, the creativity of the imaginative 
craftspcrson. While most Flower Cannon masters include the clements 
listed above, the most skilled are famed for their interpretations of these 
clements: for how 远11 they c面磁 each element, and their ability to 
combine the various clements into an eye-catching and degant design. 
The creative potential for Pinwheels is most obvious in the fully 
handcrafted examples from the few remaining home workshops, which 
often contain unusual or specially created design elements. For example, 
an acclaimed Pinwheel master once created a few large examples 
containing the figures of the Eight Immortals, e氐h one individually 
painted with great care on foil paper. He had already designed four other 
special models, including one trimmed with golden circles representing 
golden coins, that he termed a Gold Money Pinwhed (金錢享）. The 
same master created a special cut paper "grass tail," representing the 
scepter, which to him signified the phr也 "Al l things come to pass in 
accordance with the heart's desire" (心想事成）. Avoiding the original 
(and to his mind, inauspicious) color of white jade, he painted it a 
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fresh green, a color which to him represented both life and luck. While 
remaining conservative in his adherence to traditional crafting and 
treatment, this master was quite innovative and thw typical of the 
Pinwheel m盆ters, who spent considerable time reflecting on the form, 
content, and meaning of their creations. 

No matter which auspicious elements are included on any pitched 
paper offering, all arc carefully considered and skillfully crafted. Their 
combinations cmp比sizeboth individual and group desires for good luck, 
long life, protection, prosperity, family security, and the reverence for the 
deities; all the good things that worshippers seek. The resulting objects 
are particularly meaningful structures whose imagery can be understood, 
considered, and appreciated by all - those who make them, those who 
use them in worship, and those who simply observe them. 

Playing with Words, Numbers, and Shapes 

Another source of good luck stems from a conscious play on words, 
which is due to the homologous character of spoken Cantonese, in 
which one item of similar sound takes on the meaning of another. As 
Burkhardt observed, "This similarity of sound forms the basis of much 
of their symbolism in art, and they are quite willing to sacrifice a tone 
to drag in a decorative object to convey their good wishes for happiness 
or prosperity" (1953: 111). For example, the pair of carp described above 
on the Pinwheels are considered good "as the emblems of wealth or 
abundance, on account of the similarity in the pronunciation of the 
words yu, fish, and yu, superfluity" (Williams 1976: 185). The character 
for the bat is a homonym for prosperity, and so the bat has come to 
symbolize good fortune (Eberhard 1986: 32), a bdief underscored by 
the painting of the character for prosperity on the bat's head (with the 
meaning of "Vast prosperity all the Days," 鴻福薺夭）. Further, the red 
bat is very auspicious, as it is "a harbinger of especially good fortune, 
not only because red is the colour which wards off demons, but also 
because the Chinese word for red (hong) sounds the same as the word 
for 'enormous'" (Eberhard 1986: 32). The value of gold as a color and a 
material is given expression in the use of items suggesting it; fur example, 
the word for tangerine {found on the Pinwheels) sounds the same as the 
word for gold. Similarly, the word green is a homonym with the word 
for good furtune, making green a good color to use.3 
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Pinwheel makers provided numerous explanations of how the 
numbers of pinwheels on the frame could provide yet other auspicious 
meanings. For example, a pinwhcd frame of devcn pinwheels has three 
pinwheels at the top, with the meaning of growth or life (生）， as the 
sound of the character for three echoes that of the character for life. 
The remaining eight pinwheels are set below, as the character for eight 
sounds like the term "to make a profit" (一本萬利）. Other sound or 
number combinations are equally suggestive. Six pinwheels represent 
never-ending luck (好運不停）， while nine pinwheels evoke the sound of 
the word that means "a long time" (久）， evoking longevity. In fuller form 
this also refers to the phrase "never-ending lu心 or "good fortune" (好
逼）• The number nine, when equally divided into three parts, sounds 
like the character for life repeated three times. 

The shape of an offering also enhances its auspicious nature. 
Pinwheels may be made in a 汪iety of forms, including star and heart 
shapes, but most are either circular or in the shape of a bottle gourd. As 
far as can be determined, the medium and large Pinwheels made in the 
decade or so after the Second World War w口e nearly all made in these 
two basic shapes. The largest varieties currently available are still gourd
shaped, created by binding togct區 a series of two to three circl邙 of
increasing size, the smallest at the top, to form the characteristic gourd 
shape. The bottle gourd has been described by scholars as a miniature 
replica of heaven and earth (Eberhard 1986: 46), and "the symbol of 
mystery and necromancy and the emblem of Li Tfeh-Kuai, one of the 
EIGHT IMMORTALS (q.v.) of Taoism, who holds it in his hand while 
spirals of smoke ascend from it, denoting his power of setting his spirit 
free from his body" (Williams 1976: 217). Pinwhed masters agree, 
describing gourds as the fruits carried by the deities and which represent 
long life as well as protection from evil. As one master explained: 

The shape of the Pinwheel is a gourd. In Chinese tradition, the 
gourd is very useful as we can cat its flesh and we can use its skin 
as a vessel for tea. The fishermen even use it as a buoy. It is thus a 
valuable fruit and is also regarded as auspicious. It is also believed 
that it can drive away evil influences. 

Its ability to dispel cvi」 was noted by earlier observ口s. "The gourd 
shell, or a painting of the gourd on wood or paper, or a small wooden 
gourd, or a paper cut in shape like a perpendicular section of the gourd, 
or a paper lantern in shape of a gourd, is in frequent use as a charm 
to dissipate or 面.rd off pernicious influences" (Doolittle 1865b: 315). 
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While many assert that the gourd is effective against evil, this does not 
imply that the Pinwheels have any relationship with ghosts, or with 
protection from chem; no respondents mentioned chis as a possibility. 

Pitched and non-pitched offerings differ in the degree to which 
their content may be manipulated. Non-pitched printed offerings allow 
fewer possibilities, for their designs are more uaditional and set within 
a specific context. The texts which they bear are of some antiquity 
and are perceived as efficacious as written; they cannot, then, be 
meaningfully altered or edited by subsequent users for fear of destroying 
their beneficence. The enhancement of these objects depends more on 
variations in the amount of items used and manner of usage rather 
than alterations to their surface content. Pitched offerings do not only 
afford greater possibilities for individual crafting skills and imagination, 
but also more opporn血ties for creatively enhancing the meaning and 
significance of the finished item (albeit set 面thin the trade's and the 
customers' conceptions of a proper object). Craftsmen can draw upon an 
extensive traditional repertoire of symbolic clements, manipulations of 
sounds and characters, and colors, as well as take advantage of emerging 
popular associations and new ways to combine and recombine aspects 
of this repertoire. 

All this allows for the creation of truly wonderful examples of 
the art of paper offerings, examples which combine ritual significance 
with artistic achievement. Further, professional crafting practices of 
combining, 「ecombining, repetition and massing of elements serve to 
emphasize and amplify messages. The result is often a mag呻cent item 
that is replete with meaning and readable in much the same manner 
as a text. Scholarly opinion is divided on the readability of artifacts of 
material eulture, with some explaining the risks inherent in too facile 
assumptions of direct correlations between objects and texts; material 
culture can be  limited in what it can communicate (McCracken 1988). 
On 血 other hand, scholars such as Lubar and Kingery have noted, 
"Too seldom do we read objects as we read books" (1993: viii). It is fair 
to say that Hong Kong worshippers do indeed read the paper items 
they use. They can, of course, read the lines of texts that appear on 
many of the non�pitched items, and perceive their underlying efficacy 
e:ven if they no longer use such specialized vocabulary or phrasing in 
everyday life. But in addition, they understand the iconography of the 
materials and are attuned to the long h函orical, social, and culrural 
contexts of color and design element. This sensitivity enables them to go 
beyond the surfaces of the items, beautiful as these are, to appreciate the 
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meanings therein. Worshippers arc able to focus on the messages, the 
purposes, of worship and can construct, dcconsttucc, and reconstruct 
individual items of paper offering. What this suggests is that, as items of 
material culture, Hong Kong's paper offerings allow considerable scope 
for expression and convey very complex meanings to the worshipper, 
while simultaneously allowing the worshipper to construct personal 
interpretations. 



8 
Customers and 

Customs 

The actual number of Hong Kong worshippers using paper offerings 
is difficult to estimate. Results of the June 2003 sut"V'可 「evealed that 
26 percent of respondents described their religious belief as, "ance血

worship/Chinese folk belief." Within the sample a.s a whole (776), 85 
percentdisagn迅 with the .st平mcnt, "I do not believe in burning paper 
offerings," and re,spondents burned p叩er offerings for the following 
occasions: Q!ng Ming (56.7 percent), Chong Yang (43.7 percent), 
Fe而al of the Hungry Ghosts (39.9 percent), and the Lunar New 
Year (37.5 percent)疇 Interviews with the owners of retail p叩er shops, 
wholesalers and workshops have alr迅yun如scoredthe continuance of 
tt:aditional prac: 吐溈， 心d observation of 年tual behaviors provid邙 正U
more data on the we of paper offerings. On any day, visitors can o函函
worshippers going about their rituals in any of Hong Kong's temp區，

well supplied with the papcrs they 吐h to offer to the deities. Dur泗
the Lunar New Year, tens of thousands of worshippers throng the 013: 佃
temples. The combination of survey, interview, and observational d平

indicates that considerable numbers of people still buy paper offeri哼S
and consider them an important part of their daily worship. 
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The question of who uses paper offerings is complex, because there 
are no absolutes; the best that can be 蕊id is that use is not confined to 
the elderly, the minimally educated, and the poor. Hong Kong's paper 
shops serve a regular clientele, providing for both daily worship and the 
special celebrations highlighting the yearly ritual cycle, with customers 
drawn mostly from the immediate neighborhood. If the shop is near a 
temple it will attract a larger number of customers, especially during 
festivals, and shops h near t e tounst areas have even reported increasing 
numbers of foreign visitors. Due to the continuous redevelopment of 
Hong Kong's pre-Second World War urban districts, there is always 
some client turnover as residents move in and out of old neighborhoods. 
Despite this, loyalty to a shop is quite common and old customers who 
have moved to other districts, even those quite far away, frequently 
return to the old neighborhood to make their purchases. 

Young and Old 

Who takes responsibility for domestic worship is still debatable. Do young 
people understand the offerings and how to use them? When I asked my 
own students here in Hong Kong to cell me about paper items, many 
of them said that they did not understand these things, they could not 
even name them; I was the one who did the explaining. Some colleagues 
declare that young people just do not care about paper offerings (or any 
tradition) any more. This evaluation seems to be a perennial theme in 
writings about Chinese traditional practices. Dard Hunter, the author 
of the noted study of paper offerings made in China in the 1930s, wrote 
that: "'fhe youth of China does not accept whole-heartedly the ancient 
practices of their forefathers and they are not slow in casting aside many 
of the symbolic ceremonies to which their progenitors were so devoted" 
(1937: 79). Yet, in the next breath, these same students who professed 
ignorance of the offerings will assert with pride that paper offerings are 
part of a unique Chinese t呻tion. Other surveys conducted in classes 
indicated that students did recognize many of the most common items 
and knew in broadest outline how they were used, even if they did not 
always join their parents in worship. Certainly, during examination 
periods, Hong Ko

ng
's temp區， 邙pcciallythe Wong Tai Sin Temple, sec 

many students giving offerings and praying for good results. And, while 
shopkeepers and customers alike assert that few spend time formally 
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instructing children in the pract」ccs of worship, it appears that many 
parents do explain the basics of worship to their children, while taking 
them along on visits to paper shops, asking them to assist in domestic 
worship, ta.king them to worship in the c血ples, and to the graves of 
relatives during Chong Yang and Qing Ming. Participation in these 
activities, a form of religious socialization which extends over many 
years, is a form of learning by doing, listening, and observing and is a 
critical means of recruitment into this world of customary traditional 
belief and practice. 

Such socialization stills exists, despite literature which has suggested 
a decline in overall belief and a lessening of interest in tradition by Hong 
Kong's young people. Potter's early study of traditional religion in the 
New Territories indicated that belief was still strong among dderly 
women, and "by no means absent among the younger generation" 
(1969: 21), a situation he attributed to the persistence of the villagers' 
traditional world view (1969: 22). Myers' later analyses of surveys in 
the Kwun Tong District in 1975 (Ng 1975; Myers 1981) su睇estcd
that participants in domestic worship were primarily older members 
of the family; for ancestral ceremonies, "only 50% of the children in 
households where the ancestral rites are pr年ticed join in the ceremonies" 
(1981: 280), and for the overall adoption of traditional practices, only 
24.2 percent of children participated (1981: 282). He concluded: 

As we have seen with respect to ancesual worship and the cult of 
the deities, family loyalty, regional customs and cultural identity 
arc no longer viewed, especially by the younger generation of 
Kwun Tong residents, as sufficient cause for pursuing traditional 
rites. (1981: 287) 

This picture is by no means complete or unambiguous. Similar 
results were obtained in surveys from 1988 and 1995, although the 1988 
results recorded a greater percentage of bdievers in folk religion after 
age thirty-five (Hui 1991: 105). Such findings imply that young people's 
陣efin folk religion declined between 1988 and 1995, but more recent 
surveys indicate that percentages of believers in folk rdigion increase 
with age, while percentages of respondents declaring no religious 比lief
also declined as the ages of respondents increased (Cheng and Wong 
1997: 302). In their studies at the Wong Tai Sin Temple, Lang and 
Ragvald discovered that the temple al叩1ys attracted new worshippers, 
and that young people, who visited the temple for various reasons as 
teenagers return to worship as they become older, "in the pattern more 
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typical of adult worshippers" (1993: 90). These findings would suggest 
the more active practice of faith later in life. 

The: dicntcle of most paper shops is made up 。f a wide range of 
individuals, from teenagers to the elderly. Observations at temples 
and at retail shops and the responses of most shopkeepers suggest that 
their regular customers are mainly middle-aged or older, but it cannot 
be inferred from this that the world of paper offerings is inhabited 
exclusively by the mature and the dderly, for shopkeepers were adamant 
that they served a. wide range of ages. Shopkccpen: and paper offering 
masters alike rejected any direct corrdation between age and the capacity 
for rdigious belief in any context, whether in ceremonies for deities or 
ancestors, or to placate ghosts, explaining that sometimes even young 
children were very pious. What is more significant is their reasoning 
that the younger generation would eventually feel the need to 硨eve
(for example, in the gods) and seek out the offerings needed. As one 
master explained: 

The elderly said that the young generation would not worship. 
Young people, such as those on血s estate, are mostly just married 
with few children. Most of them do not bdicve, but later on, they 
nevertheless believe and worship. Why? Once their children have 
something wrong, or get sick, or they have trouble after moving 
in, they wonder what to do, why this has happened, and so set an 
altar to worship the gods and get help. 

As wdl, newlyweds begin domestic offerings, if 血y have not 
already acquired the pract」ce, because one of the responsibilities of 
marriage is the protection of the family through worship. Many young 
women, now under the watchful eye of a mother-in-law or family elders, 
become responsible for this daily practice. In the words of a young shop 
owner: 

Once when there is something happening that she [the young 
customer] is unable to solve, in her soul she feels very empty 
and needs some comfort, so she turns to worship for comfort. It 
[worshipping] is also a matter of home duties, because women 
get married and are in charge of home worship . . . Personal 
interest is also a re盆on, for once women gee married they have 
their children and they hope that their children would be blessed 
and healthy. If you observe those paper shops in public housing 
estates, you can find a lot of young married women going to buy 
paper o氐rings during festivals. They were young girls just one 
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year before and at that time they had never touched those paper 
items; however, when they got married and had children, they 
would find that only worshipping would help when they had 
troubles. This is very common. 

In these examples, the main factor was not chronological age 
alone, but the assumption of responsibility, particularly that associated 
with marriage (Lang and Ragvald 1993). Similar positive correlations 
between marriage and religious belief were observed in the already 
mentioned surveys of 1988 (Hui 1991) and 1995, in which more single 
people (70 percent) than married (59.7 percent) did not believe in any 
religion (Cheng and Wong 1997: 304). Yet, many shopkeepers insisted 
that the unmarried could not be discounted. "Many of these also arc 
strong believers, for they follow their parents." A minority of shopkeepers 
even report pre-teens as serious and sincere worshippers. 

Recent observations made at Chong Yang observances for the dead 
suggested that learning about religious practice is alive and well among 
the young, with a very large percentage of young families participating, 
most with children actively assisting, for example, packing Fu Jian Bags 
for the deceased. Girls and boys as young as six or seven were observed 
carefully folding the Gold and Silver Paper into the requisite ingot 
shapes and sorting out the other paper items before packing them in 
the bags. Young unmarried people become believers in the powers of 
gods and the efficacy of paper offerings through years of observing their 
parents' (and neighbors') practices or through experiencing personal 
呻fortune, yet have not assumed formal responsibility for domestic 
worship. They are not yet customers and do not yet purchase offerings, 
yet shopkeepers know of their existence through interaction with them 
when they accompany their parents to the shop, and from their own 
years of experience in the trade. 

Class and Education 

It has been asserted that a characteristic of popular religion is its 
referent to the religion of the lower classes, a perspective which allo泅
for scholarly recognition of social status, the questioning of egalitarian 
presuppositions, and the understanding that participants in rdigious 
activities view these activities differently according to their social 
position (Teiser 1976: 24-25). While the last aspect (position affecting 
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point of view) is reasonable, in Hong Kong social position is difficult to 
factor in. Lang and Ragvald's study of worshippers at the Wong Tai Sin 
Temple concluded that worshippers accounted for the same percentage 
of lower-income families as found in Hong Kong's population as 
a whole, and that "lower-income families constitute the majority of 
the temples' clients." However, during the New Year worship, many 
businessmen came to the temple to thank Wong Tai Sin for the year's 
prosperity (1993: 79). The multiplicity of worshipping practices 
result from many factors including, but not emphasizing, class. The 
understanding and use of paper offerings and the beliefs surrounding 
this use are not restricted solely to the uneducated or to the working 
class any more than to the elderly. Paper offerings and educational 
level/occupational status do not correlate, and use of such items is not a 
sign of baclcwardness. If a number of the educated young (and old) do 
not themselves use paper offerings on a regular basis, many still come 
from backgrounds where someone in their family still uses (or did use) 
paper, and many understand the practice. At the least, explaining the 
persistence of paper offerings as a form of ignorance ignores the obvious 
sincerity with which worshippers conduct their beliefs, and implies 
that the entire complex is a mere superstition that educa丑 people will 
- or should - discard. The latter idea is an established theme in 
many of the twentieth-century movements to modern远 China, yet 
paper offerings have survived the innumerable campaigns in Mainland 
China for their eradication. 

Male and Female 

In 1890, William Townsend noted Robert Morrison's observation on 
Chinese women and religion. 

Their nature is much more religious than that of the men. The 
men triRe with their beliefs; the women are in earnest. They 

are capable of a practical faith, the men much less so . . . It is 
they who visit the temples. The incense pots which smoulder 
before the placid countenance of Buddha are filled and kindled 
by them. It is they who may be seen prostrating and K'o T'owing 
before the monsuous images alike of general and local deities. 
They burn ten sheets of paper to the men's one . . .  The men can 
do without worship, the women cannot. (1890: 266-7) 
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Whil e a common perception, my respondents consistently rejected 
suggestions that worship and the use of paper offerings was, in any 
context public o「 private, strictly engendered - more p「cciscly, they 
d血ied that it was the sole responsibility of women. This does not mean 
that women do not play a leading role (see, for example, Berkowitz 
1975) nor that worship is not colored by gender, but that the nature 
of masculine and feminine participation is rather more complex. In 
the People of Kwun Tong Survey in 1975 (Ng 1975), of the sample of 
818 households, half contained husbands and wives both professing to 
be active participants in ancestral rites (Myers 1981: 279). However, 
results of other surveys in 1988 indicated that a larger proportion of 
males (66.4 percent) than females (49.9 percent) claimed no belief in 
any religion, with male believers in Chinese traditional religion nearly 
half the number of female believers (Hui 1991: 104). A similar survey in 
1995 produced similar results (Cheng and Wong 1997: 302). 

Despite these results, paper professionals interviewed in this study 
邱： quite emphatic in their views, which matched more closdy the results 
of the 1975 survey. Not one retail shopkeeper, executive of a paper 
wholesaling company; or workshop master described the purchase and use 
of paper offi:rings in engendered terms. The proportion of male and female 
customers docs vary from shop to shop, but while there arc fewer male 
customers overall, shopkeepers assen that men are as sincere and observant 
in their worshipping habits as their female counterparts. Furthermore, male 
customers are equally knowledgeable about paper offerings, but because of 
their jobs, they arc simply too b

usy 
to sec to the purchases (or the worship, 

even of ancestors) on a daily basis, a justification earlier recorded in Taiwan 
for the great.er purchasing done by women (Gallin 1966: 148).1 Many 
men ask or expect their wives or daughtelll-in-law to do the purchasing for 
them.. These assessments of their customers also appear to discount a fa.ct 
that most shopkeepers understand very well - that Hong Kong women 
have long been part of the workforce and hold regular jobs which would 
also limit their time to attend to the ne函ties of worship, including paper 
purchasing. That leaves the responsibility for this task to older women 
who are not in the job market. 

Observations at retail shops during daytime visits and interviews 
suggest that the majority of cuscomers are indeed women, middle-aged 
and older housewives who are unemployed, employed part-time, or 
working at home on a piece:work b函s. These women are freer to see 
to both domestic worship and temple worship during major religious 
holidays, and to purchase the paper offerings. As well, younger women 
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still come into the shops, despite being heavily occupied with work or 
school-rdated responsibilities. Assuming the responsibility for domestic 
worship and having more free time have also been cited by other local 
scholars to 邙plain the greater proportion of women worshippers at 
the temple. Lang an� Ragvald listed the greater potential for health 
problems and womens lack of social power as additional reasons for 
female worship; worship at the temple offers access to heavenly aid to 
deal with these issues (1993: 80). 

What is most important within my respondents' sometimes 
contradictory comments is not the precise proportion of male to female 
customers, nor the rationale of employment or any other factor as 
determining gender involvement, nor even the "appropriate" contexts 
(domestic or public) for worship by men and women, but the trade's 
reluctance to accept any innate, automatic, or gender-based assigrunent 
of, or limitations on, the responsibilities for worship and the purchase 
of offerings. Following this perspective, masculine employment was 
a secondary rationalization to explain the larger number of women 
customers. Some support for the shopkeepers' assessment may be 
obtained during any of the special religious 叫ebrations. A v isit to any 
temple during these times will demonstrate both a good proportion of 
men to women, and of youngsters and teenagers to the aged, all involved 
in temple activities, worshipping and ma.king offerings to the deities. 

The Knowledgeable Customer 

How knowledgeable are customers about the offerings they purchase? 
Do they fully understand the significance of the items, or are they simply 
doing what others do without considering symbolic or religious content? 
The survey of 」une 2003 indicated that 98.6 percent of respondents 
益scrtcd that th可 understood paper offerings, and that further, all the 
members of their families also understood the objects; such results echo 
smaller indicative surv年 conducted in the early 1990s. Shopkeepers 
and paper masters' assessments of their customers' understanding 
reflect a range of customer expertise. Shopkeepers' evaluations indicate 
that most customers possess a reasonable — and some an excellent — 

working knowledge of the meaning and use of the everyday offerings 
they buy. This means that customers were familiar with the offerings 
for both everyday worship and for particular occasions, and why certain 
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items should be used. Customers also understood what effects, if any, the 
offerings could be expected co produce, and why they were efficacious. 

A similar siruation holds for the iconography of paper offerings, the 
auspicious symbols depicted on them. While not always fully conversant 
with the fine points of their significance, most customers could identify 
many of the individual symbols and design elements depicted on the 
everyday offerings, and could explain the meaning of these symbols. 
Worshipper recognition and understanding is strengthened because the 
same symbols and designs appear in many other contexts of everyday 
life, as decorative demcnts of architecture, embroidery, painting, 
wood carving, and painted temple decorations. While their beauty is 
appreciated in these forms, it has been suggested that their appearance in 
such contexts began as a way of instructing illiterates in the proper elite 
values of society such as patriotism, loyalty to the emperor, loy.uty to the 
state, and filial piety {Eberhard 1967b: 31-32).2 Whatever the original 
purpose, the understanding of the symbols and designs on paper offerings 
is enhanced by their persistence in other areas of everyday life. 

Due to what Cave referred to 盆 the "very considerable conservatism" 
in Chinese arts and other manufactures, meanings, especially those 
represented in rdigious materials, have tended to remain stable {1998: 
20). Also, production was bound by strict conventions . .fu he explained: 

. . .  there w邳 a considerable degree of uniformity in the artistic 
and iconographic conventions. M血y worshippers might be 
illiterat e, and the inclusion of familiar symbols of good fortune 
was important, 邙 was making the panicular demon, saint, or god 
instantly 沄哼血ble. (Cave 1998: 37) 

Some shopkeepers agree, explaining that items like the Longevity 
Gold, White Money, and Gold and Silver Paper look the same as they did 
in the past,' since they have been used "since the beginning of the world." 

& numerous Hong Kong-based researchers will attest, a common 
response to inquiries about the meaning of an activity or an object 
includes a variation of, "Everyone knows that already召 What is being 
investigated is so much a part of general experience that further reflection 
is deemed unnecessary. For example, when queried as to why offerings 
were made to the gods, many worshippers responded with one word, 
"tradition," or when pressed, "Chinese tradition" or "Chinese culture" 
or 蜢That is what is right to do." Giving offerings is a deeply held custom 
of some antiquity, an obvious fact that customers and worshippers 
understand. In that sense, purchasing and using paper offerings does not 
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require long, complicated explanations; everyone knows that if one is a 
worshipper, this is what one docs. Even customers who arc Buddhists, 
Catholics, or Christians (Prot邙tants) accept this perspcctivc.5 What is 
most important 止 not whether customers' opinions can be proven as 
true, but that they firmly believe them to be. 

Shopkeepers agreed that even knowledgeable customers needed to 
祉 advice from time to time. As special religious festivals occur only 
once a ye訌， some customers may not remember from year to year just 
what is needed. As already demonstrated, paper offerings for these 
festivals can be quite complex. For example, a packed assemblage such 
as those for the Festival of the Hungry Ghosts may contain up to twenty 
items, each with its own iconography and symbolic content. Customers 
may not understand the meanings, often complicated, of each of these 
items, or the significance of the printed symbols or designs, or the names 
of the individual components, or why each item is necessary for that 
assemblage. Further, they may not know which paper combinations 
血 suitable for more rarely occurring rituals and events which require 
more specialized paper, suc圧 moving to new homes. While sickness 
was not uncommon, it appeared to be 血other problem for which the 
specific paper combinations were difficult to remember, especially if 
one's own ddcrly rdativcs were not ne訌by to assist. There 訌e solutions 
for all these uncertainties: customers could have the shopkeeper pack 
the materials, buy a pre-packed assemblage, or consult the Tung Sing 
when they did not know. 

Despite all these alternatives, some customers simply cannot 
remember the finer points of paper offerings, no matter how often the 
shopkeeper provides suggestions or solutions. One respondent declared, 
with some exasperation: 

They ask about many occasions. Even if they 祉恤 time th
ey 

will 
ask next time. They don't remember because it is too complicated. 
It is not stra喵 that tomorrow they would ask you 孑n even if 
they have 臨ked you today. Tomorrow, they'll forget about what 
they h'irfe as區 you today! 
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The Flexibility of Belief 

Belief is flexible and changeable. AB Cammann observed, "in any 
srudy of Chinese symbols, the context is all-important" and "symbols, 
like words, can become obsolete or change their meaning with time" 
(1968: 787). The question of customer knowledge ability becomes more 
complex when it is set against the considerable variations in belief and 
practice. Worshippers need not agree on all the most common uses 
of an item, on the details of its individual history, or on the meaning 
of each and every detail of its iconography. Differences arise &om the 
intricacies of the paper itself, the worshipper's ethnic background, and 
his or her personal belief and family practices. This uncertainty allo褔

for alternate explanations, as people fill in the gaps with what they think 
is correct. 6 

More sig画cant complicating factors are regionalism and ethnic 
differences within China. The way wors�ppcrs use different items of 
paper does not necessarily reflect confusion or ignorance, but may be 
the result of "different regions and language groups . . . so there were 
gods [and varieties of ceremonial papers] which were common with 
one language group and rare with another" (Cave 1998: 37). What 
Cave meant was that there were variations, even in the printed text, 
according to the worshipper's home place. Such was the experience of 
many shopkeepers. 

The worship of g心sand ancestors is so wi如preadthat everywhere 
[in China] 垣 its own way of worship. People cling to the way of 
their origins. You cannot argue with these customers, but」ust give 
them what they ask fur, fur they have been worshipping in their 
own way for years and will not believe what you say. For a皿ple,
people from Do哩严血 （東莞） use white paper money to worship 
gods, but in Hong Kong, th.is is not generally done. 

Shopkeepers and paper masters said they were expected to recognize 
the numerous variations based on regional or ethnic differences, in order 
to serve their customers and stock the shop. For example, the Chao油OU

craft particularly large, elaborate and elegant items for their worship, 
especially dwing the New Ycar.7 AB they arc a notable section of Hong 
Kong's population (see, for example, Sparks 1976a; Myers 1981), some 
shops sell only Chaozhou items. Sim呣y, Hong Kong's fishermen (水
上人） make use of a complicated repertoire of paper offerings specific 
to them alone (a sample of these will be taken up in Chapter 9); these, 
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too, ate usually sold in shops, mostly on Hong Kong Island, which cater 
heavily to their needs. The specific paper offerings characterizing other 
Hong Kong residents such as those of Shanghai (上海）， Hakka (客家），

and Dongguan (東莞） origin are much more difficult to understand and 
to find, although a fair number of shops carry a few items of Shanghai 
origin, notably the Shanghai silver money for the gods. No exclusively 
Dongguan or Hakka paper shops exist, and the items distinctive of 
these groups are rare and little understood by most shopkeepers. Despite 
customer and professional assertions that the complex of paper offerings 
is something that everyone knows about, a more accurate depiction 
would be that everyone knows about the practices in their place of 
origin. While the concept of giving offerings is widespread if one is a 
bdiever, both content and behavior are heavily influenced by where the 
worshipper learned to worship. 

Ethnicity or place of origin is not the final consideration; there is a 
wide range of what can only be described as purdy familial or individual 
variations in both knowledge and practice. Individual worshippers, 
shopkeepers, and paper masters all present their own versions of how 
to worship, explaining their personal idiosyncrasies by saying, "Ten 
fi

ng
ers are not the same length" (十隻手揣沒有一樣-l), a Chinese 

idiom meaning that people arc not all the same. Differences in worship 
come about from variations inuoduced within the family, from parents 
to children to grandchildren. Over time, even individual families can 
develop distinctive patterns of worship. 

The most commonly used items for gods and ancestors provide 
good examples of variations at the individual levd. Most customers 
know the variety and amount of paper offerings needed for the gods, 
whether to request their assistance, express gratitude for favors received, 
or celebrate the deities' birthdays. Nearly all will offer Longevity 
Gold and the elaborate paper clothing. Likewise, most customers 
automatically purchase the Gold and Silver Paper and the clothing 
packages for the ancestors. Yet even in examples such as these, about 
which there is considerable agreement. individual worshippers vary 
their practices. Some devout customers increase their offerings, perhaps 
giving a larger-than-usual amounc of Longevity Gold to the deity, or 
of Gold and Silver Paper and Money to Live to the ancestors. Those 
convinced of suffering from ghostly-generated illnesses will also burn 
much more than is srr远ly necessary, for psychological comfort. What 
is strictly necessary is defined in a very personal way. 

Substituting one item for another is also a recogni诞 p平tice.
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The believer dcci如 what kind of clothing will be given; some offer 
to the gods 画ous kinds of clothing and personal items, such as gold 
paper jewelry and watches, that others fed are only suitable for the 
ancestors (Scott 1997b). Some offer Longevity Gold to the ancestors 
when shopkeepers generally agree that it is for the gods. Still other 
purchasers vary the appropriate colors of clothing (giving blue or green 
clothing instead of red) or offer to one deity the items usually associated 
with another, while others create a one-of-a-kind object which they feel 
is important to offer, perhaps because they envisioned it in a dream. 
Similarly, there is nothing to stop the devout worshipper who pities 
the ghosts from offering them large amounts of what would usually 
be ancestors' clothing. Recently available packages of offerings for the 
Festival of the Hungry Ghosts, the Clothing Burned at the Street (燒街
衣）， suggest that certain shops are now following the worshippers' leads 
in rethinking their complexity and content. Such personal practices 
should not be interpreted as carelessness, the results of the fast-paced 
lifestyles of a modern metropolis, or by a lessening of devotion. On 
the contrary, they imply great care and concern for the recipients of 
the offerings. Shopkeepers will point out the idiosyncrasies of their 
customers, but while a 际 may disapprove of these personal variations, 
the trade neither demands nor expects total agreement on any one 
pattern of worship. Tolerance and flexibility are fundamental features of 
the trade itself, stemming from its development and working philosophy 
as well as from the ideology of worship. 





9 
Life in Paper 

E面thing hu changed and yet nothing has changed. Even 
云 houses have anceattal altars and a Stove G祉 訌 沅11 as a 
television set, and I 區ve seen fire-wallcing performed on a 
baseball diamond. The reader will have to c:xucisc some洫torical
im哆ination to WJde.tstan.d the conditions that gave rise to the 
屆iefs I discuss, but he must not forget that t區e beliefs endure 
and will influence the future. (Wolf 1974: 133) 

While Arthur Wolfs comments described the modernizing Taiwan 
of the 1970s, th可 are appropriate for Hong Kong. especially 坤
「ecognition that beliefs endure. How has this 呾tomary practice, the 
crafting and use of paper o氐rin祭 proven so enduring and suca:ssful? 
The settings and context for the items and the mean孽 they have for 
worshippers and pro£ 邙ionals are part of the answer. First 血o.ng these 
arc the political attitudes towards r苧四 belief and p面c:e and the 
flexibility of the trade. 
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Political Attitudes 

An imponant factor is the attitudes of national and local government, 
as such attitudes may constitute serious 血pediments to the continuance 
of customary practices. Since the Chinese Revolution of 1911, both 
reformers and officials of successive governments have talcen a dim 
view of what they termed superstition and backwardness among the 
population. Accordingly, official actions towards behaviors and practices 
so characterized have ranged &om ridicule to determined persecution. 
Clarence Day reponed with some concern in the Shanghai Tunes on 
November 1,  1928, that: 

The selling and burning of incense, candles, and paper money fur 
idol worship and for the dead will be strictly prohibited in Kwangsi 
province begin血g from」anuary 1, 1929, according to a d碰on
reached at a recent meeting of the Kwa唔i provincial goverrunent. 
(ci迢inDay 1929: 11) 

While not fully convinced that "ancient religious practices of the 
people" would easily disappear, Day was neverthel� moved to note this 
disturbing repon (1929: 11). A similar condusion was drawn in a more 
rccents皿fyc.oncerning the c.onrest比worshippersand the Republi函
government over the conduct of the Festival of the Hungty Gh函 and the 
Double Seven Festival in Guangzhou in the late l 920s (Poon 2004). 

The government of the People's Republic of China was no more 
supportive of traditional belief and its associated practices than was its 
predecessor. The tensions between the old and new belief systems were 
rooted in many contradictions, among them the emphasis in the old 
system on otherworldly beings and their effects on everyday life and the 
rationalistic alternative advanced by the socialist government. Traditional 
rdigious rituals were also wasteful of the financial and human resources 
needed for national reconstruction (Whyte and Parish 1984: 302-4). The 
state remained at best ambivalent, and often ruthless, about traditional 
festivals, traditional practices, institutions, temples and churches, all of 
which suffered severdy under such successive campaigns, culminating 
in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution of 1966-7 and its intent 
to destroy the "four olds" — old thought, old customs, old culture, and 
old morals (see, for example, Chan, Madsen and Unger 1984; Liu 2003; 
Spence 1990). 

The situation began to chan匹 under the 氐form Period initiated 
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by Deng Xiaoping in 1978, and under the new constitution of 1982, 
which affirmed the official policy of respect for and protection of the 
fr磁om of rdigious belie£ But while it recogn远d the five protected 
religions 一 Buddhism, Daoism, Islam, and Protestant and Catholic 
Christianity 一 the same constitution also affirmed that sects were to 
be suppressed (Macinnis 1989). Superstition (popular religion) was to 
be kept distinct from real religion and discouraged, although domestic 
worship was tolerated (Feuchtwang and Wang 1991: 262-3), despite 
its indwion of "the popular gods of heaven, earth, the underworld, the 
ancestral cult, the gods of the house doorpost, the kitchen stove, and 
so forth. In other words, what is well known to be the basic traditional 
religi。us system of the Chinese people …" (Cohen 1991: 129). Scholarly 
opinions on the survival of popular religious rituals and beliefs vary, with 
some believing that religious practices have seriously altered or have been 
destroyed after nearly fifty years of socialist pressure (Siu 1989), while 
others feel that the opportunities presented by economic liberalization 
have 蠲isted religious 「cvival (Feuchtwang 1986). Urban populations 
唧ear to have been most affected, with traditional funeral ceremonies, 
including the burning of paper offerings, severely curtailed (Watson 
1991; Whyte 1988). As late as 1996, wdl into the second decade of the 
Reform Period, artides in Hong Kong newspapers were reporting bans 
on "superstitio迢' practices such as "the manufacture, sale and burning 
of funeral objects" (South China Morning Post, December 10, 1996). Yet, 
controls have been progressively eased on selected public manifestations 
of traditional belief and religious materials such as paper offerings are 
again available (Ikds 1996: 250, Liu 2003). Answers to the questions 
of what to do about traditional religion and its practices, and of how to 
handle an assumecl antagonism between tradition and modernity, are 
still being formed, despite the greater flexibility of the Reform Period. 

In Hong Kong, the situation 區 been 洫和平 In 1983, Barbara 
Ward explained the persistence of tradition and traditional practices in 
Hong Kong's N成 Territories by noting: 

An interesting paper could be written about the paradox that 
the preservation of the uaditional h心 been a direct result of 
colonialism . . .  Suffice it to say here that, contrary to popular 
opinion to�day, it was not usually the intention of the British 
colonial administrators (District Officers and the like) to impose 
alien ways and force change but to leave well alone 伍 long 邙

in their eyes it was well) and interfere 益 little as possible. (Ward 
1983: 121) 
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The origin of this long-standing policy was the February 2, 1841, 
proclamation by Captain Charles Elliot, the Superintendent of Trade, to 
the effect that "the natives of the Island of Hong Kong and all natives 
of China thereto resorting, shall be governed according to the laws and 
customs of China, every description of torture excepted" (Endacott 
1964: 28). A second proclamation issued shortly thereafter reconfirmed 
the Chinese rights of "free exercise of their religious rites, ceremonies, 
and social customs" (Endacott and Hinton 1962: 54). There was little 
pressure to force the Chinese inhabitants to follow British custom 益

"there was general agreement that they should be allowed to enjoy their 
own customs, laws and general way of life undisturbed", an 哆reement
which was further supported in instructions given to Sir Henry Pottinger 
in 」wte of 1843, stating that the Chinese were to be subject to their own 
law (Endacott 1964: 29, 32). 

Such prod血1ations set the stage for a governmental policy of 
「eligious tolerance, although as the performance of religious festivals also 
united and strengthened local communities, the Hong Kong government 
began to take greater interest in supervising such activities, resulting in 
the Chinese Temple Ordinance of 1928. While the aim of the Ordinance 
was to limit abuse of worshippers and the misuse of religious functions 
and funds, another suggested aim w邳 the government's desire to 
intervene in 這igious faith and practice (Kani 1982: 160). Except for t h e  
requirement for permits for temporary structures, the l 960s proscription 
of the "bomb snatching" (scrambling for lucky coins 6red from the 
Flower Cannons) at the Tian Hou festivals, and the recent restrictions 
on the burning of paper offerings due to fue or environmental concerns, 
Hong Kong residents have been free to worship, at home and in public, 
as they wish, 血d the production, sale, 血d use of supporting items of 
material culture such as paper offerings have not been affected, although 
。riginal forms of religi呻 activities have modified in a colonial context 
(Liu 2003: 376). There is little concern that "panicipating in something 
Chinese" (Cohen 1991: 125) through the practices of traditional worship 
has be en seriously damaged by the Hong Kong government, which has 
not imposed restrictions or assumed a lack of compatibility between 
cusromary practices and modern life. 
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Flexibility in Trade and Practice 

Another possible impediment to survival would be the practices and 
attitudes of the trade in question: Can it adapt to changing circumstan函
The paper offering trade exhibits a high lcvd of flexibility that has 
contributed to its survival as an industry; its apprenticeship practices 
arc quite unlike those of other Chinese trades, and indeed unlike 
those apprenticeship systems described for traditional trades elsewhere 
(Coy 1989). Much of this flexibility stems from the training of young 
professionals, which is not as rigid nor as formalized as has been reported 
for other classical trades (a characteristic of which the trade is conscious). 
Masters emph袖.c a hands-on approach. which allows the learner to learn 
by watching and then doing, both fur the pitched (modeled) and non
pitched (soft) offerings. M邱ers do not hover over the young workers, as 
independence and sdf-reliance are crucial skills for a professional paper 
craft.er. Elderly paper masters explained how, when they were young 
workers, their relationships with their masters, while hierarchical and 
not totally 紜 ofhardship, were not marked by the extreme misery one 
so ofi:en encounters when examining forms of traditional apprenticeship 
in China or elsewhere in the world. Young workers were not treated as 
equals, but neither were they treated like slaves, constantly beaten or 
otherwise mistreated. They could obtain hdp &om maste1'li who were 
not as obse蕊cd with the protection of trade secrets as were the masters of 
。thcr traditional industries. It was even possible for them to study under 
many paper masters as they were not bound forever to one. 

Young learners are expected to activdy learn new techniques and to 
examine n成 things, to gain inspiration for their own er母ing. Within 
the funeral offering section they are not trained to merdy reproduce 
classical elements of the basic set (although this is deemed a vital 
component of their training) but to be aware of new technology and 
changes in the society at large. Constant learning and self-improvement 
are necessary because even the most learned of paper masters cannot 
provide training for all aspects of the trade. If the young workers cannot 
develop the capacity for creativity, for paying attention to technological 
changes, or for going out and learning on their own, they will never be 
SU磾ful or become true masters. The paper offering industry, while 
one of the most traditional, has in fact p「oven itself highly capable of 
responding to changing times, while simultaneously providing items of 
classical significance and meaning to its customers. 
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A second area of flexibility concerns shop practices. Hong Kong's 
retail offering trade, if never subjected to official pressures as agents of 
superstition, does face the problem of finding enough space to work 
in land-deficient Hong Kong. The situation for wholesalers and for the 
workshops is often difficult, for the larger spaces these businesses require 
to craft and then to store the bulky pitched items are increasingly difficult 
to acquire. The lucky few owning their own premises have solved the 
problem, even if th

ey 
may be squee2ed for space during busy seasons, but 

renters face serious difficulties. Some craftspeople move further away from 
urban areas, but moving does not automatically guarantee relief from 
high rent, and also adds to transport and commuting time. 氐tail shops 
are not immune to real estate pressures either. Many of those located in 
the older, pre-Second World War neighborhoods of Kowloon and Hong 
Kong Island have had to move out due to redevdopment; increas ed rents 
in the newly rebuilt high-rises and modernized shopping centers built 
on the sites of their old shops are too much to pay. Even if they do not 
need to move, shopkeepers may discover that their old clicn這e have 
been scattered into new housing elsewhere. While many of these old 
customers will return to the shop to ma.Ice their purchases, adjusting to a 
new set of customers adds more work for dderly proprietors. 

Despite such property-based difficulties, the state of the industry 
today is basically healthy. The funeral offerings component is expanding 
rather than contracting, whil e the everyday o氐rings are s乜ble. Retailers 
have adopted various strategies to retain and attract customers. One 
strategy already mentioned is the pre-assembled paclcages of paper 
。ffcrin臣, the most common examples 比ing the o氐rings for the gods. 
Such offering packages, which have been available for over twenty years, 
are now a staple of the paper offering business. Nearly all the Hong Kong 
retail or wholesale paper shops offer these packages, and they may even be 
purchased at a local supermarket chain as part of other necessary supplies 
of everyday life. Their simplicity makes easier the choosing of offerin堅
making them more accessible and convenient for all customers; this is 
especially ttue for the novice worshipper, but convenience is important 
to all Hong Kong consumers. The point is that the trade is well able to 
如ise practical adaptations to changes in worship styles. 

氐tail shops have devdoped still other strategies for coping with 
possible Hucruations in the b函ness.A number are still f.un.ily-owned and 
operated, which means that 可,enses can be reduced through the unpaid 
labor of fumily members. Another strategy is the diversification of stock, 
in order to provide a more comp區e service. The traditional pattern of 
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retailing in Hong 氐ng used to be considerable specialization among 
shops, even among those selling religious items. There are s叫 old shops 
specializing in the manufacrure and/ or selling of incense sticks and items 
carved from sandalwood, or selling brass worshipping accoutrements 
such as temple hangings, incense burners and lotus lamps. The painted 
porcelain or wooden images of deities, or their likenesses painted on 
wooden or g1縐 boards, are sold in special shops along with the red 
and gold painted wooden domestic altars. Within the last thirty years or 
so, however, retail paper shops have begun to sell more of these items, 
especially the vessels for the al血s. Diversification of stock may also 
include stocking ordinary stationery, writing paper, school notebooks 
and the like, selections of toys and games, napkins, wrapping paper, 
and Hong Kong's bdoved red, white and blue striped plastic carry-alls. 
During the Mid-Autumn Festival, even very traditional paper shops sell 
a wide variety of lanterns, from the classical rabbits, melons and lotus 
, oots pitched on bamboo frames covered with crepe paper, to animals in 
cellophane, to the latest plastic versions of Japanese cartoon ch訌平 ers.

The trade is further enhanced by its acc eptance of the different 
o氐ring practices ofits customcI'li. Hong Kong respondents' explanations 
and behaviors emphasize both the general understandings and the great 
variability of bcli函and practices. There is general agreement on the need 
to give paper offerings and on the occasions on which these offerings are 
used, and worshippers understand the most common everyday items. In 
short, they agree on the basic whats, wheres, and whens. Respondents 
also participate in the religious events of the lunar calendar, and accept 
the three great categories of supernaturals — gods, ghosts, and ancestoI'li 
- although the content of these categories may vary. Yet, there is 
great variation in idea and practice as well, arising from regional or 
ethnic differences, as well as f.unily practices and individual taste.1 As 
shopkeepers explained, each province and region, and sometimes each 
county and village, had its own version of what to use and how to use 
it. In its recognition of individual variation, the paper offerings trade 
has proven flexible and adaptable to modern conditions, a circumstance 
which has at least lessen ed many economic impediments to conducting 
a successful and enduring business. 
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Traditions and Identities 

A 屆r to the question of why such practices continue is to be found in the 
meanings that worshippers find in the items and in the practices of worship. 
One area to consider is the possible contribution of traditional practice 
to the discourse on modem Hong Kong Chinese identity, including such 
ethnic variations as remain. Two facets of this discourse are of concern 
here. First are the debates over Westernization and Chinese tradition. 
Discussions of Hong Kong's modern identity feature the recurring 
themes of "westernization" and the "interplay of east and west" (Baker 
1983; Evans and Tam 1997), and of"inremationalization" and the world 
一 (Johnson 1997: 135). In these discussions, the role of traditional 
culrure is at best ambiguous. Pan of the difficulty is defining the content 
of "traditional Chinese culture," a difficulty scholars have recognized: 
"there .tnight always be a risk that what is considc.ted traditional in this 
discourse might turn out largely to be a straw七man" lacking "systematic 
empirical data of the traditional values of the common Chinese people 
in the past" (Lau and Kuan 1988: 3). Evans and Tarn have asked, 
" . . .  is the substitution of an ideal, fantasy past [for the real values of the 
Chinese past] an adequate substitute? And why is it needed for an analysis 
of contemporary Hong Kong culture?" (1997: 9). 

。ther scholars have taken the position that in the lace Imperial 
period, literati and peasants shared a "vision of the acceptable 画y of life 
. . .  based on shared oral tradition and the central role of rirual" fWatson 
1991: 369). Th可 lived in a society in which classical opera, dcmcntary 
education, and the correct performance of the public rituals of the life cycle 
were critical to understanding this question of the Chinese traditional 
cultural identity fWatson 1991: 369-7 1; see also Johnson 1987; Rawski 
1979; Ward 1985a). The 函ult was a unified, shared culture and, further, 
that "the vast majority of Chinese, irrespective of class backgrowid, 
life experience, or education, shared this vision of the ac.ceptable way 
of life during the late imperial era" fWatson 1991: 368). Cohen has 
addressed this issue in a sini油r fashion, arguing that in late traditional 
China, there was "a common culture in the sense of shattd behavior, 
institutions, and bdiefs . . .  it was also a un五ed culture in that it provided 
standards according to which people identified themsdves as Chinese" 
(Cohen 1991: 114). Traditional cultwe was criti叫 to this process of 
identification, in that "it linked being Chinese to a furn consciousness 
of participating in a nationwide system of political, social, religious, and 
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symbolic relationships" (C.Ohen 1991: 123), which conferred a sense of 
"what being Chinese was all about" (Cohen 1991: 125). 

Giving o氏rings to the ancestors, the gods, and the ghosts as part 
of ritual has continued to be one means of participating in something 
Chinese, because cerrain traditional values remain a vital part of Hong 
Kong life. As Wong Siu-lun observed in 1986, "The Hong Kong 
Chinese may be described as Westernized only in a superficial sense . . .  
a substantial number of them still adhere to traditional Chinese mores 
on various aspcetli of social living" (1986: 307). If people construct their 
own cultures and cultural identities, they do so with what Evans and 
Tam have termed "culturally identifiable parameters" whose importance 
and interpretation they need not fully agree upon but which function 
as culnual symbols or reference points that are accepted as important 
(1997: 12). Two of these reference points are the Confucian concept of 
filial piety and the practice of giving offerings. 

Social surveys conducted in Hong Kong in 1985 and 1986 by 
Lau Siu-kai and Kuan Hsin-chi found that a high percentage (87.6 
percent in 1985) of the population either strongly agreed or agreed 
that a good society rcqui逼 the practice of filial piety; care of parents 
being particularly important (Lau and Kuan 1988: 59). Further surveys 
conducted in 1990 found that a majority of respondents (56.1 percent) 
agreed that children must support their parents (Lee 1992: 22). As care 
of ancestors is quite a visible extension of the care of parents (albeit in the 
next world), the incidence of burning offerings would be further support 
of filial piety. Data from the survey of June 2003 indicated that 56. 7 
percent of all respondents burned o恥西 to their ancestors at Qing 
Ming, and a further 43.7 percent did so at Chong Yang. The importance 
of filial piety in modern Hong Kong's social life is underscored by paper. 
The second point of reference, the need to give o氐rings in worship, 
比s been amply discussed in previous chapters. Shopkeepers will explain 
that they have customers who are Buddhists or Christians, but who still 
purchase paper offerings for ancestors. °'Wj。rshippers are convinc.ed that 
burning paper offerings is a practic.e of great antiquity which needs no 
explanation, for it is so much a pan of函ryday life. 

Ethnic variations 

The ethnic identification of Han Chinese, and how to conceptualize 
it, is a second facet in which to explore how tradition intersects with 
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identity. He比 paper o任crings, when set within ritual practices, provide 
a little 邙plorcd but fascinating glimpse into such patterns of ethnic 
distinctiveness as still exist. Studies of gc:ncral ethnicity in Hong Kong 
(Anderson 1967, 1970; Guldin 1977, 1982, 1997; Sparks 1976a, 1976b; 
Ward 1965) have explored different Chinese ethnic identities as they 
函st now and in the recent past; a smaller group of these (Anderson 
1967, 1970; Choi 1995; Ward 1965) consider the function of ritual in 
ethnic identification. While classic means of ethnic identification such 
as language/dialect or occupation/economic factors {Baker 1983) have 
altered or faded over time, particular rituals and worshipping practices 
「cmain, as evidenced in the Festival of the Hungry Ghosts sponsored 
by the Chaozhou community, the 」iao Festival in Cheung Chau Island 
{Choi 1995), or the unique rituals and deities of the fishermen (Anderson 
1970). Paper offerings are one remaining material embodiment of ethnic 
identification, for Hong Kong Chinese worshippers of different ethnic 
backgrounds burn different kinds of paper offerings, or add or substitute 
their own distinctive materials to the everyday items (Gold and Silver 
Paper, Longevity Gold, Honorable People Papers, White Money, and so 
on) used by other Cantonese. Of all the 洹iations within the complement 
of paper offerin臣 used in Hong Kong, the most not.ably distinctive 
papers arc those of the Chaozhou, for which the manufacture of sdcctcd 
items has already been described in Chapter 6 {and listed in note 7 of 
Chapter 8), and which will not be repeated here. A second very distinctive 
complement of offerings is still used by the Hong Kong fishermen. 

The paper offerings of the Hong Kong 6.shermcn,2 a group of Han 
Chinese once set apart from other Chinese (Anderson 1967, 1988; 
Ch'u 1961; Ward 1965), are related to making good catches and being 
protected while at sea. Fishermen's religious bel蝨 and practices have 
been set out by Anderson (1970), but it remains to fully connect these 
beli函 and rituals to the offerings that accompany them. Fishermen 
employ numerous paper items to beseech the deities fur protection. 
Shops specializing in these offerings sell small models of different boars 
{to be offered to the deities) complete 面th sails and in auspicious colors 
such red and green. Two of these are the Flower Boat {花�). decorated 
with flowers, and the Big Boat (大船）， which is actually a small replica 
of a fishing boat. Whenever 中e fishing boats set sail, one Big Boat is 
sent out to sea to bless 中e fleet and ensure safety. These boats are either 
burned or set aB.oat on the waters, depending on the ceremony. Big Boars 
are also burned each time a fishing boat is repaired. Fishermen also use 
a special form of gate passing paper, called the Boat Tablet (描將） or the 
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Boat Close (船關）， to protect the boat from harm. A variety of symbolic 
fish traps, such as the Water Gate (水閘） and the Fish Gate ( 氪 門） are 
burned to ensure good catches. The Fish Gate is burned to ask the gods 
to open the door of the sea so that the fish can be caught as they leave. Ar. 
the Lunar New Year, a special set of papers including a Water Duck (Jj{ 
鴨） and a Water Ladder (水梯） is burned to ensure that children who fall 
into the sea will not drown but only Boat (like a duck). 

Still other items ensure the protection of the gods. Clothing for the 
Boat Head (船贖衣， the Boat Head being a popular deity), and Small 
Water Clothing (水衣仔） are burned before sailing. and the deities most 
revered by the fishermen, Tian Hou and Hung Shing Kung, receive 
special gifts neatly packed in paper chests before burning. The deities 
also receive the Flower to Thank God (還神花）， taken to the temple or 
affixed to the head of the boat at the Lunar New Year to thank the deities 
for their assistance during the year. Items for the ancestors include the 
Flower Boat (花聚） decorat ed with paper flowers and containing a paper 
servant (some shopkeepers say this boat is also for the gods) and small 
chests fur paper clothing, painted in black rather than red. Fishermen also 
use the Longevity Gold, Gold and Silver Paper, Honorable People Papers 
and the Five Treasures Documents burned by land-dwelling Cantonese. 
While there is some mixture of items from both repertoires, fishermen's 
paper offerings remain perhaps the last true marker of distinctiveness for 
this group of Hong Kong citizens. 

The Practices of Chinese Religion 

'fhe question of the endurance of paper offerings 比s led to a
consideration of political realities, trade flexibility, and modern identity, 
the areas in the ba呔ground of this customary practice. Returning to the 
key question of how the crafting and use of paper offering have endured 
involves reviewing the everyday practices of ordinary people and their 
attitudes towards religious practice. Taken another way, it could also 
be approached. by investigating how ordinary Hong Kong worshippers 
imagine the spiritual world they are encountering. If religious practices 
allow a glimp紀 into how worshippers understand their world, then 
it can also allow glimpses into how th可 view worlds other than this 
one. What is the form and substance of these other worlds? A cl臨sic
depiction of the heavenly pantheon and the world of Chinese deities 
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may be found in Arthur Wolfs classical study of 1974. Wolfs insight 
was that of a supernatural bureaucracy, one in which each deity had a 
place in the hierarchy comparable to its imperial counterpart on earth. 
"In sum, what we see in looking at the Chinese supernatural through the 
eyes of the peasant is a derailed image of Chinese officialdom," one so 
potent that it was able to create "a religion in its own image n (Wi。1£1978:
145). This depiction of the supernatural world was made more concrete 
by popular images of the deities, which portrayed many of them in the 
clothing of officials and bureaucrats (see, for example, the carved images 
of the gods reproduced in Stevens 1997). 

The bureaucratic metaphor received further support from vivid 
artistic depictions of the underworld and its courts of Hell, at which 
souls are judged and punished (Clarke 1898; Eberhard 1967a; Pas 1989). 
These depictions of Hell, whether in the form of eighteen (or sixteen) or 
eight (or ten) courts, were closely associated with their counterparts on 
earth, the yamens in which those accused of crimes were brought before 
the magistrate for assessment of their guilt or innocence. Each yamen was 
presided over by its own judge and was emp画函d to carry out its own 
forms of punishment. Popular prints and paintings were quite detailed 
in depicting the physical layout of each of these courts, incl呻ng the 
dress and accoutrements of the judge and his assistants, and of course, 
the gruesome nature of the punishments and tonures to be meted out to 
the guilty. Such striking depictions were for the instruction of the living 
worshipper and their concreteness enabled the viewer to imagine what 
this component of the next world was like. 

The vivid detail characterizing the depictions of the courts of Hell 
and the punishments therein, leads to considerations of another aspect 
of Hdl, namely the actual living conditions of the deceased ancestors. 
Herein is seen another reason why paper offerings have endured. The 
careful and derailed depictions of ancestral worship recorded for other 
Chinese societies (see, for example, Ahern 1973; Gallin 1966; Watson 
1988a) demonstrate the care that rdatives of the deceased take to ensure 
their comfort. reflecting their belief that "ancestral spirits live in the other 
world much as they did in this one, they must be fed. cared £ 記 (Gallin
1966: 23�). Popular belief in Hong Kong also accepts this perception 
of t:he next world - a place that the living can imagine 一 f urther
emp區izing the continu切 worshippers feel orists between this world 
and rhe next. But how is this acrually accomplished? How can a world 
just like this one be made real? ff life in Hell is a reHection of life on eanh, 
then these paper offerings endure to serve another purpose, which is to 
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create in a very vivid and concrete manner the other world in which the 
ancestors now reside. The offerings, concrete replicas of everyday funiliar 
objects, ensure that the nc:n world is both comfortable and funiliar to the 
dead; these items of material culture serve to recreate in a very concrete 
fashion the context of an ordinary, everyday 庫. As was explained by 
「espondents, the ancestors really will wear the clothes, drive the cars, use 
the appliances, and spend the money provided fur them, and will contact 
their descendants to tell them about their new lives. Respondents truly 
believe that this will happen, and that this other world exists. Further, 
in arranging for the purchase and burning of the objects, families can 
themsdves visualize the world of the ancestors. Paper offerings are a 
means fur both parties to craft this other world, and even further, to help 
manipulate it; the yellow Money to Live, it should be remembered, is 
burned to hdp the ancestor shonen t h e  time until rebirth. 

In such exchanges, the ideology of filial piety assumes a genuine 
concrete form, as ancestors are provided for, and Hell is made less of a 
terrible place, through offerings. This other world is activdy created, as 
Hong Kong worshippers are anything but passive in their worship and in 
thcir determination to mold the world beyond this one. Wollihippcrs are 
cager to provide not only sufficient amount.s and varieties of materials, 
but the latest in technology, so that the world as it was known by the 
deceased is faithfully reprodu磁， maintained and kept up to date. It is 
in this context in which the great power of material objects to objectify, 
to create, entire worlds is best understood. 

Paralld Lines 

The many themes explored in the previous chapters about the world of 
paper offerings include the great variability of both opinion and practice 
among worshippers, the flexibility of thought and practice within the 
trade, and the adaptability (especially seen in the funeral o氐rings
section) of the industry. In addition, it is clear that worshippers are not 
passive onlookers but active participants in all the rituals they perform, 
whether creating and recreating a world fur the ancestors, attempting to 
enhance their own life chances, or thanking the deities. Other themes, 
appearing in various chapters, indude the power of 61沮 piety and the 
rightness and importance of giving paper offerings in wo呻ip. Burning 
paper offerings to thank or to beseech the deities, to appease or aid the 
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lonely ghosts, and to care for the ancestors is something that the majority 
of worshippers fed is the right and necessary thing to do (Scott 1997a). 
One last issue is linked to the initial question on the endurance of the 
practice, and concerns what motivations lie behind all this activity, this 
rightness and appropriateness. Why give gifts to the gods, why assist 
the wandering spirits, and why, other than the demands of filial piety, 
work so hard to create a real life for one's deceased family members? ls 
there anything else that people are hoping to achieve and how do paper 
。fferings hdp them achieve it? 

Offuings for the anceston 

Burning paper offerings to the ancestors satisfies the requirements for the 
sacrifices which are, and were, a significant way to maintain the ongoing 
rdationships between ancestors and descendants (Ebrcy 1991). In his 
edited volume on death ritual, Watson has observed, "A central feature 
of Chinese funerals and postburial mortuary practices is the transfer 
of food, money, and goods to the deceased . . . In return the living 
expect to receive certain material benefits, including luck, wealth, and 
progeny" (1988a: 9). Both classicaJ (De Groot 1892-1910; Doolittle 
1865a; Williams 1976) and contemporary writings on Chinese funeral 
custom (for Hong Kong, sec Hase 1984; Waters 1991) describe how 
ancestors arc provided for in death. Individuals who were loved and 
provided for in life arc also provided for when they leave this world, 
and rcciprocaJ relationships maintained. A common perspective is that 
the condition of ancestors directly affects the fortunes of their living 
descendents, for burning funeral goods all硒 the givers to claim the 
deceased's property Gohnson 1910; Ahem 1973), or allows the deceased 
to become a "property-owning spirit, as a person without property cannot 
conceivably become an ancestor" (Tong 1993: 145). D函ndants also 
benefit materially, a theme appearing in studies of Singaporean funerals, 
where mourners, at least privately, 皿detstand the benefits: 

I suggest that what is important is not simply the inheritance of 
the property of the deceased, but also the potential for greater 
benefits that motivate the descendants to spend so much money. It 
is believed that by converting the deceased into a rich ancestor, the 
now 面11-offancestor will sec 6t, and is in fact ex:pcctcd, to 「ctum
the favour and reward descendants with even more wealth. (Tong 
1993: 153) 
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If this most persuasive and instrumental line of reasoning be 
true for Hong Kong, then it would add an explanation for the great 
variety of paper items a逼able, the seemingly endless array of goods 
that can be offered to the ancestors (and also to the gods and even to 
the ghosts). In simple terms, it would be an echo of what has been 
termed the "hardnosed view of the Chinese ancestral cult" (Watson 
and Watson 2004: 444), a form of reciprocity in which one gives to 
receive something in return. Such reasoning would also harmonize with 
the often�quotcd characterization of Hong Kong people as exuemdy 
materialistic and driven by consumerism (Chan 1994; Chancy 1971; 
Hayes 1975; Mitchcll 1969). Lau Siu-kai devised the term "the fetishism 
of material wealth" (1982: 69) to 邙plain this phenomenon (see also Lee, 
Cheung and Cheung 1979), born of the social conditions - the lack of 
moral constraints and absence of other channels for self-advancement 
- facing the original im血grants to Hong Kong. This combination of 
spiritual conspicuous consumption and an emphasis on egocentric gain 
should be sufficient to explain all this burning and point to the real 
meaning behind o氐rin臣

Yet, the living cannot make any use of the offerings, cannot obtain 
concrete benefits in this world. For example, no one would wear an item 
of paper clothing fur the dead even if it fit, and no one can use Hell 
Money at the grocery store. Recently, paper offerings have been used as 
decorations, suggesting a form of art迤c recycling of the material, but 
this behavior is rare and nearly all examples concern foreigners, who 
enjoy paper items strictly for their artistic qualities and know little of, or 
choose to ignore, their original purposc.3 It is possible that some public 
伝might be gained from the display of paper funeral replicas before th可
are burncd. This explanation has been advan画 for modern Singapore: 
"These items arc put on display and burned in open spaces, in full view 
of the public, demonstrating the virtue of the f.unily in offering elaborate 
sacrifices, and thereby enhancing their own social status" (Tong 1993: 
149). In Hong Kong's rural are臨， offerings may be movecl in the funeral 
procession to the burning site (Hase 1984: 158), and can be seen and 
evaluated by village eyes. But in the urban areas, funeral processions are 
no longer hdd; if burning offerings are chan磁 upon, observers can 
cena.inly make evaluations, but their reactions have no effect on the social 
Stan恤g or status of the strangers (to them) who are doing the hurning.4 
Further, during 如 Qing Ming and Chong Yang Festivals, individuals 
and 伷呻es are absorbed with the care of their own dead through 
cleaning the grave and giving o氐rings; observations during both festivals 
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reveal participan面 lack of attention to the offerings other f.unilics arc 
assembling. Public displays of wealth or praise for public displays of piety 
are weak motivations, so what other explanation can be advanced.? 

"When I looked at the results, I was so moved that I wanted to 
cry. I found the Hong Kong people, often dubbed as obsessed with 
material satis紜on, do have a very rich spiritual life." This remark was 
not made by a worshipper, but by the president of the Hong Kong Bird 
W畊ing Society, referring to the results of a survey dedaring the humble 
Eurasian tree sparrow as Hong 氐ng's favorite bird (Cheung 2004). Yet, 
it seems appropriate in this discussion of burning o恥ings, if there is a 
parallel explanation that extends beyond both materialism and egocentric 
motivation. Respondents from the Jwie 2003 survey were asked if ancestors 
would give more benefits to their living relatives if a large quantity of paper 
。fferings were burned to them; 77.8 percent disagreed. A resowiding 84.4 
percent of the sample also rejected the bdief that ancestors would punish 
the descendants if paper offerings were not burned to them. These results 
contribute to the old debate on the nature of ancestors, s啤esting that 
urbani區 do not look on the dc:pam:d as inquisitors or wrathfuJ 弔�nts
(Gallin 1966; Watson and Watson 2004). Providing for the dccc:ascd does 
give benefits, but these are all fur the departed and the living cannot gain in 
strictly material terms. For example, the very popular yellow Money to Live, 
which appears many血1es in the preceding chapters, may be burned in the 
thou.sands. Its purpose is to secure a futer rebirth into a new life for the 
soul of the deceased; the giver obtains no material benefits, but rather, the 
satisfaction that he or she has taken concrete action to 曰tate the process 
for the doccased.. In the intcrvi而 conducted, the majority 。f respondents 
hdd the same opinions about burning greater quantities of more costly or 
elaborate offerings such as the special order, handcrafu:d varieties. 

Worshippers int.crvicwcd saw no automatic link between the 
quantity or quality of offerin

gs 
and ancestral bl函in臣 Ar l尹r, they did 

not have the oonscious intention to benefit materially. Some respondents 
said that, while they vaguely remembered hearing of the idea that benefits 
oould be gained in this way (although they could not recall just when or 
where they had heard about it) they did not believe it to be true, while 
others函d that they saw no direct relationship between burning to the 
ancestors and obtaining any benefits whatsoever; 由ey had separated the 
two concep邙 (Scott 1997a: 237). The re盆ons respondents provided for 
giving paper offerings included providing for the ancestors expr邙sed
one's devotion and respect, giving offerings reflected one's sincerity, gave 
P孚hological comfon, and eased one's bean. W區 is signifi呾t, as one 
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lady expressed it, is that, "Offerings are necessary to show our sincerity 
and devoutness and the ancestors need them. We must respect them and 
help them to have a better lifi「 (Scott 1997a: 236). In short, worshippers 
did benefit from giving offerings, but in a spiritual way far removed from 
the concrete rewards of this world. 

O氐血gs for the 卽中

The giving of o齟ngs based on egocentric or materialist motlvacions 
should also not be 邙sumed in the worship of the gods, although here the 
situation is som成hat more complex. Temple worship is often accompanied 
by divination tcchnjques, so that worshippers may receive answers to the 
questions most troubling them. It is significant that .tn函 inquiriesnow, as in 
the past, are not directed solely to financial 苧or personal advancement, 
but to illness, family problems, and family security 一 varieties on the 
theme, "k西 my family safe and wdl." In his 1924 survey of prayer sl恥
collected in north China, L. Newton Hayes fo血d that illness topped the 
list of worshippers' concerns, followed by marriage problems and protection 
during travel. Wealth came last (Hayes 1924: 97). 

氐poning on a 1989 survey conducted at Kowloon's Wong Tai Sin 
Temple, Lang and Ragvald fo血d that most worshippers reported going 
to the temple to ask for hdp, advice or predictions from the god. Nearly 
one-fourth asked fo這d for health and careers, while others asked about 
such things as 伝祉ymattcrsor aboutface (1993: 83).Afurthcr 14 percent 
made general petitions for a peaceful life: "These people arc 比sically
asking for freedom from anxiety" (1993: 84). Wo母uppers were keen to 
show their gratitude for such help: "Aro血d the end of the year Oust 
before Chinese New Year) and during the New Yi也 period, many people 
go to the temple to show their gratitude for the peace and good fortune 
of the previous year" (1993: 84). At one 1函I, it is true that wo呻ippers
are seeking benefits from the gods, and are earnestly beseeching the gods' 
assistance. It is also true that a percentage of worshippers arc worried 
about their businesses and their livelihoods. However, many entreaties arc 
for benefits for others; mothers wishing for funily security, grandmothers 
appealing for assistance for sick children or recovery from accidents, 
鮋ers hoping that their children will do well in school. 

The most popular special pitched items offered to the gods suggest 
similar motivations. The Pinwheels, which arc instruments for 紜
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changing and the securing of blessings, contain a variety of wishes that 
the worshipper hopes the deity will fulfill. Each time the Pinwheel's 
blades revolve in the wind, the wish that is written as a couplet (the 
meaning/wish head 恿頭） at the top 。f the Pinwheel is sent on to the 
god in a gentle reminder. The Pinwheel can send this wish to the deity 
throughout the year. Again, these wishes that are not material這ic and
although a number are directed to general prosperity in business or any 
enterprise, an equal number of phrases concern family security or to 
a peaceful life. I once jokingly asked a well�regarded Pinwhed master 
whether he had ever crafted any Pinwheds for success in horse-racing or 
to winning Hong Kong's Mark Six Lottery. He was visibly offended at 
the suggestion, for he strongly believed that the Pinwhed was an item to 
treat with respect, something that should never be used for that kind of 
material gain. He further bdieved that employing the Pinwhed in this 
鮋ion would be offensive to the gods. A second manufacturer queried 
decided against the popular phrase, "Good luck in dog and horse-racing" 
（狗馬亨逋）， deeming it too vulgar and materialistic for his creations. 

The Flower Cannons offered to 1ian Hou are adorned with many 
decorative and auspicious items related to having 硨drcn or safety on 
the sea, always paramount in the minds of sail叩 and fishermen. The 
most notable prosperity-related item is the bat placed at the top, for bats 
symboli:te general prosperity and good fortune, but other decorative 
clements on the body refer to other wishes. The 卹al pitched offering, the  
Golden Flowers of the LWlar New Year, are 嗶迅 to the images in the 
temples so that the gods may be adorned and rec這vc new dothing for the 
year. Their purpose is to make the whole more beautiful and joyous, and to 
express worshippers' devotion; the accompanying ritual docs not indude 
玉g for benefits. Surv可results from 」une 2003 again support this general 
contention, for 78 percent of respondents disagreed with the statement 
that gods would give more blessings if a large quantity of paper offerings 
was burn ed to them, results echoing those fur interviews at shops and with 
worshipp ers. As fur the ancestors, the quantity and quality of offerings to 
the deities and anticipated material benefits had been delinked. 

O氐血gs for the ghosts 

Not to be ignored are the o仔erings for the ghosts. Even today, a majority of 
Hong Kong people fear, or at least are wary of, ghosts as entities that cause 
illness, accidents or bad fortune. Thus, one might expect to 远 little pity 
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for them. A.crounts from other Chinese societies explain that only meager 
or unprocessed offerings are given to ghosts to placate or bribe them to 
cease bothering the victim any more or to just go away (Harrell 1986: 
105), an instrumental purpose. However, while during the Festival of the 
Hungry Ghosts, many people bum large quantities of paper offerings with 
these motivations in mind, they also burn offerings to be sure that these 
neglected souls receive some comfon. Survey results from the June 2003 
survey indicated that 39.9 percent of respondents burned offerings at this 
period; a further 36.1 percent agreed that ghosts were not dirty things but 
poor creatures deserving assistance. These worshippers arc well aware of 
classic Confucian thinking on the matter: "The Master said, 'For a man to 
sacrifice to a spirit which does not belong to him is flattery' " (Legge 1960: 
154; sec also Ebrcy 1991). A man may sacrifice only to his own ancesto氐

and sacrifices to others are not only inappropriate but inefficacious. Yet, 
these worshippers have willingly extended the boundaries in the name of 
c.ompassion. Outside of this festival period, some worshippers burning 
Longevity Gold to the gods say that the deity will we this money fur 
the neglected souls in the underworld — an act of mercy by the gods 
made possible by the generosity of the living. And, while the majority 
of customers buy simple paper materials for the ghosts, an incre邳ing
number make a much greater investment, purchasing quite elaborate 
缸semblages of gifts fur them, and burning them throughout the year. 
One can only assume that, despite Ruist traditions, pity outweighs any 
。ther motivation for these worshippers, and certainly outweighs pe函nal
gain.� While worshippers well widcrstand the Confucian strictures that 
sacrificing to the ancestors of others is not acceptable (Legge 1960), some 
also believe that the wandering spirioi deserve pity and a share of offi:rings. 
The use of paper offi:rings in these contexts are material manifestations 
of an expanding appreciation of care and concern and a willingness to 
extend the boundaries of compassion. 

Beyond Offerings 

&i early as 1970, E. N. Anderson, describing a segment of the marriage 
rituals among Hong Kong fishermen, noted, "The act, not the intent, 
is important" (1970: 177). His remark referral to the questions of 
。rthodoxy and orthopraxy in Chinese ritual behavior, an issue well 
discussed by」am.csWatson (1988a, 1991, 1993). Put simply. the "genius 
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of the (prcsocialist) Chinese approach to culrural standardization . . . 
allowed for a high degree of variation within an overarching structure 
of unity" (1991: 372), and contradictions between a unified Chinese 
culture and a tolerance for regional distinctiveness were resolved by 
emphasizing correct practice and not correct belief in ritual (1991: 371). 
The experiences of paper offerings add to this insight, in that there is a 
structure of giving offerings, within which there are considerable variations 
in actual p邸本e, worshipping styles being highly individualistic. 

Yet, for most respondents, intent is still sign聶；ant, for worship and 
。fferings must be approached with the right frame of mind. But what is 
the "right frame of mind"? A minority of worshippers have extended this 
frame to its limit, believing that it is not necessary to give paper offerings 
at all. Their views were that the worshipper's st-ate of mind was the most 
important element and that giving only small, simple items like .flowers 
or incense were sufficient to reflect this. What such worshippers meant 
by "呾te of mind" was best expressed in their own words as the "state of 
one's heart" or, what is most important belongs to the heart (最棗要嗝侗
心） a state in which the worshippers' love for the object of worship, their 
油1cerity, and their unsdfishness would be known, whether the object be 
gods, ghosts, or ancestors. If a worshipper had a good heart and was truly 
devoted to the god or goddess, truly loved and respected the ancestor, or 
sincerdy pitied the spirits, then he or she needed only pray sincerely and 
。£fer small items. Deities, ghosts and ancestors would know. 

Studies of social life in Imperial China provide some support for 
the significance of sincerity in thought and deed. Song scholarly support 
for a focus on inner cultivation was found in both the Great Learning 
and the Doctrine of the Mean - the desire to rectify hearts leading to 
the n磁 to be sincere in thoughts (Schwar乜 1985: 405). Speaking of 
classical attitudes towards the adoption of heirs of different surnames, 
the Neo-Confucian scholar Chu Hsi (Zhu Xi 朱熹， 1130-1200)
observed, "However, it is all right if, when participating in the sacri£ces, 
the adopted man has a totally sincere attitude of respect and filial piety" 
(Waltner 1 990: 74). Walmer goes on to say, "But for Chu Hsi, sincerity 
(ch泗g, 誠） mediat.es between the prescriptions of the sacred text and the 
邙igencies of the actual situation. Sincerity matters more than does the 
letter of the ritual . . .  Sincerity of attitude must supplement and might 
supplant kinship" (Waltner 1990: 74). If sincerity and the right attirude 
is vital in so critical an area as the proper continuance of the family line, 
in a matter as serious 詛 obtaining a legal heir, then its signific.ance to 
。ther contexts is easier to discern. As a Pinwheel master explained: 
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Everything is out of your sincerity. For example, if you ask for 
help when you worship Wong Tai Sin, you must be sincere. Then 
your wish will come true. Your belief must not be based on what 
you want, on the thought of gaining something. When you 
worshlp god, you must be sincere. 

Worshippers' attitude of "no offerings" is even further removed 
from that of materialism and conspicuous consumption. Where the 
right practice may be to do something (bum offerings}, it can also be to 
do nothing at all (not burn offerings). The respondents who made such 
statements were neither Buddhists nor Christians, who are not required 
to give offerings, but it is possible that they had been influenced by the 
thinking of these two great rdi郡ous traditions. In any case, they were 
expressing a sentiment which runs like a thread within the fabric of 
Hong Kong's current popular religious beliefs. How many people ascribe 
to this way of thinking is di伍cult to know, but it is likdy a sign迢cant
number; in the 」wte 2003 survey, 64.3 percent of respondents agreed 
that sincerity was more important than the amount or the quality of 
paper offi::rings given to gods or to ancestors. While the main fabric of 

giving paper offerings sh硒 no sign of dying out in the near future, 
within it runs paralld this internal thread of "beyond paper o氐rings,"
or of"no paper offerings at all." 





Notes 

Introduction 

1. For example, in 2001, the second yea.r of the Hong Kl: 吶；He.ti丐�Museum in 

Tai Wai, attendance fl吲ireshad already .reached 306,615 (Leisure and Cultural 

Services Dcpanment, 」une, 2001). 

2. 氐 fur the doctoral degree in anthropolo切 at Cornell Uni\lfflity was 

conducted during 1976-8 in KC1Wloon. The th巫 "As:tion and Meaning: 

Women's Pan:icipation in the Mutual 迢 Com函tttcs of 比iwfoon," was 

supported by a National Science Foundation Doctoral D國tation頤母

Grant (#7612234), an N.D.F.L awarded through Cornell University, 會 and a 
严tfrom the Cornell Center fur區ternational Studies. The author is grateful 

for such generous support. 

3. ManyCl血aac:holars面rkinginHo哆Kongduring the 19洄沅:regiven offices 

in the U�itic:s Service u:ntcr, then at 155 磾e Strc:ct in KA泣如n. I 面e a

great debt .indeed to the Director, Mr Jo區Do血， andto all洫m缸o岫ly庫
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Stella Wong and Ms Moni Tai. Without their ge面ously shared knowledge and 
support, research of any kind would have 沄n much moi:c difficult. 

4. Items were numbered and set into computer files with their names in English or 
romanization and Chinese characters, with details of the shop where purchased 
and on what date, the price, and a brief description. The Golden Flowers and 
Pinwheels were also phocographed. The m訌erials were then packed into boxes 
according co the holiday, or che occasion, or the ethnic group, to which they 

referred. All of th函 took a considerable amount of time and attention to 
detail, for which I 血 grateful for a background in archaeology. 

5. The "superstitious prinrsn to which Dore referred arc the subject of a later 
examination of a special furm of ritual papet In 1940, Clarence Day published 
the rerults of his srudies of prints of paper gods, or mll-ch4ng (馬蕷） that he 
collected in the 1930s in northern z.hcjiang Province. Day's dual purpose for 
collecting these prints was: 缽to learn something。fthe religiom background of 
the Chin邙epeople, as well as to stimulate in Chinese students an app沄迤ionof 
their own religious heritage . . .  算 Bythe time his book appeared, he had collected 
nearly two thousand "original, coloured wood-cuts, lithographs, machine prints 
and hand paintings" (1940a: ix). Many of the gods represented in these prints 
and paintings were extensively disawed. in the text, including their domestic or 
village context and the r吡ious values (such as protection of life and property 
and salvation from Hell) that accompanied their worship. Hong Kong's retail 
paper shops stock only glossy factory-produced images of the door gods put up 
at the N面Year. Some Ioctl booksto亟 oncesold a 际 i血gcs of dciti邙 as part 
of their New Year's wood-bloclc prints, but such prints were not available i.n 
the quantities that Day encountered in the l 930s. These bookstores have long 
c.eascd. selling such prints, and the only places to find them arc in antique or 
硨 止ops, and the prints for sale at these shops usually depict only the Kitchen 
God, the gods of the family; or the door gods. Alexeiev (1928) and Goodrich 
(1991) also made studies of prints of deities. Other references may be found in 
publications about wood-bloclc p「ints or New Year prints. 

6. The six examples of paper offerings thar Hunter selected were, as he termed 
them: "ceremonial paper" or "joss paper" (today's Gold and Silver Paper), 
"money for the hereafter" (today's Money to Live), •mock money" (today's 
White Money), 鹹bamboo ceremonial paper" (today's Longevity Gold), and 
"hua pao---fu" (Hunter 1937: 34-43). The last includes two versions of today's 
Fu」ian Bags; one is the version used by worshippers of Shanghai ori血）．
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1. For some descriptions of general paper offerings, see, for Malaysia, M可orie
Topi勺; "Paper Charms and Prayer Sheeu as Adjuncu ro Chinese Worship, 厚
journal of the Malayan Branch of the 劭d却tttic St,c面 26 (1953): 63-81. 
For the rural N面 Territories of Hong Kong, see 庫-Sahisa Segawa, "Paper 
Money, Paper Clothing, and Others; Matnial Culturt Number 46 (1986) (in 
Japanese). For urban Hong Kong, see」anctLee: Scott, "Traditional Value5 and 
Modern Meanings in the Paper Offering Industry of Hong Kong," in Hong 
Kong: The An:hropolofJ of a Chi心eMetropolis, ed. Grant Evans and Maria Tam 
(Rich血ind: Curzon, 1997a). See also Marjorie Topley, "Chinese Occasional 
Ric邙 in Hong Kong: Some Traditional Chinese Ideas and Conc.eptio邙 in
Hong Kong Social Life Today," Symposium Paper,」血加tlof函 Hong Kong 
Br. 皿ch of缸 R呼4恤成晶沔 (1966}. See al6o Naomi Yin-yin Szeto, "Some 
Chinese Religious Concepts as 邸ected in 'Paper Horses'," Hong &呀
M血磾 of碲tory1如s孕r, Octobe r -December (1993). Some reference t.o 
paper offerings may also be found in publications devoted to general paper 
arts or folk arts. See, for example, Chinese Foll: Printt (Exhibition Catalogue) 
(Hong Kong: Regional Council, 1994); Wang Shucun, A 蒞toriaJ晶叨 of
Chinese Foll: Art (Hangzhou: Zhejiang Literature and Art Publishing House, 
1992); Nancy Zeng Berliner, Ch证1eFo/kA示 TheSmall Skills of Ca而,gIns而
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1986}. 

2. ArthurWol「sclassic discussion, �Gods, Ghosts and Ancestors," which detailed 
the tripartite division of divinities and spirits, first appeared in &ligion atui 
Ritll4J in Chinese Society, ed. Arthur Wolf (Stanfurd: Stanford University Press, 
1974). It was reprinted in Studies in Chint11e Society, ed. Arthur Wolf (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1978). 

3. This is not because the items pose any spiritual danger to their possessors, for 
their presence is not harmful; it is simply that chey are not meant to remain 
in chis world. Funeral offerings elicit a slightly altered reaction. I had a great 
number of such items stored in my office, but well packed and not obviously 
on display. While colleagues and many visitors understand why such items 
血 there, on occasion a suggestion is made that they be put even further 
out of sight. For example, when two 止ts of small seJ泗nts fur the dead we比

temporarily placed just inside the door while packing for them was being 
印ranged, some colleagues suggested that they 鬮looked st血ge" there. 

4. A sizeable 皿mber of craftsmen bdieve that lanterns, while deaned pitched 
products and sold by numerous paper shops湟 reunique and should be placed in 
a category by themselves. This ambiguity was most likdy because most lanterns 
邱 used as 如orations (their appearance at the Mid-Autumn Festival being 
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the obvious example) and are not burned 邙 religious offeri咾s. Still, other 
shopkccpc:rs fclt that Lucky Basins, which arc purcl: 四cd for strictly hum.an 
conccms, were distinct items, while others deemed Pinwheels a special category 
(Pinwheels, except in a �  面 situations, are not available in 元tailpaper offerings 
shops, buc only at temples). A minority of shopkeepers p蝨rred yet another 
design. While 咾rceing chac pitched items should be separated from printed, 
they preferred to create individual subcatcgori邙 for lanterns, Pinwheels, and 
Golden Flowers, and some set the funeral ob」ccts within a separate group. 

5. The everyday, non-pitched offerings are packed mostly in small stacks, some 
(like the Gold and Silver Paper and the Longevity Gold) tied with strings or vinyl 
twine; originally, twis逼 vegetablefibers were usc:d.. Some items purch母years

ago were bound with strips of red painted. paper fur ad.dc:d ausp這ousnc:ss.
6. In Taiwan, the use of Gold and S輛r Paper is considerably more complicated 

(Seaman 1982: 87; Li 1985: 83). 
7. The many kinds of spirit money has been documented for Taiwan, in which 

the category of gold paper alone has been noted as consisting of no fewer than 
eight {Li 1985) or nine denominations (So 1939, quoted in Seaman 1982: 
87). Studies on offerings of money include: Gary Seaman, "Spirit Money: 
An Interpretation;」四maJ of Chin11Se Religions 10 (1982): 80- 91; Hill Gates, 
"Money fur the: Gods," Modem China 13 (1987): 259 -77; 」ohn McCrec:ry, 
"Why Don't We Sec: Some Real Money Here? Offerin瘀 in Chinese 邸igion,"
Journ4l ofChin.t!se RLligions 18 (1990): 1-24. 

8. �nt obscrva血ns of worship at the Wong Tai Sin lemple in Kowloon showed 
that worshippers buying the largest variety of l.ongevity Gold do not attempt to 
fold it into dwical ingot shapes, but loop each sheet over on itself. then stack 
the sheets one by one. The result looks much like an Elizabethan ruff. 

9. Clarence Day is one author who paid special attention to the First Treasure, 
an interesting and heavily used item ignored by other observers. When he 
recorded his observations in 1927, First Tre邳ure was considered a form of 
protective paper, enfolding completed Buddhist prayer sheets. These sheets, 
when completed by the worshipper, then became a form of paper money with 
which to purchase merit in the Western Paradise (Day 1927: 280). In a later 
publication, Day I油 First Treasure as among the paper monies (along with 
"Hdl Money,� which he defined as ming yang, 冥洋） offered to the Kitchen 
God at the New Year (Day 1929: 7). In坤other writings, it appeared 囧 asheet 
on which to record completed p.rayc:rs for merit (1940a: 21), as an item created 
when a completed p.rayc:r sheet was fulded with a silvered sheet (1940b: 8), or as 
an」ternhung on strings, in the: manner of genuine coins (1928: 291). What Day 
如cribc:d as "yuan bo" is not quite the: same: as that usually identified un如
this term today, for at one point he: dc:sc;ri如 it as "silveml shew of metallic; 
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pa.per onto a. coa.rsc gnde of brown pa.per" (1940a.: 30). In Hong Kong, the 
Chaozhou (潽州） shops sell a version of First Treasure in finer cream-colored 
paper, 面o sheets together with a separate item resembling a long life charm 
and gold triang區 on the upp口 corners.

10. Some shopkeepers believe that 恤 "new" version, which few sell, acrually 
more closely resembles an earlier form of Honorable People, one in which 如
honorable people were cut as individual figures and burned one by one. 

11. Cave has described the roundels 邙 mandalas. ln Singapore, the central hoJes 
are burned 鹹byelderly women in homes funded by the temples" (Cave 1998: 52, 
figure 4.1). In 1937, Hunter discussed the same item, which he termed "money 
forthehett函er.•It was burned frequently on the night of the N面Yearbefore 
the portra砵ofthe ancestors; the Nc:w Year's ritual and burnt roundds assured 
•amueru:e and contentment for the dece函d 严ons depicted by the family 
portraits" (1937: 40-41). 

12. Some shops 磾r this Seven Voice Incantation in a smaller size with six 
roundels and a hand, but still burned in all places. r n other versions, each sheet 
of the six roundel version is folded into a flattened ingot shape and sta呔乩

one shape insc「tcdinto another. Also a呻ableare six roundel varieties with no 
holes burned in them. Tbis form is much less auspicious. 

13. Five Colored Paper and Seven Colored Paper arc very popular materials used 
to fashion many other common items, including the clothing in the paclcages 
for the ancestors, Closed [gate] Mon可 （關鈤， andsmall clorhing for ghosts. 

14. Respondents referred to these tigers as being white tigers, yellow tigers, and 
green tigers but in fact, all appeared to be nearly the same tint of yellow. 
White tigers are also 盆sociated with the rituals of Beating the Small People 
(Chiao 1983), and are prominent features of the sacrificial rituals before opera 
performances (S. Y. Chan 1991: 5 4 -56). White tigers made of stone, paper, or 
wood also appear in temples, in the under altars; a good description may be 
found in Stevens (1977). 

15. Observations at any major temple make clear rhe great variety in rhe ways that 
worshippers handle the paper offerin祭

16. The蕊 individual honorable people 叩t-outs bear a striking re蕊mblance to 
items recorded in 1944 for the Sierra Norte of Puebla, Mexico. These items of 
paper were u迢 in various ceremonies of witchcraft. See Bodi! Christensen, 
"Notas sobrc la fabricacion de! papel indigena y su empleo pa正brujcrias' en
la Sierra Norte de Puebla,"紜袖tMexica1Ul de Em«Jio1 Antrupologicos, Nwnber 
1 - 2  (1944): 1 0 9 -23. 

17. Another version of Red Money and White Mounrain, that some shopkeepers 
call the "lai see chin" (利是鰻）， or 比吐y Money (named for the red packc:ts 
gi面 out at the New Year), is used during the Qing Ming festival and also 
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琿ixed to the tomb, but with one sheet on the front and one sheet on the 
back (Hong Kong style), representing the hope that the ancestors will send 
good luck to the worshipper. It is crafted of one sheet of Red Money (the 
kind with thirteen rows oflunu-sha迢perforations) on a beige backing sheet. 
Most shops would call this Mountain Money. Similar offerings, likely to be 
these very items, were recorded by Lewis Hodous: 洎sheecs of perfor訌edpapcr
rcpr邙enting money, are placed upon different parts of the grave and weighted 
d磾n with scones to prevent them from flying away' (1915: 60). 

18. An early account of the popular use of charms during what the author termed 
the "summer festival「 Dragon Boat, is given in an issue of the Journal of tht: 
Nonh Chnuz缸nch of the昉a/As亜cSocit:ty. 

On the limcl of the door the people paste very powerful 
charms . . .  These charms arc made of paper four inches wide 
and dght inches long. They are printed &om blades and are 
sold on the streets for t如 ca.sh a piece . . .  Many householders 
paste five colo�d slips of paper with charms on chem above the 
lintel. These strips are about three inches wide and five inches 
long. The dark color is for the north, the white for the south, 
the red for the east, the blue for the west, and the yellow for 
the middle direction. According to popular tradition the five 
spirits of poison descend to earth on the first day of the fifth 
moon and scatter destructive vapors abroad and th邙e charms
on the doors keep them out. (Hodous 1912: 70) 

19. Despite the difficul函 of consuming plastic comporu:nts hy fire, certain 
funeral o恥ings in Macau, sucb 邙 the latest model spons cars, are crafted 
with the under frame and the revolving wheels (set on an axel of bamboo) of 
fine cardboard, but the body of plastic. The author is grateful to Dr William 
Guthrie of the Universi可 ofMacau for this information, and for the gift of 
many of these distinctive offerings. 

20. Hunter recorded eight different varieties of bamboo-based paper as suitable for 
making ceremonial offer.in瘀 (Hunter 1937: 16). 

21. Available in tbree standard sizes and prices, these ovens have become necessary 
items fur domestic rituals, and are affordable by most families. In November 
of 2000, for example, the hugest sizes were approximately HK$65, the middle 
s乜es HK$60 and the smallest, HK$55. 

22. According to officials of the Hong Kong Housing Department, there are no 
comprehe函ve regulations for burning paper o氐rin黔 within public ho函ng
estates. Rather, each estate manager and/or management company determines 
its own policy. For example, in Po Lam Estate ('f林祁） in Tseung Kwan 0 
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<• 軍溴）， paperburning is tolerated during the Festival of the Hungry Ghorn, 
when special 訌range皿nts arc announced to residents. 

One proprietor of a very popular shop in a busy public housing estate 
aplained: 

People can go to the street as there is a big bin provided for 
chem. H磾ever, cherc is none in the old housing escace, so the 
worshippers always make the screet dircy after burning the 
paper. You arc not allowed to burn the papero画deyour flat or 
in the street in those new and grand ho咩ngestates. If you want 
to burn paper, you need to go somew沄c else, maybe to nearby 
[public] housing estates instead. 

23. The volume of worshippers and accompanying offerings to the Wong Tai 
Sin Temple is so large that squads of workers, wearing distinctive ydlow 
sweatshirts, continually sweep away the leftover food offerings (not many, as 
most worshippers take the food home to eat) and the newspapers used 邙 mats.
'Jney also clear away the incense sticks from the holders, even if  the sticks 區ve
not fully burned away. 

24. For a look at the Chaozhou community in Hong Kong. 逗 Spar為 (1976a and
1976b). 

25. An earlier reference to an assemblage of paper ritual materials, this time sets of 
New Year's prints of the gods, were described by Clarence Day in 1926 (reprinted 
in 1975). 

An c:xttemdy interesting form in which paper gods are put up 
for sale by enterprisi哼 firms came to my notice in February 
of 1925. My class in comparative religion had been requei磁
to observe the customs of their localities during the China 
New Year vacation. On his return to college, Yu Erh-chang 
brought from Chang-an a long yellow cloth bag, about nine
by-twenty-four inches, having a flap tied with cloth strings and 
a heavy red carrying-cord at the top. In this bag were six sheets 
of smooth red cardboard printed in black figures . . . What 
a convenient way in which to procure the household's Jares 
and pena面 」ust pay cash and carry them home in the bandy 
yellow bag! (1975: 24-25) 

26. Many of th函 assemblag已 also bear the character for prosperity (褔）， and a 
variety of other auspicious 西蕊s. In very traditional 止ops, such phrases 
might have once been band-brushed, althou吐 nowadays 聶 is rarely, if 
ever, seen. Quite acceptable versions 訌e neatly printed in good quality golden 
paint, and very small shops may do away with such title slips altogether, simply 
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writing the name of the dcity in ink on the outside of the package and omitting 
the auspicious phrases. 

27. These assemblages generally do not include wax candles or incense, which 
could damage the enclosed papa items. The wax candles, if pan of assemblages 
stored at higher temperatures, could melt or spontaneously combust. 

28. The same informant explained the items in assemblages for the Sky Gods in 
this way. First, two pieces of white First Treasure were placed in a cross shape, 
then ten piec邙 of coarser First Treasure, two pieces of circular Honorable 
People Papers, one sheet of Lucky Basin Paper, one sheet of the Solving of 100 
Problems, a few sheets of Longevity Gold, tw0 pieces of the Five Treasures 
Document, two more rectangular Honorable People Papers, a quantity of 
Longevity Gold, and the袖ole topped wirh a set of paper clothing. 

29. Pr可packed 邱embla妒 of paper offerings, produced locally or in Chin函

factori邙， are also available on the China Mainland. ln November of 1995, 
the autbor collected some examples of these 逗embl ages outside the Nan Hua 
Monastery at Ru Yuan in northern Guangdong. Similar packages were also 
collected in Tainan, southern Taiwan, in March of 1995. 

30. For a review of Hong Kong's temp區 see This ls Hong Kong: n氠，/es by 
Joyce Savidge (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Government Information Services, 
1977). A more detailed account may also be found in Keith Stevens, "Chinese 
Monasteries, Temples, Shrines and Altars in Hong Kong and Macau," fi。印'14/of
如Hong氐ngB心正h of the Ro_毋AsutticSodety, 20 (1980): 1-33. Descriptions 
of area temp區 may be found in various Hong Kong official publications such 
益 t磁e printed by the District Boards; for example, Hi虹oryof函 Cuk即iofthe
So山伍 Dis面a, published by the Southern District Board in 1996. 

31. The prru迤 ofthe Yu Lan Festival is described in Stephen Tciscr, The Ghort 
＆呻al in M. 必-al China (Prinoeton: Princeton University Press, 1988). Sec 
also, Stephen Teiser, "Gho沁 and 抽cestors in Medieval Chinese Rdigioo: 
The Yu-lao-p'en Festival as Mortuary Ritual," His1ory of &ugi。ns, 26 (1986): 
47�7. Stephen Teiser, 1he Ritual behind the Opera: A Fragmentary 
Ethnography of the Ghost Festival, a. d. 400-1900," in 即也l OpeTil, OperaJic 
Ritual., ed. David Johnson (Berkeley: University of Cal油rnia Institute of E邱
Asian Studies, 1989). See心o Choi Chi-cheung, "The Chinese 'Yue Lan' Ghost 
Festival in Japan: A Kobe Case Study," Journal of the Hong Ktmg Bra沉h of the 
Roya/As血cSoci可24 (1984): 230----63. 

32. Recent events h元 thrust the good fortune tree of L血1 Tsuen vill哆e, which 
has gro wn rnto a rnajo「 血立ctlon for tourists as母Ias local worshippers, into 
the news in yet another fashion. Worshippers offering incense and praye氐
皿d then gifts flung onto iu b血c.:hes, were shocked by the breaking off of 
a huge limb during the Lunar New Yi邙r festivities. The limb, which broke 
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the leg of a sixty-two-year-old male worshipper and slightly in」urcd a child, 
西 said to havt: been weakened by the large numbers of apple and orange 
bearing paper wishes it �s carrying. To prevent further problems, the Tai Po 
Disuicc Office installed a sign asking worshippers not to throw paper offerings 

onco the aee, and further un如scoringits concern, kept worshippen at a safe 
distance through the inscallation of a mecal barrier and the employment of 
police officers (Lam 2005a, 2005b; see also Bradsher 2005, Cheng 2005). 

Chapter 2 

1. Sources for the events and festivals of the lunar year include: C. Bone (I 889a; 
1889b); Juliet Bredon, Ch加��New 疝 邸ivals: A PietlJ可汜 Mon硏rph of 
, he Ri沄， Cemno心1, tlnd Observances in Re/as加 The面 (Shanghai: Kelly and 
Walsh, 1930); 」uliet Brcdon and Igor Mitrophanow, The Moon :!'tar: A Re函
of Chinese C, 印toms and邸u心 (Shanghai: Kelly and Walsh, 1927; reprint.Cd 
by Oxford University Pr蕊， Hong Kong, 1982); Derk Boddc, Annual Customs 
矗乩 邸祉 in Pe加� as Recorded in 珈 Y邙C加ig Sw睪-Chi by Tun Li
Chm (Peiping, 1936; Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1965, second 
edition); Valentine R. Burkhardt, Chinese Ci沄ds and Cusl11mS, 幽. 1 而d 2
(Hong Kong: South China Mo両ng Post, 1953; 1955); Wolfram Eberhard, 
Chinese Fes出祉 (l..ondon: Abelard-Shuman, 1958). For Taiwan, sec Michael 
Saso, Chi心tFeasts and Gus印ns:A Handbook of the Pri沉iµl&呻lltldC, 正ms
of the lunllr Clllendar on Tai皿tn (Hsinchu: Fu Jen University Language School 
Press, 1965). Other accounts include Huang Shaorong, "Chinese Traditional 
Festivals," Journai of Popu/4, Cul.tw-e 25 (1991): 163 -80. For Hong Kong, sec 
Barbara E. Ward and」oan Law, Chinese Fe. 面辺ls in Hong Kong (Hong Kong: 
The Guidebook Company, 1993). The Rev. C. Bone's are among the earliest 
accounts that describe the religious festivals of the Cantonese. As such, 坤
writings may be 區cfullypartnered with Ward and Law's beautifully illustrated 
account, covering both Hong Kong's ritual events and the modem 甑ys of 
celebrating them. 

2. Although no specific name is recorded by paper 血血｀， 出s title likdy refers to 
Zhang Daoling. fuWider of the Daoist Way of Celestial Mai;ters (Teiser 1996: 9). 

3. Some shops sell these four papen 缸 three items, because the Yin Separation 
and the Yang Separation sheets are combined into one item, the Yin and 
Ya.ng Separation (陰陽層）. Most, but not all, customers also purchase the two 
document papers at the same timr:. These four (or three) papers may be used 
indepc:n袖tly or added to any regular Bai Flln assembla.ge if the customer h益

been seriously ill. 
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4.  Many of these dates are determined by the Tung Shing or almanae. Chiao lists 
significant dates as t比 sixth, sixtc:cnth, and twenty-sixth days of each lunar 
month (Chiao 1983: 140). 

5. These ladies are usually quite elderly, retired and have taken up the ritual as 
a way to earn some income. Most learned the procedure by watching others 
perform ic (a common method in the absence of formal learning), although 
it is unclear who the original practitioner was. At, a rule, chese 國ies do not 
｀年h others h. 磾 to do it. The fee was approximately HK$40 in the fall of 
2000. Chiao records the amount as "three or four Hong Kong dollarsn in 1983 
(Chiao 1983: 140). 

6. An account of this ritual, complete with photog可1hs illustrating the crowds 
of worshippers seeking assist血cc, appeared in Hong Kong's Appk D4」ly of
March 6, 2001. The larger of the ac血npanying photos clearly illustrated the 
procedure of區ting the paper replica.� of the small people, as 這I as m可
of the accompanying paper 磾rings. It also illustrated a very large ceramic 
figure of a tiger, used no doubt by the practitioner (a rather young woman) to 
attract customers. 

7. I am grateful for the work of two student assi函皿 Ms Emily Bales and Ms 
Yeung Yuk Man, who visited the sites and made observations. 

8. Popular lucky phrases for Pinwheels include: To follow the desires of the heart 
（挽心所欲）； the desires of the heart come true (心迅事成）； everything happens 
as you wish {黃事如忠）； get a return of 10,000 times on original investment 
[make a good profit) (一本富利）； busine蕊 is brisk (生逾真隆）； gain financial 
resources in many ways (財瀛賡遣）； long life, riches and honor (表合富貴）；
may your 和祉y be prosperous (家宅興匿）； one sails with the wind smoothly 
[everything goes well) (一帆凪隕）； be prosperous all through the year (週年旺
財）； may Wong Tai Sin bless you (大仙保佑）； and, both men and wealth are 
flourishing (人財困旺）．

9. Referen函 to qian reading may be found, for example, in Doolittle (1865b); 
Dennys (1876); Dore (1917); 氐rkowitz, Brandauer and Rf母 (1969); Jordan 
{1972); and Smith (1991). C. K. Yang (1994) also describes such a procedure, 
which he identifies as "sortilcge" (1994: 262). Hayes in 1924 described this 
method of divination: 鼻On the altar b函re the image and beside the incer函
burner usually stands a bamboo receptacle full of sticlcs of the same ma國ial.
Each of these strips of weed is numbered. A tube will commonly contain thirty
six, seventy-two, or one hundred. The numbers on these strips correspond to 
nwnbe.rs on narrow sheets of printed paper in the keeping of a priest or temple 
attendant. After a worshipper 極 lighted his candles and incense, the u.sual 
procedure is for區tota.kc: the tube from the altar. He first waves this rea:ptade 
thn:e or four times over the burning incaue and then retires to the mat in front 
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of the altar. Afta performing the wual number of obcsiances he begins slowly 
to revolve the bamboo tube. The sticlu within push each other from side to side 
until on吐 forced out and drops to the floor. Let w suppose the worshipper is 
concerned over a lawsuit. He picks up the stick, loolci at the number and then 
goes over to the attend.ant and buys, for a cent, the correspondingly numbered 
piece of paper. On chat paper he will undoubtedly find a reference to lawsuits. 
There will be a statement such as 'lawsuit 皿ccessful,' 'lawsuit indererrninace,' 
or 'lawsuit a failure.' He takes this to be the answer of the god and leaves the 
temples happy or sad as the case may be" (Hayes 1924: 96-97). A full description 
of Hong Kong practices may be found in丐and Ragvald, Tht珌tofa&fa.坪
Gad: Hong Kongs �ng 及iSin (1993: 106), or in Andmon's account of Hong 
Kong's fisbertncn (1970: 172-3). 

10. 邸 Changers sold in Marau's temples ba.ve a somewhat different appearance. 
Some a.re made of six sh� of colo逼 paper (violet, green, ycllaw, wbite, blue 
and brown) which have been folded in half length�c, then cut扁m one end 
into diamond shapes that reach nearly to the opposite end. Further cuts all磾 the
two sides of this ccnttal diamond cut to be opened up in the form of ribbons that 
hang down along either side. These arc hung in clusters to be used in the rituals. 

Chapter 3 

1. Philip C. Baity's studies in Taiwan clarify how gods are ranked. In his account, 
three factors must be distinguished: the efficacy of the god, the absolute 
chronological age of the deity or the temple, and the rclative age of the deity 
compared to other deities (1977: 79). Of these, efficacy appears to be most 
important. 

2. D叨vendaknoted that after her death (which some myths attribute to suicide) 
the goddess appeared in a red dress (1939: 344). See also Watson's explanation 
ofT洫 Hou's appearance (1985: 297). 

3. In 1935 Williams recorded another very detailed history of the worship of 
a patron god, this time Lei Tsu, the patron 卽ddess of silk weaving md silk 
workers (sec also Stevens 1997: 129). It included a detailed account of the 
Qing ceremonies conducted by the Empress. While an elaborate banquet 
was pr中訌ed in the goddess's honor, and complicated preparations made for 
orchestral music and singing 懌ruliams 1935: 8-9), paper offerings were not 
mentioned as part of this imperial celebration. 

4. For a more detailed c:xp圧ation of the Lu Pan-in叩ired carpentry manual, see 
Ruitcnbeek (1993). 

5. These red banners or ribbons are generally referred to as Spirit Reds (神紅）， but
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are also commonly termed逗Cloths (紅布）， Flower 氐ds (花紅）， orHanging 
Reds (楫紅）• The central red ro沁ttc, itself centered with a silver toned convex 
circle, may如crmcd a Red Ball (缸琭） or a 氐d Head (紀廎）• While most 
of the red ribbons are made of a rather coa函 but bright cotton fabric, the 
handmade varieties are made with fine red silk brocade. 

6. The So叫 C伷uz Morning邸 edition of November 16, 2000, contained an 
article entitled "Roadside joss-sticks gave alleged killers away." Police were 
alerted ro the possible crime when they saw five men burning joss-sticks and 
paper money by the roadside site late ar night a day after the killing. The 
killers were afraid of the victim's ghost, and had sought to appease his spirit by 
butni.ng offerings at the site where they had dumped his body. A later article in 
the May 24, 2003 edition of the Post explained the rductancc: of Hong Kong 
r函dents to purchase, or even rent, flats in which violcnr deaths had occurred. 
1如sc flats are termed "dirty,9 which is a general euphemism for flats that arc 
haunted by victims of murder, suicide or other tragedies. Those still willing 
to rent or to buy such units could expect sizeable discounts from established 
market prices, perhaps as much as eighty percent, although one renter of 
such a "dirty" flat kept a mini-altar inside the door (Western and Chan 
2003). In addition, Hallo面：en cdebrations and advertisements sometimes 
fall afoul of local sentiments, as eviden逼 by complaints made to the Hong 
Kong Broadcasting Authority concerning two television advertisements 
commi&�ioncd by the Ocean Park amusement park for Hallowecn of 2003. 
Some viewers werc offended by depictions sessions with mediums, in which 
the dead appear; Ocean Park managers requested that th.e advertisements be 
screened after 9.30 p.m. (Cheung 2003). 

7. During my ti.me at the Chinese University of Hong Kong in the early 1980s, 
my anthropology students would 呻 me stories of the ghosts of murdered 
individuals reputed to be lurking about the campus, especially in the wooded 
lanes and walkways leading up from Chung Chi College. While declaring 
themselves immune from such beliefs, it was clear that they avoided walking 
in such places when alone or at night. For more detail on such ghosts and their 
meanings, see Bosco (2001). 

8. The recent epidemic of Severe Acute Respirato可Syndrome, or SARS, in Hong 
Kong has left a num氐offamilies in anguish over not being able to bury their 
loved ones 面th the customary rites. Such deceased individuals, some have 
SU認邙ed, may also become unhappy ghosts due to their losing their lives far 
too early and not being with loved ones at the time of death (see Geoffrey A. 
Fowler, "Dying Alone," Far &mm Economic k成画」une 5, 2003). 

9. Shopkeepers explained that customers of Dongguan ancestry especially favor 
White Money for the ancestors. 
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10. The discrepancy bctWeen the name and the actua.l number of colored papers 
docs not matter to worshippers, nor do they pay much attention to the 
面cr1at1ons in color. 

Chapter 4 

1. For descriptions of the Chinese Hell, see Wolfram Eberhard, Guilt and Sin in 
T丑rion4l C加w (1967a), Chapter 2, and 鼠The Yu-Li or Prcciow Records," 
trans. George W. Clarke,」血rn4lofth� c加w Branch of the転LA.rut訌cS.函
28 (1898): 233-399. A general overvi成 ofthe differing visions of Hell may 
be found in Thompson {1989), and an analysis of the growth in visions of 
the afterlife may be found in Teiser (1993). Purther depictions of Chinese 
conc.c:ptions of Hell may be found in Campany {1990) and Pas (1989). 

2. For comments on the use of replicas in ancient Chlna, see Berger (1998), Lau 
(1991) 己 Rawson (1996a, 1996b). Berger's article provides an intcicsting 
discussion of sculptured body doubles. 

3. An excellent description of the classic mutual savings societies may be fow1d in 
Gamble (1954). In Ting Hsien, these societies were formed to assist in meeting 

0甲enses for businesses, family matters, and debt repayment. These societies, 
whatever their form, were accompanied by formal contracts and regulations. 
Even earlier, Arthur Smith 如cribed the operation of village cooperative loan 
societies in his book, Vi必rge i,ifo in Chi血 (1899: 152- 60). Various kinds of 
formaJ and informaJ money lending or financial assistanc.c: clubs were discussed 
in Gallin's R面 Hring, Taiwan (1966). The money Jending clubs provide 
"a large sum of money for some speciaJ purpose such 邸 buildinga new house, 
buying some land, or paying for engagement gifts or dowry" (Gallin 1966: 
75). Also discussed are the "Father-Mother Societies" which are orga血d
O 每ist with funeral costs. "The members of a father-mother society stand 
ready to handle the many tasks whlch must be carried out for the funeral 
ritual and burial, and each contributes a sum of money to the family of the 
deceased" (�lin 1966: 222). Other accounts of credit societies may be found 
in Doolittle (1865b), Fei (1939), and Yang (1945). 

4. That th函 may be: attempts to deal more opc:nJy with the subject of death 
may be seen in recent co函rences in which el如ly met to discuss the matter. 
These discussion sessions, sponsored by the Society for the Promotion of 
Hospice Care, hope to educate people in how to face losses in life, serious 
illness, and hospice care. The Society also invites professionals such as lawyers 
a.nd social workers to disc叩s pra.ctical matters such as wilJ prepara.tion a.nd 
funeral arra.ngements. See "Life's final lesson 一 the 沄ts of dea.th," S成th
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China Mi而ingPost, Scptcmb尹， 2001. A survey conducted by the Society in 
2004 found that Hong Kong people 茁:re more open to discussing death and 
related issues, and wanted to learn how ro cope positively with death (Chan 
2004). In addition, the St. James Settlement has begun a photo•caking service 
for the elderly who wish to have a portrait ta.ken in advance of the funeral 
rices. The initiative has「cceivedan overwhelming response. As one elderly lady 
who signed up for the service explained, "I have no taboos in my life. Death 
is a path 血t no one can avoid, so why shouldn't we face it bravely?" S, 血th
Chi血 庫洫g邸t, 」une 21, 2002. Other workshop initiatives, this time to 
help 紜ily members and professio祉 better understand the complc:xicics of 
q ualicy of life and care fur the elderly, have 比en arranged by local NGOs and 
advertised via email. 

s. In 厙 depiction of the manufuture of paper o氐rings, Cave included the 
following account from Singapore: 

&partoftheSingapore NationalArchives'oral.history program.me 
a celebrated Singapore maker of papcr-worla rccoxdc:d how a 
paper house was damaged while being taken to the place wheze 
it was to 比 burned. Some days after the ccranony, the man who 
迢 commi1-,ioncd the model dreamed that his ancestor visited 
him ro complain that the roof of the house leaked badly. He 
went to the paperwor區maker for advice on whar to do. The 
need was dear: the roofing of the paper house比dto be repaired, 
but as it 逞 already been burned, how could this be done? The 
solution proved simple and cfkctive: at another ceremony, the 
紜ilybwnc:d a paper image of a builder, complete with his tools 
and a supply of paper tiles. (Cave 1998: 50) 

6. While these appear as "dolls• to observers, they 訌e certainly not vi示d as 
such by the worshippers. 

7. The cost of a basic set varies according to the level of quality, the materials 
used, and the amount of Labor and time spent on special designs. In 1989, 
a b函c set could be purch函ed from HK$1.000 to $2,000, with 盆 much 益

HK$10,000 or more for very daborate sets. In 1992, the price of a 極ic set 
of thitteen items had risen to "a few thousand dollars黷 as one master put it, 
meaning, HK$4,000 to $5,000. Prices for 1995 remained roughly the same. 
(Costs in US dolla.rs can be calculated on a basis of eight to one.) Other aspects 
offunerals n.i印thetotal cost. In the N函mber26, 1995, edition of the Su"MJ 

MomingR函Mag�m (of the South Ch叫庫呻,gPort), an a.rticle on modern 
Hong Kong funerals lists one funeral parlor 盆 sdling custom-built Chinese
style caskets fur HK$800,000 (more than US$100,000). Most families, more 
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often favoring cremation now, are content with simple modds retailing for 
somewhat less than HK$20,000 (or US$2,SOO). Cremation and the storage of 
a.shes arc somewhat ch.caper, although still costly. In April of 2001, the costs for 
cremation and storage of ashes in a government columbarium cost HK$3,000 
for a standard niche, or HK$4,000 for a large niche. Jade urns ranged in price 
from HK$2,500 to HK$5,000 and a small memorial stone cost HK$3,800 
(Sunday So叫 Ch正MorningPott, April I, 2001). When added to the coses of 
other elements of the funeral ceremonies, a large bill can be c:pcctcd. 

8. 氐函I paper shops in Hong Kong have recently begun to sell 血::lII, portable 
mo砷 ofthese popular hous� for the dead. While some are quite compact 
and squarCHbapcd, others arc rwo or 血cc-storied and come comp區 with
servants, family dog, furniture, lighting, and a swimming pool on the mo£ 

9. According to those living in Macau, papers區ps sell all manner of guns, from 
submachines, to AK--47s, rifles, and handguns. Every kind of gun found in 
the real world may be reproduced 邙 如ired, and are often startling in their 
accuracy of design. While shopkeepers h.ave been vague as to who purch臨es
them and why, many may be made up to burn at the funerals of gang members. 
I am grateful to Dr William Guthrie of the University of Macau for this 
information (petsonal communication, 2002). 

10. These new ready-made paper models (first appearing in 2001) include all 
the most-loved dian 心n selections, each one packaged in a neat replica of an 
individual small brown bamboo steamer, complete with 鋱

血tal" back plate to 
prevent sticking. 11to沁 selections that contain sauce or fluid are set within 
individual plates or saucers. A partial list of current selections includes 血i lai 
go (a kind of sweet steam如ponge cake, 馬拉tl), spring rolls (亭憙）， 中cken
feet (風爪）， 血 面 （燒頂），fongo (蚡杲）， lo mai gai (a kind of rice cake, but 
wrapped in a genuine lotus leaf, 讀米•>· 血wongb皿 （奶皇乜）， andgai 伍
(buns stuffed with chicken meat, 畫包）．

11. hrepo繭in the Far靼沅 际一邸邸， 転e n呻蛭air吐尋函
邙毋astir, dl'Sigr面as 西arewith the logo fur M申ysiaAi曲运 butwith the name 
of"Hell Airlines" (Nury Vi咩乩矗邸tern一紜年April 18, 2002). 

12. An article in the South Ch加 M而ing Pott of November 22, 2000, "Mobile 
ownership up 50pc; in past two y=," indicated that se<, 面ty-onepercent of Hong 
Kong people aged from 15 to 64 now owned their own mobile phones, with Nokia 
the most popular brand. Taiwan, with seventy pcra叩0叨沄-ship, was second. 

1.3. In 19.38, Cornelius Osgood recorded the burning of paper clothing for the 
"Receiving Aflccstors Festival• on the fifteenth day of the seventh month. This 
clothing, which was only of red and green paper, was cut in the shape of a 
modern Chcmc:x co氐c-ma.kcr (Osgood 1963: 338-9). Despite this capacity 
for keeping up to date, so far no copies of the latest in E山opean hautc couture 
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have appeared in the shops; no Armaru or Chanel inspired suits, no Missoni 
knits. It may be only a matter of time. 

14. Young chilcircn were often disposed of after death in a much less formal manner 
than adults. "When a young baby dies, the body is not deeply buried and is 
easily dug up by wild dogs or wolves. When an old woman asks the name of a 
neighbor's child and is cold chat the child is ten years old, she will say, 'Good, 
the child is out of the reach of dogs!' - meaning that the danger of death 
is p邱" (Yang 1945: 11). Even earl這 (1892), De Groot recorded th.at, "the 
血posal of the dead is almost exclusively based upon the docuine of implicit 
如orion to husband and parents, it is quite natural that boys and girls, and in 
general people who leave ncirhcr wife nor offspring behind, should be buried 
with a minitn11m of ceremony and pomp" (1892: 240). A moving depletion 
of disp邙al of a child, as p平ti碣 by Hong 氐1ng's fishermen, is given in 
Anckrson (1970: 182-3). 氏rother accounts of the treatment of d�ad children, 
氐e Bryson (1885), Coltman (1891), Cormack (1935), and Wolf (1978). 

15. H磾=• those ancestors who arc not known arc not likely to 亟ivc daborate 
replicas of anything. In actual practice, most such small pi吐cd items of technology 

arc burned mostly to th函 recentlydecca迢， whodid use them while alive. 
16. The cxa:ption may be the clothing. for if the ana:stors are distant, and no one knows 

血rn, or even their gender, packages磗edAncestor's Oothing (租先衣） are used. 
17. I am indebted to Ms Cindy Wong Shuet Ying for this observation. 
18. This photo 極 been reprodu逼 inJonathan Spence and Annping Chin's Tht 

Chinese Cent的y (New York: Harper Collins, 1996, p. 4). 

Chapter 5 

l. Some shop比epeu, recognizing the potential of tourists, have made efforts 
to learn basic English terms and d邲riptions for many items. During one 
interview in the Yau Ma Tei District in 1992, for example, the shopkeeper 
asked me to write down the 瓦1glish names of some paper items tourists had 
asked about. He was interested in the possibility of increasing his sales. 

2. A few retail shops also sdl other wooden items such as domestic altars and 
plaques of the eight trigrams (/\卦）， but custonu:ts seeking such items usually 
patronize specialty crafters in the fi面 「emainingworkshops that carve wooden 

figures of deities and ancestors (the latter for Hong Kong's fishermen), ancestral 
tablets, 和mily altars, and Buddhist accoutrements. Retail shops specializing 
in the carving of wooden rdigious artifilcts, such as ancestral tablets and 
statues oft比 gods, for both Cantonese: 訌d Hoklo, still survive in western 
Kowloon's Canton and 氐clamation Streets. An interesting account of the 
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carving craft may be found in Keith Stevens, "Thc C函 ofGod Carving in 
Singapore「」'Duma/of the Hong Kong B「而chof the Roya/As证i1:S函ay 14 (1974): 
68-75. Sec also M工garct Sullivan, Can Survi沢; la: Co屯rgelnd山面 」nHigh
珌t:Singap面 (Singapore: Graham Brash, 1993). 

3. These coupleu (繹幸 賡讚 對糰）， still very popular among Hong Kong 

residenu, are pa.ued on scrolls co be bung on gate poses or on each side of the 
door, expr邙singthe family's desires for the New Year ahead. Those wishing ro 
decor血 their homes with this very traditional item (see, 阮 example, Hsieh 
and Chou 1981) have a gre訌 varietyt0 choose from, as contemporary ex血pies
arc prin逼 up in fine quality paper in very cye-c:uching colors. Retail paper 
shops and .market hawkers sell large quantities of th邙c couplets, and often, so 
do retail establishments of other kinds. Much rarer now 訌e the hand-painted 
varieties as they are prepared by el如ly men 邙 a pastime. An interesting 
account of such itinerant caUigrap比rs was pr函洫d by Lowe (1983 [1941]: 
145) who explained, "It requir邙 a certain cultural foundation ro conduct such 
a business successfully and it falls to the lot of poor scholars and youthful 
students to meet this literary demand. Yearly the god-forgotten literati and 
wayside poets who try to make a little money and the school boys who wish 
to take advantage of the new year holidays to demonstrate their calligraphical 
achievement put up temporary st:uids along down-town streets and hang out 
these paper str転 properlyexecuted, for sale." 

At the end of the 1980&, if lucky, one could still see elderly gentlemen 
氐tting up stalls on busy streets, where they would paint such couplets 
缸ording to customer order, in gold or bl缸k paint on red. The 叩thor noted 
one such individual hard at work using the wall of the Mong Kok Wet Market 
as a display wall. Although it has been difficult in recent years to f10d such fme 
examples, at least one political party has attempted to fill the space; during the 
Lunar New Year of 2001, four me.tnbers of the Democratic Alliance for the 
Betterment of Hong Kong (the DAB) set up a stall within the market street 
ne訌 theMong Kok Wet Market and did a brisk busine町 paintingcouplets for 
th eu consntuents. 

4. Eight paper offerings wholesalers were interviewed for this study. 
5. One 紜ous lantern m吐er still worlcs out of柚 油op in the Mid-Le油 of

Victoria. So well--d亟;ned 吡 thesecreations, of silk and dcgantly painted, that he 
sells large nu.rnbm to overseas m訌k.ets. He is well respected in Hong氐ng, with 
some paper masten refurring to him as 'The Star of Paper Pitching" (紮作咧羞）．

6. If handcrafted in red silk, they are made to rese.tnble popular flo茁:.ts such as 
the rose or the chrys血themwn, the diffi:rences being the style of the daborate 
tufting, still done by hand, of the silk. 

7. Thc current 邱祜 within thc outr:r edge of the Wong Tai Sin Temple is a 
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lively place, with num如us stalls selling materials for worship. These items 
include miniature drums, metal swords, slips for leauh t:him and guidebooks for 
reading them, red plastic firccra.ckcrs, silk purses, silk replicas of lucky bananas 
and peppers, gourds, old coins, images of deities, miniature lion heads, shell 
ornaments and wind chi.mes, lanterns, postcards bearing images of Wong Tai 
Sin, bracelea of semi-precious srones, wooden animal toys, wsel-uimmed key 
chains, many varieties of paper offerings (Longcv面Gold, First Trea皿re,W洫e
Mon� Big Bright 1迢sure, Gold and Silver Paper, paper clothing, Paper for 
Gods in the Sky, Hell Money), Pinwheels, small 洹cs, vari四 kinds of bells, 
candles, wine cups, cigarette lighters, incense, Good Forrunc Chickens of papicr
mache, wooden plaques carved with the: eight tri苞皿s, and oil for lamps. 

8. In 1984, the Sik Sik Yuen (奮色圖）， the private organization which has 
administered the Wong Tai Sin 1emplc since 1921 (Lang and Ragvald 1993: 
3), decided to begin clearance of the stalls that had for so long lined the older 
entrance to the temple. In this, it cooperated with the Housing Authority, the 
Wong Tai Sin Administration Department, and the Tung Wah Hospital. The 
clearanccw盆 completed in early 1991 (Yeung 1991). The organization's name 
may be translated roughl严 *leave behind your worldly desires [when you 
enter this] gardenn (Lang and Ragvald 1993: 169, n. 6). 

9. Shop區pers 呻lained that items from Mainland China can come from as 
far away as Jiangsu (江鶿） Province (varieties of Hell Mon可） and Tianjin 
（天津）， bur most materials come from over the border in neighboring 
Guangdong (廣東） Province. Certain counties were famous for particular 
。fferings, although individual shopkeepers held different opinions on which 
produced the fmcst examples. For example, Shundc (隕得） and Panyu (癢昺）
were famed for high quality Gold and Silver Paper, but some retailers declared 
that the same papers manufactured in Shantou (汕l!J) were even fmer. Candles 
and incense came from Dongguan (東莞）， althoughsome retailers asserted that 
Shuikou <*口） produced items of higher quality. Xinhui (訢會） andXiamen 
（崖鬥） also manufacture paper items. Despite individual preferences, there was 
general agreement that Foshao (停山） w囧 nowthe most famous center for the 
manufacture of paper offerin瘀， and the Golden Flowers made there were the 
best, second in quality only to the finest handmade examples once crafted in 
Hong Kong. 

10. Other shops take a somewhat disdainful view of this. During a recent visit to 
a new shop in Phoenix New Village in Kowloon, the owners replied to queries 
about their resident cat by saying that t區rshop 、

wasclean, and so didn't need 
to keep a cat 「 Shops kceping cats are by no means dirty, however. 

11. Refi:rences to Mutual Aid Committee offices serving 訌 informal gathering 
places for the elderly have been explained in Scott (1980; 1997c: 315-n. 
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12. Shopkeepers responding to questions directed to possible sources of pollution 
咾recd that由ere was no way in which paper offerings could be dirtied by any 
occurrence in the shop or in the hom.c. Their ritual cfficaey叨 notaffcetcd by 
being dropped on the floor, by being placed. neu toileu, by being handled by 
menstruating women, by being in close proximity to animals, or even by being 

sac upon (granted, an unlikely oceurrence). 
13. Boch Hunter (1937) and Cave (1998: 31-35) explain che process of crafting如

gold and silver content of everyday o氐rin臣

Chapter 6 

1. These attachments imitate the characteristic hand心concealing white cloth 
sleeve extensions of Chin逗 operagow血. "Sitnply a piece of white silk no more 
than a foot long att.achcd. to the sleeve, it helps to portray more rhythmical 
movements, especially in the dancing of區ale parts. Its Chinese name is 
shu函"• literally, the water-阯:e s1eeve and its origin can be traced to the long 
sleeve prevalent in the Ming Dynasty (I縐-1644) and ha.� come tO the opera 
stage in an exaggerated formn {Pan 1995: 128). 

2. Such items are very rare, fur paper o氐rings long ago supplanted those of real 
cloth, and few now know how to cut the items. The shopkeeper, while highly 
talented and skilled in her own right when crming paper offerings, referred 
this special task to old ladies who could still m吐c thcm.

3. Currently, all matters rclati哆 to apprenticeship in modern Hong Ko哆 fall
under the jurisdiction of the Office of the Director of Apprenticeship, under 
regulations set out in the Apprenticeship Ordinance and Regulations of 1976. 
Designated trades are those covered by the Ordinance and include many of 
the construction or construction-related industries, but very few traditional 
crafts are listed (wood furniture makers and goldsmiths being the exceptions) 
and the paper offerings trade is not mentioned. The modern Apprenticeship 
Orclinance stresses the importance of training the apprentice, and rhe need 
fur employers to take thcir responsibilities seriously: those employers whose 
training programs were deemed inadequate could be "required to improve 
that training within a specified time" (1976: 6). In addition, the Ordinance 
provides for the apprentice to attend complementary technical education 
cl盆沁s, and prohibits the employer, who must pay the fees for such COllrses, 
from deducting such costs from the app「entice's pay (1976: 6). 

4. For many years, these Wong Tai Sin shops were the exceptions to the 
established custom of purchasing Pinwheels at temples; their proximity to the 
temple grounds all吶'l:d such sales, although some shopkeepers asserted that 
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this 嶋tradition" was nothing more than a simple laclt of space in most retail 
shops. As one explained, "Anyone could sdl Pinwheels if they W&Dtcd to, it is 
all a matter of inventory." 

5. Once when I was conducting an interview at a funeral offerings workshop in 
Sai Ying Poon in the late 1980s, the young 匈•ner suggested that I come and 
work in the shop, thereby learning how to make 山e paper offerings we were 
discussing. He saw noth.ing incongruow in having a foreign woman working 
in the sh.op, although Cooper has remarked that, 鹹The reluctance of Hong 
Kong craftsmen to tc: 止b their skills to a foreigner was a serious obstacle in my 
previous unsuccessful efforts to secure an apprenticeship" (1980: 25). 

6. Pomclo leaves are also floated in 血 bathwater at the Lunar New Ye北 邙 a
way to protect again&t evil. 

7. In 1997, r. 比 Hong Kong Branch of血 Royal.&iatic Sociery, with the Joint 
Publishing Company of Hong Kong, produced a volume of 邙丐ys on 庫 in
old and n面 Yau Ma Tei, In the Heart of函Metropo/.is: Yau11U辺iandlt1P. 呵,pk,
edited by Patrick H. Hase. 

Chapter 7 

1 .  Classic references on empowerment include Strathcrn and Suathern (1971), 
Tambiah (1968), and Ball and Smith (1992). 

2. During the Festival of the Hungty Ghosts, very large gowns, over six feet in 
height, arc offered to the King of Hell. Organiz.ers of the festival declared that 
the small individual "dollsn adorning many of these gowns were themselves 
replicas of gods. 

3. Another less charming version of word play, this time referring to anti-foreign 
sentiments towards Christianity after the Opium War, may be found in 
Pfister's discussion of "propagandistic caricatures of Christian teachings and 
institutions . . .  word-plays 「eplete with pejorative derision.n These included 
the term "foreign rcligionn (yangiiao 洋教） rendered into the "teachin瘀 of
goatsn (yangiiao 羊軼）， and the common 西正for Catholicism (Tianz.hu jiao 
天主羲） becoming "grunting of the heavenly pign (血nzhujiao 天的） (Pfi逗r
2001: 11). A more detailed dis叩這un of the u沁 ofanimals as cark:atures of 
furcigners in China, under the term teratology, may be fo血d inDikotter's The 
Discou1$e of紜einM祉m C加a (1992), while an account of animal terms of 
abuse may be found in Eberhard (1968). 
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1. This is also the well-recorded style of worship in Taiwan. As Gallin (1966) 
noted fur Hsin Hsing, "Ancestor worship, as it generally takes place, is on a 
small scale, is private, arui tends to be rather informal. As a result, the women, 
in the presence of their children, usually take the main part in carrying out 
ancestor worship. As some of the villagers noted, 'The men are busy, and the 
women are more religious anyway' 黷 (1966: 148). This accords with Frcc:dman 
(1958): "The rites performed in the [ancestral] halls [of the 血] were conducted 
by and in the presence of men; their daughters and 面ves played no direct 
part in the proceedings. In the home, in contrast, it is clear that, whate元r
the theoretical inn:riority of women in the sphere of ancestor worship, they 

。ccupieda cenual position in its performance" (p.85). 
2. This interpretation has been challenged by Cammann (1968). 
3. That there is some truth to informants' perceptions of the antiquity of paper 

o氐rings may be found in museum examples of paper offerings originally taken 
out of China as souvc:.nirs or as parts of paper collections. For example, the 
collections of the Peabody Museum of Cambridge: contain an a:ample of a Fate 
Changer (in cream colortd paper), pieces of Gold and Silver Paper, an aample of 
a silver ooin (bearing the image ofYuan S凪w),and Longevity Gold. All resemble 
modem examples, but date to (probably) the late ninctccnth century. One piece 
。fWhitcMoney and a piece of Silver Paper were placed in an envelope bearing the 
following inscription: "Charms thrown overboard, by the tbowand, from steama 
'City of Peking' in Yokohama Harbor Sc:pu:mber 26, 1881, after trip from San 
Francisco. To keep the '紐' so busy, in his cur亟， ［如 word underlined in 
the original] to pick than up and sec what they are that the Chinese: 如uld 比vc
time to get safdy ashore." The envelope was dared 1884. The Peabody Museum 
also holds a laigC collection of paper charms and qum reading slips, collected in 
the 1920s and 1930s in Sichuan Province. The author is grateful to the Peabody 
Mweum for permission to examine th函 items, and for the assistance given by 
Ms Kathleen S這y. Dore's c坵面屯s of selected items, namely the White Money, 
arc also helpful in establishing some temporal conrext for the items. 

4. For variations on this theme, see also Cohen (1977: 4) and McCrccry (1990: 2). 
5. Lang and Ragvald also noted the presen�of a few Christians (around 4 percent) 

in their Wong Tai Sin srudy (1993). 
6. This habit 叨.s also noti�d hy Lang and Ragvald. when asking informants about 

the history of Wong Tai Sin. Not clear on the details, informants crmed their 
own: •this general lade of dc:tailcd knowlc邨 leaves gaP5 which people will 
sometimes fill with th血 own c.onstructio邙， borrowing details from other local 
5tories" (1993: 91). 
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7. While Chaozhou worshippers can use the same paper offerings as do other 
Cantonese, th可prc:fcr to substitua: their 面•n items, which arc unique in their 
size and decoration. For =pie, they will use Pcaccfu.l Money (乎安嬝） instead 
of Honorable People Charms and circular Honorable People Papers. Or, th可
burn Big Gold (大金） to the deities while others use Longevity Gold. 'They also 
use a special form of First Trca.rurc paper, and assemble a sub-set of macerials to 
use only at the N面Year (including the Cake Mon可 or Bamboo Ca可ing Pole 
Money. 年嬝）• A panial List of items used by the Cham.hou includes Cake Mon勺
（搵嬝， also rcrmed. Bamboo Ca可ing Pole Money, 竿蝮）， Hean of Money (鐽
心）， Pcaccful Mon勺 （乎安嬝）， Heaven Head Money (天蹟嬝）， Family Money 

（家，，蝮）， KungMoney(公伐）函gGold (大金）， Four Seasons Money (四季餞），

Invitation Card (惰恰）， Money to Escape from Difficulties (Ji鑷M), Clothing 

for the Good Brothers (妊兄梟衣）， Ko Mon可 （苓蝮）， 士e Pr邙pero函C'.rccn
Horse (責人， 操 l 鹹馬）， and Ydlow and White Paper (責白紙）．

Chapter 9 

1. Robert J. Smith 極 noted for Japan: "It is a society whose members will 
generally tell you that the Japanese way of doing a thing is thus and so, often 
with considerable specificity. When confronted with evidence of contrary 
behavior, the response is likely to be 'Wdl, that's not the Japanese way,' but with 
absolutd.y no implication that it shoukl th孕re be stopped.. A man's religious 
convictions and p近tic:cs are, in short, no one dsc's b画css; his o區rvaru:c of 
social obl珺ation, on the other hand, is every面正's bus血云 (Smith 1974: 347). 

2 氐counts of Hong Kong's 6.sherfolk may 比 found in Akers-Jones (1975), 
Ande成on (1967, 1969, 1970, and 1979), Hay邙 (1987) and Ward (1954, 1965, 
1966, and 1985b). 

3. In 2000, bookstores in Cambridge, Massachusetts, carried greeting cards 
bearing glued-on pieces of Gold and Silver Paper, and one specialty housewares 
shop also stocked Money to Live, to use as coasters or cocktail napkins. Much 
earlier in Hong Kong, a shop selling popular househokl ceramics made on 
the Mainland in the 1950s decorated its walls with hand-painted gowns for 
the gods. More recently, an April 2004 exhibition was hdd at the Hong Kong 

Arts Centre featuring a Japanese photographer who fabricated paper modds 
of Japanese street scenes, complete with individual buildin祭 for坤 photo
es譯ys (Hong Kong S如必trd. Ap「il 4, 2004). Whether or not he burned them 
afterwards was not mentioned. 

4. The opposite has been suggested for Sin四ore (Tong 1993: 149). 
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5. While it has been reported for Taiwan that some, on disc函ring unidentified 
bones or rcma血， mightworship these in the hopes of persuading the attached 
wandering soul to cause harm to an enemy or gaining 面1 benefits (Wang 
1974), this seems not the practice in Hong Kong. 
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"Alo咾tlme" -l時間
"All things come to�in accord血c:cwith the heart's c區面 心這事攝
Almanac(T血gShing) 這
却c:estors' Clothing 楓先衣
厙RiceWoman 阿米萇
[To] A.Jsctnblc Offi:ringa 疊． 疊出來
Assembling 1'. 氏邱1reB訌in躉賨墓
極pici四 Papcr 古氥
B血boo Canyi.ng Pole Money竿嬝
Bank of Hell Notes 实蛐
B邙inMeal 食蠹
Bea血gthe Sm.all People Ritual 打小人
Big Boat 大般
Big Bright Trmswc 大光賨
Big God. 大榨
Big Gold [Chaozhou] 大全
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Big Red and G沄a 大紅大綠
Black Small People 黒小人
Blackwood蹏枝
Bo Lin Temple 賨篷寺
Boat Close Ml-廬
恥acGace Ml-閘
BoacTablec悄擰
Breaking out of Prison [Hell] Spirit 殖嶽神
Brook Money [White Money] 溪儀
Buddha's Hand [citron] *手
Burning First Treasure 燒元賨
Burning Gold and Silver Paper 燒金儼衣紙
Burning Paper Bound Offerings 燒紙崇崇品
Burning Paper Sacrificial Offerings 燒紙崇品
Cai Lun 菓偷
Cai Shen 財樟
Cake Money 搵釷
Catholicism天主羲
Chaoyang people 潮層人
Chaozhou people 漕州人
Chaozhou Paper Offerings [additional items listed separately] 

Clothing for the Good Broth年 好兄梟衣
Family Money 東，，餞
Four Seasons Money 四季嬝
Heaven Head Mon可天頭伐
Invitation Card 請恰
Ko Money lf'-l 
Kung Money 公愎
Money to Escape from Difficulties 規鑷伐
Yellow and White Paper 黃白紙

Charm [tu) 符
Charm of Cheung and Lau (willow) 張柳符
Che Gong 享公
Chi:ck/Worship t比 Foot of the Day 査 l 拜日獨
Chl (Qi) .. 
Chief Dragon Tablet .iE氭停
Chinese Paper Merchants Association 中葦紙集向會
Chong Yang 重層
Civil Se扣 Chair 文咧嶋
Cir叩lar Honorable People Paper Ill蕢人紙



Closed [Gate] Money 鷿釷
Closed [Gate] Paper 關紙
Closed Separation Paper 鷿疏氰
Clothing Burned at the Street 燒街衣
Clothing for All rhe Gods 這神衣
Clothing for Boat Head Nii顗衣
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Clothing for Gods in the Sky/Clothing for Big Gods 天棹衣 l 大杵衣
Clothing for the Monkey God 大聖衣
Clothing for the Spirits 狐衣
ClothingP記kage衣包
Clothing Paper 衣紙
Co叩洹sionatc Heart Document 蔥心膿
Contract 哭
Cow Gho..�t.s and Snake C..ods 牛鬼it.fl!!
Crown for Monkey ll-lflJIII 
DaJiao Ritual 打鼉
Desires of the Heart Come True 心想事成
Di Zhu 地主
Dian Xin 點心

Paper Varieties of Dian Xin 
Fen Go 粉杲
FungJiao 鳳爪
Gai Bau 皐苞
Lo Mai Gai 糧米羣
Ma l.ai Go 馬拉飆
Siu Mai.tAI 

Dirty Things lghos因 污糟邋遺懵
Disgraceful Affair Paper l!ll事紙
Divination Blocks [祠 杯
Door Gods 門神
Dongguan東莞
Double Happin蕊 薑
"Dragon and Hor蕊 Spirit" tl馬精神
Dragon Boat Festival 蠵午餉
Dragon Tablet 惶撫
恥thContract 地契
Earth Cow Charm 土牛符
Earth God [Tudi] 土地
EightCh主ctcn 八字
Eight lmmo屯ls八仙
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Eight Tri.gmns A卦
Eightli屯rams Charm/\卦符
"Everything as You Wish• b ;t 
Fairy 知 [Bat] 仙鼠
Fate 合
Face Changers [Lucky Money, Lucky Paper] 暹嬝， 逕紙
[To] "feel at ease and j血rifi.ed" 心安運得
Fcstiv:al of the Hungry Ghosts [Yu Lan] 孟貫
First and Fifrecnth Days of the Month 初一初十五
First Treasure (yuan bD] 元實
Fish Gate 熹 鬥
Fishermen水上人
Fivc/Seven C'.olor Paper 五 ／ 七色紙
鹹Five bl函ingg knoclcing on thc door"五福臨鬥
鹹Five generatio邙 have a good performance" 五世其昌
Five Ghosts Charm 五嵬符
Five Star Card 五星東
Five Treasures Document 五，，晨
Flower Basket (for Monkey) 花薑
Flower Boat 花艇
Flower Cannon 花焜
Flower of thc Number One Scholar [r,huangyuan] 壯元花
Flower 臨花紅
Flower to Thank God 還神花
[To] Fold (Up) 疊 出 來
FoTan 火炭
Foot of the Day l:l割
Foreign Rdigion [yangjiao] 洋教
Foshan 狒山
Four Corners and the Center 五方土造
Flying Rae [bar] 飛鼠
Forgiving Book 敖書
Frighten Festival / Feast of Excited Insects 驚蟄 l 節
FuJian 駙薫
FuJian Bag 跗薫褒
Fu Jian Cabinet 附濤槓
Gate Passing 逼關
Ghost 如］ 鬼
國Go to Fairyland可山遺
"Go to San Francisco to sell Salted Dude E蕊s" 去董金山重鹹鴨蛋



God of Wealth 財神
[When] Going out, Encounter Honorable People 出路逼量人
Gold and Silver Paper 金鐵紙
Gold and Silver Mountain 金山鐵山
Gold Boy 金童
Gold Crown worn by Mon區 金剛Ill
Gold Fim Treasure 金元＇
Gold Flower/Sil面 Hand.! 金花儼掌
Gold Ingot 金碳
GoldLotuS 金蓬花
Gold Money Pinwheel 金餞享
Gold Pineapple 金藐薫
Gold Tripod 金肅
Golden Flower ljin J乜］ 金花
Good Luck Couplet 玀賡琫糰 封糰
鹹Good Luck in Dog and Horse 胚i面 狗馬亨道
Good Meaning [for pinwheels] 好這矚
Great Auspiciousness 大吉
Great Luck Document 鴻運嵊
Great Sage 恥ualto Heaven 青天大皇
Great Sage Huang Da Xian 大皇黃大仙
Grooms 馬夫
Grunting of the Heavenly Pig [血」i,,a] 天務叫
Guan Di 關帝
Guan Gong 關公
GuanY'm 氬音
Guangdong Province 賡東
Hakka 客家
Han Jing \!It鸞
Hanging Red � 紅
Happy Event and Disgraceful Affair Paper 多事紙 嶋事紙
Heart of Mon可 灶心
Heavenly」ockeyQub天臺亭馬會
Heavenly Teacher [tiansh,1 Charm 天師符
Heavenly Rat [bat] 天鼠
Hell Money 冥tl, 禧司紙， 假戢紙， 氞紙， 冥洋
Hell Restaurant 冥這湄慎
Ho TI (He Di) 和音
Hold the Peach of Longevity 手軌貴桃
Hong Sheng 洪翌
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Hong Xian 洪仙
Honorable People 忘r 實人紙
Honorable People Charm 蕢人符
Honorable People and Prosperous/Green Horse 量人， 蠔 l 緑馬
Horoscope /\字
Immonal Twiru [He He Er Xian] 和合二仙
Incancation of Great Sorrow 大崽兄
"Invite [ask] to Leave� 請走
」ade 區tcning Paper 玉扣紙
」ade Girl 玉女
」iangsu Province 汪葺
King ofHcll烹獵大帝
Kitchen God [卒Jun] 灶君
Lahel [�ing 而p, for the FuJian Bag] 封條
Lam'TI四en##
l..antau Island 大嶼山
Large Fiest Treasure 大元賨
Large Hell 大彙
Large氐d and Green 大紅大鹹
Lci Zu冒扭
Li Bo 李伯
Life 生
Listening to the Scriptu這 颺幔
Long Life 壽
Long Money [Whlte Mon可] *蝮
Long Pennant -l嬅
Longevity Gold 專金
Longevity Money Padret 壽蝮封
Lotus Flower Basin 篷花羞
Low Value Currency 飲蝮
Lu Ban 攢斑
Lucky Basin 逯彙
Lucky Basin Paper 逯彙紙
Lucky Money/Paper [Fate Changers] 運tt. 逯紙
Lucky Phrases/Couplets 揖秦 針糰
Machine Made Paper -!l¥tt 
Made by Bincling [pitched] 紮作
Mailing Bag [Fu」ian Bag] 郵苞
[To) "Make a Pro配 一本篔利
[To] "Make Lives Smooth勺 匱景



Meaning/Wish Hc:ad 忠瑱
Popular Meaning Hc:ad Phrases for Pinwhcds: 
Both men and weal.th arc flourishing. 人財雨旺
極incssis brisk. 生遼興區
[The] desires of the heart come true. 心懋事成
Everything happens as you wish. 言事如遼
Gain financial resources in many ways. 財漏潰逯
Get a 10,000 return on original investment. 一本富利
Long life, rich邙， andhonor. 長命富貴
MayWo哩TaiSin bl� you. 大仙保佑
May your family be prosperous. 篆宅興擡
Prosperous all through 血 year. 週年旺財
Sail through the wind 血oothly. 一帆風順

Medicine for 比gularing the Heart 正心菓
Men Kou 門 口
Ming Yang [Hell Money] 冥洋
Modd Paper Pitching 模型紮作
Money Ingot 蝮鋮
Mon勺 to Escape From Difficulties 脱纂嬝
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Money to Live [Towards Life Money, Towards Life Spirit lnGllltation] 往生嬝
Mon可 to 氐 theRoad 買路蝮
Mo亟y孫悟空 菁天大聖
Mountain Money 紅嬝山 帛
Mutual Aid Commi面 互助委員會
Net of Sky and 距th. 天矗地氝
鹹Never Ending Luck" 如星不停
"Not Here" 不在， 唔喎戾
Num転 One Scholar 壯元
Panyu 誉昺
Paper Cues 莧紙
Paper of Five Ghosts 五鬼紙
Paper Pitching 紮作
Paper Shop [Retail] 衣紙鏽
Paper to Buy a Passage [White Money] 慣路釷
"Passed Away" :il; 磨
Passport 道行鼉， 拜景
uPea逛itl Family, Honorable People: Seek a.nd Assist" 稟門乎安 責人求助
Pca.ceful Money 乎安釷
Pear 臬
uPin Flowers [in the: hair], Hang up the: 氐d" 參花掛紅
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Pinwheel [fong che] 凪享
[To] Pitch 11. 作
Platform for Observing One's Home Village 望鄉台
Po Lam Estate , 林邨
Private Worship at Home 畀神
Prosperi可 穡
Prosperous/Green Horse 盪 綠馬
Qing Ming 淯咽
Qiu Qian [!tauh chim] 求量
Rectangular Honorable People Paper 長責人紙
迢Affairs紅事
Red and White Banner 缸白懾
Red Ball 紅球
Red Cloths 紅布
Red Head 紅瞑
Red Money 紅蝮
氐d Money and White Mountain [J.a.iscc Money] 紅蝮白山
氐d Paper Envelopes [for Money] 利是
氐stful Heart Document 息心燥
Rice Color 米色
Sai Ying Pun 西滑噩
San Bei [divinatlon] 三杯
Sau Mau Ping 氐tatc 秀茨坪邨
s呵,cgoat 代人． 磬舟
Scattering Money [White Money] 散蝮
Scepter如迄
Second and s血cnth Days of the Month 初二柯十六
Sedan Ch吐 精
Sending Treasuries 寄厙
S函n Color Mon可 七色傾
Seven Month Fu Jian 七月即薫
Seven Voice Incantation 七言兄
Sha Tin 沙田
Shanghai 上海
Shantou汕頸
ShuiKou 水口
Shunde 順攙
Sik SikYuen 謩色國
Silver Co迪 洋最
Silver Paper (Hdl Money) 佷紙



Sincerity鹹
Small Clothing 衣仔
Small First Treasure 細元冑
Small People [xiao rm] 小人
Small People Fan 小人扇
Small People Paper 小人紙
Small Solving of 100 Problems 銣百楙
Small Temples ,J環
Small Waeer Clothing 水衣仔
Solving of 100 Problems 百楙
Song Dynasty 宋代
Soul Pursuing Charm 追鴞符
Spirit Flower 神花
Spirit Red ,ill'紅
Spirit Soul License 神塊軌熹
Star of Paper Pitching 紮作明星
Steel Headband worn by Monkey 蹟筋匱
Stock Mailing 寄厙
Street of the Dead 擯州街
Superstition迷隹
Tai Wai 大11J
Tan Gong鐔公
Tang Dyn邙tyJ! 代
Tang lou 唐毽
Tang Tai Zang 唐太宗
Tangerine 枯
Teaching of Goats 転函卹I 羊教
Temple of the Ten Thousand Buddhas 藁狒寺
"Ten Fingers are not the same length• 十隻手揠沒有一檁臺
Ten Treasures 十甯
[To] Thank God 還神
"Thirty-six Roads• 三十六道
Thirty--1Jix [Secluded) Hell Clothing 三十六鸕衣
Thirty-six Hell Clothes Hell Green 三十六蠱衣鸕蠔
Three Kingdoms 三國
Thrce Num區Ones瓦ach [Home) 三元及信
Three Star Card 三屋卡
Three Star Gods 三星 （福操菁）
Three Strandli of Popular Belief三教合一
Tian Gong 天公
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Tian Guan 天古
Tian Hou 天后
Tianjin天淳
Towards Life Money [Money to Live] 往生鱔
Towards Life Spirit Incantation [Money to Live] 往生神兄
Treasure Heare [White Money] 實心
Tsuen Wan 荃灣
Tseung Kwan 0 將軍溴
Two First Treasure 二元瓚
Tz.e Wan Shan E平te 蔥雲山郇
Unreal Money [Hell Money] 假纍紙
"Vast Prosperity all the Daysn 鴻福靑夭
Vice Dragon Tablet 剷徨脾
Village Hoiue 鄉＃屋
Wandering Souls 造嗅
Water Bucket (for Mo.n局） 水桶
Water Duck水鴴
Water Gate 水層
Water Ladder ,Jc. 棒
"When going out, encounter honorable people n 出路遇責人
Wheeled Sedan Chair 犢
White Affairs 自事
White Money [Brook Mon可］ 溪釷
Willow Banner 挪鴆
鹹Withthe beginning and the 邙ding" 有贖有尾
WongTai Sin 責大仙
Worship Against a Violation 拜犯
[To] Wo母tipthe Ancestors 拜根先
[To] Worship the FoUI Corners 拜四角
[To] Worship the Gods 拜神
Wo呻ip the Street 拜街
Written Accusation 狀飼
Wu Pei Fu 吳佩孚
Xiamen 虞門
Xinhui 新會
Yang Separation 陽湣
YauMaTei Ml直地
Yin Administered Paper [Hell Money) 蔭司紙
Yin and Yang Separation 陰陽層
Yin Contract � 全英



Yin Scpa西on 蔭隠
Young Workers 童工
Yu Lan [Festival of the Hungry Ghosts] 盂頂
YuanShikai 袁世凱
Zao」un 灶君
Zhang Tiaruhi 敖天蟬
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within families 165-6 
youngworkcrs 166- 7, 175- 6  

Ask Rice Woman (see spirit medium) 
assemblages of paper offerings 39-40, 81-82, 100-1, 132, 147, 148, 150, 151, 

220, 243, 244 
Assembling Treasure Basin 107, 117 
ausp這ous clemenu

definition of 190, 197 
in paper offerings 9, 30, 33, 35, 69, 70, 84, 86, 162- 3 ,  164, 169- 70, 171, 180, 

192-7 
multiplying the good effects of 39-40, 190 
shapes as auspicious 33, 40, 69, 171, 182, 198 

automobiles (m also funeral offerings) 6, 32, 103, 109, 113, 114, 118, 119, 123, 
135 

Bai Fan set of offi:rings 57-58, 61, 245 
balance and proportion in paper offerings 167, 180 
bamboo 23, 32- 33, 75, 141, 143, 166- 7, 171, 181 
Bamboo Carrying Pole Money (see Cake Money) 
bats 

as symbols of good fortune 29, 61, 133, 192, 197, 232 
different names for 192 
on Flower Cannons 33, 191, 193, 232 
on Pinwheels 193 

Beating the Small People Ritual 66-68, 71, 241, 246 
BigB叩t224
Big Bright Treasure 28, 73, 254 
Big Gold 38-39, 161, 162, 258 
Big red and green 83 
birdcages 121 
birthday offi:rings 

for gods 80, 83, 189 
for hum.ans 75刁7, 106

bla.clc c;olor in offerings 89 
Black Small People 68 
blue color in offerings 118, 189 

Clothjng for Wong Tai Sin 83, 189 
Boat Close (m Boat Tablet) 
Boat Tablet 224-5 
boats 56, 61 
恥 Lin Monastery 145 
Brook Money (su White Money) 
Buddha's Hand 86 



burning of paper offering 2, 20-22, 32, 76, 229, 235 
and transformation of offerings 20 
at Wong Tai Sin Temple 3 7 -38, 47 
how to burn 34-38 
non-combustible components of 36 
of Money to Ll.ve 30-31, 230 
ovens for 4, 36, 37, 242 
paper offerings not burned 34- 36 
prohibition of 37, 242- 3  
varying terminology for 34 

butterflies 170 

Cai Lun 87 
Cai Shen (see God of Wealth) 
Cake Money 163, 164, 258 
calligraphy on paper offerings 73, 171, 243 
Calling Back the Soul Ritual 60-61 
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candles 37, 39, 50, 57, 68, 81, 88, 95, 100, 134, 138, 144, 148, 194, 244, 254 
carp 164, 192, 194, 197 
cats 120, 151 
C比oz.hou

as a dialccc group 149, 224, 243 
charms 6, 11, 35, 45, 57, 61, 65, 68, 74, 138, 181, 187 
distinctive paper offerings for 16, 38- 39, 65-66, 89, 107, 117, 125, 161- 3, 

164. 183, 187, 188,211, 224,241,258 
Charm of Cheung and Lau 65 
Che Gong 3, 70, 80, 144, 145, 171, 191 
Checking the Foot of the Day 即tual 55-56 
chiclcens 

啤on Flower Cannons 187, 193-4 
Good Fortune Chiclcens for Tian Hou 23-24, 144 

children 
burial of deceased children 127 - 8  
offerings fur 128-9, 130-1 

Chong Yang 3, 31, 41, 44, 99, 106, 131, 132, 133, 201, 203, 205, 223, 229 
chrysanthemums 194, 253 
circles as shapes for offerings 40, 69, 171, 198 
cloclu 194 
Closed [Gate] Money 59-60, 241 
Closed [Cate) Paper 57, 59 
Closed Separation Paper 60 
clothing 

for ancestors 16, 21, 31, 125-6, 163-4, 181, 225, 252 
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for fishermen's deities 225 
for ghosts 21, 31, SO, 57, 59, 95, 9 9 -100, 101, 213 
for gods 21- 22, 39, 40, 62, 73, 74, 81, 83- 88, 147, 151, 163, 164, 169-70,  187, 

254,258 
for Guan Yin 84, 86, 100, 189 
for Lu Pan 88 
for Monkey S, 85-86, 188 
for the Small People 68 
for Tian Hou 84, 187 
for Wong Tai Sin (Huang Da Xian) 83, 189 
for Zhao Jun 84 
handcrafted 83, 84, 86, 88, 163-4 
machine printed 31, 83, 128, 164 
made of cloth 164, 255 
size of128, 130- 1  

Clothing Burned at the Street 100-1, 213 
Clothing for All the Gods 75, 83 
Clothing fur Boat Head 225 
Clothing for the Big Gods 83 
Clothing for the Good Brothers 258 
Clothing fur the Spirits (see Thirty-six Secluded [Hdl] Clothing) 
color (set tZlso individual colors) 

as conveyor of meanings 185- 6, 189 
brilliance of 185 
difficult colors 188-9 
of clothing for 如tics 83-84, 86, 88, 187, 189, 213, 247 

commemoration ceremonies for the dead 4, 104, 122 
seven-day cerernonienfter death 105-6, 113, 114 

commurucat!Jlg with the dead 
血oughdivination 110-2 
through dreams 109-10 

C ompasstonate Hean: Document 58, 61 
Contract99 
Cour口 ofPunishment 104, 226 
Cow Ghosts 61 
cows 117 
crafting paper offerings 160-72 

訌onymity in呻ing 180-2 
application of gold 162, 163 
creativity in c函ing(m creativity) 
definitions of good crafting 82, 83, 167, 168, 175, 180 
gender and crafting 172---4 
handcrafted offerings 86, 151, 155, 163-4, 181-2 



handling raw materials 162-3, 164, 166-7, 171 
items difficult to craft 167 - 8  
use of glue 163, 167, 168 

crane1 

盆 funeral offerings 113, 114, 115, 141 
creativity 160, 178- 9, 196- 7, 1 9 9 -200 

andnon•pi吐ed offerings 199 
in crafting Flower Cannons 196 
in crafting fune.ral items 178 
in craftlng Golden Flowers 195 
in crafting Pinwheels 180- 2, 196, 197 
in crafting pitched offering� 196, 181-2, 199-200 
supported by the trade 159, 179 

Crown for Monkey 5, 85, 187 
currency (see paper currency) 

DaJiao Festival 96 
death 

discussions of 108-9 
euphemisms for 109 

deer 29 
Di Zhu (Lord of the Land) 42, 43, 75, 80, 82, 161 
dirty things (see Ghosts) 
divination 47, 71, 110-2, 246, 254 
Divining Bloclcs 47, 67, 71 
dogs 118, 120, 251 
domestic worship 41-44, 80 
Dongguan 60, 61, 248, 254 
Door Gods 196, 238 
double happin邙s 62
Dragon Boat Festival 24, 187 
dragons 63, 75, 81, 82, 83, 84, 88, 133, 164, 170, 191, 193 
Dragon Tablets 113, 114, 115 
dreams 109-10, 131, 250 
du申 and duck eggs 44, 74, 75, 109 

Earth Contr土 75
Eanh Cow Charm 74 
Earth God (Tudi) 40, 42, 48, 49, 107, 134 
eggs 

red 咾gs on Flower Cannons 187, 193-4 
Eight Immortals 179, 191, 195, 196, 198 
Eight Trigrams 29-30, 252, 254 
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Eight Trigrams Charm 57 
everyday offerings 

definition of25 
examples of25-32, 148 

factories and factory flats 8, 142- 3  
Fairy Rats (see Bau) 
families and training of paper masters 165-6, 172, 173 
Family Money 258 
face 54, 71 

rituals for altering 71- 72, 75 -76 
Fate Cb血ger72, 76, 145, 247, 257 
Feast of Excited Insects (see Frighten Festival) 
Festival of the Hungry Ghosts 3, 41, 44, 50, 95, 9 9 -101, 131, 134, 201, 210, 213, 

216, 224, 233, 256 
filial piety 223, 227, 228, 230-1 
firearms 邙 offcrings for the dead 120, 251 
fuccrackers 187, 254 
first and fifteenth day of the month 41, 42 
First Treasure 10, 27-28, 38, 40, 56, 57, 68, 72, 73, 74, 81, 88, 95, 99, 100, 127, 

145, 148, 240, 241, 244, 254, 258 
foh 

as symbols of abundanc.c on Pinwheels 192 
fishermen 

paper offerings used by 16, 50, 211, 224一5
rituals of 62, 224, 233 

Fish Gate 225 
Five and Se面 Colored Paper 31, 57, 釔 99, 100, 125, 241 
five blessings 區ocking on the door 38 
Five Ghosts Charm (see Paper of Five Ghosts) 
Five Star C訌d62
Five Treasures Document 29, 72, 76, 81, 82, 148, 187, 225, 祐4
flexibility in paper offerings 

by trade prolmio四Is23, 24, 25, 51, 83-84, 129, 130, 177-8, 179, 208, 219-21 
by worshippers 23, 24, 25, 40, 51, 82, 85, 100, 129-31, 212-3, 221 
in style of worship 4 6 -47, 241 
in use of difficult colors 189 
in use of Gold and Silver Paper 25, 82, 99, 212 
in use ofWhlte Money 32, 40, 97, 99 
。fferings to ancestors 76, 97, 99, 129-31, 134-5, 213 
offerings to ghosts 31, 82, 100-1, 233 
。ffcrings to gods 40, 46, 76, 81, 82, 85, 99, 161, 213 
when crafting Golden Flowers 170, 195 
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when crafting Pinwheels 171, 196-7 
Flower Boat 224 
Flower Cannons 3. 6, 7, 15, 16, 17, 23, 33, 35, 138, 141, 142, 171, 182, 189, 192, 

194,232 
definition of 19 
description of 187, 191, 196 
examp區 ofauspicious crafting 191, 194, 196, 232 

flowers 
as auspicious elements in o氐rings 84, 86, 164, 169, 170, 194, 253 
in domestic worship 43, 73, 106, 148, 234 

Flower to Thank God 50, 225 
Flying Rats (see bats) 
folded paper offerings 25, 28, 31-32, 釔 127
fuodo氐rings

and sharing with the ancestors 44, 106, 122 
at shrines 47, 49, 50 
for domestic worship 43-44, 55, 58, 74, 75, 80 
for ghosts 44, 95 
for gods 49, 148 
for temple worshlp 46, 60, 93 
paper food fur thr: ancestors 16, 121- 3, 251 

Fooc of che Day Ricual 55-57 
Forgiving Book (see Solving of 100 Problems) 
FoT: 皿 139
Four Seasons Money 258 
Frighten Fcstival/F�st of Excited Insects 32, 66, ([/ 
fruit (see food offerings) 
fa [Charm] 35 
Fu Jian Bag 132-3, 205, 238 
Fu」ianCabinet 132 
Fu」i血 Ritual (Sr:vr:nth Month) 131-3 
funeral and com.memo邙ivcofferings for the 血ccstors

animals 118, 120 - 1  
益 paymr:nt for dr:bts 26-27, 108 

d ac seven ay commcmorat1on ceremon心 105-6
automobiles 6, 32, 103, 109, 113, 114, 118, 119, 123, 135 
basic set 112-8 

definitions and examples 112-6 
variations in 116 - 8  

dur: to ethnicity 117 
due to fmancial constraint 116 
due to professional differences 116 -7 

colors of ll8, 126, 189 
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family discussion of 108-9 
flexibility of 134 - 5, 129 - 1  
for children 128- 9 ,  130 
houses for the dead 32, 104, 110, 113, 114, 115, 116-8, 141, 167-8, 250, 251 
items of f':Vcryday use (see皿tierS4Par, 毋 Ii.sting)
。rdcringof 106- 9  
。rderof burning 130, 144 
photo albums illustrating 106, 179 
servants for the dead 32, 103, 105, 113, 114-5, 239, 250 
size of 114, 118, 123, 124, 130-1 
societies to pay for offcri n瘀 107, 249
workshops producing 106, 118, 141, 165 

gender 
andpaper o氐rings 172-4 
and pollution 148, 173-4 
and worship 207 - 8  

geomancy49 
ghosts 

and anccstol'S 9 2 -93, 94 
and illness 54-59, 93 
and the social order 91 
and vice 98-99 
appearance of 93 
becoming a ghost 91-93 
comp缽sion for 94-95, 233 
defmed as dirty things 54, 57, 93, 112, 248 
dc:finition of91-95 
expelling of 59, 82 
gods' distribution of offerings to 100, 134 
nature of 93-94 
。£fendingof 54, 57, 58 
。ffcrings for 3, 21, 25, 36, 50, 82, 95, 96, 9 7 -101, 232- 3  
poverty of 42, 91, 92 

God ofWcalrh 29, 41, 42, 88 
appearance on Golden Flowers 169, 195 

gods (s«also individual gods) 
hierarchy of 80, 84, 89, 161, 247 
。ffcrings for 2 7 -28, 80- 91, 161, 164, 231- 2  
rank or如 in domcnic worship 43, 80-81, 82, 89 

gold coins on offerings 162, 194, 196 
gold color 188 
Gold First Treasure (Lotus Flower Basin, Gold Pineapple) 87 
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Gold Flower and Silver Hand 67, 68 
Gold Money Pinwheel 196 
Gold Paper 3, 27, 34, 38, 40, 46-47, 51, 57, 58, 60, 61, 68, 74, 82, 86, 95, 99, 100, 

107, 116, 127, 132, 145, 148, 149, 151, 155, 161, 164, 205, 209, 212, 224, 225, 
238, 250, 254, 257, 258 

Gold Pineapple (see Gold First T.reasure) 
Golden Boy 196 
Golden Crown 85 
Golden Flowers 3, 5, 6, 7, 15, 16, 23, 33, 35, 140, 141, 142, 149, 168, 169 -70, 172, 

191, 192, 232, 238, 240, 254 
crafting of 169-70 
decoration of43 33, 88, 169 -70, 187, 194 
gods represented. on 195-6 
in domestic worship 73, 8 8 -91, 169, 174 
in shops 73, 89 
meaning and function of73-74, 88, 89, 90-91, 147, 168 
rules for crafting 89, 170 

Gulden Tripod 76 
Good Fortune Chicken for Tian Hou 23-24, 144, 254 
good performance in five generations 38 
gourd 

:u an auspicious shape 33, 69, 171, 198 
meaning of 198 - 9  

Great Luck Document 29, 72, 81 
green color 188, 197 
Guan Di 75, 80, 148, 156, 161 
Guan Gong 42, 43 
Guan Yin 3, 29, 31, 43, 62, 73, 80, 84, 85, 86, 89, 100, 131, 132, 134, 148, 196 
gu岫

and gender 172 
严ding trade: scoi:ts 176-7 
patron gods of 87-88 

Han」'ingRitual (m Calling Back the Soul Ritual) 
Happy Event and Disgraceful Affair Paper 58 
hats 32, 83, 8 4 -85, 86, 170 
having both a head and a tail 192, 194 
hawkers 7, 45, 138, 139, 143, 144 
heart as an auspicious shape 182, 198 
Heart of Money 162-3, 258 
Heaven Head Money 258 
Heavenly」ockeyClub 119 
heavenly pantheon 79 
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Heavenly Rats (see Bau) 
Heavenly Teacher Charm 57, 245 
Hc Hc ErX洫 (seeImmortal Twins) 
Hell 

depictions of 104 - 5, 129, 226-7, 249 
Hell Money 27, 57, 68, 74, 82, 95, 100, 126, 127, 132, 134, 148, 229,240, 254 
homology 

demenu區edon paper offerings 126, 197 
in number combinations 118, 198 

Hong Xian 87, 225 
Honorable People Charm 29, 65, 67, 72, 75, 88, 258 
Honorable People Paper (Honorable People) 

appearance and use of 28, 34, 40, 63-66, 72, 75, 81, 82, 88, 147, 148, 187, 
188, 224, 225, 241, 244, 258 

defwition of 28, 39, 64, 65 
numbers of 28, 64, 65 

horses 
as 比rms for paper offerings 23, 105 
in paper 23, 57, 61, 64, 105, 120, 180, 193 
Prosperous/Green horse 29, 64, 65, 66, 68, 188, 258 

horoscope 2 9 -30, 62 
ho血s for che dead (m funeral offerings) 
Huang Da Xian (stt Wong Tai Sin) 

illness 
behavior resulting in 54, 57 
drinking burned paper as a cure 35, 58, 66 
ghosts as a cause 54-59, 60 
nigh口ndillness 6o 
paper offerings prescribed fur treatment of illness 3, 54- 59, 154 
small people as cause 54 
use of almanac in diagnosis and curing 54, 55-57 

Immortal Crane (sl!I! Crane) 
lmmonal Twins of Harmony and Union 65, 196 
In呾urion ofBig Sorrow 31 
incense 20, 37, 43, 45, 46, 47, 49, 57, 68, 81, 100, 106, 134, 138, 144, 149, 221, 

234, 244, 254 
initiative in crafting paper offerings 174-80 
interviews 7 - 8, 22 
items of everyday 四e {funeral offerings) 

clothing 16, 21, 23, 125-6, 163-4 
daily necessities 124- 7  
definition of 113-4, 118-9 



elecu」cal appliances 16, 124-5, 126, 147, 252 
personal finance 126- 7  
personal use items 16, 126 
special items within 119-24 

animals 118, 120 - 1  
as wish fulfillment 118, 119 
foodstuffs 16, 121-2 
Street of the Dead 123 - 4, 141 
travel- related 123, 251 
uniqueness of orders 119 

lnvi乜tion Card 258 

Jade Fastening Paper 36 
Jade Girl 196 
Jiao Festival 224 

Kam Fa 59 
King of Hell 26, 95, 126, 256 
Kitchen God 41, 42, 84, 238, 240 
KoMoncy258 
Kung Money 258 

J.abcl (Scaling Strip) 132 
Lady of the Bed 24 
Lanterns 6, 7, 32, 138, 141, 182, 187, 194, 221, 239, 240, 253 
Lei Zu 87, 247 
lettered paper associations 21 
Li Bo 87 
lion dog 193 
Long Pennant 72-73 
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Long,:;vity Gold Paper 25, 27, 38, 39, 47, 51, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 81, 82, 87, 88, 100, 
145, 148, 161, 164, 187, 209, 212, 213, 224, 225, 233, 238, 240, 244, 254, 
257, 258 

Lord of the Land (m Di Zhu) 
Lotus Flower Basin (stt Gold First Treasure) 
lotus flower and root 84, 86 
Lu Ban 88, 247 
LuckyB吐n 32, 33, 75-77, 147, 148, 151, 187, 240 
Luclcy Basin Paper 29, 32, 40, 72, 76, 81, 244 
Luclcy Money/Luclcy Paper (see Fate Chan妒）
LuckyP比es/Couplets

descriptions of 221, 69-70, 138, 187, 253 
numbers of 69 
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on Good Forcune Chickens 24 
on Pinwheels 64, 142, 171, 192, 232, 246 

lunar calendar 2 - 3  
Lunar New Year 2, 3, 33, 38, 41, 45, 53, 71, 138, 144, 145, 150, 186, 201, 244, 

256 
o氐：ings for 3, 33, 44, 69-70, 142, 147, 163, 164, 168, 174, 191, 225, 232, 

240, 241 

Machine Made Paper 36 
making life smooth 156-7 
mandala241 
Meaning Head (see Lucky Phrai;es/Coup區）
medicine for regulating the heart 58 
Men Kou 42, 75, 80, 82, 161 
metal ov血sfor burning offerings 4, 36, 37 
Mid-Autumn Festival 44, 138, 221, 239 
mirrors 24, 85 
M心Mon可 (seeWhite Money) 
model paper pitching 113 
monasteries as sellers of paper offerings 145 
Mon勺Ingot 163 
Money co Escape from Difficulties 187, 258 
Money to Live 30-31, 34, 38, 95, 100, 132, 148, 164, 188, 212, 227, 230, 238, 

258 
Monkey (Sun Wu.kong) 5, 85-86, 188 
Mountain Money 35, 242 
Mountain Peaks and Clouds motif 84, 164 
moving to a n,:w home 3, 74-75, 210 
Mutual Aid Committees 4-5, 153, 254 
mystic knot 84 
mythical animals on paper offerings 84, 86, 193 

Nc:t of Sky and Earth 67 
non-pitched offerings 3, 33, 召， 69-70, 73, 142, 147, 163, 164, 168, 174, 191, 225, 

232 
Number One Scholar 195 

occ函onal rites 53-54 
。£fendingthe spirits 54, 55, 57, 58 
offerings made of doth 164, 255 
orthodoxy 扛d orthopraxy 233-4 

pain碸paper offerings 82, 86, 151, 164, 258 



paper currency 
antiquity of 26, 28 
as debt repayment 2 6 -27, 108 
check books 126 
credit cards 126 
gold coins 27, 127, 132 
gold ingots 27, 29, 100, 109, 111, 113, 127, 151, 188 
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Gold Paper 3, 27, 34, 38, 40, 46-47, 51, 5為8,60, 61, 68, 74, 82, 86, 95, 99, 
100, 107, 116, 127, 132, 145, 148, 149, 151, 155, 161, 164, 205, 209, 212, 
224,225, 238,240,254, 257, 258 

Hell Money (Bank of Hell Notes) 27, 57, 95, 126, 127, 132, 148, 240, 254 
savings ac;count books 126 
Silver Paper 3, 20, 34, 38, 40, 47, 51, 57, 58, 60, 61, 68, 74, 82, 95, 99, 100, 

101, 1 16, 127, 132, 145, 148, 149, 151, 155, 161, 164,205, 209, 212, 224, 
225, 238, 240, 254, 257, 258 

terminology 9-10, 26, 27 
White Money 10, 25, 27, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 51, 56, 57, 61, 68, 74, 82, 95, 

9 7 -99, 100, 132, 163, 209, 224, 238, 248, 254, 257 
paper cuts 2, 162 
paper making 9, 10, 160 - 1  
paper masters 

and apprentices 165-8 
anonymity of 180- 2  
specializations of 166, 171 - 2  
uaining of 160-6, 172, 173, 174-80 

Paper of Five Ghosts 68 
paper offerings 

a.mounts to use 25, 31, 38-39, 88, 89, 100, 154, 155, 169, 230 
andBuddhi血 80, 116, 120, 210 
and cultural heritage/identity 2-4, 222- 5  
arrangement in retail shops 148-9 
邳 replicas 20, 227 
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